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An educational ganve for 4-10 years 

Can you tell the time? 

. 

Stell Software. 1 n case of difficulties order direct from $ 

NOAMinvEaUCcation 
Stell Software Ltd., 36 Limefield Ave, Whalley, Lancs. BB6 9RW. 
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' THE COMPLETE RANGE OF ‘SOLUTIONS 
PRINTERS’ LOOKING TO SOLVE ALL YOUR 

: PRINTING PROBLEMS 
4 { . * sabppttt teed tay ELE | 

‘ HR1 High Quality RT A HR15 Low Cost Word 
f Printing ata Processing with a 

iB: sensible complete range of 
vil price. available options. 
| Choice of 

a . Centronics 
. or Serial 
i 

iF 

r 

| 

) HR25 Full carriage : ee 

ei — ok width printing at . a 
. f 2 ~< a professional 3 
i Saag ts 3 

fi : | speed for the 
i serious user. oat 
A one EP44 Portable printing 
iB) eet : with so much more, 
iM . Ww : full Duplex 

[| RS232. I/F. 
| 
f. 

A 

{ 
i] 
ly RARE 

f G5, 

: 

j EP22 Versatile printing from § ‘* ss 

your brief case RS232 I/F type- HR5 Ultra Low Cost Transfer 
writer, printer, calculator all in 

one box. 

CM51 The flexible typewriter 
with RS232C I/F. 

Printer for home and portable 
office applications. 

CM60 Full feature typewriter 
with RS232 I/F. 

FrridevPhofesiinals 
THAME TELEPHONE: 084 421 5471 DISK PRODUCTS — Adaptec, Archive, Heurikon, NEC, 

TELEX: 837508 Quantum, SMS, Sysgen 
SYSTEMS THAME PARK ROAD _ PERIPHERALS — Axiom, Brother, NEC, Toshiba 

MICROCOMPUTERS —- Onyx, SMS, Quorum 
LTD. THAME, OXON OX9 3XD NETWORKS =. Ber 
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Editorial 01-278 6767. Advertising 01-278 6995/8. Telex: 32157 EMAPPB.G 

CONTENTS 
Acting Editor Hazel James @ Software Editor Simon Craven @ Art Editor Mike Spiller 

Editorial Assistant Shirley Eborn ®@ Advertising Manager Mark Epstein 
Deputy Advertising Manager Philip Baker @ Advertising Assistant Yvonne Moyser 
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Pete Gerrard ® Richard Howell @ Steve Jedowski @ Tony Jones @ Richard Tettmar 
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MRE |Micromania 54 
Why should anyone want to own 
something as useless as a home 
computer? Why do apparently sane 
people turn into computer addicts? 
Find out the answers in our excerpt 
froma hilarious new book. 

Lies Lees 

Spectrum 22 
Successful 

Sketchpad G 
We continue our series on how to - ames i 
make the most of the Spectrum’s Programm in 4 
impressive graphics capabilities. justin Whittaker, the whizz-Kid 

programmer responsible for Atari’s 
Lone Raider game, shares the 
secrets of his success. 

Don’t bea 36 

computer wally 
Check your Walliness Factor in our 
in-depth quiz. 

Howtoavoid 46 
micro mayhem 
What to do if the unthinkable 
happens and, just as important, how 
to prevent disaster striking in the 
first place. 

Competition 70 
WinaCommodore 64, five days’ 
gliding and lots, lots more in our 
great new competition pages. 

Studying the | | 
Salamander 
We went down to Brighton to 
meet the boffins behind this 
successful young software house. 

News 15 
Amstrad launches a new 64K 
computer for the home market, 
Commodore opens a new factory 
in the north-east and receives a 
Royal Warrant, and as the wait for 
the QL goes on and on Sinclair 

begins to calculate the interest due 
to its long-suffering mail order 
customers. These and all the other 
latest stories from Martin Banks. 

Letters 18 
Praise, opinions and complaints 
from readers. 

Silicon Tips 19 
More witty observations of the 
micro world from Richard Howell. 

Problems 21 
Hedley Voysey cures your micro 
headaches. 

Manual 4| 

Override 
What’s new in computer books. 
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Next month 61 | Commodore 42 | Soft Release 89 
Nek at isin foryouinournew | 64.y,Memotech Special 

| Vv. Spectravideo Atari owners are infora rare treat 

wi is game of exp 
Back Issues/ 72 How do the two relative webs ecefal f weer ep 

Su bscriptions newcomers measure up to that old acs tig pitied! dinates adit, 2% 

. favourite, the Commodore 64? P ; 
Make sure you get Which Micro : : 

every month by taking out a Trickstick 53 | Soft Release 94 
subscription, and catch up with ae 
reviews you've missed with our We look at anew type of joystick We review all the latest software 

for Spectrum owners. releases including: 
Spannerman— new variations on 

Lightpen 62 | anoldtheme 

back issues service. 

Orion— the best assembler for the e 
drawbacks Oric so far 
An illuminating insight into these 3D Lunattack — 3D action, but not ; 
graphics add-ons. Are they really quite up to scratch ; 
worth the money? Oric Attack — it’s knight-time yet , 

again 

| SOFTWARE | Zarm— reworking of an old idea 
Eagle — explore the moon of 

. Thrug 
Acornsin 86 Jailhouse Rock 30 Wings of War — enter Lieutenant 

A chance for Commodore 64 Roger Wilcoe F 
the par k owners to improve their mental Romic Cube — strictly for Rubic f 
Our regular education column agility — and have fun at the same Cube fans only ; 
tale: a elt how. crelioadon time with our educational listing. The Cricklwood Incident — 

comprehensive has set up a 7 enjoyably silly fun 
computer network and uses it to : ; fee | Pedro— help poor Pedro protect 
the full. his garden 

Cuthbert in the Mines — escape | 
from underground captivity : 
Chuckie Egg — hen-house fun 
Flying Feathers — shotgun tedium 
Bonga-Boo— Commodore 

oo Je . | - mm | version of arecent Spectrum game 

HARDWARE ee | | Ugh! —can you ward off Pterry and 
~/ fo Pterrodactyl? 

The 27 7 Galaxy — Galaxians revisited 
° Creator’s Revenge — zap the 

Alphatronic PC Le Eel | nasties Fe ee 
Triumph Adler goes all out fora Space Pilot — it’s cheaper than 
new market with a computer that’s Tan k Attack 71 buying your own ship 
suitable for use both at workand at | Get ready to do battle with our 
home. all-action listing for the Dragon 32. Soft Release 102 

CoE AO SET Round-Up 
The third instalment of our round- 
up of the past year’s software 
releases. They’re all here — the 
brilliant, the OK and the diabolical. 

Buyer’s Guide 105 
We keep you up-to-date with the 
latest releases and price changes. 

Cover photos by Rick Cordell 

ABC MEMBER OF THE AUDIT 
BUREAU OF CIRCULATION 

Which Micro and Software Review. Postal subscription 
service. 

Rates: UK 12 issues £10, Overseas Mail £15, Overseas 
Airmail £22. Other Airmail Rates available on request. 

Enquires to: Which Micro? Subscription Department 
Competition House, Farndon Road, Market 
Harborough, Leicester. Telephone: 0858 34567. 

Published and Distributed by EMAP Business and Computer 
Publications Ltd. Typesetting by Contemporary Graphics, 
77 Farringdon Road, London ECIM 3JY. Printing Riverside Press. 
©Copyright Which. Micro and Software Review, | 984. 
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COURSEWINNER 
THE PUNTERS COMPUTER PROGRAM 

COURSEWINNER allows you to use the power of your computer to get 
the edge on the bookmaker. The program contains a database full of 
detailed information on all English and Scottish flat courses. The ten 
leading trainers and jockeys, and effect of the draw for different weight 

RO BO ; Mi : N a 1 6 K GAM F carried and race length is detailed for each course. This information 
can be displayed on the screen for reference at any time. 
COURSEWINNER can be used in two modes—quick mode _ requires 
only the starting price and results of the last three outings (as found in any 
newspaper) for each runner. Extended mode allows detailed analysis of 
the following factors: 

@ Recent form and starting price 
@ Weight carried and Race length 
@ Trainer and jockey form for the course 
@ Effect of the draw and of the going 

ROBOT MINE “Also included in the package 1s, a_ utility which calculates the returns on 
any single or accumulator bet, win or place, tax paid and deducted. 

£5.95 Available for: Spectrum (48K), BBC (B), Commodore 64, Dragon, 
Apple II/Ile, Atari (48K). 

TH 5 MAZE Price £12.50 all inclusive 

£5.95 POOLSWINNER 
BREAK A THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM 

Exciting new game with thre different screens 

POOLSWINNER is. the most sophisticated pools. prediction aid © ever 
produiced. It comes complete with its own massive database. 
Fuly menu driven. Simple to use, yet very powerful. 

ROCKY RUN Predicts SCOREDRAWS, DRAWS, AWAYS and HOMES. _ oS 
Selec Software guarantee that POOLSWINNER performs _ significantly 

£3 95 better than chance. Your prospects of dividends, and perhaps a jackpot 
. are greatly enhanced. 

POOLSWINNER automatically calculates the league tables as the season 
! rd ‘ progresses. The tables for any division can be displayed for reference at 

SPECIAL OFFER mm THE DATABASE supplied with the package is the largest available— 
ba over 20000 matches (10 years league football). The database automatically 

Robot Mine and The Maze updates as results come in, allowing the program to adapt to recent 
changes in patterns. 
POOLSWINNER is for use with English and Scottish league matches, or 

£9 ae, cup matches between league sides. The program can be used for all future 
»; seasons. 

This package is complete with program, 20000 match database, and 
detailed instruction booklet. 
Available for: Spectrum (48K), ZX81 (16K), BBC (B), Commodore 64, 

Dragon, Apple II/Ile, Atari (48K). 
Price £15.00 all inclusive. 

Make chques and POs payable to 

Argon Enterprises, 21 Camden Close, 
Chadwell St Mary, Essex. : Immediate dispatch (Return of post). 

Trade enquiries on Basildon 27542 = | SELEC SOFTWARE 
37 Councillor Lane, 
Cheadle, Cheshire. 
Tel: 061 428 7425. 

GET IT REGULARLY! 
For just £12 or £6 you can make sure you get your copy of Aquarius User 

regularly by post. Keep up to date with all the news, see the reviews of all the 

latest software, enter competitions, use the program listings, take advantage 

of special offers, read up on helpful hints on how to get the best from your 

machine. Aquarius User is packed with information written by experts. 

Just £12 brings you 12 issues, £6 brings you 5. 

Aquarius User Ltd, 66 Wymering Road, London W9 

To: Aquarius User Ltd, 66 Wymering Road, London W9 Access card holders ring 01-289 2188 (24 hours) 

| would like to subscribe to ______ issues of Aquarius User, | enclose cheque/postal order for £ 

OR debit my Access Card Number 

Name ___ Signature 
Address 

POGOe a ee Tee Telephone WM/2 
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GUENENENENE EN EAE MEN ENE MEN ENC WENENC ENE 
LORDS OF TIME 

Joins our range of acclaimed pure-text puzzle adventures, at £9.90, for: 

BBC 32k COMMODORE 64 SPECTRUM 4sk LYNX 48k NASCOM 32k ORIC 48k ATARI 32x 

ADVENTURE 
REVIEWS 

‘‘Adventures which have a fast 

response time, are 

spectacular in the amount of 

detail and number of locations, 

and are available to cassette 

owners .. Simply smashing!” 

— Soft, Sept 83 
“Colossal Adventure is 
included in Practical 

Computing’s top ten games 
choice for 1983: ‘‘Poetic, 

moving and tough as hell.”’ 

— PC, Dec 83 

“Colossal Adventure . . For 

once here's a program that 
lives uptoitsname..a 

masterful feat. Thoroughly 
recommended” 

— Computer Choice, Dec 83 

“Colossal Adventure is one of 
the best in its class. | would 

recommenzd it to any 

adventurer.” 

— Acorn User, Feb 84 

“Adventure Quest .. This has 

always been one of the best 

adventures for me as it seems 

to contain the lot. In all it took 

me about eight months to 

solve.” 

— PCW, 18th Jan 84 

“To sum up, Adventure Quest 
iS a wonderful program, fast, 

exciting and challenging. If you 

like adventures then this one 

ISforyou" —_ N/LUG issue 1.3 
‘Colossal Adventure is simply 
superb... For those who want 

to move onto another 

adventure of similar high 
quality, Dungeon Adventure is 
recommended. With more than 

200 locations, 700 messages 

and 100 objects it will tease 

and delight!” j 
~— Educational Computing, Nov 82 : 
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ADVENTURE 

REVIEWS 

‘Colossal Adventure . . 
undoubtedly the best 

Adventure game around. Level 

9 Computing have worked 
wonders to cram all this into 
32K .. Finally Dungeon 

Adventure, last but by no 
means least. This is the best 

of the lot —a truly massive 
adventure — you'll have to play 
it yourselves to belive it.”’ 

— CBM 64 Users Club Newsletter 

“The puzzles are logical and 
the program is enthralling. 

Snowball is well worth the 
money which, for a computer 
program, is a high 

recommendation.’ 

— Micro Adventurer, Dec 83 

“Snowball .. As in all Level 9's 
adventures, the real pleasure 

comes not from scoring points 

but in exploring the world in 

which the game is set and 

learning about its denziens. . 

this program goes to prove 

that the mental pictures 

conjured up by a good textual! 

adventure can be far more 

vivid than the graphics 

available on home 
computers.” 

— Which Micro?, Feb 84 

“Lords of Time. This program, 
writen by newcomer Sue 

Gazzard, joins my favourite 
series and is an extremely 

good addition to Level 9's 

consistently good catalogue. . 

As we have come to expect 

from Level 9, the program is 

executed with wonderful style 
—none of those boring ‘‘You 
can't do that’’ messages! 

Highly recommended.’ 

— PCW, 1st Feb 84 

[ENGNG NGNGNGNGNGNENGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNG | 

MIDDLE EARTH ADVENTURES THE LORDS OF TIME SAGA 

1: COLOSSAL ADVENTURE 7: LORDS OF TIME ¥ 
A complete, full size version of the classic mainframe game Our congratulations to Sue Gazzard for her super design 
“Adventure” with 70 bonus locations added for this new time travel adventure through the ages of 
2: ADVENTURE QUEST world history. Chill to the lce-age, go romin’ with Caesar's 
Centuries have passed since the time of Colossal Adventure legions, shed light on the Dark Ages. etc. 
and evil armies have invaded The Land. The way is long and 
dangerous; but with cunning you can overcome all obstacles 
on the way to the Black Tower, source of their demonic 
power, and destroy it. Price: £9.90 each (inclusive) 
3: DUNGEON ADVENTURE 
The trilogy is completed by this superb adventure, set in the Level 9 adventures are available from good computer shops. 
Dungeons beneath the shattered Black Tower. A sense of or mail-order from us at no extra charge. Please send order. 
humour is essential! or SAE for catalogue, to: 

THE FIRST SILICON DREAM ADVENTURE LEVEL 9 COMPUTING 
1: SNOWBALL 
The first of Pete Austin’s second trilogy. The giant colony Dept. R, 229 Hughenden Road, 
Starship, Snowball 9, has been sabotaged and is heading for High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 5PG 
the sun in this massive game with 7000 locations. Please describe your computer 

SME ME NENGNGNGNGNGNENGNGNGNENENGNGNGNGNGHG 
ENG NENGNGNGNENGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNGNG 
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Dirty Heads Destroy Data ... use. 

@3Floppiciene 
The World’s Leading Diskette 
Drive Head Cleaner 

send for free Computer Cleaning 
Wallchart 
AUTOMATION FACILITIES LTD 
Blakes Road Wargrave 

Berkshire RG10 8AW England 

tf Wargrave (073 522) 3012 

WANTED! 
Got a good program? 
Come to the experts 

We are looking for original software 
titles for National and International 
Distribution for the following machines: 

Any Atari Home Computer 
Sinclair Spectrum/QL 
BBC ‘B’/Acorn Electron 
Commodore ‘64 

We are also interested to hear from 
capable freelance programmers. 

Please contact in writing only: 
Jon Dean 
Software Acquisition Centre (WM) 
Atari International (U.K.) Inc. 
Atari House, Railway Terrace 
Slough, Berks SL2 5LS 

A. ATARI 
@ A Warner Communication Company 

COMPUTER CLEANING PRODUCTS 

INCREASE YOUR SYSTEMS SPEED 
WITH ONE SIMPLE PLUGIN UNIT 
INTERNAL SPOOLERS FOR EPSON 

8K | £59.95 
16K £69.95 

32K £79.95 
64K £109.95 

EXTERNAL SPOOLERS MAINS POWERED 
PARALLEL TO PARELLEL: 8K £79.95, 16K £89.95, 32K 

£99.95, 64K £129.95 

PARALLEL TO RS232: 8K £99.95, 16K £109.95, 32K 

£119.95, 64K £149.95 

RS232 TO RS232: 8K £99.95, 16K £109.95, 32K £119.95, 

64K £149.95 

RS232 TO PARALLEL: 8K £99.95, 16K £109.95, 32K 

£119.95, 64K £149.95 

INTERFACES 
IEEE TOCENTRONICS £69.95 
IEEE TORS232 £79.95 
PARALLEL TO RS232 £79.95 
RS232 TO PARALLEL £69.95 
COMMODORE 64 TO PARALLEL INC. 
PRINTABLE CURSOR AND COLOUR 
CONTROLS £59.95 

All prices exclusive of VAT 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
IBEK SYSTEMS 

437 Stoney Stanton Road, Coventry, West Midlands 
Tel: 0203-661162 

Micro Computers, Design & Development 
Computer Aided Design 

Hardware, Software and Peripherals 

This small compact, light- If in doubt about any form of com- 
weight computer is more puterization from home 
eke than you would computers tc large 
think. Here are systems call: 
a few of the : Jentech The 
applications: Professionals. 
Word processing, 
formatting text, 

calculations, 
forecasting, 
music and playing 

games 

NEC-8201 
Specifications: 
* RAM 16K, EXPANDABLE TO 64K ~ 
* ROM 32K STANDARD, 32K OPTIONAL 
* TEXT 40 CHARACTERS BY 8 LINES 
* GRAPHICS 240 x 62 
* KEYBOARD 67 KEYS, 5 FUNCTION KEYS AND 
4 CURSOR KEYS AUTHORISED 
* STORAGE, RAM CARTRIDGE OR CASSETTE 
* O/S MENU SYSTEM AND MICROSOFT 
* LANGUAGE BASIC 

Distributed by Jentech Services Ltd., 
Nordley, Bridgnorth WV16 4SU. Telephone: (07462) 61458 
Telford Town Centre. Telephone: (0952) 506772 
Shrewsbury, Victorian Arcade. Telephone: (0743) 57345 
Dealer: Davey & Uddin, Newtown, Powys. 
Telephone: (0686) 24305/25325 

DEALERS 
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We were the first Sinclair library, and have since 
built up a vast stock—apart from over 200 different 
programs costing up to £15 each, we maintain a 

APE supreme service with up to 30 copies of the most 
YyoOUvR FIST T popular ones. We’re run not from a back-room but 

from our own shop and offices which members can 
visit or phone. Six staff give prompt, friendly help. 
Plus our free magazine and guaranteed satisfaction; 

WHY SETTLE FOR LESS 2 
“EYOUIOIN NOW ! 
Formerly Sinclair Owners’ S’ware Library 

To: SOFTWARE LIBRARY, Farnham Road, West Liss, Hants GU33 6JU. 

Special offer from this issue: _IFE MEMBERSHIP £6 
(normally £9.50). Overseas (Europe only) £10, or join a local branch: 
Scandinavia: Peder Lykkesvej 33, 2300 Copenhagen S. Benelux: 
Jacobsmitslaan 75, B-2400 MOL, Belgium. W.Germany: Postfach 
7809, 4800 Bielfeld. S.Africa: PO Box 1769, Manzini, Swaziland. 
Eire: 122 South Circular Rd., Dublin 8. WwW 

MP 
BBC MICRO SOFTWARE 

EDUCATIONAL RANGE 
MP Software & Services specialise in producing good quality 
software for the BBC Micro. The range of games, educational and 
other programs is continually being extended. 
PASS WORD *NEW* ENGLISH (BBC! B) 
PASSWORD is a word game designed to teach spelling & 
comprehension skills to junior school children. The player has landed on 
an-alien planet and must attempt to release a number of prisoners held 
captive. The game involves the completion of a series of sentences each 
with a missing word, a correct answer releases a prisoner. Graphics are 
used throughout the game. The package comes with two files each 
containing 200 questions. Also supplied is a file maintenance program 
WORDFILE, this may be used to create questions covering a wide 
range of topics. 

£11.00 (CASS) £14.00 (DISC) 
CUT'N’VAL *NEW* MATHEMATICS (BBC! B) 
CUT'N’'VAL is a highly versatile mathematics program suitable for use 
with children from 7 to 16+. The program is designed to help the 
understanding of a wide range of mathematical expressions and allows 
an. exploratory or investigative approach by the user. The package 
comes complete with four sets of demonstration questions and full 
instructions. Further exercise sets are available from MP Software and 
can easily be compiled. 

£14.50 (CASS). £17.50 (DISC) 
ACCURATE *NEW* MATHEMATICS (BBC! B) 
ACCURATE is a program designed to assist students obtain a 
reasonable estimate to questions which require an expression to be 
evaluated. It is suitable for use with students from 7 to 18. The program 
gives a set of questions which must be answered within a certain degree 
of accuracy selected from a menu at the start of the program. They may 
be set as questions with answers accurate to 5 significant figures or 
between 5 and 30% of the answer as required. The program comes with 
full instructions and demonstration exercises. Further exercise sets are 
available. 

£11.00 (CASS) £14.00 (DISC) 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & POSTAGE WITHIN U.K. SEND S.A.E. 
FOR FULL RANGE OF PROGRAMS AND PRICE LIST OR ASK YOUR 
LOCAL DEALER. TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. CHEQUES 
PAYABLE TO MP SOFTWARE OR PHONE WITH YOUR 
ACCESS/VISA CARD NUMBER. 

165 SPITAL ROAD, BROMBOROUGH, MERSEYSIDE 162 2AE. 
051-334-3472 

WHICH MICRO? MAY 1984 
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@ Word processing @Financial models ® Budget planning 

@ Graphics presentations ® Data base file management 

@ Accounting @Sales forecasting ®@ Electronic mail 

UNBEATABLE PRICES? TRY US! 

Ring today for details on 
all Apple products, including 

printers and software. 

Apple micro lease. Full leasing details available. 

Sensational price 
reductions on the new 
LISA (desktop manager) 

range — there is 
nothing to compare... 
Except MACINTOSH the 
smaller, portable business 
system. Order now to ensure 

delivery. 

CALL 0942 892818 for further details on above 
plus many other ‘SPECIALS’ and for free advice on 

any problems or queries. 

Micro COMPUTER 

CONSULTANTS Lip 
Ascott House, 227 Elliott Street, 
Tyldesley, Manchester . 

M29 8DG. 

Tel: 0942-892818 



Vv 
OH MUMMY!! 
Your party of archeologists enter the pyramid in 

search of: the mummies of the pharoah’s house- 

hold. There are five burial chambers containing 

treasure, secret scrolls keys, royal mummies and 

some nasty surprises. To pass from one chamber 

to the next, you must find the key and royal 

mummy, but beware, you may uncover a guardian, 
who's your desecration!! 
Price (LYNX) £7.95 
Price (ZX81 & SPECTRUM) £4.95 

TANK ATTACK 
A machine code game for 1/2 players, defending 

supplies against computer controlled tanks. This 

game will stretch your reflexes to the limit as you 

battle with the enemy tanks. They won't be able to 

to shoot back until they have supplies, but when 

they do, look out!! 
Joysticks required. 
Price (BBC-B OS 1.0+) £7.95 
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_ Nowyou can have the best of both world 
with the Infrascope Communicator II 

VERSATILE 
LOW COST 

ELECTRONIC 
TYPEWRITER 

AND 
A COMPUTER 

PRINTER — ALLIN ONE! 

@ Dual purpose Electronic Typewriter and RO Printer 

@ Adaptable to a wide range of computers 

@ Incorporates a 2K buffer 

AFIWRE = 
SPANNERMAN 
You and your trusty spanner, are all that stands in 
the way of nuclear disaster!! The reactor coolant 
pipes of your local nuclear power station are 
leakin. Can you evade the anti-matter rats and 
falling debris to cure the leaks, or will you and the 
reactor go up in a blaze of glory? 
Price — (LYNX) £7.95 

GALACTIC EMPIRE 
A game for 1/4 players. You and your fellow galac- 
tic war lords must wage war across the Galaxy, 
until one of you achieves total supremacy. Not as 
easy as it may seem, you must balance your 
resources to fuel colonisation programs, starship 
production, battle campaigns and a host of other 
enterprises whilst fighting off attacks from other 
war lords, avoiding famine, plagues and natural 
disasters such as super novae, black holes and 
accidents in hyperspace. One of the most exciting 
absorbing machine code games yet devised for 
your micro!! 
Price (BBC-B OS 1.0+) £9.95 

“THESE PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE FROM LARGER BRANCHES OF G2 

All prices include postage and packing. All cassettes despatched within 48 hours of receipt of order. Access orders welcome. 

GEM SOFTWARE, 
UNIT D, THE MALTINGS, STATION ROAD, 

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS. 
Telephone (0279) 723567/ 723518. 

Ss 

@ Only approved interface for SCM EC 1100 electronic typewriter 

The electronics expertise of Infrascope has been used to create a new approach to the dual need for an electronic typewriter and an 

RO computer printer resulting in the COMMUNICATOR II. Based on the Smith Corona EC 1100 the machine has a 100 character 

daisywheel, 46 character correction memory, 10/12/15 pitch, and is portable with a free carrying case. The RS 232 compatible 

interface enables the COMMUNICATOR II to be linked to almost any microcomputer making it ideal for both the busy office and the 

home computer enthusiast. One year guarantee. ) : 

COST £447 
Write to: INFRASCOPE LIMITED 

Longbeck Road, Marske 
Redcar, Cleveland TS11 6HQ 

Telephone: 0642 472549 
Infrascope is a member of the Weyfringe Group of Companies 

including VAT and carriage 
VISA/ACCESS accepted 
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products 

pe 
Computers 

BBC ‘B’ £399.00 

Acorn Electron £199.00 
ZX Spectrum 48K £125.00 

ZX Spectrum 16K £99.00 
Oric 1 £139.95 

Vic 20 Starter pack £139.95 

Commodore 64 £199.00 
Delivery £10.00 

Monitors 

Sanyo 14” Green £86.31 

Phoenix 14” Green £69.00 

Phoenix 14” Amber £72.50 

Kaga 14” Amber £123.45 
Kaga 14” Green £108.00 

Kaga 12” Colour £300.00 

Delivery £10.00 

TEAC Slimline 
Disk Drives 

100K (40TPI) £155.00 
200K (40/80TPI) Switchable £175.00 

400K (40/80TPI) Switchable £240.00 

All drives fully cased with cables and 
format disk. 

Disk with power supply extra £30.00 

Delivery £6.00 per item 

Diskettes 

3M per 10 

744 S/S D/D 48TPI £20.68 

745 D/S D/D 48TPI £28.00 

746 S/S D/D 96TPI £32.00 

747 D/S D/D 96TPI £37.00 

Dyson 

S/S D/D 48TPI £20.00 

S/S D/D 96TPI £29.50 

Verbatim 

S/S D/D 48TPI £20.00 

S/S D/D 96TPI £29.50 

Xidex 

S/S D/D 48TPI £27.50 

S/S D/D 96TPI £34.40 
Delivery £1.00 per item 

Cassette Recorders 

£28.00 
£19.00 

Sanyo 
Benkson/Team 

Delivery £3.00 per item 
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Word-processing: 
a complete range of 
packages starting at 
£899— including VAT 

Package comprises: BBC Model B 
Microcomputer ¢ Wordwise 
© 100K Disk drive ¢ 80 column 
printer and free delivery in 
the UK! e Optional disk drives 
and printers. 

Printers 
Epson FX100 FT £430.00 
Epson FX80 £395.00 
Epson RX80FT £315.00 

Epson RX80T £275.00 

Seikosha GP100A £220.00 
Shinwa CP80 £275.00 
Juki 6100 £395.00 
Riteman £230.00 

Mannesman Tally £225.00 

MCP40 £129.95 
Delivery £10.00 

Joysticks 

Super Champ £16.95 

Mini Champ £14.00 

Quickshot | £9.95 
Quickshot II £11.95 

BBC Joysticks 

Emax Professional Joystick £28.00 

Micro Aids Joystick (pair) £15.00 
Delivery £2.00 per item 

We stock a large range of software: 

e Games e Educational 

e Business 

Call for software list and catalogue 

Newmarket Road 

The 

Grafton , 

Centre Cambridge 
.e&~ Microcomputer 

Type and Talk 
Speech Computer RS232 
Interface. 
Can convert text into speech 

quickly. Easily programmed. 

Only £171.35 
Delivery £5.00 

BBC ROMs 

Wordwise £46.00 

Disk Doctor £33.35 

View £59.80 

Graphics Rom £32.90 
Delivery £1.00 

Books 

BBC 

Advanced User Guide £12.95 

30-hour Basic £5.95 

Electron 

Take off with the Electron 

and BBC £5.95 

... and many other books on BBC, 

Electron, Sinclair and Commodore. 

COMING SOON! 
ACORNSOFT 

GAMES/LANGUAGES/ 
BUSINESS. 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE VAT 

Credit terms available 
for orders of £500 or over. 

Access, Barclaycard, American 

Express and Diners Club welcome. 

Cambridge 
Microcomputer 

Centre 
The Peripheral Centre of East Anglia 
153-4 East Road, Cambridge CB1 1DD 
Telephone (0223) 355404 Telex 817445 

Cambridge Microcomputer Centre is a wholly owned subsidiary of Namal Associates Limited. 

Ordering is easy: Telephone Hotline (0223) 355404. 

All items subject to availability. 



All prices include VAT 

with 

FREE delivery in the UK 

CRESTMATT SUPER PACK £229.95 

INCLUDES CBM 64 + 
SUPER/SAVER CASSETTE UNIT + 3 CASSETTE GAMES 

UP TO £25 (£10 LIMIT PER TAPE) 

PRINTERS 
COMMODORE 64 & APRICOT 

I CHALLENGE YOU TO FIND A BETTER DEAL! 
CRESTMATT PROFESSIONAL PACK £599 

INCLUDES CMB 64 + 
1541 Disk Drive + Seikosha Printer GP100 with Single 
Sheet Feed Attachment + Easyscript Word Processor + 6 
games on disk + 1000 sheets of paper + 20 blank disks. 

a 

PRINTERS 
Va ea Lt ATI)... Sud Fok Ve pda h aed £219 

ROUTE NIOFC. joerc iver cereniay aee sg £184.95 Epson RX80 FT (Dot Matrix) ...c.cccccsessseseseseeeeeeeen £269 

Disk Drive 1541 + Easyscript + 6 games on Epson FX80 (Dot Matrix) ........-:sscccccseseseseesestereees: £385 
HIER A niient sersedieedbabee spe snpeningll Per ey eee £199.95 Smith Corona TP1 (Daisywheel)........:e:ceceeeeeeees £339 

1701 Monitor (High Resolution Colour + Brother HR15 (Daisywheel) .........:ccceseseseseseeeeeeee £399 
Sound) anbn. chane ened aun —hbrunh ak «000 nee naeenaenecesseeanensens a 199.95 Juki 6100 (Daisywheel) Bet. woolincs tk OSE Mid OTe aN ee £379 

Super/Saver 64 Cassette Unit... eee £39.95 Daisy Step 2000 (Daisywheel) ..........:seseeeeeeeeees £329 

C2N Cassette Unit... sceeecsesseseseseteesteseneeceens BAROB © (SRI TGD6 a he ue cs £299 
Inforunner Riteman (Dot Matrix) ..............ccceceeees £279 

THE APRICOT 
Fae aae aaa aaaeaanaaa ea aaa anaenetetaaaeaeemeneenenernerrie 

pee 

FREE 
Two years’ on-site 

maintenance contract 

within the UK* 

Full details on request 

apricot 

*Computer and Disk Drives only. Offer limited for the 

lifetime of this issue. 

MORE PRINTERS AVAILABLE 
OVER 100 CRESTMATT BARGAINS! 

FOR: BUSINESS, HOME, PROGRAMMING, EDUCATION, GAMES. 

BEAT THAT! 
Ring 402 1254/5, 01-749 2510 (24 hrs) 437 2707/434 1736/743 8441. 

Telex: 267653 (DRAKE G). Cable: CRESTMATT, LONDON W12 ; 

Delivery once cheque cleared within 7 days. Bankers’ Drafts, Building Society Cheques, Post Orders 3 days only. 
Extra £5 Datapost/Securicor overnight delivery; COD £3: for orders above £100 a deposit of £10 required. Mail Order, COD. 

Prices subject to change without notice and goods subject to availability. 

CRESTMATT LIMITED 

EXPORT INQUIRIES 
NO TAX 

DELIVERY AT COST 
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Mail Order/COD: 
Showroom: 5th Floor 
67 York Street, Chesham House DEALER INQUIRIES 
London W1 136 Regent Street WELCOME 
Underground Baker Street London W1 

WRITE FOR DETAILS 



ine nia techniques ™% g 
allow this illustrated adventure 
game to display all locations 

; instantly. 
ix Fastest response time of any 

adventure for the ORIC to date. 

by David Brown 

TOOLKIT is a machine code‘wedge’ for the 48K ORIC 1, which 
when loaded into ORIC’s memory, provides an extra 14 BASIC 
statements which can be used in programs written in BASIC or 
as direct (immediate-mode) commands. 

For the ORIC 1 only not Atmos compatible £8.95 

IMS Software| @ 
148-145 Uxbridge Road, London W13 9AV 

IMMEDIATE DISPATCH 01-567 6288 

TOP 
SAVINGS 

PRINTERS EX VAT INC VAT 
BROTHER HR 15 349.00 401.35 
TRACTOR 68.00 78.20 
SHEETFEEDER 195.00 224.25 
KEYBOARD 142.00 163.30 

EPSON RX80T 215.00 247.25 
EPSON RX80F/T 242.00 278.30 
EPSON FX80F/P 329.00 378.35 
EPSON MX100F/T 375.00 431.25 
EPSON FX100F/T 430.00 494.50 
FX80 TRACTOR 30.00 34.50 

JUKI 6100 345.00 396.75 

MANNESMANN TALLY MT 80 199.00 228.85 

OKI MICROLINE 80AP 180.00 207.00 
OKI MICROLINE 82A 289.00 332.35 
OKI MICROLINE 83A 435.00 500.25 
OKI MICROLINE 92P 395.00 454.25 

SEIKOSHA GP100A 175.00 201.25 

SHINWA CP80 175.00 201.25 

STAR GEMINI 10X 199.00 

COMPUTERS 
COMMODORE 64 156.51 
COMMODORE 1541 DISK 165.21 
COMMODORE C2N CASSETTE 36.51 
INTFACE 64-PAREL 59.50 

APRICOT 2x D.D.+ Monitor 1575.00 1811.25 

SANYO MBCS555 905.00 1040.75 

EPSON QX10 1600.00 1840.00 

MAYFAIR MICROS 
362 YORK ROAD, LONDON SW18 1SP 

01-870 3255 
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DEEP SOUTH 
DEEP SNOW 
YOU.CAN'T GET A BETTER 
GAME FOR YOUR ORIC 

JOHNNY REB TVWO-GUN 
There's still plenty of fight TU RTLE 

left in the Confederate South P : 
i in the middle of winter a as each side selects forces to turtle is defending his 

manoeuvre on a full-graphics ; 
j i strawberry patch againsta battlefield. Play against the variety of marauding bugs ... 

fri : 
perfect your tactics and some go for strawberries, 
edition ntti go for anything unless they're 

accidentally attacked. Butthis 
lA is winter and you never know 
f. when it will snow! 

Write your own machine code 
program with the best two-pass 
symbolic assembler/disassembler with 
single-step monitor on the market. 

Also WARLORD A challenging game of 
analytical skill set in 13th Century Japan. 
Coming Soon PARAS All graphics 
campaign featuring World War II Paratroops. 

ghar noe aE eee 
Dheace end ine (tick bax) wea 
JOHNNY REB ORION ASSEMBLER/DISASSEMBLER : 
Oric48k€6.95  [] Oric148K £12.95 0 
TWO GUN TURTLE WARLORD 
Oric48K€6.95  [] Oric148K£6.95 Oo 
| enclose a cheque/PoO. for £ made payable to eee 

Please debit my Access A/C No. 

Signed arg laf aewemrenio= ene an a l  ole uehae lee a Nel ene 

J name od 

i Address hc a i ee 

EO se 

' LOTHLORIEN ®) | 
i i 

Send to: M.C. Lothiorien, Dept.wM5 56a Park Lane, 
Poynton, Cheshire SK12 1AE. Tel: 0625 876642 
mH HEE EEE EE EE Ee ES a 



ORIC & ATMOS 48x. ......... 

tiny 

£7 : ; 

oo 

. + 

2g'P.. : 

<TR ee f rie 

Super 3D arcade action Invaders will test your skill and 3D co- 
ordination to their limits. 8 rippling colour Invader screens of : Le , / Flight simulator 
increasing difficulty with keyboard controlled 3D laser movement / : peseene a, | el ne 

bei 

and fire sequence. (Brain required) £6.95 

Oricle (Smart Oric) 
Hours of family fun. Oric gets smarter the longer you play, eventually 
you will have no secrets. Be careful what you say. £6.95 Also in French) 

Mystery Tower 
Superb musical arrangements. 47 different rooms. 3D and colour make 
this adventure game most enjoyable. You will certainly get lost, or forget 
where you're going. £6.95 (Also in French) 

Flight Simulator 
With airspeed, radar, ground/ 
vertical flight path indicators, 
artificial horizon and altimeter with 
continuous flight monitor on engine 
condition, stall speed etc., full 

colour, Hi-res graphics, 3D and 
sound. £6.95 

Space Crystal 
Space trading adventure game. Fascinating 3D space travel on your 
voyage in search of the illudium crystal, Black holes, meteorite storms, 
Space pirates, etc. Full colour and sound. £6.95. Also available for 
Dragon 32, Spectrum and Commodore 64 

f QUARK DATA P.O. BOX 61 , Swindon, Wilts. Tel. (0793) 40661. i 

§ Please supply 

ee Ae Mass wea Oe eS Oe eee et wee eh Boe OR Bee fa ee ferme) o's. e) eo Some Li gee a ee) ene ee ee 

i (LLL = iS a as aL a mez mere 

‘ c a ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ae ee ee 2 ee 2 
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Amstrad has launched a new 64K ! 
computer aimed at a part of the | 
home consumer market that has so 
far been neglected by the major 
manufacturers. The computer, pro- 
visionally named the Mallard, comes 
in two packages. The cheaper varia- 

| tion has a black and white monitor 
while the second has a full colour 
screen. 

Based around the ever-popular 
Z80 microprocessor, the machine’s 
software belies its origins. The Basic 
supplied is an extremely advanced 
dialect that includes comprehensive 
graphics, sound, error and interrupt 
handling keywords, with easy access 
to the operating system for the 
more advanced programmer. 

This Basic is also extremely fast, 
coming very close to BBC Basic in 

the PCW benchmarks, and beating 
the Spectrum and Oric Atmos 
hands down. 

The screen can be set to any of 
three modes, which allow 20, 40 or 
80 columns of text. The graphics 
resolution is an amazing 672 by 200 
pixels with a possible 16 colours, 
although it is not clear how many of 
these colours can be displayed at 
any one time. 

The machine features a large 
typewriter style keyboard with a 
separate numeric keypad and a 
further cursor control pad above 
that. A Centronics interface is 
provided as standard, along with a 
socket euphemistically labelled 
‘Floppy disk’. This is likely to be an 
extension of the Z80’s control, 
address and data buses. 

SRI CE BRR EE RS aie, oss 

The lastest company to get into the starter pack business is CGL, which 
has put together a pack based around the Sord M5. It isnow downto CGL 
managing director David Morein, to try and sell it to you. 

What you get with the new pack is the chance to part with £149.95 of 
your very own money. In exchange, Mr Morein will supply just about 
everything needed to get computing with the M5. This will include the M5 
itself, a cassette recorder, an application ROM cartridge containing Basic 
I, an introduction to programming, a manual and users’ guide, two 
cassette games, and all necessary cables to connect it to a television. 

If you buy the starter pack, you will gain instant membership of the free 
M5 Users’ Club, which includes access to a telephone hotline service to 
answer technical queries. 

Sots anaemia eas ee as "7 sions 

MLLER ARIAL NKR ASTER SRNR B RE EE BASS eS WHICH MICRO? MAY 1984 

NEWS 
Amstrad wadesin Electron 

The unit is approximately two 
feet long, six inches deep and two 
inches high, rising to three inches at 
the back. A cassette unit is integral 
and has two speeds — 1000 and 
2000 baud. 

Finished in what can only be 
described as classic Amstrad style, it 
is rumoured that the machine will 
cost £199 for the black and white 
model and £299 for colour. 

With specifications like these, it’s 
going to be an interesting spring. 

See June issue for full review. 

Computer 
artistry 

Damn it, let’s be nice to Commod- 
ore for a change. The company has 
announced sponsorship for a brand 
new competition to find the best 
computer artist in the world. The 
company is putting up a total of 
£150,000 in prizes, including four 
£5,000 endowments to the winners 
to allow them to study computer 
art anywhere in the world. 

The object of this laudible exer- 
cise is for entrants to produce still 
or moving pictures that have a 
maximum cycle time of 60 seconds 
on either a Vic 20 or Commodore 
64. There are to be four host 
countries running the competition 
— UK, West Germany, USA and 
Canada — and entrants will be 
divided into three age groups. 
These will be under |2 years old, 12 
to 17, and 18 plus. 

The results are to be judged by a 
panel of experts who will be ex- 
amining entries for both technical 
skill and artistic qualities. This panel 
will include Professor Brian Allison, 
World President of the Internation- 
al Society for Education through 
Art; Commodore marketing mana- 
ger, John Baxter; Paul Brown, edi- 
tor of the Computer Arts Society’s 
journal, Page, and the artist, Tony 
Hart. 

In addition to the prizes (which 
include up to £1 500-worth of Com- 
modore kits) the winners will have 
their work exhibited around the 
world at a series of special exhibi- 
tions. 

If you feel like having a go, entry 
forms will be found at most major 
retail computer stores. 

add-ons, 
realor 
false? 

Broadway Electronics has narrowly 
escaped responsibility for what 
could have been one of the better 
marketing nonsenses of the year 
(better, even, than the non-add ons 
for the non-QL). Broadway Elec- 
tronics is the Bedford-based com- 
pany that has produced, or is 
working on, a range of add-on cards 
for the Acorn Electron. 

It has been saved from the 
dubious honour of having real add- 
ons for anon-machine by the recent 
appearance of the Electron on high 
street shelves. “At long last,” voices 

are heard to cry out in the wilder- 
ness. 

In practice, there is only one 
‘real’ add-on at the moment, the 
other ‘real’ add-ons still being 
under development. The real ‘real’ 
one is a printer interface and user 
port which comes complete with 
drive software and screen dump 
routine and costs £39.95. 

The ‘real’ add-ons under de- 
velopment include a disk interface, a 
joystick controller, and a mother- 
board that will allow multiple in- 
stallations of add-ons. 

More details on 0234 58303. 
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Self-professed success story in the 
games software business, Imagine, 
has bombed the price of its games 
packages to £3.95 after ‘‘extensive 
market research.” 

The games price has_ been 
bombed, according to the company, 
to make games more accessible to 
home computer users. It should also 
boost the sales volume for Imagine 
on games such as Pedro and 
Alchemist. 

These titles were among 33,421 
games cassettes with a retail value 
of £200,000 which were stolen 
from the company’s Liverpool 
warehouse earlier this year. If Im- 
agine has such large quantities of 
stock in store, could it be that the 
company’s sales figures aren't quite 
as high as they might be? 

Imagine has also been involved in 

The image of the home computer as 
a moronic games player and not 
much else is a strong one which 
sometimes obscures the fact that 
there are many other uses for the 
micro. Here is just one. 
VADAS, or Voice-Activated 

Domestic Appliance System, is a! 

-NEWS:- 

Well, imagine that! 
what is termed the ‘amicable ter- 
mination’ of its arrangement with 
Marshall Cavendish to prepare 
programs for a part-work publica- 
tion. 

The deal had the publisher front- 
ing the development of some new 
programs to go with a computer 
partwork it is planning. The deal has 
since fallen through and arrange- 
ments are in hand for Imagine to pay 
the front-money back. 

The company has also published 
its own newsletter, the back page 
of which is largely taken up with 
accounts of how it has sacked 
former sales manager Colin Stokes 
for disclosing information and/or 
setting up a rival business. 

Imagine has taken an injunction 
out against Mr Stokes. Apparently 
the company believes that he was 

SVs 

system for the disabled that allows 
them to live a more normal life by 
being able to control their environ- 
ment. Voice inputs can be used to 
turn electrical items on and off, or 
up and down, while it can also open 
and close doors, turn fires on and off 
and, most important of all, make a 

about to leave and set up a rival 
business in response to their 
attempts to persuade him to sign a 
contract preventing him from 
working for other software com- 
panies should he leave Imagine. 
Now you might be bored with 

what appears to be industry gossip, 
but Imagine obviously feels that the 
case has a much wider significance. 
In its newsletter, the company says 
it feels it has a duty to warn the 
micro software industry against 
‘insidious practices’. 

Software companies should re- 
member that there is a saying from 
some book or other (could it be the 
Bible?) which goes: ‘let him that is 
without sin cast the first stone’. 

As we go to press, Imagine has 
reinstated its original software 
prices. The game goes on... 

Concerned technology 
cup of tea. 
VADAS is part of an exhibition 

that will be touring the country this 
year. Called The Concerned Tech- 
nology, it is being mounted by the 
Department of Trade and Industry 
to demonstrate how information 
technology systems can be used to 
produce aids for those with special 
needs. 

Although many of the systems on 
show are still relatively expensive, 
it is encouraging that they are 
dropping rapidly in price. This is 
partly because many of them are 
now based on home computer 
hardware, such as the BBC ‘B’. They 
could probably be made even 
cheaper if more effort was put into 
developing new systems and prog- 
rams for the disabled. It’s a lot more 
worthwhile than creating yet 
another space invaders game. The 
trouble is, at the moment there’s 
still much more money to be made 
in inane arcade games. 

00 
much to 
drink 

If you think you know how much 
you can drink and what makes ‘a 
man’ (or ‘a woman’) of you, read on. 

Dream Software has launched a 
game program called Pub Quest 
that, contrary to what the name 
suggests, is not about finding a pub 
suitable for your requirements. In- 

stead, it is about having three hours 
to pay your bar bill at the local after 
having consumed a skinfull. 

The promotional literature with 
the program has the knack of 
glorifying drunkenness, which is 
sometimes an OK condition in the 
right circumstances, but hardly 
something to make a big prom- 
otional number out of. The main 
object of the game seems to be to 
find your money after you have lost 
it down a drain. There are those 
that would say it serves you right if 
you fail to recover your cash. 

If getting drunk, or more precise- 
ly pretending to get drunk, is your 
forté this is the program for you. 

Details from Dream Software, 
PO Box 64, Basingstoke RG21 2LB. 

High flier 
| suppose it had to happen one day, 
and now it has. One of the more 
interesting things that you can do 
with a home computer — simulate 
the experience of trying to fly an 
aeroplane — has been brought 
down to the level of everything else 
in the games world with the addi- 
tion of lots of shooting-down-the- 
bad-guys nonsense. 

This time all the machismo is 
based around the second world war 
and the Spitfire, and the company 
responsible is Acornsoft. Having 
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learned to ‘fly’ your Spitfire and 
scored points for flying under a 
bridge and between two skyscrap- 
ers, you then have to defend a place 
called Acornsville from the enemy. 

Still, this is merely the opinion of 
a jaundiced reviewer, so let us 
instead step aside and introduce a 
more positive approach. Come in 
ex-flight lieutenant Barrington 
Waldergrove-Smythe. 

“Hello chaps, good to see you all 
again, especially Air Vice Marshall 
Sandy Johnstone; dashing good of 
him to come and launch this prog- 
ram thingie from Acornsoft. What 
do they call it? Aviator or some- 
thing. 

‘Just had to have a little go you 
know and by golly it took me back 
to the good old days; Jerry coming 
at ten o’clock high, swarms of them 
you know. We used to climb above 
them, get the sun on our backs and 
dive amongst them. Used to give 
them a terrible thrashing you know; 
pasted them all over the sky. 

‘‘| even managed to get this plane 
under the bridge eventually. Took 
me a couple of goes, of course, | 
which is what it used to take in the 
old days. Got a terrible drubbing 
from Wingco of course, bending all 
his precious aeroplanes like that; 
still, daddy sorted him out. 

‘Yes, this Aviator thing is really 

| top-hole; get them in your sights, 
wait till you see the whites of their 
eyes and blast them out of the skies, 
wonderful, wonderful. 

‘Pardon? The cost? Oh yes, the 
cost. Now these Acornsoft wallas 
tell me it costs £14.95 as a cassette 
and £17.65 asa floppy disk, whatev- 
er that is. 

“One thing, the Jerries on this 
Aviator thing look a bit odd, all 
those tentacles and wotsits. I’m not 
sure areal Spit would have managed 
to shoot them down. Now, a Spit 
with heat-seeking, radar-guided, 
laser communicated thermo- 
nuclear rockets, that would be fun.” 

Thank you Barrington, thank you. 
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Interest in QL buyers 
(NEWS: 

fund (or Queue Hell’) 
Not for us the banner headlines 
screaming that Sinclair has flunked it 
once again with the non-delivery of 
the QL. As we reported last month, 

experienced observers of the home 
computer business predicted at the 

time of its launch that earliest 

deliveries to punters would be 
about May. 

Nothing has happened to change 
that opinion, so there is little to 
report for the moment, save that 

So, you fancy the: idea of getting 
your hands ona robot, but are none 
too sure about the price. Alterna- 
tively, maybe you’re good with one 
of those soldering irons. Whatever 
the case, you may well be in- 
terested in making one yourself 
rather than buying it assembled. 

Prism Consumer Products _ is 
launching a range of kit form robots 
that are collectively referred to as 

Robots for all the family 

the Movits. 

There are five of them 
altogether, ranging in price from 
£9.99 to £34.99. Each comes with 

all the components needed 
together with a construction plan 
which, the company confidently 
states, will allow the whole family 
to enjoy building the robots. 

More details from Prism on 
01-253 2277. 

Rumours of a recall of Oric’s new 
Atmos micros have been “totally 
denied” by Oric Products Interna- 
tional. The company claims that the 
misunderstanding arose due to the 
replacement of the |:0 ROM in the 
Oric | with the |:| ROM in the 
Atmos. 

Readers of last month’s Atmos 
review will remember we men- 
tioned Oric’s plans to institute a 
conversion scheme for Oric | own- 
ers wanting to upgrade their micros 
to full Atmos specifications. 

Well, Oric has brought forward 
the starting date of this scheme 
from “late summer” to this month, 
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Oricupgrade 
and has fixed a price of £60 including 
the new manual, a new |2 month 
warranty, VAT and post and pack- 
aging. 

The upgrade itself includes the 
new ROM, full pitch keyboard and 
the black and red case. The cost 
applies to a 16K Oric | upgraded to 
a 16K Atmos and to a 48K Oric | 
upgraded to a 48K Atmos. 

If you’re an Oric | owner and 
want to take advantage of. this 
service, send your machine (with- 
out the power supply or leads) 
together with £60 to Oric Assem- 
bly Unit |, Hampton Road West, 
Hanworth, Middx. 

May deliveries might even prove to 
be a trifle optimistic. We have had 
letters from readers telling us that 
Sinclair is now mentioning not only 
June, but July as delivery dates. It 
would appear that the majority of 
people who have placed mail orders 
will probably get a QL by the time it 
goes on sale on the high street, 
which should be in time for Christ- 
mas. 

The best advice now might well 
be, if you want to get a QL and 

haven’t ordered one yet, wait until 
it appears in the shops. 

One final point on this non-story 
of the year. concerns all those 
people who have already paid by 
cheque for their yet-to-be QL, and 
have had their cheques cashed by 
Sinclair. As most people will know, 
the company. has set up a trust fund 
and, rather than have the hassle of 

calculating the interest due to each 
customer, is threatening to give 
them all an, as yet unspecified, ‘gift’ 
instead. 

Now, nobody here is terribly 
good at sums, but.the general view 
is that most of the long-suffering 
QL purchasers should be looking 

for a ‘gift’ of around £12, maybe 
more, if they are to recover their 
full share of the interest. 

Getting 
ridiculous 
This month’s winner of the I’m-not- 
sure-|-could-have-thought-of-this- 
one-even-after-drinking-six-cock- 
tails-name-for-a-game competition 
is software house, Salamander. 

It has actually released a game 
going by the improbable title of 
Metagalactic Llamas Battle at the 
Edge of Time. 

This is probably one of the best 
examples of silliness to turn up this 
year, though it is certain there will 
be more... there’s always more. 

Now it can be officially revealed. 
Commodore Business Machines re- 
cently told us what everybody 
thought was already public know- 
ledge. 

The company has moved to the 
town of Corby in the north-east of 
England where it will be manufac- 
turing personal computers. This 
was announced to the press by 
Minister of Technology Kenneth 
Baker. The company will be pro- 
ducing Vic 20 and Commodore 64 
machines in the new factory for 
both the UK and European mar- 
kets. These used to be made at the 
company’s plant in West Germany, 
even though Commodore 
spokespeople suggested last year 
that it was already making 5,000 of 
the beasts at Corby. Ho hum. 

The West German plant is now 
going to be devoted to the manu- 
facture of the company’s range of 
business machines. This will prob- 
ably be considered a good thing by 
many of Commodore’s business 
systems dealers, many of whom 
have been wondering of late where 
these machines are hiding. 

Not content with official 
announcements, Commodore has 
also managed to acquire one of the 
great accolades of life and it is now 
deciding what to do with it. 

It has received a Royal Warrant, 

Commodore in 
Corby-its official 

‘which means that the company is 
now, ‘by appointment to Her 
Majesty the Queen, manufacturers 

of computer business systems’. Im- 
pressed, eh? 

There is currently no official 
word on how many of the zillions of 
computers Commodore is produc- 
ing in Corby the Royal Family is to 
buy, or whether they (sorry, They) 
have decided to set up in Windsor 
as a distributor or dealer — perhaps 
as specialists in estate management 
software. 

The burning question is, howev- 
er, how does a Royal Warrant 
compare with a knighthood on the 
grand scale of things? 

Empire 
To clear up any confusion, last 
month’s Commodore 64 listing, 
Roman Empire, bears no relation to 
Lothlorien’s product of the same 
name. Lothlorien’s Roman Empire 
is available for several home micros 

— except the Commodore 64. 
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Paintbrush puzzle 
lam aregular and avid reader of 
your magazine and enjoy its 
informed content. However, | must 
admit to a certain amount of 
confusion and head scratching 
where the front cover of the March 
| 984 issue is concerned. Perhaps it 
relates to an article | overlooked, 
but | fail to see what the illustration 
of a paintbrush refers to! 

Despite this small problem, 
which | trust you can clarify, | shall 
continue to subscribe to your 
excellent publication. 
D. Brian, Stockport 

Definitely a gold star for 
observation, D. Brian of 
Stockport! 

The paintbrush illustration 
referred to the game on the 
free March flexi-disc for the 
Spectrum and BBC. It was 
called Airbrush. Geddit? You 
did notice the flexi-disc, didn’t 

you? 

Which is best? 
My eldest son is taking an increasing 
interest in computers and lam 
considering buying a micro for 
general family use. | intend to use 
the computer for storing 
information as well as for computer 
games. 

| bought your magazine to assist 
me in choosing the right machine, 
but having little knowledge of 
computers or programming | am 
having some difficulty. My eldest 
son’s school uses a BBC model B, 
but |am reluctant to spend £400 on 
a 32K computer. If | were to spend 
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this sort of money | would have 
thought that the Sinclair QL was 

much better value, but will games 
software be produced for it and 
how much will additional micro- 
drives cost? 

| would prefer a ‘standard’ type 
keyboard which rules out the 
Spectrum. However, there are still 
numerous other machines to 
choose from. The Commodore 64 
seems to suit my needs best as | 
would be looking for amemory in 
excess of 32K. But bearing in mind 
my lack of knowledge, the 
comments about the supplier’s 
manual in your Buyer’s Guide make 
me very wary of buying this 
machine. In addition | have little 
knowledge of the new Oric Atmos 
which may be an improvement on 
the Oric |. 

Could you please advise me on 
which machine(s) you consider 
would be most suitable? 
D. King, Luton 

The Commodore 64 sounds 
suitable for your needs, 
especially now that it can be 
obtained for about £400 
complete with disk drive. 
There is certainly a large 
amount of software available 
for all purposes, serious and 
frivolous. The manual is indeed 
a weak area, but a book such as 
Peter Gerrard’s ‘Using the 64’, 
published by Duckworth 
Home Computing, should fill 
in the gaps nicely. 

Computer Choice 
| do not own a personal computer 
but want to buy one. | am not in the 
market for a games computer; | 
need the machine which is best 
suited to mathematical research, in 
both the numerical and graphics 
modes (to be used for topology 
etc.) | will be quite capable of 
writing my own programs. Can you 
advise me? 
A.P. Rhodes, Manchester 

It’s hard to judge the best 
computer without knowing a 
little more about your 
individual requirements, but 
the BBC Micro should bea 
good bet with its wide choice of 
programming languages and 

good graphics. Since it is 
widely used in scientific and 
higher educational roles, there 
might be suitable software 
already available. 

Book hunting 
lam writing to ask for help in 
locating a book which you featured 
in Manual Override in your 
December issue. 

| cannot find the book, Easy 
Add-on Projects for Spectrum, Z8 | 
and Ace, even in the best computer 
bookshops. | would be grateful for 
the address of the publisher. 
J.M. Bolton, Northumberland 

The publisher is Bernard 
Babani which can be reached 

on 01-603 2581. 

German greetings 
lam aregular reader of Which 
Micro and enjoy reading it very 
much. Although | do not yet possess 
a micro | am thinking of buying one. 
Your magazine is much better 
produced than any of the German 
publications | have seen. 

| noticed in one of the program 
listings that you gave a reference to 
all the variables used within the 
program. | think that this was a very 
good idea as those who are not so 
hot on the subject are given the 
chance to understand what is going 
on. 

Another thing that | think a lot of 
people appreciate is the Buyer’s 
Guide. If the same sort of thing 
could be done for software it would 
be nice. 
Richard Townsend, West Germany 

The problem with a Buyer’s 
Guide for software is that an 

incredible amount of software 

is released each month — far 

too much for us to cover 

completely. However, hope 
Soft Release Round-up over 
the last three issues has been of 

some help. 

Calling Memotech 
| read with interest the review of 
the MTX in your January issue. You 
didn’t mention the fact that you can 
only get 39 characters on the text 
screen. | phoned Memotech to ask 
them about this and they assured 
me that this only happens on the 
first line. So off to my computer | go 
and (surprise, surprise) they're 
wrong. 

The next problem arose when 
printing text on the graphics screen 
TS LE SS 

and | found that | lost all the left 
hand characters. Another phone 
call to Memotech. | was told that if | 
adjusted the horizontal hold the 
disappearing characters would 
come into view. 

Off to my computer | go once 
more and | find that (surprise, 
surprise) they're wrong again. 

There are other oddities: why 
are circles egg shaped, why is there 
no left hand border on games 
software and why is it difficult to 
get a good picture and good sound 
at the same time? 

| know that these unwelcome 
features are not peculiar to my 
machine. A local dealer has sent his 
Memotech computers back for the 
same reasons. . 

The real headache is how to get 
the problems solved when 
Memotech repeatedly fobs me off 
with ‘solutions’ that don’t work. | 
think that the machine is faulty, but 
how do | get Memotech to agree? 
E. Hughes, Colwyn Bay 

Am I alone? 
Greetings from South Africa. 
Thanks for a fabulous magazine. 
Every month | wait eagerly for your 
super magazine which is invariably 
one month late. The magazine here 
costs R2.70, but it’s worth it. 

Before | bought my computer, 
the Spectrevideo 318, | went 
through your comments in the 
December issue which | found very 
helpful. Your review made up my 
mind. The next day | went out and 
bought myself the SV 318. 

Now, my problem is why are 
there no listings of peripherals, 
games etc? Why is there no 
company making games for the 
Spectravideo? | 

| would like to correspond with 
anybody in the world who has a 
Spectravideo SV 318. All letters 
will be answered. My address is: 5 
Orly Park, Bonaero Park, Kempton 
Park, 1622 Rep. of South Africa. 
Paul Ferreira, South Africa 

Commodore saga 
| never really believed the many 
articles I’ve read about poor service 
given by Commodore... until | 
ordered an RS232 serial interface 
from them. That was last July and | 
am still waiting. 

The following is a summary of 
Commodore's replies to my 
numerous telephone calls during 
the last eight months: 
July: The interface will be available | 
end of August. 

~~ 

August: We are waiting for supplies 
to be shipped from Germany. 
September: Weare still waiting for 
supplies from Germany. 
October: Our shipment has arrived 
(hurray!) but is being held up in 
Customs (boo!) 
November: Your interface will be 
available after Christmas. 
Early Jan: We have received 
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delivery. Your interface will be 
despatched in the next day or two, 
just as soon as we have translated 
the instructions from Japanese into 
English (could be helpful). 
Mid Jan: Sorry, we are still waiting 
for them to arrive in the country 
(here we go again). 
Following day: We apologise for 
messing you about. Your interface 
will be posted to you today. 
Late Jan: Although we said we 
would send you the interface when 
you last phoned, an order actually 
takes 28 days to process. You'll 
have to be a bit more patient. 
Mid Feb: Sorry, we can’t find your 
order. However as you've been 
waiting so long, we'll rush your 
interface to you first thing Monday 
(20th). 
23rd Feb: Ahyes, Mr. Langham. It 
was a C2N Cassette Unit you 
wanted wasn’tit...? 

By the way, an article in the 
Windsor Express of 24th February 
says that the Commodore has been 
awarded the Royal Warrant of 
Appointment to Her Majesty the 
Queen. Please Maam, when you 
order an interface, | wonder... 
A.j. Langham, Essex 

Crisis 

Please could you give me some 
advice on buying a computer in the 
below £200 range. The story so far: 

In July 1983, | bought an Oric | 
48K and although pleased with its 
performance it suffered from the 
much publicised loading trouble. 
After six months of putting up with 
this | finally gave up and got my 
money back. Now | am looking for 
another machine in the home/ 
educational line. 

_The new Oric Atmos looks 
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tempting, but |am not sure if | want 
to risk the same company again. |am 
now interested in the 64 or 
Electron as | understand both have 
great potential in the educational 
area. 

Your advice would be much 
appreciated as | am finding 
computerlessness is far worse than 
Guinnlessness! 
M.J. Thorne, Dorset 

We would recommend the 
Spectrum 48K for your 
purposes, largely on the 
strength of the large amount of 
good educational software 
available. In this field it rivals 
the BBC Model B. At this stage, 
not many programs are 
available in an Electron version 
and it is not always possible to 
run BBC Micro versions 
successfully on the BBC. 

Computer club 
| read your magazine with great 
interest and find it good value for 
money. |am, however, writing in 
response toa letter printed in 
December’s issue of Which Micro. 
The article was written by F.G. 
Longmore and it was about the 
Aquarius home computer system. | 
am glad to say that due to demand 
amongst school friends | have 
formed a ‘user friendly group’ for 
the purpose of exchanging 
programes, tapes etc. 

The club will be free of charge 
and open to anyone. If you are 
interested then you should write to 
me at: 54 Dunbar Crescent, 
Hillside, Southport, England, PR8 
3AB 
Gerard McGuchin, Southport 

Aquarius update 
In the review of the Spectravideo 
Compumate in your March issue 
you said that the Aquarius was no 
longer produced by Mattel, but by 
Add-On Electronics. 

In fact the machine is now 
produced and distributed by 
Radofin. The company address is 
Hyde House, London NW9 6LG. 
A. Rosbotham, Devon 
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Unfair to Aquarius 
| was interested to read the Buyer’s 
Guide in your March issue as lama 
recent purchaser of the Aquarius. In 
defence of the Aquarius keyboard, 
which you claim is ‘““diabolical’’ | 
must tell you that my three children 
(aged 6, |O and | |) totally disagree. 
They find the keyboard extremely 
easy to use, it has a positive 
response — without the constant 
repeat as in the school’s BBC micro. 
As an adult user (who is accustomed 
to a portable typewriter) | was very 
apprehensive at first, but can now 
claim to be as skilful as my children. 
The greatest appeal of the 
keyboard has to be that it’s 
Noiseless!!! — unlike the Vic 20 
which sounds like a loose pair of 
false teath clattering away. 

Another point in favour of the 
Aquarius is the fact that any 
computer compatible cassette 
recorder can be used and, unlike the 

Dragon 32, programs can be 
verified. | 

The screen display from the 
Aquarius is excellent. | feel that you 
should mention this as it excels over 

its nearest rivals in this price range, 
and many higher priced computers 
too. ; 

As beginners to programming, 
we have not yet experienced any 
great difficulties with the 
‘‘antiquated Basic’. We have 
written some simple educational 
programs for the children’s home 
use and have just finished our first 
(text only) adventure game, thanks 
to having purchased the | 6K 
memory. We understand that an 
‘extended Basic’ cartridge should 
be available next month. 

| believe that, like our family, you 
will be surprised to find that for a 
home computer it has a great deal 

more to offer than you at first 
suspect. When you consider the 
price — £49.95 for a 16-colour 
computer and £29.95 for the.16K 
memory, and with an outstandingly 
good instruction book thrown in — 
it is remarkably good value. My 
children and their friends are 
thrilled with the Aquarius, and my 
husband and | are getting quite good 
at programming and debugging as 
well! 

Please explain why the Basic is 
antiquated. | can’t wait until you 
write the article. Many thanks for a 
great magazine; some programs for 
the Aquarius would be nice. 
Margaret Harris, Swindon 

64 fan down under 
Living way out in the backwoods of 
Australia it gave me new hope 
when | read the most interesting 
article by Pete Gerrard in your 
December issue. I live ina town 
with a population of only 44,000, 
yet it has seven stores selling 
Commodores. But only one of 
them deals exclusively with that 
product. My dealer, although not 
the cheapest, stayed with me during 
the teething problems of my first 
and subsequent purchases, thereby 
sparing me alot of wasted time and 
effort. And his help was free of 
charge. 

Like most. others, | bought my 
first 64 for my children to learn 
computer literacy, and of course to 
play games on. As | runasmall 
supermarket, my dealer introduced 
me to the Total Business 3.6 
program. Thanks to him, | had it up 
and in full operation after only two 
evenings work. | would recommend 
this program to anyone in small 
business. It has allowed us to expand 
into another shop due to the 
availability of vital information that 
we did not have access to prior to 
computerisation on our little toy. 

The moral of the story is: do not 
always go to the cheapest dealer 
(he won’t necessarily give the best 
value for money) and always seek 
out an exclusive dealer. In being 
exclusive he shows that he believes 
in the product he is selling. 

| Bob Eustace, Australia 
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SPECIALIST SUPPLIERS OF ORIC SOFTWARE 

THE SINGLE SOURCE SUPPLY FOR ALL YOUR ORIC 
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CATALOGUE WITH EVERY PURCHASE OR 
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FROM YOUR FIRST ORDER 

SOME OF THE TITLES WE HAVE AVAILABLE 
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| yan ICON + 30 MAZE 48K 7.50 ORIC TREK 48K 9.95 
e8 CANDY FLOSS ORISCOPE 48K 17.95 

+HANGMAN 48K 7.50 REVERSE 48k 6.50 
CHESS 16K/48K 9.95 SYNTHESISER 48K 7.95 
CUBE CRAZY 48K 7.95 WORDPROCESSOR 48K 17.95 
DALLAS 48K 7.95 XENON-1 48K 8.50 
DIGGER 48K 6.95 ZODIAC 
DINKY KONG 48K 6.95 ADVENTURE 48K 9.95 
FANTASY QUEST 48K 6.50 ZORGONSREVENGE 48K 8.50 
FLIGHT 48K 7.95 BOOKS 
FORTH 48K 17.95  THEORIC PROGRAMMER 6.95 
FRANKLINS TOMB 48K 9.95 THE ORIC-1 AND HOW TO GET 
GRAIL 48K 6.95 THE MOST FROM IT 5.95 

through HARRIER THE ORIC-1 COMPANION 6.95 
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PHAN TOM . he JOGGER 48K 6.95 per book thereafter. Cassettes 50p 
MORIA 48K 6.95 for 1 to 7. FREE IF 8 OR OVER. 

ORIC SOFTWARE 
118 Worcester Road 

= Malvern Worcs. WR14 1SS 
Tel: Malvern (06845) 62467 
Dealer enquiries welcome 
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Letters to: Hedley Voysey, Which Micro & Software Review 
Scriptor Court, 155 Farringdon Road, London ECIR 3AD 
Tape problems 
After following all the advice 
about using tape with my Sinc- 
lair | am still getting loading 
problems. Since my programs 
tend to be fairly long this is a 
terrible nuisance. Have you 
any fail-safe ideas? 
T. Gorringe, London N2 

The expensive way around this 
problem is to place the programs in 
some form of solid state store that 
cannot easily be destroyed. Many 
Sinclair specialist dealers know ab- 
out such units because if they create 
software then they often keep their 
precious software protected by 
battery back-up. And in any case it 
gives them quick loading for 
smooth demonstrations. Micro-Z 
of Exeter advertises a battery sup- 
ported store for this purpose, but | 
would advise talking to a specialist 
dealer. It may not be necessary to 
go for this solution which is rather 
expensive if you wish to handle a lot | 
of programs. 

64 Back-up 
lam writing to you on a matter 
that I have been very anxious 
over for the past few months. 
The problem is that I can’t 
seem to find any company that 
sells back-up tape copiers for 
the Commodore 64. The only 
ones that | have seen are for 
the ZX Spectrum. I was 
wondering if you know of such 
a company and if you do would 
you please give me their 
address and if possible the 
price of the tape copier. 
Donald Kelly, 
Whitehaven, Cumbria 

The query you have raised may be 
hanging upside down so to speak. 
The Commodore cassette systems 
are exceptionally reliable and slow. 
The reason for this is that load and 
save operations are done at | 200 
baud, but all tape operations are 
done twice and the two operations 
are compared against each other in 
a ‘verify’ matching process. This 
effectively reduces the tape speed 
to 600 bits per second which 
accounts for many moans and 
groans. However, it also accounts 
for the extreme reliability of the 
tape systems with both the Vic and 
the 64 machines from Commodore, 
which in turn makes it rather 
unprofitable to advertise ‘back-up’ 
systems. 
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Stack of Liverpool sells a car- 
tridge containing a monitor and 
toolkit which you will find useful for 
about £30. The main aim of the 
Stack software is to enable your 
own programming creations to be 
faster in tape speed working by 
bamboozling the cassette system. 
Many Sinclair users would rather 
have slower tape operations with 
Commodore levels of reliability. 

File first aid 

I have got two files mixed up 
together on my disk. | have 
not been able to work out how 
this happened. What should | 
be looking for and is there any 
way | can be certain to stop 
this happening again? 
G. Strauss, Bedford 

What's happened is that the list of 
where files are put has become 
confused. The disk map for files 
might have been knocked out by a. 
power failure or something else 
like that. It is also possible that you 
might have changed diskettes 
without telling the routine which 
finds space that it needs to handle a 
fresh file. 
What you need to do is to keep 

an eye on the map of files on disk 
and write a routine which works 
out whether any space is being 
donated to more than one file. It is 
good practice to take a look at the 
disk map when important files are 
being put away, because although 
backing up from some previous file 
is often possible, the whole 
procedure is tedious. The whole 
point of learning where vital lists of 
facts about your system are kept 
by the control routines is to help 
you in managing your work 
without fuss or bother. Sometimes 
you can spot danger points in your 
working sequence which might 
garble these tables. Once spotted, 
these points of vulnerability are 
generally quite easy to get around. 

Flexi disk blues 
As I do every month, I bought 
the March issue of your maga- 
zine. lown a Spectrum 48K and 
was pleased to find on your 
free flexidisc a program called 
Airbrush. | tried to copy the 
disc as you had instructed, but 
to my horror | found that the 
needle of my record player 
simply slid across the Spec- 
trum program. I went back to 
Menzies where | had purchased 

the magazine, and they kindly 
exchanged the disc for another 
one. | went home and tried 
again but was dismayed to find 
that yet again it would not 
work. Please could you tell if 
you have had any other com- 
plaints on this matter. 
Andrew Johnson, 
Tweedmouth, Northumberland 

The grooves in the plastic records 
| are not very deep. When using a 
record player (even for playing 
ordinary records and looking after 
them properly) it is important that 
the stylus balance is arranged so 
that the effective mass is low but 
stable. . 

The guess is that the stylus is 
arranged on your player to produce 
an excessive mass. If it is an elderly 
arm plus cartridge then there is not 
too much we can do about it, but if 
it is alleged in the instructions that 
the balance can be adjusted then 

you may be able to do that. If in 
doubt check with a friendly hi-fi buff 
since these types keep the needle 
weight low. Lateral tracking bias 
may be the problem. 

Radio 

communications 
| am anxious to learn more 
about a subject I saw on the TV 
recently. It involved someone 
picking up short wave radio 
signals and loading them into 
his computer, which in turn 
printed out the message re- 
ceived. Could you tell me what 
equipment | would need and 
which computer is best suited 
to this job. Also, is it just simply 
a matter of LOAD ‘CHARAC- 
TERS’ when entering it into 
the computer, as if entering 
something off a tape? 
Alan North, Basingstoke 

You should contact the Radio Soci- 
ety of Great Britain (RSGB) as it has 
lots of experience of members 
using radio communications with 
computers. There have been illegal 
uses of radio for transmitting data, 
notably on the illegal version of 
Citizens Band. However, there are 
legal uses and you should make up 
your mind as to whether you are 
serious about this project, because 
the other side of reception is a 
transmission capability. The recep- 
tion only equipment is simple, 
which is why the BBC is transmit- 
ting programs as part of its prog- 
rammes. 
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Logo info 
| am thinking of buying Logo 
for my Commodore 64 and 
have been trying to work out 
how to approach the language. 
| have been urged to buy Dis- 
covering Apple Logo by David 
Thornburg. | am a bit bothered 
by the fact that this is directed 
at Apple users. Is there a good 
book for the Commodore 
Logo user? 
Graham House, Basingstoke 

Do not be afraid to buy the book by 
Thornburg since it forms a useful 
introduction to the language. | do 
not know of a comparable title for 
Commodore owners, but books on 
Logo are trickling off the presses all 
the time. The original standard in 
the field has been Peter Ross’s Logo 
Programming and this is good. 

Password 
programming 

| am trying to illustrate some 
simple security procedures to 
some youngsters. How can | 
enter data on the keyboard 
without having it displayed on 
the screen? I want to do this to 
match the process of using 
passwords practised in com- 
mercial applications. Is there 
an easy way to do this? 
F. Pitcher, Reigate 

The objective here is to enter data 
while being ignored by the editor. 
This is possible on some machines. 
The problem is that the manuals do 
not always refer to functions like 
this. However, if you look at the 
suggested use of ENTER followed 
by file specifications the manuals 
may tell you about an ignorable file 
specification. It will generally not 
stop data being entered. If the 
manual does not refer directly, try 
experimenting through the normal 
range of symbols. The other ways of 
tackling invisible data entry involve 
stopping the characters getting to 
the screen related memory. 
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starting point must be placed inside a 
completely enclosed area. The edge of the 
screén is not adequate so this must have a 

line by line, inking as it t goes S until. it phits-a a 
‘ceiling’ upon which it then | searches 
downwards from tk . e starting position until 
it hie the ‘floor’. — 

cursor (which HS «aloe to the standard 
pixel cursor) to a new position. As long as 
boundaries are completely defined the 
routine will not escape onto the rest of ve 

® 

ene 

ee 

a oh 

ny. 
Ra 

fee 

routine is a foe les one. The 
Line 2410 —Set the intitial ¢o-ordinates 

for going up (xu, yu) and for going down 
a yd) to the same value as x and y. 

Line 2430 — Test each pixel to right. If 
uninked ink it and move one pixel right. 
_Line 2440 — When edge reached (IF 

st tement in 2430 unsatisfied) go up one 

rightmost boundary of new line if starting 
ate was 460 to be To etd 

7 ms OF 
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Run the pro 

AO? Q ip LEN 
NE>y 

- : PA 
Be Reve n¥SCREENS 
eee. PF .O5 oa. « S100 Pause Or cee NT Misa 
hand 1@ IF ise. 

S120 IF igesun 1) BEEP ous 2 S130 KEEP (gs’., "EN GO To Sigg °° SUB 4000: 
[140 Go ayn .2*'* PRINT #i., RETURN 

OF? SAVE n$SCREENs 

REENS YOU APE WEI SAVES TO 

make two recordings of any designs you 

create. In the LOAD module you are asked 
for the! filename but pressing ENTER 
suffices if the tape is correctly positioned. 

cuss narananceanceconnenneancen ceannae 

Testing Modules |.9 and 1.10 
Make}a design and save it to tape. 

BREAK ithe program jand CLEAR. Now 
rerun and load your design. : 

SO Less 

~~ a - ~~ Again this is a pretty straightforward 
~ : _ . module which needs ng explanation. Own- : 

ers of professional quality printers and a : 

|_suitable |interface which can support a 
screen dump given a suitable program will = 

wish to substitute such a routine here. 
There is plenty of room as this is the 
last-numbered routine} in pixel mode, the 
coding for PRINT made starting at line 
7000..Test the module by.copying.adesign._. 

Module 1 {2— Subroutine — Erase 
picture and Restart 

BS 

This subroutine never returns. Weljump 

out of 4 GOSUB call by RUNning the 

aesthete§ since RUN Elears the GQSUB 
._ stack. Test the module by making a simple 

bail | design and then entering this routine. 
— Watch your design disappear for ever! 

lost edge and a 
RR 

Most’6F SMmMadst’e 
the circle should fill effici 
fairly leisurely fashion. N 
squares, diamonds or tri 
Line drawing routine and 
should fill complete 

that the Screen may be saved twice 
because the VERIFY facility will not work 

ess practice this taserious defect ands 
_ allows quite complex designs to be filled i 

_you are patient. : | 

Modules |.9 & Subroutine — Save 
4 

: !.10-— Subroutine — Load 

err cae ear er Cae 



SC een up to the whole screen without 
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eseaiseacensenmssassanaaeeneneemnneneeammesees 

Qo REM xeann newer ere re 

cca REM MODULE ene ONE IRM CO 

. MH HRE ie a ad if nT 2"G ~ iP 

oat Se as PRINT #13AT 2,0) 

6410 BEET a. LET is=ENKEY$ cme 
6420 a. Oa aeueil oo SUE 4000: RETUR 
4a2@ iF 3 wie Ne Puen eo TO 642 .. BETURN 

aes IF if? Rae ae SUB 4000: RETU 
5,245 

6450 BEEF - ’ 

6460 
6461 

6462 
6463 

a powertul use for o$(). is 
Line 6315 — Paper and ink are set 

globally. You will find when you run the 
complete program that after quitting this 
routine, both new paper and ink colours 

bey mt 8 JN "OF 

ink colour in 
made, the PAPER statement has not been 
embedded in the various pixel graphics 
con poe | have Reparbie the Loe ny 

| aR aesescoetey 

ree RESTART 63 SIE BTC TURE 
Oe Te eke SF cey re 3 oe ey 6, ERGO. * : asia . wis 3 seceeneeene THAT (ou fore you do. 

_ines 6320-6365 — Finishing and start- 

ghar ao) SUB 4000: RETURN ' ingrows (r0 & r| jare entered, baat for 

Ler aage Saggy fi | a a ,orsoFF 60) © 

é 

“yHe PRI : 
gr Hie) “Fe) 60: aa 

abs 

¢ BoB 

&Wol 

oOb- 
é O67 

faster method which ) ie Ju might find: pers 
in your own programs would be to DIM 
(704) and print this OVER | and with 

desired attributes at 0,0 

PAULA PES Ph HE FEE FE FE HE FE SE AE SE gE 8 Ee HR HE RF ge ge FE GE GE a 

S40) REM MODULE 1.123 - BORDER OR INK CHONGE 

UU oe ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee a ed 

=~@i@ BEEP .@5,24: FRINT #1:AT @,@: "CHANGE - BORDER (6B) - INK ¢€1) QR NE ELTHER OF 

THESE (N) es 

S820 PAUSE @: LET i#¢=INKE Ys 

SM@30 IF if="nm" THEN GO SUB 4804: RETURN 

2060 IF i¢="i" THEN GO TO 3i2¢@ 

30470 IF if¢>"b" THEN 60 TO 3020 

oW30 BEEF .@5,24: FRINT #1:AT 8,0; "CHOOSE NEW BURDER COLOUR (u-?7) Bae ab 

O74 PAUSE OW: LET i¢={NKEYS 

S100 IF i#<"O" OR L#2"7" THEN GO TO 2A? 

-4110 BORDER VAL i€: PRINT #1:AT @,@:;0%:0%: GO SUB 40@@: RETURN 

S120 BEEF .@2,24: FRINT #1:5AT @,@3; "CHOOSE NEW INK COLOUR cNCT foe 0 ede Bee 

S120 FPAUSE @: LET it=<INKEY# 

5146 IF i#<"@" OR if >"7" OF is=STRE p THEN GO TO =i2z@ 

3158 LEP i=VAL ad: INE i: GO SUB 40@@@: RETURN 

from the odul 

cursor around. 
and attempt to move the 
ie care when using this 

at you are prevented from choosing 
the same ink colour as that already set 

- The — globally for paper. | 

This is the most complex of the three 
aot a routines sae allows the alteration 

Sa a 

s is a more complicated routine 
also be whieh allows one to change the paper 

restri ion to two colours within one print 
locatign. These modules will 

‘SRR RRR aR 
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> Je ens | 

about you to understand how the Sree. 
trum does what it does and when it does. 

ia A /.13— Subrbutine —- Rake or 

~ New border colour 
is chdsen and appears immediately the 
BORDER b call occurs. 

Lines 31 20- 3150 = -— The new ink colour 

allowed to cross alrdady inked a are 
corruption of the colour will occur. This Sat ralia a 
effect'can be put to good use for changing oo 8 | “yr ac man i 
the ink colour of a small area. 

No te how the i i Ik colour of a y Whole 



bright and flash are met rr the first time. 
Lines 4500- -4560 — All the techniques 

used here have been met before. To 

pixel ls in pr move keys, Liseiy 
and ‘d’. ja ae ENTER capes from thi 

test the error- -checking, Choose some 
contrasting : | attribute values and move re 

ST eal 

that na can apne back: at li 
to change pare attributes. 

eee 
Pee ot kta 

Pe oe cli Leute ee 
azoo>REN #eHRFEES ELEN CHANGE jor eee ces - CONFIRM Y/N ;o8 
A201 REM MOD ae EE wae ATTRIBU 

92 REM #AHEREEAN ET ae aisaT O10 Oh 
42 2 me BS | oh 03,24 
4a2i@ BEEF -« 

the program will not shildider toa halt 
The a del is now usable. pS as a VS 4 

. Ei =INRE RETURN 5 os N 60 TO r 

poner’ pause @ len GQ SUB seer’ vec iee"" THE 

cue 5 isco" THEN 60 [Deer Yerant calpae ee on suey LET 
———e ay Pe « D4: INF oe S$ (ns! 

{ 4250 BEEF -O%> ren cece ein) =" AND i 

: 350) ; “4 TO 42 

your own tactics for dealing with attri- a26O LET m=O: age ven 1a THe 
butes. | like to complete the picture in 4270 NEXT 
black and white before adding colour. | 

If you are usin several colours iaies he 

: ign o TO 4 = =N 50 TO =" THEN G 

ns ctr v2i OR Ye a, LINE +7" 
ae LET yattr svat net veneer xprint co-ord- 3 

42 mae TMF 
O5,=4% 4290 BEEF id 
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ordinate chart on page |02 of the hagd- 
book so that more than two colours only 
come together at the jungtion of two oie 
spaces. 

0 TO 4290 ‘ 

' .31 THEN & 
7@ OR xattr ign es 

4320 LET water even ent wi: at 0,03 PAPER 
sot te 3 95,2 : : : 

4320 BEEP - ; 
t " * P3 

g-7, but no 
‘ COLOUR? ‘ 

: N oerat winT 408" 1% 
x o EF ze = e 

“VAL it: BE 
Az ad LET Pp 

‘ 

LAA 

TO 45 ‘ TE - OOF i”? 
$=INKEY* — ree p THEN . ATTRIBU 

0370 Pause os cro" a pad gtr #1, AT 21% pRIGHT 
_ oan C 4; . _ , 

qzeo IF i*- ¢: BEEP -@5, 
,=VAL 1%: 

a390 LET + 
Saving. money 

When saving a design, change the border 
to the same colour as the paper at the 
bottom of your design sin ace the SCREEN$ 
includes at lower two lines. 

~~ oor 1? 

sacae 3 @ 4 ATTRIBUTE 
ey it INK ro 442 

5 eeLAS 

aaa sere cape a" irs Baa PRINT #isAT 2103 
4410 LF 2 =_\ L Se BEEF * 5, sed 

ht=VA 
4420 LET brig 

Sr 

EY 5B n igh 

: LET i*= INE. Go TO AAS . Bright ;bor 

pore rouse Os, SS men PRINT #13AT @ ses yhbtar ie y/N" 
: ; nM ag ri ~ LET giash=VAL if #itAt Q, Qs OF: der + pyattrs t 

4450 EEF vibe 4: daniel ,/ "Paper "$-P5 A 
4468 BR * aad Ink tad 

uw »flashs” 
t3" Flas sh bd 

- 

INKEY# 
oe Lett?” 208 4470 one ia" THEN GO To 4 

4400 IF iF” 0 
invest ina Hh -penora digital seca thi 
program will do the same job, the only 
extra ‘hardware’ being a sheet of trans} a- 

¥ 
-“Co-ords

? 
;¢"' "Co-or 

ENTER to qui 

AT @, g@; "CU
RSOR to overlays 

a aa, PRINT #15 
: * 

4500 BEEF 05,245 
F 

ae ctr xattri” 
oe - yee irr 

eee I | . > 4 se = PAPER Pp * 

¥ ttr3" xerin sone geen ee FLASH flash 

Oe PR ye waver tt BRIGHT Dr 

the Lotus Excel picture eee Apri fe 

510 _ 
8 aS co 10 4520 

pee ie nea TE G0 10 4579 

for instan¢e, | used a Rotring technical 5 ele 

drawing pen, but any felt-tip should do so 
long as the ink ‘takes’ on the plastic. After 

tracing t : he car from an advert 

magazine, | 

. €="6 

any 4at yattr=yattrt © 

jae 

Dr aaeleallllll 
e Ls A Estee 

by sellotaping the plastic sheet 

HANGE furthe 

@,@3 “RETURN 
tO control 

joop ‘Ff? or  & 

onto the TV screen, | was able to PLOT AS7@ BEEP -055 24% PRINT #1 AT 

and DRAW away under the design. The “attr 
letters were plotted ina similar way by 
designing them first on graph paper. 

TFhe-modules.which-will.be.added.i. 
final two installments will allow the direct 
printing to the screen of five sizes of 
alphanumerics, the standard ZX graphics 
set and all 21 user-defined graphics, 
together with | a pUseretined -Brap cs 
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* Immediate export quotes available - Maintenance or insurance available on all equipment. ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. rs 
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MICROTAN 65 10 OfHER COMPUTER IS AS PERSONAL! 
For less than £60 you can start building your own Computer FLEXIBLE & EXPAN DABLE SYSTEM — 1K to 256K! 

that truly suits your needs and, of Course, eventually far more Just look at the options: 
superior to any Computer available off-the-shelf 

1 DISK CONTROLLER 7 MASS EPROM STORAGE BOARD 

MICROTAN 65 comes in kit form, complete with manual. full 2 REAL TIME CLOCK 8 INDUSTRIAL CONTROLLER BOARD 
instructions, board with components, (kit form or fully built) 3 EPROM PROG. CARD 9 40K RAM BOARD 

*tlarlemaget cr bap ee ere i mili ai 4 SOUND BOARD 10 HIGH RES GRAPHICS 256x256 
5 SERIAL 1/0 BOARD 11 PRINTER FACE BOARD 

gat 5 6 PARALLEL 4/0 BOARD 12 ASC11 KEYBOARD 

ae Board with components 

a (Built or kit form) FULL RANGE OF SOFTWARE 
a j Languages available: Machine Code. Microtan 

pote Eg aa ’ C a Assembly, Basic, Forth, World Magazine 

} and Pilot 

| HOW TO ORDER: 
Enter details in the cOupon below, enclosing 
your cheque made payable to: Microtanic Com- 
puter Systems Ltd. Prices include VAT add £1.50 
p&p. Please allow 14 days for delivery. 

Post to 
MICROTANIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD 

| 16 UPLAND RD LONDON SE22 
| Tel No 01-693 1137 

{; TAMCeaime,, | | 

BUILD Please rush me my Starter kit 
AS FAST (Please tick) 
OR SLOW 
AS YOU CO kit form — | will build myself £59.95 
LiKE! | © Fully Built £69.95 

| LJ Complete system wall chart 

4 |! enclose my cheque/P.O. for £ 

Full | Name 
instructions 

manual | Company 

Address. 

MICROTANIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD _ @s° avaiable from Waltham Forest Computer Centre 
SHOWROOM: 16 UPLAND RD MAIL ORDER: 889 Lee Bridge Rd 
DULWICH, LONDON SE22 235 FRIERNRD.DULWICH _ Wy Whipps Cross. Walthamstow E7 | Tel (Day) tr iso Ree 
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The most cursory of glances at the pages of 
any personal computer magazine will be 
enough to tell most readers that there is 
something afoot. The clear definition that 
once existed between the two major 
classes of personal computer — home, 
games-playing machine and desktop, small 
business engine — is starting to get 
muddied by the appearance of a new class 
— the small professional. 

The theory being expounded and ex- 
ploited by the computer manufacturers is 
that there is anew group of potential users 
that are professional people (whatever 
that means) who want to use acomputer at 
home for both business tasks and all those 
home-oriented bits and bobs like playing 
Space Invaders and storing recipes. 

The existence of a new group of people 
of course requires the introduction of a 
new type of machine. This thinking is 

| rumoured to have had some effect on a 
small company up in Cambridge which 
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recently made some announcement or 
other! 

It is a market that other manufacturers 
are also looking at closely, and some have 
decided to have a go at it in an attempt to 
grab a slice of the action while it is still in its 
infancy. The strengths of this tactic rest on 
the idea that if a company gets it right, it 
will corner the market as it starts and grow 
with it. However there is an obvious flaw in 
this argument: because the market sector 
is So new and undefined, it is just as easy to 
produce the wrong type of product and 
miss the boat completely. 

The problem from the observer/ 
reviewer's point of view lies in trying to 
guess which way the market will jump. 
What has forced us into coming to some 
conclusions is the arrival on the market of 
machines like the Alphatronic PC from one 
of West Germany’s mega-companies, 
Triumph Adler. The company is one of the 
first to make a concerted pitch at this new 

ON I AO See ae a 
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The first of a new breed of computers or an over-priced home micro? Martin Banks reports 

market for very small, professionally 
oriented business/home/gamesplaying 
computers. Either that, or it has produced 
a games playing machine that does a few 
small business tasks with a reasonable 
degree of competence, but at a high price. 
Which way you look at the machine will 
depend on how it measures up to its rivals 
in the marketplace. 

The Alphatronic PC is derived from the 
original Alphatronic microcomputer intro- 
duced by Triumph Adler at the end of the 
seventies. This was (and still is) a rather 
uninspiring but workmanlike rendition of 
the Z80 processor/64K memory/two disk 
drives/CP/M software package that was 
being produced at the time by all except 
Apple, Tandy and Commodore. It was a 
middle of the road business machine and 
achieved middle of the road sales. 

As such it was something of a follower of 
the prevalent market trends, a position 

| which Triumph Adler continued to adopt 
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after the introduction of 8088-based | 6-bit 
machines (for instance those produced in 
America by IBM). 

There are times, however, when being a 
follower in a game sometimes allows you 
to end up in front, or at least provides you 
with that possibility. This is either how it is 
or how it could be with the new Alphatro- 
nic PC. The march of technology being 
what it is, the Z80/CP/M etc package 
which was once considered trendy state of 
the art computing (and therefore quite 
expensive) is now just another market 
where the price can be bombed. 

Will the users want 
something different 
and trendy? 

Bombing the price is, however, only part 
of the problem. Will the users want a 
low-cost CP/M running bog standard box, 
or will they want something different and 
trendy which provides a conversation 
point at parties? Given that a good 
percentage of the purposes to which such 
new quasi-professional machines will be 
put are in the standard small-business 
category —- word processing, spreadsheet 
budgeting, medium complexity accounting 
and the like — the boring old standard box 
stands a good chance. 

That, in essence, is’ what the new 
Alphatronic is all about, though the de- 
scription is misleading. It is, for example, 
most unlike a ‘standard box’ in appearance. 
The packaging of the PC is really quite neat 
and well made, and it is full of all that is best 
in sound, teutonic engineering. At home 
either on a desktop, a shelf or on the lap, it 
is light and comfortable to use. 

It comes with a full complement of 
switches and holes through which it relates 
with the outside world. On the right hand 
side as one looks at the keyboard there is a 
single on/off power switch. This lives alone 
so that there is no mistaking it for 
something else, such as the reset button (a 
failing on other machines that we could 
name). On the left hand side of the package 
are three sockets, two for video I/O and 
one for the cassette port. The latter 
requires a DIN plug. The two video ports 
are an RGB socket for interfacing to a 
colour television, and a monochrome/ 
monitor port. 

Along the back are the power-in socket, 
the reset button (which takes a bit of 
finding if groping blind for it), aserial port, a 
Centronics parallel port and an expansion 
bus socket. There is also a removable cover 
on the top left hand corner of the casing, 
for access to the ROM cartridge port. 

The test system we were given came 
with a single disk drive in a separate box. 
This is connected to the computer via the 
expansion bus port, and is one of the weak 
points of the machine. The connector is 
one of those horrendously stiff multi-way 
round cables that is both amazingly inflexi- 
ble and, more importantly in the context of 
potential home use, too short. This means 
that the ideal situation for the machine is a 
desktop, with the disk drive next to the 
computer. Pull the computer off the desk 
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and on to your lap and the drive is likely to | keys. In addition it has a full numeric 
try and keep it company — a trick which 
can prove distressing if it is actually reading 
or writing at the time. A longer, more 
flexible flat cable might have been a better 
choice here. 

Getting everything connected up is not 
too difficult, though the pins on the disk 
drive connectors seem to be a bit fragile, 
or at least a bit flexible (remedial action 
with a knife was necessary to straighten 
them out). The documentation, of which 
more later, is not as helpful as it could be 
however, and some users brand new to 
computing might find the lack of compre- 
hensive information off-putting. 

With everything switched on and work- 
ing the next element of the machine to 
which the user must interface is the 
keyboard. On balance this is really quite 
good with only one possible weak point 
(and that is a matter of personal preference 
as much as anything). It is a full QWERTY 
board with all normal control and cursor 

keypad, and six function keys, all of which 
are software programmable. For anyone 
used to business computers, these function 
keys are what will be ‘expected’, though 
they make a nice touch for anyone ‘coming 
up’ from the games-playing environment. 

It’s a noisy little 
beast, rumbling and 
chuntering away 

The subject of touch leads us on to an 
aspect of the machine which bothered us. 
Although, unlike many machines in this 
price range, the keyboard seems well- 
engineered and nicely robust, it is of the 
limited travel type. This means that those 
with a tendency to be just a trifle 
heavy-handed on the typing front may well 
find the PC a bit of a finger-bender. This 
leads to the nagging doubt that the 
keyboard might not stand up to a great deal 
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of heavy-duty usage. 
Having used the keyboard, the next 

thing is to look up and see what has 
appeared on the display. In our test, the PC 
was connected to a standard 14-inch 
colour television. In general, the quality of 
the display was high, especially when you 
consider that much of the time it was being 
used to run the Wordstar word processing 
package, under CP/M, using the 80-column 
display option. This is an interesting facility 
that is built into the Alphatronic PC. The 
command WIDTH, followed by either a 40 
or 80 will reconfigure the display accor- 
dingly. As hinted at earlier, the documenta- 
tion is somewhat remiss here. It gives no 
indication, for example, that using an 
80-column display is probably a good idea 
when running CP/M applications, especially 
as the ability to run them in a low-cost 
package would seem to be one of the 
machine’s main selling points. 

Once such problems have been over- 
come, the display gives good quality, easily 
legible characters with little or no flicker. 
Only once in a while will the display give a 
momentary nervous twitch to remind one 
that a TV is being used rather than a 
monitor, It also manages to avoid all those 
spurious colour changes that set-ups like 
these can be prone to. 

The single disk drive provided with the 
Alphatronic is a bit limiting in terms of 
assessing the machine’s capabilities in the 
professional area; two would have been 
much more useful. It is also a rather noisy 
little beast, rumbling and chuntering away 
as if to let you know that it is still alive. 

The Alphatronic PC is, for an otherwise 
well-specified CP/M machine, amazingly 
slow in certain important areas. The most 
noticeable of these is program loading. 
Though there was never quite enough time 
to make a cup of coffee, the Alphatronic 
proved to be one of the slowest machines 
at loading programs from disk that we’ve 
seen for some time. It took, for example, 
over three seconds to load CP/M from a 
reset. This may not seem too bad, but 
there are serious problems with bigger 
programs like Wordstar: the first time this 
was loaded there were grave doubts that 
something had gone wrong. There were 
no loading error messages, but no program 
either. It took |7 seconds to load the 
program which, when you are sitting there 
wondering what has happened, is rather 
unnerving. It took even longer — 23 
seconds — to load Supercalc. It is only the 
confident chuntering of the disk drive that 
gives any clue that something might be 
happening. 

Once it has overcome its reluctance to 
load a program, however, the PC cracks 
along really well. In fact the keyboard is so 
fast and positive that it can easily run away 
with the speeding typist. 

It is here, of course, that the programm- 
able function keys come into their own. In 
this implementation of Wordstar five of 
the six have been given individual editing 
functions, such as INSERT ON/OFF, Up a 
Screenful, Down a Screenful, character 
delete, and the search routine, FIND. 

Without doubt the weakest aspect of 
the whole system, and the one for which 
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Triumph Adler wins no gold stars what- 
soever, is the documentation. Why it is so 
often the case that a perfectly acceptable 
computer, running perfectly acceptable 
software, is let down by poor instructions 
is one of the great mysteries of modern life. 
One can only conclude that it stems from 
an unwillingness or inability to spend the 
money needed to get it right. One must 
assume in Triumph Adler’s case that it was 
not due to failure to find sufficient funds for 
the job. 

A well-engineered 
and reasonably well 
thought out machine 

The manual we were given was a small 
tome printed on the obligatory bog-paper 
and with the equally obligatory typog- 
raphical errors needed to demonstrate 
that it was produced ona word processing 
system. It comes in two parts, a How-To- 
Work-It bit at the front, and a breakdown 
on the commands of the Basic Interpreter 
at the back. Neither provides adequate 
explanations for the uninitiated. 

It was the little faults that annoyed us 
most. For example, the PC comes without 
a cassette lead, so you are supposed to use 

reasonably well thought out machine. It 
breaks no new ground in its design, but 
given the character of the market it is 
pitched at, this is not necessarily a bad 
thing. There are likely to be many CP/M 
business users who want a _ cheaper 
machine at home, but one that works in a 
familiar’ way. The Alphatronic PC can 
provide just that. 

On the vexed question of whether or 
not it provides good value for money, it is 
difficult to come to any firm conclusions at 
the moment. The basic box costs £347, 
which is a bit high for Z80-based, 64K byte 
games player. That is, essentially, what it is 
without the disk drives. One drive, at £330 
makes it probably tolerable in terms of 
price/performance, while the second drive, 
at an additional £270 makes an all-up price 
of £947. This is quite reasonable for a full 
CP/M machine, though it is running the risk 
of failing to measure up to the competition 
from machines like the Wren transport- 
able. One assumes, however, that the 
manufacturers have allowed themselves 
some leeway for cutting the price. 

In the end, whether it succeeds or not 
depends on what the marketplace even- 
tually decides it wants. The PC could strike 
the right chord, but it could also fall 
between all possible stools. We shall see. = 

Along the back are the power-in socket, the reset button, a serial port, a Centronics port and a bus socket 

the one you normally use for connecting a 
cassette recorder to your hi fi. Well, they 
may use DIN connectors in West Ger- 
many, but not here. In the depths of the 
manual they do tell you how to make a 
lead, but in the section on connecting the 
recorder it just tells you where to stuff a 
lead in the box. Not terribly helpful. 

Similarly, on the subject of disk drives it 
tells you to stick the connector in the 
expansion port. There is no explanation of 
how to get a disk running and reading, how 
to load an operating system by pressing the 
reset button or anything really useful. On 
the question of CP/M and getting it running 
on this particular machine it ducks the issue 
explicitly. Go get a CP/M manual from a 
specialist dealer, you are told (or words to 
that effect). 

Despite these shortcomings, for a 
machine aimed at the home/professional/ 
small-business-with-a-bit-of-games- 
playing-thrown-in market, the Alphatronic 
PC comes across as a well-engineered and 
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Small business can now ; stop going by the book. 
For under £1,000 a small business can now 

equip itself witha BBC Microcomputer, a disc drive, 
a word processor and printer. 

(All tax deductible by the way.) 
Once you've parted with that money, youll 

find that business has never been brisker. 

Because now, there’s a new series of floppy 
disc software specially for the smaller business. 

It has been developed by Acornsoft, the 
software division of Acorn Computers who are 

the manufacturers of the BBC Micro. 
For only £24.95, each disc can store volumes 

of vital bookwork which can be updated and 

amended in a fraction of the conventional time. 
And there is a disc to cover most aspects of 

paperwork and book-keeping. 

The Invoicing package. 
‘This program stores details of products, VAT 

numbers and, of course, the names and addresses 
of your customers. As orders 
come in, you simply record 
them. Then, when it’s time | 
to invoice, you just press a — CYA 
few keys and each invoice 

or credit note is printed 

automatically in seconds. 
Allowing for variable terms of trading, the 

system calculates and prints discounts. And it 
should help to improve your cash flow dramatically. 

Hh Ff Qo —_ 

The Order Processing package. 
With this program, 

you can confirm your 

customers orders, prepare 
and print despatch notes 

and make fast analyses of 
individual orders or 

of all the orders 
stored on disc. 

The Accounts Receivable package. 

Now, it couldn't be easier to keep 
_ your customer accounts under control. Q 

In an instant, you can analyse f 
debtors, produce G 

# statements, keep 

a check on any r 
credit limit and 4 
alculate VAT out- - i 

put automatically. t 
Using this package 

in conjunction with the invoicing package, 

* you can also keep tabs on payments received 
against payments outstanding. i 

y ‘The Accounts Payable ee ———— a ‘ 

~ package. =< a 
This package will keep a 
\ you fully up-to-date y 
on how much you ti 
owe and who to. In S 

addition, it calculates 9 



input VAT and, used with the Accounts Receivable 
package, produces instant VAT returns. 

It also highlights settlement discounts, 
produces remittance advices and provides an 
immediate analysis of all creditors. 

The Stock Control package. 
Touch a few keys and you have instant access 

to stock status and auto-__, , 
matic analysis by quantity 

and value. : = 
5 Consequently, it's CaSY jggge—<——_——— 

for you to maintain correct —_ - 5/ULA- 
stocking levels, having an —— [ff at 
early warning of out-of- | scenes 
stock situations or the likelihood of over- stocking. 

Y fii 

The Purchasing package. 

All your suppliers’ names and addresses 20 
onto the disc. Then they can be retrieved instantly 

for preparing and printing was 
orders. 

All order data can be 
recalled in seconds, allow- 

ing you to check on orders, 

and suppliers’ invoices and . 
to record all deliveries. 

Purchasing 
eemeatenemeneemeaaammeerne EE 

The Mailing package. 
Instead of the shotgun method of sending 

mailshots, this package enables you to refine each 
mailing down to the customers who are most likely 
to respond. , wwU—~— 

It gives you a rapidly 

accessible mailing file of ~* 

your customers, according — ioe 
toany criterion you choose. 

_ Size of company, for inst- 
ance, or type of business. 
t 

sims Dino tae ieee (ees or es A 

Average value of the business they do with you, or 
whether they are good or bad payers. 

Then, when you are doing a mailing, you 
simply choose the group or sroups of customers 
you want. 

At £24.95 each, these packages 

could be priceless. 

Each package comes with clear instructions | 
on how to get the program running so that you 
can devote much more of your time to more 
profitable activities. 

If youre a credit card holder, you can order any 
or all of the packages by ringing: 01-200 0200 
anytime. Or 0933 79300 during office hours. | 

(By ringing the same number, you can get the | 
address of your nearest stockist, or full | 
details of the BBC Microcomputer 
system if you dont already have one.) | 

Alternatively, you can order | 
the packages by sending the order 
form below to: Acornsoft, 
c/o Vector Marketing, Denington 

Estate,Wellingborough,Northants | 
_NN8 2RL. Please allow 28 days | 

for delivery. | 

“@ Credit card holders, 
phone 01-200 0200, anytime. 

Or 0933 79300, during office | 
hours. 

Please send me the following business software 

packages at £24.95 each. (Code 
Acornsoft 

PROGRAM QUANTITY | TOTAL use only.) 

Invoicing SNB 08 

Order Processing SNB 12 

Accounts Receivable SNB 10 

Accounts Payable SNB 13 

Stock Control SNB 11 

Purchasing SNB 14 

Mailing SNB 09 

credit card. 

Card Number 
Amex/Diners/Visa/Access (Delete) 

Please send me details of the BBC Microcomputer System 1 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Signature ts 
Registered No. 1524763 VAT No. 215 8123 85 

SSFT ACORN 

: 

TOTAL | 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| I enclose PO/cheque payable to Acornsoft Ltd. Or charge my 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

r 



Next time you’re browsing in your local computer store, 
beware! There’s a terrifying new breed of micro user at large. 

Mike Gerrard puts you on your guard. 

Don’t be 
aCom puter 

Wally 
At Which Micro we spend our days slaving 
over hot typewriters to bring you interest- 
ing and informative articles covering all the 
things people need to know about micros. 
In a typical issue you might find features on 
which machine is best suited to your needs 
and finances, which software to buy, gentle 
introductions to programming or even 
gentler introductions to the intricacies of 
machine assembly language. 

We've never considered it necessary to 
point out such crude essentials as the need 
to plug in the computer if you want it to 
work. But maybe we’re wrong. For a new 
breed of micro user is starting to stalk the 
aisles of the computer stores, making 
hardened bug-hunters quake in their shoes 
and transforming even the most self- 
assured of pundits into a helpless jelly . . . 
the Computer Wally is at large. 

AR 
** 
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The incidence of these unfortunate 
creatures is growing at a frightening rate. 
L.et’s look at some typical encounters, the 
victim in this case being one of Sinclair 
Research’s customer relations staff. In 
conversation she revealed that many 
phone calls about non-functioning Spec- 

You haven’t plugged 
your machine into the 

mains ..! No, that black box 
isn’t a door stop. 

trums involved just the problem we 
mentioned above: people unpack their 
Spectrum, connect it to their television 
set, discover that they don't have a picture 
and immediately reach for the phone to call 
Sinclair Research. 

They then discover their problem is... 

S. 
SAS ined 
OE $a 

Se 

well, “you don’t seem to have plugged 
your machine into the mains yet”. “Oh”, 
replies the complainant, “l didn’t realise 
you had to do that”. “Well”, the lucky 
receiver of the call sweetly points out, “‘if 
you read Chapter One of the introductory 
booklet you'll see a diagram showing 
exactly how it’s done. .. no, that black box 
isn’t a door-stop, it’s a power supply and 
has to be connected to the computer 
before it will work”. 

Not that any reader of Which Micro, 
would be so stupid, of course, but people 
out there are doing this and even worse 
(oh yes, there’s much worse) with their 
micros. In fact one of the newest occupa- 
tions of computer journalists is shuddering 
over the latest horror stories in the local 
hostelries, so we thought it about time we 
passed a few on as a warning to our | 
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readers. If you’re worried that you're 
never going to really understand compu- 
ters because you can’t get to grips with 
machine code, spare a thought for those 
who can’t even get to grips with the 
machine. 

There’s not a lot you 
can do witha blown-up 
Atari — or a blown-up 

customer either. 

George West, who’s in charge of 
customer relations at Atari, told us of the 
caller they had who knew all about 
connecting his machine to the mains. In fact 
he thought it would be a good idea to 
disconnect the transformer that steps 
down the current and connect his Atari 
direct to the mains, in the belief that it 
would make it run faster. Instead of zapping 
more aliens he merely zapped his machine 
by putting 240 volts straight through it, and 
was lucky not to zap himself in the process. 
As George West says, ““There’s not a lot 
you can do with a blown-up Atari”. Or a 
blown-up customer, either. 
It’s rather. frightening. to think that 
someone could have the electrical know- 
how to bypass the transformer without 
being aware what the result would be. The 
saying that ‘A little knowledge is a danger- 
ous thing’ obviously applies to micros as to 
everything else, and was confirmed by 
Cathy Hyde, who’s the technical customer 
support manager for Dragon Data. When 
asked for their horror stories she said, 
‘Where do | begin?” The first that came to 
her mind, though, was the Dragon user 
who went one better than the kamikaze 
Atari customer: this one somehow man- 
aged to put 240 volts through the cassette 
port. Perhaps they should have advised him 
to look on the bright side: at least he’d have 
no more I/O errors, with no more I/O. Or 
should Dragon Data have crooned down 
the phone to him: ‘I/O, I/O, it’s off to the 

workshop we go”? | 
Cathy also provided a variation on the 

theme of “Why can’t | get a picture on my 
TV screen?” Her advice to one caller was 
quite simple: you have to switch the TV.on 
first. But reverting to the theme of a little 
knowledge being a dangerous thing, this 
leads naturally to shop assistants. 
Now we don’t wish to malign the 

majority of sales people who do actually 
know about the micros they’re selling and 
have to deal patiently with computer 
wallies themselves, nor do we wish to be 
inundated with letters from them pointing 
out how unfair the computer press is to 
these hard-working people. But neverthe- 
less, there are a few around who could 
perhaps do with reading the computer 
press a little more regularly . . . or reading 
instruction books, or reading anything at all 
to do with micros. | 

Cathy Hyde, again, told us of the man 
who bought a Dragon 32 at his local branch 
of a retail chain which it would obviously be 
unfair to name, so we shall refer to them 
merely as D*****, The customer took his 
Dragon home, set it up perfectly well, but 
was then confused by the copyright mes- 
sage which appears on the screen. For 
non-Dragon users this. says, ‘(c) 1982 
Dragon Data Ltd. 16K Basic Interpreter 
1.0 (c) 1982 by Microsoft’. 
Now it’s quite reasonable for a new- 

comer to computing to be confused by the 
message, not knowing that the | 6K refers 
to the Interpreter, so he returned to 
D***** and asked why his 32K machine 
apparently only had 16K of memory. The 
assistant asked what the Dragon was 
connected to, and when told the ordinary 
TV he replied knowingly, “Ah well, sir, I’m 
afraid that if you use an ordinary domestic 
TV then you do only get 16K of memory, 
to get the full 32K you need to use a 
monitor’’. At least he didn’t go on to try to 
sell the customer a monitor, but the man 
did go away and complain to Dragon Data 

that they ought to mention this ‘fact’ in 
their advertising. 

It’s not only machines that confuse 
people, though. Even when they’re safely 
plugged in, switched on, working at full 
memory capacity and not in imminent 
danger of explosion (the machines, that is, 
not the people), users then have to cope 
with the complicated problem of software. 

Microdeal’s John Symes told us that after 
he’d been at a micro-fair one weekend he 
came into the office on Monday morning 
and immediately had. to deal with a call 
from an irate customer who harangued him 
for several minutes on the subject of 
software companies which sell defective 
products. He’d bought a cassette from 
Microdeal at the fair and had spent all 
weekend trying to get it to load. He’d tried 
every volume setting on his cassette 
recorder and no way would this cassette 
load; it was daylight robbery to charge £8 
for something that wouldn’t work, and if 
he’d typed CLOAD once that weekend 
he’d typed it a thousand times. “CLOAD?”’ 
John Symes asked, “‘but it’s a machine code 
program, you have to type CLOADM”. 
“Well, how am | supposed to know?” the 
man asked. ‘“‘Didn’t you read the instruc- 
tions?” “Oh”’, he said, “| never bother with 
instructions”. One definition of a compu- 
ter wally: someone who thinks they're too 
clever to read instructions and would 
prefer instead to spend their weekends 
beating their heads against brick walls. 

Ah well, sir, if you 
use an ordinary domestic 
TV you only get 16K 

of memory. 

Magazines are as vulnerable as software 
houses when it comes to complaints and 
queries. At Which Micro we always explain 
when giving our flexi-discs away that you 
need to copy the programs onto cassette 
and then load them into your computer. 
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YOUR 
FUTURE WITH 

~ COMPUTERS 
~ DEPENDS ON PASCAL 

WHAT DO | GET? WRAP DOAGET? 28 25 so occo bus Jia cius. allt 
With the cassette.version of OXFORD PASCAL you get: 

@ PASCAL is the world’s most @ A powerful text editor for preparing PASCAL 
popular programming programs 
language after BASIC @ Aresident compiler giving 14k of user RAM 

@ PASCAL is FAST... upto 20 @ A powerful set of colour graphics and sound 
times the speed of BASIC extensions to standard PASCAL 

WHAT IS OXFORD PASCAL? With the disk version of OXFORD PASCAL you get: 
OXFORD PASCAL.is a @ Allthe above, PLUS 
COMPLETE implementation @ A full disk to disk compiler exploiting the 
of the popular programming -- entire memory of the 64 for PASCAL programs. 
language PASCAL running on ? 

Oxford Computer Systems the Commodore 64 HOW MUGH DOES OXFORD PASCAL COST? 
Hensington Road, GRAPHICS & SOUND Cassette version (resident compiler only 

‘Woodstock. With the OXFORD extensions Full disk compiler (1541, 4040, 8050, 
Oxford OX7 1JR, England to PASCAL you can programme BOOTIES) or eee ba ao ek ee £49.95 
Telephone (0993) 812700 dazzling graphics and Prices are exclusive of VAT. There is alSo a small 

. Telex 83147 Ref.OCSL | astounding sound charge for post-and packing. 

| Nothing will affect you 
(and your school or college) 

more ficiiices 

AWITH THE NEW 

TIDYBASE 
- MICROCOMPUTER. 

HOUSING , 
en ik es 

ae Be a 
prs Zt f 
ye ee 

Designed around the 
BBC model B but suitable 

forvarious models.  ##$$j——n—iiiies ee 

For School, College, Si 
s home and business use 

this compact housing 
offers special safety 
and security 
features. Made 
up of individual 
modules— 
available separately ““" 
— if you already own the 
Original Tidybase you can : 
upgrade it. With the processor ‘locked’ in 
place; plugs and sockets inaccessible 
there is little opportunity for tampering 

We'll send you 
a sample copy of 

or pilfering. ‘ @ All individual modules interlock EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING 
@ Optional and unique security bar to provide complete housing. for just £1.00 — write to: 

locks equipment in place. © Alternative housings for various on 
f @ 30r 4 way socket accommodates disk drives available. Valerie Day 

monitor, processor, drive, printer etc. ® Optional trolley for ease of : EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING 

One external lead only for mains input— movement or unlock and carry the Durrant House 

no multi-plugging, no adaptors. system. 8 Herbal Hill 
@ Strong metal construction with safety 
edges, stoved finished Brown or Cream. ee) London EC1 SEJ 

For full details EDUCATIONAL 

REMEDIAN INSTRUMENTS LIMITED nn 
3 Over Links Drive, Poole, Dorset BH14 9QU med S| (Che Mersin hia ! ) | Tel: Canford Cliffs (0202) 708404 4 n (Cheques made payable to EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING) 
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We’re always happy to deal with problems 
like the reader who received a disc with 
the hole punched not in the middle but 
right through the program — a reasonable 
complaint, we thought — but we did also 
get a couple of calls from readers complain- 
ing that they couldn’t get the record into 
their disk-drives without folding it in two. 
We resisted the temptation to suggest 
they try the toaster instead, and politely 
pointed out where they were going 
wrong. 

One of our contributors, Pete Gerrard, 
used to be editor of Commodore Com- 
puting International magazine and _ fre- 
quently had to deal with queries about 
program listings that don’t work, as does 
everyone on every magazine from time to 
time. 

“Of course”, he said, “the people who 
ring up are always the ones who refuse to 
believe that they could possibly have made 
a typing mistake. If a program listing does 
have a mistake in it then you soon discover 
and a million people ring up to tell you, but 
when one solitary person rings to say a 

program doesn’t work then it’s more than 

likely that it’s them that’s wrong. But the 

best one | had to deal with was the chap 

who'd typed in a lengthy program for the 

64 that we'd printed, and who couldn't get _ 

it to work. 
“I knew the program was right as it had 

come direct from a working printer listing, 

The ones who phone 
always refuse to believe 

that they could have made 
a typing error. 

but he said he was having all kinds of 
trouble with it, and was sure he hadn't 
made a mistake, so | patiently went 
through it with him a line at a time. After 
about five minutes this silly thought 
dawned on me, and | didn’t think anyone 
could be so stupid but I’d better ask to 
make sure. | said | had what might seem a 
silly question, but what kind of machine did 
he have? ‘Oh’, he said, ‘a Vic-20 . . . why, 
does it make a difference?’ So | told him 
that a Commodore 64 program wouldn't 

work on a Vic-20, and why, but I’m still 
waiting for the call that asks if a 64 listing 
will work on a ZX-81”. 

There seems little doubt that the 
spectre of the computer wally poses a 
serious threat to the credibility of most 
computer users, and it’s up to all of us to 
try and rehabilitate these unlucky indi- 
viduals so that they can take their places as 
normal, healthy micro enthusiasts. Pre- 
liminary research suggests that the condi- 
tion is reversible if caught at an early stage 
— often, the loan of a few back issues of 
Which Micro or a video of The Computer 
Programme can go a long way towards 
preventing personal tragedy. 
We have devised a simple screening test 

to identify the people — often perfectly 
normal-looking men and women — who 
are most vulnerable to this devastating 
complaint. If you meet someone who you 
think may be a high-risk case, it only takes a 
few minutes to run them through this 
psychological quiz. Remember, today’s 
computer wally could be tomorrow's star 
programmer. You know it makes sense. 

Wally Watcher’s Checklist 
1) After buying a micro and getting it 

home, at what point would you reach 
for the phone to complain to the 
makers: 
(a) If you’d read the instructions, set 

everything up correctly, double- 
checked all the connections, the 
fuses and even the power supply but 
still weren't getting a picture. 

(b) If you couldn’t understand the in- 
structions. 

(c) If you couldn’t undo the shrink- 
wrap. 

2) What’s your answer to the question: 
“Will a Spectrum program run on an 
IBM?” 
(a) Don’t be stupid! 
(b) Well it won’t but I’m not sure why. 
(c) What’s an IBM? 
(d) What’s a program? 

3) If someone asked if you had any 
peripherals would you: 
(a) Smack them in the mouth. 
(b) Answer their question properly. 

4) What’s the most complicated program 
you've written for your home micro: 
(a) Your own version of an arcade 

favourite. 
(b) A practical program of some kind to 

monitor home finance, list phone 

numbers and addresses or some- 
thing similar. 

(c) One that prints “Chelsea Boot Boys 
rule, OK?’ somewhere near the 
middle of the screen. 

5) ls a monitor: 
(a) The same asa TV set but costs more. 
(b) The same as a TV set but you cant 

watch Minder on it. 
(c) Someone who hands out the milk at 

school. 

6) Is an Operating System: 
(a) Something that controls the use of 

programs on disk. 
(b) Two hacksaws and a scalpel. 

7) Is a Disk Operating System: 
(a) The same as an Operating System. 
(b) Two turntables and 5,000 watts per 

channel. 

8) What does a RAM-pack mean to you: 
(a) Extra memory. 
(b) A flock of sheep. 

9) How often do you read the instructions 
that come with hardware and software: 
(a) Always. 
(b) Mostly. 
(c) Never. 
(d) You would if you could read. 

hi 

7) unl | 

10) Are you a wally for answering all these 
questions: 
(a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 

SCORING ) 
(1) (a) 0 pts(b) 10 pts(c) 20 pts 

(a) 0 (b) 10 (c) 20 (d) 25 

(3) (a) 25 (b)0 | | 
(4) (a) 5 (b) 5 (c) 25 
(5). (yO. “(by S (c) 20 
(6) (a) 0 (b) 25 
(7) (a) 0 (b) 25 

(8) (a)O  (b) 20 s) 
(9) (a) 0 (b) 5 (c) 20 (d) 25 
(10) (a) 20 (b) 20 | 

HOW WELL DID YOU DO? 
0O-— 25:You cheated. 

30 — 50:A sensible score, with a very 
low W.F. (Walliness Factor). 

55 — 100: You are well on the way to 
| wallydom, though not yet 

irretrievable. 
105 — 200: Virtually a wally, your only hope 

is to take out a subscription to 
Which Micro and hope it’s not 
too late. 

205—230: The terminal wally. The type of 
person who orders a QL and 
actually expects to get it within 
28 days. 



NEW ORIGINAL GAMES 
FOR THE COMMODORE 64 

3 NIGHTMARE PARK is in fact a compendium of 14 

games. The task of the user is to gain as many points as possible travelling 

through a maze beset by obstacles at every turn. These infuriationg.obstacles 

are overcome by a combination of skill, sharp reflexes or by sheer good luck 

making Nightmare Park a suitable game for all ages. 

PRICE £7.99 

2 DOTS & BOXES:; an intelligent game where the user and 

the computer take turns in completing boxes by drawing a line between two 

dots. The aim of the game is to win the most boxes whilst skilfully minimising 

the number of boxes given away to the computer. 

PRICE £6.95 

3 H EXA Pp AWN For strategic and persistent play. The opponent 

(computer) has no initial strategy but is programmed to learn from the user’s 

wins to improve its own strategy. 

PRICE £5.95 

* CHOPP ER LAN D Your chopper is chartered to transfer 
goods from your base and land SAFELY. An exciting new game full of 
surprises. 

PRICE £7.99 

2 Vouchers 
Collect this voucher and 

either 1 or 3 from the last 
or next issue of Which Micro? 
and Software Review when 

you purchase either: NIGHT- 
MARE PARK, DOTS & 
BOXES or CHOPPER 
LAND you will get HEX- 
APAWN completely FREE. 

Send Cheques/PO: 

A.R. SOFTWARE 

86 Avonbrae Crescent 
Hamiiton, Scotland 
Tel: 0698 282036 

DEALER ENQUIRIES 
WELCOME 

LOW PRICE HIGH QUALITY 
BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR 

COMMODORE 64 AND 32K PET 
PURCHASE AND SALES CONTROL £80 + VAT 
Runs both purchase and sales ledgers with optional 
calculation of VAT from the gross or net amount, 

analysis by accounting period, ‘due for payment’ report, 
totals for net VAT and gross. Prints invoices on your 

Own stationery laid out according to your own 
instructions. 

NOMINAL LEDGER £60 + VAT 
Produces trial balance and up to 20 reports in addition 
to profit and loss and balance sheet. This program is 

intended for use on its own, but it can read files set-up 
by our purchase and sales control. 

PAYROLL £99.50 + VAT 
Seven rates of overtime, all tax codes, pay slips, full 

deduction cards, etc. 

INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS 
from £299.50 + VAT 

Write or phone for details and complete software list 

ELECTRONIC AIDS 
(TEWKESBURY) LTD 
12, Drysdale Close, Wickhamford, 

Eversham, Worcestershire, WR11 6RZ 
Tel: 0386 831020 

TRANSFORMS THE COMMODORE 64 
yy INTO A FULL-FEATURED AND 

PROFESSIONAL DATABASE 
SYSTEM! wITH uP TO 1000 

CHARACTERS PER RECORD ON UP 
TO 4 SCREENS... AND UP TO 

128 ITEMS PER RECORD, 
DEFINABLE AS KEY, TEXT, 

NUMERIC, CONSTANT, RESULT OR DATE... IN FILES OF UP TO 164 CHARACTERS! 
SUPERBASE 64 EVEN HAS SPREADSHEET AND CALCULATOR CAPABILITY, CALENDAR 

FUNCTIONS, EASY INPUT FROM WORDPROCESSOR/DATA FILES, BOTH MENU-DRIVEN AND 
PROGRAM OPTIONS, SORTING/SEARCHING, FULLY DEFINABLE OUTPUTS... SUPERBASE 64 

IS ESSENTIAL IF YOU WANT THE MOST FROM YOUR 64! SUPPLIED ON CBM 1541 DISK 
WITH EXCELLENT TUTORIAL/REFERENCE MANUAL. OUR PRICE £99-95 £88.00! 

VIZAWRITE 64 IS A HIGH- 
VIZAWRITE * 4 PERFORMANCE, LOW-COST WORD 

PROCESSOR, WITH ON-SCREEN 
FORMATTING, THAT TAKES FULL 

ADVANTAGE OF THE 64'S COLOUR, GRAPHICS AND MEMORY FEATURES... AND SUPPORTS 
VIRTUALLY ANY PRINTER! WITH A COMPREHENSIVE AND EASY-TO-FOLLOW USER MANUAL, 

VIZAWRITE IS THE ULTIMATE PERSONAL COMPUTER WORD PROCESSOR! AVAILABLE ON 
CARTRIDGE (£89-95 £75!), DISK (£79-95- £68!) OR WITH VIZASPELL (£99-95- £85!) 

‘MASTER 64 IS A TOTALLY NEW 
CONCEPT... A COMPLETE PROGRAM 

DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE, THAT'S 
AVAILABLE NOW FOR THE CBM 64. 

MASTER HAS 85 NEW COMMANDS... AND BASIC IV Too! PLUS PROGRAMMER'S TOOLKIT, 
MACHINE CODE MONITOR, BUSINESS BASIC, KEYED DISK ACCESS, MULTIPLE SCREENS, 

USER-DEFINABLE INPUT ZONES, REPORT GENERATOR, 22-PLACE ARITHMETIC, DISK DATA 
COMPRESSION, DATE CONTROL, SCREEN PLOT, SCREEN DUMP, AND MORE... EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED TO PROGRAM YOUR 64 TO TOP PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS! (£443.75 £115!) 

MORE SOFTWARE FOR COMMODORE 64: SOFTWARE FOR COMMODORE PET/700: 
PRACTICALC (DISK/TAPE) ... £4450 £41.50 SUPERBASE (700/8096 ) £425 .00 

VIZASPELL (DISK) ° SUPERSCRIPT (700) £425 .00 

DIL COMPILER (DISK) SUPERSCRIPT (8096) £375.00 

OTL COMPILER (TAPE) SUPERSCRIPT (3000-8000) .. & £225 .00 

TOOL 64 (CARTRIDGE ) MASTER (4000/8000/8096) .. £339+25 £225.00 

PRICES SHOWN ABOVE INCLUDE 15% VAT, AND 
ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. 
PLEASE ORDER BY POST OR TELEPHONE, USING 
CHEQUE, ACCESS, BARCLAY CARD OR OFFICIAL 
ORDER. DESPATCH IS BY SAME-DAY IST CLASS 
POST, AND FREE (EXCEPT FOR OVERSEAS AND 
CREDIT ORDERS). FULL PRODUCT INFORMATION Thro ee! 
IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. CREF A27] 

LAKESIDE HOUSE, KINGSTON HILL, SURREY, KT? 701, TEL Ole S46. 7256 HOUSE, KINGSTON HILL, SURREY, KT2 7QT. TEL 01-546-7256 

DUCKWORTH 
HOME COMPUTING 

a new series 

All books written by Peter Gerrard, former editor of Commodore Computing 
International, author of two top-selling adventure games for the Commodore 
64, or by Kevin Bergin. Both are regular contributors to Personal Computer 

News, Which Micro? and Software Review. 

EXPLORING ADVENTURES 
A complete look at the fabulous world of Adventure Games for your computer. 
Starting with an introduction to adventures, and their early history, it takes you 
gently through the basic programming necessary before you can start writing 
your own games. Inputting information, room mapping, movement, vocabulary, 
and everything required to write an adventure game are explored in detail. 
There follow a number of adventure scenarios, just to get started, and finally 
three complete listings written especially for your machine, which will send 
you off into wonderful worlds where almost anything can happen. The three 
games listed in each book are available on one cassette at £7.95. The complete 
guide to adventure games: playing, writing and solving them. Peter Gerrard is 
the author of Romik’s two top-selling adventure games — Fools Gold and Tomb 
of Xeiops: 

EXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE COMMODORE 64 £6.95 
EXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE VIC* £6.95 

*Two of the games require 16K expansion and the third 32K 

EXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE SPECTRUM 48K £6.95 
EXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE ORIC 48K £6.95 
EXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE DRAGON £6.95 
EXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE BBC Model B £6.95 
EXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE ELECTRON £6.95 

Other titles in the series include Using the Commodore 64, The Beginner's 
Guide to Computers and Computing, Sprites & Sound on the 64, 12 Simple 

Electronic Projects for the VIC, Will You Still Love Me When I'm 64, 
Advanced Basic & Machine Code Programming on the VIC, Advanced Basic 
& Machine Code Programming on the 64, as well as Pocket Handbooks for 

the VIC, 64, Dragon and BBC Model B. 

Write in for a descriptive leaflet (with details of cassettes). 

DUCKWORTH 

The Old Piano Factory, 43 Gloucester Crescent, London NW1 7DY 
Tel: 01-485 3484 
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THE JOY OF 
COMPUTERS 

The Joy 
of Computers 

by Peter Laurie, 
Hutchinson, price £9.95 

This is a celebration of the wonder- 
ful, wonderful world of computers, 
micro, mini and mainframe alike. 
The book is aimed at the non- 
expert on the verge of buying his or 
her first micro. “Exciting,” says the 
blurb on the cover, “revolution- 
ary,’ “romantic.” Romantic? The 
whole thing is even likened to the 
American Wild West. 

Inside, the atmosphere is a lot 
calmer. Yes, says the author, there 
are exciting developments on the 
way, like massive machine intelli- 
gence, weird and wonderful simula-. 
tions in which you could cast 
yourself in a play of your own 
devising. There are some fascinating 
glimpses into the world of robots 
and androids, talking computers and 
expert systems. 

But most of the book is devoted 
to a very detailed (and mundane) 
overview of computers, their inner 
mysteries, various peripherals, 
programs and programming. 
According to the aforementioned 
cover blurb, this is all written in 
non-technical language, but | defy 
anyone to write about circuit 
boards, graphics and the like in 
non-technical language. The author 
has, however, made strenuous 
efforts to define every new technic- 
al term he introduces into the test. 
No glossary of terms, though; this 
would have been a great help to the 
reader and is a strange omission. 

It’s all here, everything you ever 
wanted to know about computers, 
in a polished and glossy package 
with lots of arty pics and diagrams. 
More an encyclopaedia of comput- 
ing than anything else, to be dipped 
into at odd moments or left on the 
coffee table (if you can afford it). A 
disappointing new arrival. 

WHICH MICRO? MAY 1984 

UAL OVERRIDE 
Spectrum Magic 
— Your First 
Programming 

Book 
by Steve Betts, 

W Foulsham & Co, 
Price £4.95 

Novice computer users frightened 
off by some of the highbrow ‘intro- 
duction to computing’-type books 
on the marked could swallow their 
pride and go for a handbook writ- 
ten for youngsters. Not hampered 
by such considerations as trying not 
to talk down to the reader, or 
having to assume a certain level of 
intelligence, these books are gener- 
ally clear, simple and jolly, and 
probably exactly what you need. 

Spectrum Magic is such a book, 
with nothing highbrow about it at 
all. It provides a perfectly adequate 
introduction to the Spectrum and 
Spectrum Basic, ostensibly for chil- 
dren but really for anyone new to 
the Spectrum who wants to know. 

From the beginning it takes a 
careful step-by-step approach, 
starting with setting up the compu- 
ter. There is good advice on taking 
care of it — like not dropping 
butter and jam into it, or leaving it in 
the sun — and an introduction to 
the keyboard. 

This is followed by a series of 
short and snappy chapters covering 
‘number crunching’, making use of 
the colour facilities, creating your 
own graphics, simple programming 
and bug-hunting. By chapter nine 
(of 31) you are writing your first 
program. 

Your newly learned program- 
ming techniques are then applied to 
a few simple games, like hangman 
and submarine hunt. The very last 
chapter introduces you to machine 
code, at which point the author 
very sensibly leaves you. 

This book is good value for 
money and ideal for all novice 
programmers. Go and buy it quickly 
before it t ses out! 

AUDREY BISHOP 
AND OWEN BISHOP 

Take Off with 
the Electron and 

BBC Micro 
by Audrey and Owen Bishop, 

Granada, price £5.95 

And another book of programs rolls 
off the Granada production line. 
Yes, make no mistake — this could 
equally well be called ‘Eleven Prog- 
rams for the Electron and BBC 
Micro’, because that’s what you get. 

There’s nothing much wrong 
with the programs themselves, 
although originality and excitement 
is conspicuously lacking and || 
programs for £5.95 isn’t terrific 
value these days. 

The programs are a familiar mix, 
with less emphasis on games than 
usual. There’s Stunt Car and Attack, 
and a database program (Birthday 
Book), Pocket Money and Spellit. 
You know the type of thing. 

Programming veterans will soon 
lose interest, | suspect, but novices 
might get something out of it. 
There’s a potted guide to Basic 
programming at the start to help 
get you going, or refresh your 
memory, and each program listing is 
accompanied by a flowchart and 
explanation that does help you see 
how a program is put together. All 
the keywords that appear in the 
program are detailed, and if you 
work right through the book you 
should at least end up with a fair 
mastery of them. 

There is also, with each program, 
a selection claiming to help you 
“take off’, ie alter, modify and 
improve on the program. All this 
really amounts to is_ tinkering, 
changing a few lines, experimenting 
with variables, that sort of thing — 
you won't necessarily learn any 
really advanced techniques. | there- 
fore repeat — not for veterans! 

This month’s round- -up of new computer more se by Nicky Trevett 

for * a 
by Susan Curran, 

Granada, price £5.95 

Word processing is a vast and 
complex subject, and the ramifica- 
tions will probably come as a huge 
shock to anyone completely new to 
the idea. This is a creditable attempt 
to reduce it all to manageable 
proportions for the potential user 
with no previous experience. 

The book tries to cover too 
much to be a successful buyer’s 
guide. It looks at word processing 
systems in the price range £200 to 
£5,000, but the needs of the poten- 
tial buyer of Tasword Two to run 
on a Spectrum are quite different 
from those of the business user 
likely to be interested in Oliword 
for the Olivetti M20. 

It tries to be comprehensive, but 
comes across as a little long winded. 
This is a pity, because there is some 
very sound advice to be had on 
assessing your individual require- 
ments. The chapters on hardware in 
particular, with a wealth of informa- 
tion on printer interfaces, ASCII 
codes, paper feeds and so on, are 
quite likely to make the computer 
novice blanch and give up. 

Much more useful is a chapter 
that reviews 10 word processing 
packages currently on the market, 
but again | can’t help feeling that it 
would have been better to 
approach the subject from the 
viewpoint of a much narrower 
audience — cheap word processing 
software for cheap home micros, 
for example. 

Still, for anyone seriously in- 
terested in word processing at 
home, this would be a good refer- 
ence book for the shelves simply 
because of the mass of information 
it provides. 
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Way back in the misty depths of micro- 
computing history (1980-81) it was a 
simple task to place any micro into a neat 
category. There were the super-cheapies 
like the ZX80 and ZX81, the stripped-out 
versions of better specified machines such 
as the TRS-80 or Commodore Pet, and the 
64K CP/M machines or Apple lookalikes. 
The computers in each category had very 
similar specifications and very similar price 
tags. 

The situation today is much more 
complicated. Trying to find three similar 
computers at a similar price level is far from 
easy, especially if you add the criterion that 
the companies behind the products should 
be unlikely to collapse in the near future. 

For this review we have selected a trio 
of fairly up-market home computers — the 
Memotech MTX 500 and Spectravideo 
SV318 (two relative newcomers in the 
field) and that old favourite the Commod- 
ore 64. 

The sole British representative, the 
Memotech, is the most expensive at £275, 
though for some users its high price may be 
offset by the fact that this is the only 
machine of the three which does not 
require a special cassette recorder. The 
SV 318 is almost £100 cheaper at.£185, but 
the cassette unit comes at an additional 
£39.95 and this makes up some of the price 
difference. Commodore's 64 can be found 
at a variety of prices around £200, with an | 
additional £39.95 once again buying the 
manufacturer’s official cassette unit. 

Memory advantages 

One of the main selling points of this 
class of computer is the size of memory 
offered — in particular, the Commodore 
64’s 64K RAM is the main selling point in 
Commodore’s aggressive advertising. 
Compared to the 32K specified on the 
Memotech and Spectravideo this might 
seem to be a major advantage, but 
programmers will quickly discover that the 
elephantine Commodore is more like a 
hippopotomas when the Basic interpre-_ 
ter’s ROM is ‘in use. This knocks the 
available RAM down to nearer 38K, and 
only machine code hackers will be able to 
use the machine to the full. 

For most home programmers, then, 
none of these machines has a decisive 
memory advantage. However, the fact that 
the Basic interpreter can be switched out 
of the Commodore does mean that com- 
mercial software writers have more scope 
than they do with the other two. Since the 
64 has sold in vast numbers both in its 
native US and in Europe, this has led to the 
creation of some quite sophisticated soft- 
ware, for recreational and educational 
purposes as well as some office applications 
(though the latter normally require the use 
of the £200 disk drive). 

Keyboard considerations 

Visually, all three computers are distinc- 
tive. The sleek good looks of the 
Memotech take in a solid, well-designed 
keyboard with a separate numeric pad on 
the right of the main ye area. 
The main weakness of the MTX series is 
the unfortunate ease with which the entire 
machine can be accidently reset, losing all 
programs and data in the process. On each 
side of the space bar there is an innocent- 
looking unmarked key. If both these are 
pressed simultaneously the computer is 
returned to the same condition it was in 
when newly switched on. The reset 
function should be accessed by a far more 
discreet button, preferably well away from. 
the keyboard, so that no-one will use it by 

_ mistake. The only other fly in the ointment 
is a slightly short key travel which can feel 
somewhat disconcerting until the user 
becomes familiar with the sensation. 

Can the recently launched Spectravideo SV318 and the Memotech MT X500 challenge the more established Commodore 64? 

The Cominelone i is » and efficient- 
ly laid out and has the best keyboard feel of 
the three, though the location of ome | 
punctuation marks. will cause a few prob- 
lems for.many users: ‘Once Commodore’s =" 
keyboard is mastered; ghowever,, the 
method behind the : nt 
madness becomes clear. © The keyboards 
designed so that the 4 ‘pun tuation marks 
most frequently used in Basic programming 
can be typed without using the shift — 
function. This does speed up the entry of 
programs to a noticeable.degree, but it is — 
debatable whether or hot tt jis advantage is 
sufficient to outweigh » he inherent dis- 
advantages of abandonin a standard lay- 
out. ‘ ve - : 

woache Spectravideo i is Odd man out in this 
compahy. Not. only does it'use an arrange- 
ment of rubber pads in place of proper 
keys, but it also has analmost unique means 
of cursor control. The cursor is manipu- 
lated using wr built-in a. mounted to x 
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the right of the keyboard, which makes 
screen editing both quick and easy. This 
arrangement is so good to use that it makes 
you wonder if all the fuss over the 
much-vaunted mouse is really worthwhile. 

Talk of joysticks brings us to a remark- 
able feat of standardisation — these micros 
share a common interface for joysticks, so 
that any of the Atari-compatible types 
(9-pin D plug) can be used with all three. 

Spectravideo’s very nice Quickshot and 
Quickshot 2 sticks are among the best we 
have used, so try one of these before 
buying the rather unpleasant official Com- 
modore type. There is no_ official 
Memotech joystick at the moment. 

Programming potential 
Writing programs in Basic is likely to be 
one of the most popular activities for 
owners of these computers. The quality of 
the interpreters involved varies widely. 
The limitations of Commodore’s Basic 4 
are well known to regular readers of 
Which Micro — it suffices to say that it is 
virtually impossible to do anything in- 
teresting on the 64 without resorting to 
machine code. What access there is from 
Basic to the machine’s considerable sound 
and graphics capabilities is entirely by 
means of clumsy and virtually unintelligible 
POKE statements, interfering directly 
with the memory inacrude, low-level way. 

The Memotech has broadly similar capa- 
bilities, but in this case the user is able to 
create sounds and pictures much more 
easily, by using meaningful Basic keywords. 
The Basic is still far from perfect, though, 
and there are meaningless error messages 
which need to be looked up in the manual 
before they can be understood. Another 
major flaw is the unsophisticated Basic 
editing system. This is heavily line- 
orientated, just as if the user were 
communicating with the computer via a 
teletype terminal rather than a visual 
display unit. Commodore and Spectra- 
video both offer full screen editors, making 
it much easier to alter a faulty program line. 

The Memotech has a couple of aces up 
its sleeve for the more advanced program- 
mer. Most computers require the purchase 
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of additional, expensive software if exten- 
sive machine code program development is 
to be carried out. The MTX 500, on the 
other hand, has a full machine code 
editor/assembler built in, along with a 
high-class, machine code monitor. This is all 
the machine code programmer needs to 
work on his creations — even the highly- 
acclaimed BBC Micro with its built-in 
assembler is less user-friendly in this 
respect. 

Memotech owners who do not yet feel 
competent to tackle Basic, let alone 
machine code, are catered for by the 
provision of a unique language called 
Noddy. This enables users to produce 
simple question/answer style programs 
with a minimum of specialist knowledge. 

It is in the pure Basic stakes that the 
Spectravideo really stands out. Its prog- 
ramming language is a thoroughly revised 
and well developed descendant of the 
earlier versions of Microsoft Basic. There 
has been a lot of discussion in the computer 
press about the Microsoft MSX specifica- 
tion now being supported by the major 
Japanese consumer electronics corpora- 
tions. The SV3I8 is not quite an MSX 
machine, but a £30 adaptor widens the 
machine’s cartridge port so that it becom- 
es compatible. 

The advantage of this specification is the 
likelihood that a large amount of software 
will become available for MSX micros, 
largely because of the size of market that 
software authors can reach without having 
to convert programs from one type of 
computer to another. 

The most obvious advantage of the 
Spectravideo’s Basic is the way it makes 
graphics programming so easy. Although 
the ultimate capabilities of the Memotech 
are slightly higher, most home program- 
mers would be able to get better results 
with the SV318 purely because the com- 
mands involved are so easy to understand. 

Nothing is perfect, alas, and the error 
messages on the Spectravideo are sadly 
inadequate. Essentially, they are unchanged 
from the earliest Microsoft Basic two- 
letter codes, and prove that in one respect 
at least, Microsoft doesn’t learn from its 

mistakes. Even the Commodore 64 is 

better here! 

Thinking ahead 
Anyone spending this amount of money 

on a home computer will want to make 
sure that the system can be expanded along 
with the user’s needs. The Memotech 
offers an unusually comprehensive upgrade 
path, through the 64K MTX512 version 
towards floppy disk and even Winchester 
disk units. 
A Centronics type interface comes as 

standard, so the usual range of after- 
market printers can be used. Memotech 
seems to have followed IBM in offering a 
badge-engineered Epson as its own printer 
— unless you really need the co-ordinated 
colour scheme, the Epson will do just as 
well and might well be available at a lower 
price. 
We were disappointed that neither of 

the two RS232 interfaces with which the 
Memotech can be fitted comes as standard 
on a £275 computer. 

The Commodore 64 is a_ strange 
machine indeed when it comes to expan- 
sion. Commodore’s own disk drive and 
dot-matrix printer are rather unsophisti- 
cated units, and the complete lack of 
standard interfaces makes it a tricky and 
expensive job to connect the 64 to normal 
third-party peripherals. 

Expanding the Spectravideo is certainly 
possible, but you need a lot of desk space. 
The basic unit, whether the SV318 or the 
£265 SV328 with its full typewriter 
keyboard and 80K memory, is plugged into 
a large boxy expansion chassis. This can 
carry a variety of expansion cards, whether 
memory add-ons or peripheral controllers. 

Both the Memotech and the Spectra- 
video claim CP/M compatibility, which 
should in theory mean the availability of 
lots of business software for the expanded 
versions with disks. This compatibility is 
likely to be more imagined than real, 
however, as there is no such thing as a 
standard CP/M format and it remains to be 
seen if many independent software ven- 
dors will bother tailoring their products to 
these machines. 
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Just picture it. You’re relaxing in front of 
the television set. The kids are sorting out 
their pocket money accounts on the home 
computer you bought them for Christmas, 
while you’re waiting for them to go to bed 
so that you can have a game of Pac Invaders. 
Life seems idyllic. 

Suddenly, kapow! The television set 
becomes a blur of white noise, the kids 
become hysterical monsters, and the com- 
puter becomes a nightmare, all because 
one of those chips that you really were 
going to learn something about — some 
day — has mysteriously and inexplicably 
blown up. 

In last year’s August and September 
issues of Which Micro we looked at some 
of the more obvious faults that can occur 
ona home computer, and what to do if the 
problem is more serious than the cat 
pulling the plug out as it chases madly about 
the room hunting phantom mice. 

As many of you will be relative newcom- 
ers to the computer scene since the 
Christmas boom in buying, it seems like a 
sensible idea to continue on the theme of 
computers not working. So let’s look at 
what you should do before disaster has a 
chance to strike. 

The answer to that is fairly straightfor- 
ward. If you’ve spent £125 on, say, a 48K 
Spectrum, it makes little sense to then fork 
out an additional £40 or £50 getting the 
thing fixed if some chip inside the machine 
has decided that enough is enough. 

Indeed, even though the cost is high, it 
will probably pale into insignificance com- 
pared with the emotional upheaval of the 
family’s favourite toy no longer being 
available. Life being what it is, you can 
guarantee that the computer will go to 
that great warehouse in the sky at the most 
inconvenient time possible. 

It couldn’t happen to you? , 

A couple of months ago | was happily 
working on a program, when it became 
necessary to transfer a few files from one 
disk to another (this was with a Commod- 
ore 64 and two single disk drives). 
Changing the device number of one drive 
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What happens when your micro blows up? 
Do you really want to know? Avoid the unthinkable with 

Pete Gerrard’s handy maintenance tips. 

was simple enough, but when | tried to 
communicate with the other drive. . . 
absolutely nothing happened. 

The picture on the television screen 
looked fine, but the disk drives had 
definitely sent the computer to Coventry, 
and were determined not to do anything. 
By doing only what Commodore recom- 
mended, | had succeeded in blowing up one 
of the two 6526 chips inside the Commod- 
ore 64. 

These chips are not only expensive, they 
are also markedly thin on the ground. A 
trip up to London on a busy day with a 
computer is not to be recommended to 
anyone, so beware. It can — and most 
probably will — happen to most of you at 
some time or another, unless you do 
something about it first. 

: Who's at risk 

Some micros appear to be more at risk 
than others, as a survey carried out last 
September would bear out. 

In the survey, manufacturers were asked 
what percentage of machines sold were 
subsequently returned whilst still in the 
warranty period. Although warranty 
periods on computers can vary between 
three months and a year, or even beyond if 
you're lucky, it is reasonable to assume that 
if the micro has exhibited no faults by the 
end of, say, three months, preventative 
maintenance should ensure that it shuffles 
off this mortal coil of old age and nothing 
else. | 

Some companies, including Dragon and 
Atari, declined to comment. Of the rest, 
Sinclair reports that about five per cent of 
machines come back, but insists that more 
than half of those returned are not faulty. 
Commodore and Acorn owners seem to 
be in a healthier position, with figures of 
‘less than one per cent’ and ‘under five per 
cent’ respectively. 

However, since Commodore insists that 
most of the problems are due to ‘knocks 
sustained in transit’, this is not particularly 
reassuring! 

The view that many micros returned for 
repair are not actually faulty is also held by 

the major retail outlets, with Dixons 
claiming that ‘about I5 per cent are 
probably not at fault’. 

In order to be on the safe side, just how 
can you go about ensuring that your micro 
will not be one of the unlucky ones? 

Most of the major insurance houses are 
not very keen on insuring something of 
such apparent low value as a home 
computer, although they will probably give 
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you a quote if pushed. 
However, most householders take out 

some kind of general insurance on their 
property anyway, so if the computer is 
stolen, the house burnt down, or the 
system is trampled by a herd of rampant 
elephants from the local zoo, you'd be able 
to claim the price back on your general 
policy. 

If you did take out a separate agreement 
on your micro, the only thing you'd 
definitely be able to claim on would be if 
one of the components developed a 
serious fault which would need to be 
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repaired out of warranty. If you like taking | 
major companies to court that’s up to you, 
but insuring a home microcomputer is 
probably not the best course of action. 

- Maintenance contracts 

No one has come up with maintenance 
contracts for small micros yet, although 
larger computers can be ‘insured’ for a 
sum. This involves paying a premium every 
year, and if something ever does go wrong, 
the maintenance company will send an 

engineer over immediately to fix the fault. 
If you do use your micro for business 

purposes, and your livelihood depends on 
keeping the system running, a maintenance. 
contract certainly makes sense, as the small 
premium charged will undoubtedly repay 
itself. If several people use the system, 
many work hours could be lost if the 
computer broke down. 

But if you’re using such a system purely 
at home, it will make more sense to follow 
the procedures outlined below to reduce 
the chances of a disaster happening in the 
first place. 
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And for the rest of us with smaller home 

micros, and smaller budgets to match, 
where maintenance contracts aren't yet 
available, there’s very little choice in the 
matter. 

f : - | Some fi 

Whatever you do, don’t wait until the 
warranty period runs out before starting 
to look after your micro and any peripher- 
als that you might have. Certainly, if 
anything should go wrong it can be fixed, 
but if it broke down two days after the 
warranty expired because you hadn’t been 
looking after it properly, it would be you 
footing the bill, not the manufacturer. 

The environment that you work in does, 
to a great extent, determine the life-cycle 
of your micro. Most people seem quite 
happy to leave wires trailing about all over 
the place (technically referred to as 
‘spaghetti’) which, although making for 
easy access to everything, is not going to 
do the micro much good if the wrong wires 
get plugged into the wrong sockets. In fact, 
much harm would result. 

One solution to this problem would be a 
purpose-built work area for the micro. A 
number of companies now supply compu- 
ter desks, with slots to take all the wiring 
and feed it safely towards the nearest 
socket. Tirith (tel: 0908 679528) and IDA 
(tel: 09904 4944) are two such companies. 

These desks usually have areas designed 
for the stacking of printers, disk drives, and 

various other additional items, so as an 
all-in-one workstation they do make life 
much easier. 

Whatever your own attitude towards 
smoking and people who smoke, there is 
no doubt that computers are none too 
happy about the weed and the effects that 
it can have on a desktop. 

Apart from ash being potentially damag- 
ing to disks and tapes, computers them- 
selves can easily suffer if ash manages to fall 
down between the keys on the keyboard. 

Dust, which to you might seem perfectly 
innocuous, can be — and often is — an 
irritant for microcomputers, so again 
everything should be kept as clean as 
possible. Large mainframe computers 
aren't cossetted in air-conditioned, air- 
filtered rooms for nothing, you know! 

As with desks, a number of companies 
are willing to take your money in exchange 
for a wide variety of cleaning kits, including 
Automation Facilities (tel: 073522 3012) 
and the Miniature Tool Company (tel: 
01-951 1183). A quick whisk around every 
now and again should stop you writing your 
name and the ‘phone number of. the 
nearest computer repair centre in dust on 
the top of your micro. 

A phenomenon which inevitably occurs 
with everyone sooner or later is the ‘late 
night session’ with the computer, with an 
endless supply of coffee to keep the 
occasionally flagging enthusiasm going. 

Apart from the coffee stains left by a 
mug on the desk (or the nearest floppy 
disk), cups have a habit of tipping them- 
selves over, especially if the person 
attempting to pick the cup up is getting 
tired. Since half pint coffee cups always 
hold at least a quart of coffee when 
knocked over, try and keep the cups away 
from the system. | 

So a few simple ‘house cleaning’ tasks 
will go a long way towards keeping your 
micro in good health. But there is much 
more you can do to keep your micro up 
and running — for instance keeping your 
peripherals in good condition. 

ir 2 after peripherals | 

Since computers are of limited use 
without some kind of peripheral to store 
information, it would seem to make sense 
to lavish as much care and attention on the 
peripheral as you would on the computer 
itself. 

To take cassette decks first, just about 
every retail store in the world sells 
cassette head cleaning kits, although they 
should be tried in the shop first as quite a 
few of them are of limited use, to say the 
least. Something very few shops will stock, 
however, is a tape head de-magnetiser. 

Tape heads are very prone to the 
build-up of great amounts of static, and just. 
as you should remove any static you might 
be carrying before using the computer, so 
the tape heads should be de-magnetised at 
fairly frequent intervals. 

And for the more affluent of our 
readers, there are a number of disk drive 
cleaning kits on the market, which usually 
take the form of a fluffy floppy disk coated 

with some kind of cleaning material. This is 
put in the drive and used very much like an 
ordinary disk would be, except tht this one 
wipes all the dust and grime that accumu- 
lates on the disk heads over the months. 

To conclude 

The main rule, then, is simply to ensure 
that everything remains clean — that is, 
free of dust, static and grime. 

There are a few other rules to follow, of 
course, and principal amongst these is 
‘never overload the computer’. If the 
computer arrives saying that it requires a 
3 amp fuse, then that is what it must have. If 
it needs a modulator and arrives with one 
in the box, use it. 

ER: ee, tbe Pea 
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Finally, don’t attempt to wire up more 
than one unit into one plug, and don’t use 
multi-plug adaptors more than is absolutely 
necessary. | can remember from my days at 
Commodore when an absurd number of 
disk drives (over 100!) were all ultimately 
connected up to one socket. The ensuing 
chaos when that socket gave up the uneven 
struggle was quite interesting. 

So.it doesn’t take too much to ensure 
that your micro has a long and healthy life. 
The cost of taking a few minutes each day 
to keep everything clean and following a 
few simple guidelines is far less than the 
cost in time and money if anything goes 
wrong! Believe me, | know! 
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‘Learning Box’ is a series of 8 complete 
programs based upon traditional 
children’s stories. Each has an educational 
purpose to help children from 4 to 8 get 
ahead with their reading and counting. 

More Than 
Just Software 

Each Learning Box contains the program, 
a beautifully illustrated storybook, a 
recording of the story, an overlay to 
simplify the Spectrum keyboard and a step 
by step Parent’s Guide. 

exciting but it also practises reading and 
spelling. 

Each program has up to 7 activities and 
games of varying difficulty. 

Order Now! 
Make learning fun for your children. 
Order your Learning Boxes now and 
postage and packaging comes free. All 8 
programs are available while stocks last. 
All you have to do is fill in the order form 
and return it to us with your cheque or 
Postal Order. Or you can use your Access fj .- -- 
or Barclaycard. 

Family Fun 
While your kids are driving Mr Mac’s train 
they’re learning to tell the time. When 
they’re concocting spells from ‘The 
Magic Shop’ they’re learning to use 
money. Pulling up ‘The Enormous Turnip’ 
or escaping with ‘Hansel and Gretel’ is 

Outstanding Value 

95 
inc VAT 

Free postage & packing 
Dealer enquiries welcome to: Arrow Publications, Tel: (0!) 387 2811. 

amily Fun 
How to order 

Simply fill in the coupon, enclosing your 
cheque/PO made payable to: TBS, or use 
your credit card, and post to the address 
below. Please allow 28 days for delivery. 
a ca 

st this coupon NOW to: TBS, 38 Hockerill Street, 
Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire CM23 2DW. 

Please send me: 

Qty Tick Box 
... RED RIDING HOOD 

| can read words 
§.... GOLDILocks 

| can read sentences 

5 LITTLE DUCKS 
| can count 

.... 9 CURRENT BUNS 
5 | can do sums 

.... THE ENORMOUS TURNIP 
i | can build words 

.... HANSEL AND GRETEL 
4 Icanspell .. 

. MR MAC’S DAY 
" | can tell the time 

[I] 

. THE MAGIC SHOP 

[| 
L] 
hel 
[| 
co 
a 
Cd | can use money 

All programs only £9.95 inc VATeach. FREE POST AND 
PACKAGING. 

k | enclose my cheque/PO payable to TBS for £ oo Fe a ee ey Be ae 

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard (delete as necessary). 
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The MTX Series described: 
straight from the author's mouth 

MANUAL 

The first section (of the manual) is a 
basic tutorial. The grass roots 

information is here and I could not find 
any major mistakes. The second part is 

on Noddy giving a good guide as to how 

it can be written.... The third and 

fourth sections are on graphics and 
sound. Both are quite detailed and easy 

to follow. The fifth section is on how to 
interface Assembler to Basic. 
Personal Computing Today Feb 84. 

The provisional manual, which runs to 

some 250 A4 size pages, has a wealth of 
detail for the machine-code specialist. 

Electronics and Computing Monthly. 

INTEGRATED INTERACTIVE 

SOFTWARE 

The MTX ROM has been designed to 

allow the maximum interaction 

between components of the software. 

A single program can be written which 

uses NODDY to display text and 
graphics, and a BASIC control program 

which calls routines written in 

assembly code. This is a feature of 

future generation computers not 

available on any other micro. 

BASIC 

The Basic is fast and accurate, all the 

calculations being done in floating point 

maths, so that you don't lose accuracy 

to gain speed. 
Personal Computing Today Feb 84. 

The latest addition to the Memotech range 
DMX80 Matrix Printer — 80 characters 
per second print speed, eight character 
formats, dot addressable graphics, £295.00 

including VAT. 

Integrated Software — a five to one advantage. Assembler/Disassembler, High 
resolution Graphics, Arcade style games, Noddy for easy text handling and Front 

Panel for testing and debugging machine code. 

NODDY 

A language new to me called Noddy is 

included in the MTX which is designed 
to make text handling easy, especially 
for beginners. 

Hobby Electronics. 

Also provided is the easy to use 

beginner's language (Noddy) and a child 

oriented learning language Logo. 
Practical Computing Dec 83. 

(Noddy has only 11 commands) that 
need to be mastered before some quite 

complex question-and-answer-type 
programs can be written. 

Your Computer Nov 83. 

Noddy's... main use is for displaying 
text and I can see applications in the 

computer assisted learning (CAL) field. 

Writing in Noddy is like a mixture of 

Logo and Forth. 
Personal Computing Today Feb 84. 

ASSEMBLER/DISASSEMBLER 

The Assembler can be accessed 
through BASIC. When used in 
conjunction with the PANEL it enables 

the programmer to single step through 

and test machine code programs. This 

is not new to computing, but it is toa 

home micro. 

As well as being able to modify and 

disassemble sections of code, you can 

set break points, examine and alter 

register values, and even single step 
through code. I hope other Z80 micro 
manufacturers (particularly in the 

Cambridge direction) take note of these 

debugging aids. 
Popular Computing Weekly Nov 83. 

The Assembler is called from Basic, and 

it assembles the code in situ, as part of 
the Basic listing. 
Hobby Electronics. 

Z80 BOARD 

The MTX Series is a more powerful 

tool for education than the 6502 
because it produces a more powerful 

assembler, allows the PANEL function 

to be used, and enables integrated 
software to be written. 

RML's 450Z has a (PANEL) function but 
that is a computer which costs 

considerably more than the MTX 500. 
Hobby Electronics. | 

FULLY INTEGRATED AND EXTENDED 

GRAPHICS 

The only aspect of the series where 

extensions to standard language are 
allowed is in the most comprehensive 

and integrated graphics available on a 

home micro. 

32 Sprites are supported either 8 x 8 or 
16 x 16. They are easy to use and 

define and do not use extra memory as 
inthe... because they have their 

own area of RAM. 
Personal Computing Today Feb 84. 

Graphics are very easy to create and 
manipulate, even for beginners. 

Which Micro Jan 84. 



MTX512 plus twin 5 1/4" disc FDX. A CP/M based business system — £1245 inc VAT. 

SOUND 

The simplification of the sound 

commands for ease of programming 

has in no way compromised the quality 

of the sound produced. 

Sound is of great importance for use in 

games but on many microcomputers it 

is inadequate. Not so with the MTX... 
Your Computer Nov 83. 

As well as good graphics capability the 

MTX boasts the same sound chip as the 

BBC micro — the Texas 76489. It has 

three tone channels and one noise 

channel, and is easily controlled from 

Basic. Volume and frequency can also 
be controlled, using a much easier 

method than the 14 parameters needed 

by the BBC. 
Popular Computing Weekly Nov 83. 

The commands are sufficiently complex 

to enable the computer to be used as a 

synthesizer. 
Electronics and Computing Monthly. 

CP/M OPERATING SYSTEM 

The Series is designed to run under the 

CP/M operating system. This is the 
Disc Filing System used on the vast 

majority of microcomputers in 

business. Since a program written on 

one CP/M machine can be transferred 
and run on almost any other, this 

makes available 15,000 CP/M based 

business programs. The powerful LINK 

program can give access to any device 

operating under CP/M. With its 

excellent software support and 

because of it's modular nature, the 

series is a cost-effective and efficient 
entry to serious business and 

educational computing. 

FULL-TRAVEL KEYBOARD 

It has a professional quality keyboard. 

This and its elegant styling make it 
suitable for word processing and 

business use. 

Your Computer Nov 83. 

Input/Output Monitor, Hi-Fi, Power, TV, Centronics, Cassette Mic and Ear, and two 
Joystick ports all come as standard; the twin RS232 ports are available as expansions. 

HARDWARE 

Inside the case is what one comes to 

expect from Memotech — a very neat 
PCB that holds all the components 
including the main chips — namely a 

Z80A processor and TMS 9929 graphics 
chips as well as about 30 others. 
Popular Computing Weekly Nov 83. 

If you are familiar with the ZX81 
peripherals that Memotech also make 
you will know that the company has an 

eye for good design and does not skimp 
on materials it uses. 
Electronics and Computing Monthly. 

NODERING 

MTX computers can operate together 
without expensive network systems. 

Units linked via the ring can share 

software peripherals and communicate 

with each other. Many other makes of 

computer can be interfaced with the 
ring as terminals. 

EDUCATIONAL USAGE 

There will be many people who have 
seen a front panel display on the 380Z 
computer in secondary schools or 

colleges, and the MTX panel is very 

similar. 

Hobby Electronics. 

The new language Noddy and the Logo 

type Turtle Graphic commands would 

appeal particularly to the growing 

education market. 

Your Computer Nov 83. 

Applications are obviously going to 

suggest themselves in areas of the 
school curriculum, the fast-training of 
personnel in commerce, and in 

adventure-game writing. 

Hobby Electronics. 

The MTX expansion potential is well 
thought out. The key to both the MTX 

Ring system and to the Disc Drive 
systems is the communications (RS232) 

board mentioned earlier. 

Electronics and Computing Monthly. 

UPGRADABILITY 

The MTX 500/512 is part of an existing 

range of products which can be bought 

separately and integrated into a single 

poweriul system, now. 

Silicon Disc RAM Board 256K fast 

access RAM 

There is plenty of room for expansion 
with the MTX and Memotech have 
planned a progression up to their small 

business machine with 80 column 
display (instead of the standard 40 x 24) 
Floppy discs, Silicon (or RAM) discs, and 
a hard disc under development. 
Personal Computing Today Feb 84. 

There are a multitude of sockets along 
the back consisting of two Joystick 
sockets, cassette connections, 
Centronics printer circuit, aerial socket, 
power socket and audio and video 
output. There is also provision for two 
RS232 sockets... 
Popular Computing Weekly Nov 83. 

MEMOTECH 
Station Lane Industrial Estate 

Witney, Oxon, OX8 6BX. 
Telephone (0993) 2977 

Telex: 83372 MemtecG. 

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc. 



SOFTWARE FOR THE 

A fully comprehensive chess package. Ten 
levels of play, from novice to championship 
standard. Pitch your wits against the 
computer with this fast, versatile machine 
code program. 

TOADO 
The object of the game is to navigate each of 
five toads across a road and two rivers 
without being run down or drowning (toads 
can't swim). 

ee ALICE iIN= 

WONDERLAND 

A fully interactive machine code adventure 
game set in Wonderland. You play the part 
of Alice, and explore the fascinating world of 
Wonderland, full of excitement and 
suspense. Delve deep into tunnels, caves and 
wells in search of hidden treasure. 

KILOPEDE 

Eliminate mushrooms and the descending 
segmented Kilopede to gain bonus points — 
avoid killer crabs, fleas, spiders and 
jellyfish which chase you across multiple 
levels of increasing difficulty. 

aammome © 6 | Oh? wee 

MINEFIELD 

The object of the game is to get from one side 
of the minefield to the other without being 
blown up. You only get one life so be careful 
— not all the mines are visible. The only way 
you can tell how many mines are nearby is by 
looking at the mine detector in the top right 
hand corner of the screen. 

BLOBBO 
Run at high speed around the maze collecting 
treasure and fruit worth bonus points — but 
don't get caught by the Blobbo-eaters! 
Tactical dodging must be employed to avoid 
them. If you're caught or step on a skull and 
crossbones you lose one of your three lives. 

KNUCKLES 

= NWS Ri co a = Move Knuckles around his maze, using a 

| ~~ —_ e =| : —_— ™~ joystick to kick Roks and Magic Squares. 

: \ The object is to line up the Magic Squares, 

\ \ wo i! os o an ~ using the fire key, and so advance to the next 

| | LP. ’ level, gaining a level bonus. 

Please send for our free 

colour catalogue of Business, 
Education and Games Software. 

Illustration: Nick Mynheer. 

Continental Software Limited, 

Unit 23, Station Lane, 
Withey, Oxon 
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computer knows what a joystick is. 
They have been with us ever since 
Atari launched its VCS games 

machine about five years or so ago. 
The Trickstick, however, may not be 

quite so familiar. It is an attempt by East 
London Robotics to make joysticks more 
modern — and more attractive for the 
Spectrum user. Although the model we 
tested was a pre-production model, the 
difference between the Trickstick and a 
more conventional joystick can be clearly 
seen. 

The unit plugs into the Spectrum via a 
small interface, which in our model has 
more glue than solder, and the glue is more 
evenly spread. This interface allows you to 
select the player number of each of a 
possible maximum of eight joysticks, each 
with its own interface and requisite setting. 
There is also an option of choosing on-off 
type operation, or what East London 
Robotics calls ‘proportional’ operation. In 
the latter mode, each joystick movement 
enhances the effect of the previous move- 
ment. 

The joystick is a large cylindrical tube 
about eight inches long and an inch in 
diameter, with six red buttons, a small 
white adjustment potentiometer and a 
cable coming from the end. Each of the red 
buttons is a sensor, and each has its own 
particular effect. The two on the top are 
for left and right movement, the two at the 

S$ 

upper end are for up and down movement, 
and the bottom two are firing buttons. You 
do not actually press these buttons, and 
here lies the secret of the Trickstick. 

Its whole modus operandi is quite 
different from that of other joysticks, and 
as will be seen, this is not necessarily an 
advantage. The Trickstick relies on capaci- 
tance i.e. the ability to store charge. The 
ambient mains hum picked up (or is it 
transmitted?) by humans is used by the 
Trickstick to detect the presence or 
absence of fingers, so that a finger’s 
proximity to a red button determines 
whether or not that button is considered 
to be pressed or not. Of course, the actual 
distance from the finger to the button can 
also be used to determine the ‘pressure’ 
that would have been applied if this were a 
normal stick. 

The little white potentiometer is used 
to adjust the sensitivity of these buttons, 
and this was probably the greatest problem 
that we encountered in the Trickstick’s 
use. 

Although a program is provided on 
cassette to ease this adjustment, it is by no 
means an easy process and in fact took a 
frustratingly large amount of time. The first 
problem was that the cassette would not 
even load — sheer annoyance drove us to 
attempt to load the other side. This, of 
course, worked! You then take a screw- 
driver and twiddle this knob until a little 
blue aeroplane moves only when you tell it 

to — and only in the direction in which you 
tell it to move. Finally, we had the plane 
spinning on its axis.in time with our fingers, 
which was such a relief that we were 
actually impressed. 

Another cassette is provided that de- 
monstrates the Trickstick in games use, the 
game in question being a specially written 
one called Attactics. This program features 
even more of these planes, and you are in 
control of the red one(s). Although it could 
captivate your interest for about a minute 
until you had got used to the Trickstick, it is 
difficult to imagine anyone seriously con- 
sidering selling this as a commercial prop- 
osition. But that isn’t the point. 

The game.does show you how to use the 
Trickstick, and brings in what is probably 
the joystick manufacturers’ worst fear — 
personal preference. | rarely use a joystick 
because the lack of tactile acknowledge- 
ment of contact makes any game far harder 
to play — you just cannot get yourself 
involved. In this way, it would be even 
more unlikely that I’d use a Trickstick. 

In all, the Trickstick is almost certainly a 
viable alternative to joysticks if you are the 
sort of person who would ever consider 
using such a device, but it does come across 
as a bit of a wasted gimmick. Far better to 
get yourself a Microdrive, which isn’t so 
foolish when you consider that there is not 
that much of a price difference. 

If you stick at tricks, then the Trickstick 
is for you. # 
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One thing must be established at the start: 
there are few, if any, sensible reasons to 
own a home computer. Why is it, then, 
that Americans have bought at least four 
million home computers while Britons are 
expected to buy a million and a quarter this 
year? 

Because of Platt’s First Law of Compu- 
ters: 

Whether a computer can do anything 
me useful has always been beside the point. 

a Simply fiddling with the thing is an obses- 
sion in itself. — 

Computer people will talk a lot about 
efficiency, education science, and technical § 
matters that are ‘‘too complicated for you 
to understand”. This way, they make 

s themselves sound rational. But let’s face it, 
the man who sits for hours hunched over a 
keyboard, programming his computer to | 
print recipes or whistle “Three Blind 
Mice’’, is no more rational than the man 

who toils in his basement to build a replica | 
of the Taj Mahal out of matchsticks. 

Both are in the grip of obsessions; the 
only difference is that Micromania is more | 
widespread, costs much more, and tends to 

sescalate into a permanent, full-time 
§ occupation. 

Who catches Micromania? Males, most- 
ly, from ages 10 to 80. In adults, watch for 
these early warning signs: 

@ The “casual” remark that a friend at the 
B office uses a word processor these days. 
@ The “accidental” pause to tie a shoelace 
while walking past the Tandy shop. 

Be lhe ‘idle’ (but lingering) glance at 
computer magazines on the news stand. 
e The “offhand’”’ observation that we live 
in an “information age’ (or other buzz- 

@ words that make computers sound impor- 
tant, serious, and necessary). 

a @ The “humorous” comment that even § 
people like you could probably learn to use § 
a computer, if you really wanted to. 

Be on your guard, also, for warning signs 
min children. You may think the child is too 
young. You may imagine he’s been trained 
to stay clear of ‘‘that kind of thing’. But 
watch out for: 

| e Computer magazines furtively smuggled 
into the bathroom. 
@ Sudden embarrassing questions such as @ 
“Mummy, what’s an expansion slot?” 
@ New slang in everyday speech — words 
like “software”, “hard disk’’, “peek’’, and 
poke’. 
e Older children who offer “one free 
game’’ —- remember, the first byte of the | 
Apple is always free. The rest cost more 
than you can imagine. 
e Bloodshot eyes — may be from exces- 
sive use of video screens. 
@ Pallid complexion — can indicate whole | 

m days spent in game arcades. 
me Slurred speech, trembling hands, and | 

ma Vacant stare — frequently a symptom of 
playing Pac-Man for five or six hours at aj 
stretch. 

lt may seem impossible to you now. But 
overnight, a child can turn into a delinquent 
whom you can no longer control, a deviant 
who will throw tantrums if you don’t buy 
his silence with software, and may even 
threaten to electrocute you if you dust his | 
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floppy disks. 
The pictures tell the ugly story. From 

healthy, sociable, bright-eyed, computer- 
a free humans, they collapse into insomniac, 
square-eyed, obese, robotized Microma- 
niacs, gabbling about baud rates and string 
space. 

Of course, it doesn’t have to be this way. 
Most people can drink in moderation, and, 
given wise guidance, you can use compu- 
ters without becoming terminally obses- 
sed. 

But the history of the field is riddled 
with cases who didn’t know when to stop, 
didn’t listen to the warnings of their 
friends, and plunged so deep into the world 

jof data that they never emerged again. 
Charles Babbage, the “father of the 

scomputer’’ was himself a classic case. This 
British eccentric laboured for thirty-five 
years, till his death in 1871, to build what he 
called an analytical engine. He claimed it 

s would be useful for all kinds of mathematic- 
al calculations. In fact, if he’d simply sat 

i; down with pencil and paper and done the | 
B calculations himself, this would have taken 
him a fraction of the time and money that 
he spent trying to build his gadget — which 
he never did get to work properly. 

Things haven’t changed a bit. Computer 
people still tend to start with a simple 

g problem, decide it would be “interesting”’ 
or “fun” to solve it with a computer — and 
become so wrapped up with flowcharts 
and code, they forget all about their 
original objective. Simply fiddling with the 
thing becomes an obsession in itself. Platt’s | 
First Law prevails. 

To be fair, some of the earliest electro- 
nic computers did have an important use. 
At Bletchley Park they cracked German 

s codes during World War Il. 
But after that, the computer was a 

laboratory curiosity. No one was quite | 
sure what it could usefully do, especially 
since the early models (great big metal 
boxes stuffed with wires and valves) had a J 
bad habit of breaking down. It was standard 
practice to feed the machine a problem 
three times; if it gave the same answer two 
times out of three, that was considered a 
success. 

But computer people weren't discour- 
aged by this lack of reliability, and lack of 
suitable applications. Put yourself into their 
position. Imagine having a vast room-full of 
radio parts, so complicated that hardly 
anyone else in the world could understand 
how it worked . .. and all of it under your 
control! It was the ultimate power fantasy 
for electronics experts and mathemati- 

_ Why do perfectly ordinary people become computer 
cians. To them, reliability and right answers 
seemed trivial details by comparison. They 
talked and thought in terms of dazzling 
“theoretical capabilities’. 

This is how so many companies were 
lured into buying computers, only to 

i} discover, once they had purchased some 
f million-pound system, it wasn’t quite as 
useful as it was supposed to be, and created 
all kinds of horrendous problems. Unfortu- 
nately, having squandered so much money 

Bon “modernization”, no one liked to admit 
the whole thing had been a mistake. The 
only way to save face was by modifying the 
system, or by buying an even bigger one. 
This was a great incentive for manufactur- 

# ers to develop “enhanced’”’ models. And so 
it went on. 

By this time, computers were being used | 
to count census returns, keep track of 
corporate accounts, and process junk mail. 
They were dealing with words, as well as 
numbers. And this, in turn, allowed compu- | 

iter freaks to write programs like “Guess 
the Animal”. 

You'd visit the mathematics department 
of a big university, and everyone would 
seem very serious and intelligent, and 
you'd be given the impression that highly 
jimportant research was going on here. 
You’d be admitted to a specially-locked 
room, usually in the basement. Even at the 
height of summer, it would be air- 

i conditioned down to sixty-eight degrees 
= — because that temperature was good for 
the computer. There’d be shiny blue-and- 
white cabinets, with reels of tape inside 
them, and a thing like a giant typewriter, 
with a huge roll of paper feeding through it, 
and people would be wearing special 
clothes so as not to bring any dirt and dust 
into this holy inner sanctum. You’d be 
given the full scientific spiel about millions 
of operations per second, vast data storage 
capabilities, and so on. And then, if you 

f were lucky, someone would sidle up to you 
with a guilty smile, as if he was ashamed to 
admit what really went on down here, and 

@ he'd say, ‘Would you like a game of ‘Guess 
the Animal’?”’ 

You'd sit at the impressive console. The 
computer would print on to the roll of 
paper: “Think of an animal.” Then it would 
print a whole list of instructions like, “‘Does 
it have spots? Does it fly? Does it have a 
trunk?” and you’d type “Yes” or “No” to 
each question, until the computer guessed 
your animal. 

_ Naturally, the university didn’t encour- 
age this use of a million-pound mainframe 
computer for idiot games. The university 
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er | fanatics? Charles Platt and David Langford investigate. 
had bought the system, originally, because } 
a bunch of computer addicts had made the jf 
usual claims about how “useful” it would 
be,:for solving differential equations, or 
doing Fourier transforms, or printing 
everyone’s payslips. But once the system 
was installed, the addicts got all the boring 
calculations out of the way as quickly as 
possible, and started doing what they had 
secretly wanted to do all along — play 
games, fiddling with the computer as an 
obsession in itself. 

Pretty soon they had their computers 
casting horoscopes and challenging all 
comers at noughts-and-crosses; and then 
the artificial intelligence labs started writ- 
ing programs that would imitate the 
responses of a psychotherapist (“Do you 
want to tell me about it? When did you first 
feel this hostility toward your mother?”’) .. 
. until finally the word got out: computers 
could be cute. Moreover, with the advent 
of NASA, and miniaturized circuits on little 
chips of silicon, computers became reliable, 
and costs went down — and down. By 
around 1975, a few hardware-crazy Amer- 
ican college dropouts realized they could } 
design a little computer around one of the 
cheap new “‘chips’’ and sell it for a mere 
$2000. (For comparison: when the Apple II 
reached Britain in 1977, the cheapest 
version cost £1000.) 
Why would any consumer spend that 

much money, on something with no 
practical application whatsoever? Silly 
question! Merely owning the machine, and 
fiddling with it, would be enough. 

And so, the first people to market home 
computers got rich. This was a surprise to § 
veterans like IBM, who knew that compu- 

aters were really only useful for science, 
™ government, and business applications. 
IBM reckoned that Apples were selling toa 
few diehard hobbyists, and that this market 
would soon be saturated. 

But of course, it didn’t stop at hobbyists. 
Every kid wanted a computer, not just to 
be first on his block but because kids dearly 
love to have some power over their lives, 
and a computer will do your bidding no § 

i matter how young you are. Adults, too, | 
were seduced by the idea of a tame gadget 
that could be trained like a pet. In fact one @ 

B of the early home computers was actually § 
called PET. 

This leads us to Platt’s Second Law of 
Computers: 

People like computers because compu- 
ters do what they're told. The job they 
actually perform is less important than 

their obedience in doing it. 
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Computer people tend not to talk about 
this in so many words, but a lot of the real 
pleasure in writing programs comes from 
giving commands that the machine slavishly 
obeys. Many programmers were the kinds 

i of kids who studied too hard, suffered from 
acne, were beaten up by the big boys, 
irejected by girls, and laughed off the 
football team. After a childhood like that, | 
issuing instructions to a wonderfully com- 
plex machine that speaks your special 
secret code, and always does exactly what 
you tell it to do, is a great compensation. It | 
even creates a sense of empathy which 

m becomes a real substitute for social in- 
teraction. Programmers feel so intimate | 
with computers, they talk as if they're 
“inside” the machine intelligence: “| had to 
get into the operating system to chase 
down that bug’’, and so on. 

But what does all this mean to you, as a 
= computer sceptic, hesitating on the brink? 

First, it means you should question 
people who claim that computers are 
useful. Even when this turns out to be true, 
it’s not necessarily the real reason why 
someone uses a computer. It’s more likely 
to be his way of justifying all the money he’s 
spent, and all the time he now. wastes 

@ playing with the thing. 
Second, remember what happened to 

Charles Babbage. Thirty-five years wasted, 
gin the grip of Micromania! If you think 
gadgets are fun, and you have a playful or 
obsessive personality, this little hobby 
could absorb more time and money than 
you imagine. 

And now, having given a few Dire 
Warnings about the field and its history, 

miet’s get obsessed ourselves. Let’s get § 
me inside the machine and find out where the 
me fascination really comes from. 

What exactly is a computer? It’s hard to 
Bgive a single, simple answer, because 
computers do so many clever, different 
things — like destroying your credit rating, 
creating mass unemployment, sending you 
junk mail with your name in big letters all 
over it, and accidentally launching missiles 
at Nigeria. 

“A computer is a system for processing 
information’, is the kind of definition you'll 

i find in textbooks. Well, true, but so is a 

telephone or an ouija board. 
“A computer is just a number- 

cruncher’’, is the kind of explanation you'll 
hear from fatherly experts, who want to 
reassure you about the whole subject, by 
making computers sound as human as a kid 
eating sweets or as harmless as a dog 
chewing on a bone. Well, fair enough, but 

you might as well say ‘dynamite is just a 
chemical that burns very quickly”. 

Somehow, when computer experts de- 
fine what they do, and the equipment they 
use to do it, they aren’t very helpful. There 
are two reasons for this. First, computer 
types are so much in love with computers, 
they can’t easily step back and see things 
the way you see them. This makes com- 
munication a problem. And second, com- 
puter types may not really want to 
communicate. Working with machines, 
year after year, creates an evasive, slightly 
elitist outlook. You have your private 
machine-language, your little world of 
programs completely under your control 
— you wouldn’t want to let just anyone 
into it, would you? 

This leads us to Platt’s Third Law of 
Computers: 

When experts say that they. want the 
public to understand computers, they 

| really mean they want the public to accept 
computers, and stop causing such a fuss 
about the subject, so programmers can do 
what they like without outsiders checking 
up on them. : 

All right, let’s try to demystify the whole 
business. 

The one ability that sets computers 
apart from any other device is that they can 
be programmed. What does this really 
mean? Well, suppose you send your son 
out shopping. You write a shopping list on 
the back of an envelope, including instruc- 
tions such as “Buy a large tin of Ger- 
molene”’ or “Get your hair cut’’. After the 
kid follows each instruction, he follows the 
next instruction, until he’s done all of them, 
at which point he sneaks £1.75 out of your 
wallet, shoplifts some smarties from Wool- 
worth’s, loiters by the newsagent’s ogling 
icovers of men’s magazines, and finally 
returns home. 

To a computer person, your shopping 
list is really a program (also generally 
referred to as software). The back of the 
envelope is a storage device (it stores the 
program). Your son’s mind and body are 
the hardware being used to execute the 
program. If he uses a bicycle to go out on 
his mission, and he carries a shopping bag, 
these would be called peripheral devices 
— extra hardware ‘‘added on to” the basic 
information-processing system (i.e. him). 

Suppose he misunderstands one line of 
mthe list, and buys the wrong item by 
mistake. This would be a malfunction. It 
might be caused by a hardware error 
(defective eyesight), or it could be a 
programming error (bad handwriting). 

If, on the other hand, the unfortunate 
child fails in his mission because he is run 
over by a bus, this would be a crash, likely 
to be followed by a prolonged period of 
down time. 

Computer people like to use all this 
jargon ‘because it makes everything seem 

so important and technical. For instance, 
‘‘something’s gone wrong with the compu- 
ter’’ isn’t nearly as impressive as, “We have 
a computer malfunction”, which even| 
sounds slightly intentional, as if computers 
are supposed to do this once in a while. 

Among themselves, computer types 
loosen up a bit. They might use, for > 
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instance, the word giitch, which can 
describe anything from 'a blown fuse to a 
programming error that transfers a billion 
pounds of bank credits to Bucharest. In 
public, however, they stick with the long 
words, and even add some ornamental 
touches — such as mode, which means 
absolutely nothing, but sounds good, as in 
“The computer is in text-display mode’, § 
which really means, “The computer is 
displaying text”’. 

But to get back to our example of the 
kid doing the shopping: Suppose that § 
you’re clean out of storage devices (i.e. old 
envelopes), so you can’t write a program 
(shopping list). Also, suppose your son is so 
stupid, he can only remember one item at a J 
time. You would have to send him out 
on a separate trip for each item on the list. 

Obviously, a programmed servant is 
much more useful than a servant who can 
only deal with one instruction at a time. 
This is the difference between a computer, 
which can be programmed with a whole § 
series of instructions and will follow them 
without further help, and a cheap electro- 
nic calculator, which can only accept and 
obey one instruction at a time (e.g. “add 
this to that” and “now multiply that by 
this’). 

Before you give your son the shopping 
list, he doesn’t know what to buy, doesn’t 
even realise that you want him to go 
shopping, and is likely to sit around 
watching Saturday morning cartoons on | 
TV. Likewise, with a computer: until you 
give it some instructions, it is empty- 
headed, and idle. 

You can give a computer its instructions 
(its program) in the form of a series of 
complex, cryptic codes that you must type 
on its keyboard. Or, you can buy a 
ready-made storage device — a disk, tape, 
or cartridge on which the codes have been 
pre-recorded, ready to be played straight 
into the computer’s own electronic mem- 
ory. Then you set it running, and it does jf 
whatever the program tells it to do. It plays § 
“Guess the Animal”, cracks military codes, 
sends out debt-collection letters, or what- 
ever. 

But how does the computer actually 
understand these so-called ‘‘electronic 
instructions’? The fatherly type of compu- 
ter expert will tell you that computers are 
very stupid. This is true: they can only § 
count up to one. Actually, to be more | 
accurate, they count with zeroes and ones, 
in what is known as binary code. 

Suppose a computer wants to count 
from zero to four. It starts with a 0, which 
means the same in any language. Then it 
goes to I, which also means what you 
‘normally assume it means. But then,§ 
because the computer doesn’t understand 
the numeral 2, it goes from | to 10. Then it 
goes from |0 to I1, and then, because it 
still can’t use a 2, it goes from || to 100,8 
which means “‘four”’ as far as its concerned, 
and if you think it means ‘‘one hundred”, 

§ that’s your problem. 
If this seems confusing, I’m not surprised 

— you ve counted in tens all your life, and J 
computers don’t do it that way. Well, think 
of binary code like this. If you see a binary 
number that consists of eight digits — the 
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number I 1111111 for instance — you can 
figure out what it means in normal, 
ten-based numbering, by a simple formula. | 
Start at the right-hand end of the number. 

m lhe | inthe first place means simply “one’”’. 
But the | in the next place (moving from 
right to left) means, in your numbering 
system, “two’’. The | in the next place 
means “four”. The | in the next place 
means “eight”. 

Continuing leftwards, the numeral | in 
each place is translated by a computer as 
16, 32, 64, and 128. You may notice that 
these values double each time. No matter 
how long the binary number is, the code 
value for each place in the number keeps 
doubling as you continue to the left. 

So 11111111 means, in your numbering 
| system: 

[28 + 64 + 32+ 164874421 
— which adds up to 255. If there had 

been any zeroes in the number, we would 
omit the code value for those places; for 
instance, the binary number 10000101 
would be equal to 128 + 4 + I in your 
numbering system, or | 33 total. 

To a computer, the year 1984 is 
11111000000. That's: 

1024 + 512 + 256 + 128+ 64+0+0 
+*0+0+0+40 

Well, if none of this makes any sense, you 
needn’t worry — you don't really need to 
know about it, to hold your own in the 
'world of high tech. What you really need 
to know is that each | or 0 in a binary 
number is called a binary digit, or bit for 

ishort. Most computers can handle binary 
numbers that are eight bits long, and this 
length of number is called a byte 
Now we get to that famous computer- 

addict sense of humour: a set of four bits is 
called a nybble. After all, it’s half a byte, § 
right? Many home-computer users aren't 
familiar with the word “‘nybble”’, inciden- 
tally. This means you now know something § 
that they don’t know. Next time you want 
to impress a friend, ask a casual question 
such as “Are your colour-video memory 
addresses nybbles or bytes?” This can do 
wonders to destroy his concentration and 
confidence, while enhancing your high- § 
tech status. 

But how does the computer actually 
store and handle its bits? Simple. The 
computer contains millions of tiny transis- 

8 tors, and each one works like an on-off 
iswitch. When one of the switches turns on, 

mit sends a tiny pulse of electricity — 
hundreds of times less than you’d get from 

This is an extract from Micromania by 
Charles Platt with David Langford. The book is 

published by Gollancz at £7.95 . 

a torch battery. This pulse means, to the 
computer, anumeral |. Gaps between such 
pulses mean, to the computer, the numeral 

30. Patterns of these pulses can be used to 
send messages — like Morse code. 

The computer shuffles the pulses around 
with its CPU, or central processing unit. 
This is the “brains” of the operation, all on 
one silicon chip, identified by a product 
number such as 6502, Z-80, or 8080. 

But if a computer can only count in ones 
| and zeroes, how does it cope with words 
and games like ‘Guess the Animal’? 
Answer: it uses a code. Suppose you were 
in jail and wanted to talk to someone in 
another cell. You could agree that letter A 
would be one bang on the water pipe, 
letter B would be two bangs, and so on. It 
would take you a long time to communi- 
cate like this, especially if you wanted to 
send a message such as “Think I'll get some 
Zzzzz"’, but it would be possible. 

This is more or less how the computer 
does it. When your bank divulges to the 
Inland Revenue every detail of your private 
financial life, it can send the data from one 
computer to another, by converting words 
such as “‘alimony”’ and “undischarged bank- 
rupt” into binary numbers. Letter A in 
Alimony will be 01000001, letter B in 

s Bankrupt will be 01000010 (remember, 
the transistors in a computer can only be 
on or off, representing number | or 
number 0, so number 2 is not allowed) . .. 
and so forth, assuming that the computers 
are using the American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange, or ASC// (pro- 
nounced “‘asskey’’) code. Note that this 

| code represents each letter with one byte 
— i.e. a set of eight ones/zeroes. 

You might think that all this coding and 
decoding would take a long time. But 
computers work fast. They can add, shift, 

Band compare bytes several million times 
per second. This allows them to divulge 
not only your personal details, but those of 
every depositor. What an advantage! 

The adding, comparing, and shuffling of J 
data all takes place in the tiny CPU chip. 
The rest of the computer consists of 
random-access memory, or RAM (chips 
whose tiny on-off transistors are used only 
for holding data), and read-only memory, 
or ROM. These chips are pre-set by the 
manufacturer, and do things like convert a 
user’s instructions into numbers the com- 

im puter understands, and convert the com- 
puter’s numbers back into messages that 
the user can understand, usually via the 
video screen. 

Since computers are designed by people 
who tend to feel more at home with 
Inumbers and logic code than with the 
English language, they sometimes don’t do 
a very good job of turning computer- 
numbers into words for the rest of us. That 
sort of task is considered boring. It’s 
known, in the trade, as making the machine 

m user-friendly, which everyone agrees is a 
good idea, but no one really enjoys doing. 

However, the conversion of human 
language into code that the computer can 
understand is much better organized. It has 
to be, otherwise it would be difficult to 
write programs. And writing programs is 
half the fun of using computers. & 
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The very best in | arcade action- 
iS S brewer to you by Tansoft — the specialists of the Oric-1 

and Atmos Computers. 

2 The games that people are fighting for are— 
, Defence Force: 

‘g-—D> __—s=~Prilot your space-craft | 
= through alien territory and fight} 

off the enemy approaching from 2 
ie " Bey both sides. 48K. £7.95 : 

who hei? y- , Ultima Zone: 
SO SE oy TSR ¢ eee ee | Shoot the Walkons, avoid the 

bouncing Brunes and battle 
" FRM igemet oo SS) eh ~~. your way through the 

’ en PS eee. SS eae sae * satellite zone. es yee wwe 

Rat Splat 
A revolting game. 

Splat the rats in the sewer before Shaft 
4 they consume the cheese, and destroy the monsters fey) 
Z before they consume you! 48K. £7.95. 

or let’s get down to business! _ 
et = AZ Oi 

Tansoft produce a wealth of business and utility software to cater for. ” es aS Vm o pho 
every interest. The ‘not so’ games-minded people may be mt he | a i 

coming to grips with:— 

Author: A powerful word-processor program which 

includes word-wrap and word-count. Ideal for letters and 
reports. 48K. £14.50. 
Oric Calc: A full spread-sheet program allows you to sum 

columns or rows and apply complex formulae. 48K. £14.50. 
Oric Cad: A computer aided design program for displaying, 
rotating, enlarging and shading objects on the screen. 

48K. £9.99. 
For the full range of Tansoft software — which currently 
numbers over 20 titles — pick up a catalogue in your local 

Computer Store or contact Tansoft at Unit 1, 
The Techno Park, 645 Newmarket Road, Cambridge. 
Tel. Teversham (02205) 2261. 



A rubbish bin for your old 
has been. 

Believe it or not, computers often suffer from amnesia. 
99% start off with large enough memories, but operating 

functions like text, colour, sound and more particularly high 

resolution graphics, take large bytes out of them. Leaving very 
little “useable” memory for programming and games. 

Not so the new Oric Atmos 48K. 
This is the one home computer that takes these normal 

working functions in its stride. 
Unlike other home computers it uses the highly sophisticated 

serial attribute handling method used by Viewdata and Teletext, 

; # 

Yet more money *or 
bolt..ons 

in which the attributes are stored on the screen alongside the data, 
instead of taking up space in the memory. 

Thus the Oric Atmos never offers less than a healthy 37K 
of useable memory - even when the new colour printer and disc 
drive unit are attached. (Technical buffs see details overleaf). 

So it rivals the performance of the supposedly larger, more 
expensive Commodore 64K, which unfortunately loses 26K of its 
“elephantine” memory in high resolution graphics. 

It beats its immediate competitors like the Sinclair Spectrum, 
Dragon 32K, Vic 20 and Atari 600. | 
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ey ‘or yet more 
olf . ons. 

The new Oric Atmos 48K. 

' 
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It beats the Lynx 48K,which costs over a third more, 
yet loses 34K. 

It even beats the Acorn Electron and the BBC Micro which 
costs more than twice as much, yet loses 23K in high resolution 
graphics. 

And while this may surprise you, it's totally in keeping with 
a company recognised in the computer industry for performance 
and innovation. 

Like its predecessor, the Oric-1, the Oric Atmos has the 
powertul loudspeaker and amplifier unit that prompted “Which 

Micro" (November issue) to comment...“Its sound facilities have 
more in common with those of the £400 Beeb, than the rather 
pathetic beep of the Spectrum. At full volume it con compete with 
most arcade games..? 

Yet the Oric Atmos 48K costs a mere £170, including all the 
leads and adaptors you need to get it going. 

So if'you're buying a computer, remember our name. We 
could save you a fortune on bolt-ons... or wastepaper bins. 

The new Oric Atmos 48K. ARIC 



Now weve whetted your appetite, 
here’s something to get your teeth into. 

Printer Atmos Micro Disc 
Technical Specifications Technical Specifications Technical Specifications 

Printer/ Ball Point Pen, 4 colour CPU 6502 A Formatted 160K bytes per side (double 
Plotting Memory Choice of 16K or 48K RAM Capacity density as standard) 
system Memory Minimum 48K RAM, max 64: No. of 40 (80 available as option ata 
Plotting speed: (48K Model) 16K ROMexternal control Tracks future date) 
horizontal) 92 mm/sec 5 Oboe A rb allow use of full 64K No. of 16 
vertical) 73 mm/sec (3.08ips M or maybe used externally Sectors 
Printer 12 characters per second to increase ROM/RAM Bytes per 56 
Speed . . Language Extended Microsoft basic Sector 
Resolution 0.2 mm/step (0.00787 inch) Keyboard Typewriter style and pitch, 57 Transfer 250K Bits/Sec 
Effective 96 mm (3.804 inch) x axis, keys, standard computer layout, Rate . 
plotting divided into 480 steps. (No limit additional cursor control keys, Supports up to 599 files per side, four drives single 
range in y direction) autorepeat facility, tactile and or double sided, 40 or 80 track. User definable 
Characters 80 or 40 text mode (determined acoustic feedbac ee. allows mixing of drive types 
per line by software in graphics mode) Display re for B&W or colour TV, including 5 1/4” (five and a quarter inch) 
Characters INT (480/n+1) *6) RGB output for colour monitor. Extensive wild card facilities 
per line for0=n=15 Text format 40 line x 28 rows Sid ill merging of basic and machine 

Accuracy Character Similar to Teletext format, code ie 
repetition) 0.2 mm max set standard ASCII double height, Utilities 
movement) 0.3mmmax flashing, 80 user definable The Utilities are as follows: 
distance) 0,57 max (x— axis) characters 1. Backup Copy a whole disc 

. 1% (y-axis) Graphics 240 x 200, 8 colours 2. Copy Copy a file to another 

Pen life 250 metres (825 feet) Graphic Points, lines, circles 3. Del Delete a file allowing wildcards 
Parallel 8—bit parallel Uses STROBE Facilities 4 Dir Fell i aan Tintin 

interface and ACKNOWLEDGE Sound Internal loudspeaker and 5 Drv S 7 ’ fault i 3 b 
Temperature amplifier. 3-Channel sound Gi Ait 0 eigen 

range 18.310 35°C (65 to 96°F) synthesiser envelope control, 6. Format Format and initialise a disc 

storage —40 to 71°C (.40 to 160°F) amplitude control 8 octaves, 7. Load Load a file (code data or basic) 

Humidity 10% to 80% relative non- noise channel 8. Protect Change protect status of file 
range condensing Storage Most cassette recorders via 9. Recall Recall a basic array from a file 

Power a power supply input DIN socket 300 or 2400 BAUD. 10. Ren Rename a file 
supply 100-120 VAC peaeeailin 11. Save Save a file (code, data or basic) 

200—240 VAC Interface Centronics, pansion pat, ; ' 
eae 103/4" wide Hi-fi, RGB Monitor, UHF TV 12. Store Store a basic array as a data file 

67/d' deep cassette recorder 13. Sys Change system configuration 

2'/2" high Other Warm reset to regain control 
without clearing program or 
data 

Prices and data correct at time of going to sae 
Specifications on the above mode s may change without notice. 

Available at Allders, Currys, Dixons, Greens, Harrods, Laskys, Rumbelows, Spectrum and Zappo 
Computer Centres. 
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@ Ten pages of Soft @ The facts on Amstrad’s 
EW Release plus special much anticipated foray 
- reviews of the latest into the home micro 

le games and utilities. market — the Mallard. 

@ We put all the latest 
flight simulators 

@ A full hands-on review 
of the long promised 

oe ae £350 Advance 86A — is 
@ Listings for the most ita home or business 

popular home micros. micro? 

_ | Super, new look 
. a Which Micro 

@ Incorporating Your 64, 
our special feature 
supplement with 
reviews, programming 
tips and all the latest ' 
releases for i lal 
Commodore 64 7 Sot eee | 
owners. 

@ Lots of programming 
tips and practical advice 
for home programmers. 

@ More hints from Justin 
Whittaker on program 
conversion. More Competit

ions — 

@ Not only our r
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pages, but also 4 great — > 

new easy tO eae an _ & BF) | @ We connect Dragon’s 
eT ae Enteritt © | | _ new disk drive toa 
called Kilo A ih \\ , Dragon 64 —and see 
and you cou what happens. 
£2,000 in cash! 

@ And lots, lots more... 
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“There are a number of devices which 
enable the user to interact with a compu- 
ter. The standard ASCII keyboard is the 
most common of these devices with 
lightpens probably a close second. A 
lightpen allows manipulation of informa- 
tion on a video display.” 

Here the RH Electronics lightpen manu- 
al puts it in a nutshell for us. Lightpens are, 
indeed, just another input device, and their 

existence is wholly due to the fact that 
almost all computers these days use a 
television-style screen for displaying in- 
formation. 

Commercial lightpens came on to the 
market soon after the introduction of 
video displays, but until very recently they 
could be found only on extremely expen- 
sive and specialised systems. 

There are perhaps two mair@feasons for 
the large-scale adoption of lightpens: first, 
they are a more convincing teaching aid 
than a keyboard and second, it is very 
difficult to use a computer’s graphic 
capabilities creatively without a pen or 
brush-like device. 

WHAT’S AVAILABLE 

This need has, of course, at last extended 
to the home micro user, and models 
varying in price from as little as £15 to as 
much as £200 can now be bought for all 
machines. The BBC Micro owner is, as 
ever, in a better position than many other 
micro owners when it comes to lightpen 
usage as the BBC machine has a dedicated 
socket specifically for the device. Not only 
that, but one of the chips inside the 
machine — the 6845 CRTC (Cathode Ray 
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Minor Mi; — ee : 
Iracles light pen — only £12.95 bar oy ————_ 

Sensitive 

Tube Controller) — also has decidated 
lightpen registers. 

This chip allows the BBC Micro to 
calculate the position more accurately and 
more often (which is, in fact, an important 
consideration) than most other home 
machines. This is because the actual scan- 
ning line of the television is used to tell the 
software where the pen is. Cheaper pens 
tend to detect only the presence or 
absence of light and are therefore of rather 
more limited use. 
We look at four different lightpens here 

— three for the BBC Micro and one for the 
Commodore 64, Dragon 32 and Vic 20. 
The first is the Minor Miracles lightpen — 
the most basic of the units. This consists 
very simply of a photodiode in the body of 
what was once going to be a felt-tipped 

The Datapen has a pus 
h switch and r

ed LED built-in 

pen. This terminates in a very thin lead, 
about a metre in length, going toa |5 pinD 
plug. This D plug fits into the analogue 
input of the BBC Micro. In common with all 
of the lightpens examined, a cassette of 
set-up and demonstration programs is 
provided. At £12.95 this lightpen is the 
cheapest of the four, but this is reflected in 
the quality of the product. It is very 
insensitive which means that the brightness 
of the picture has to be increased to an 
abnormally high level. 

The software provided with the pen is 
also fairly simple; you are given a range of 
eight colours and a choice of three 
different widths. As a cheap introduction 
to lightpens this product serves reasonably 
well. But the photocopied instruction 
sheet and lack of adequate operating 
instructions means that it is very unlikely 
that the pen would ever be put to 
professional use. 

The second pen costs £25 and looks 
much nicer. This is the Datapen, made by a 
company of the same name. It looks far 
more like a computer peripheral than a 
biro and has a push switch and red LED 
built in. It is available for the BBC B, 
Dragon 32, Vic 20 and Commodore 64. 
This time the instructions are printed in an 
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|8-page Aé booklet. You are given instruc- 
tions for using the pen with all four 
computers, but the information is not as 
complete as it might be. 

The BBC model of Datapen is also 
accompanied by an A4 photocopied sheet 
giving a listing of the important lightpen 
procedures and functions, plus details of all 
the example programs on the demonstra- 
tion cassette. This brief but educational 
data should enable most people to write 
very exciting and useful programs. The 
demonstration programs are much more 
informative than those supplied with the 
Minor Miracles pen, and on the whole this 
pen is by far the better of the two. 

Both the position of the lightpen on the 
screen and the state of the switch on the 

—————$———— LL LC LLL eet teteatenaanmnie. 
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side can be read, and the demonstration 
programs show this admirably. Accuracy 
and sensitivity are far better than with the 
cheaper pen; for the person who wants to 
experiment with lightpens without spend- 
ing too much, this is the ideal choice. 

THE TOP END OF THE 
MARKET 

However, there is one pen which is, 
quite simply, the Rolls Royce of the 
lightpen market. It is made by RH Electro- 
nics for the BBC B only (at present), and is 
officially approved by Acorn. This is quite 
different to all the others. Instead of being 
plugged straight into the BBC, the pen is 
permanently connected to a metal box 
that in turn plugs into the analogue port of 
the machine. This box is about an inch and a 
half high, five inches wide and five inches 
deep. It is finished in the same style and 
colour as the BBC Micro and has a small 
adjusting screw on what approximates to 
the front cover of the unit. 

Naturally, this pen is far more expensive 
than the others — £45.95 — but for 

scientific and profes- 
——— sional applications, 
_| this is the only one to 

buy. The demonstra- 
tion software is nor- 
mally provided on 
cassette, but we 
managed to get a disk 
version for this re- 
view. Apart from 
set-up and introduc- 
tion programs, there 
are also two large 
applications prog- 
rams called Artmas- 
ter and Artfun. The 
pen itself is cased in 
metal and is about 
one centimetre in di- 
ameter. 

The instructions 
provided with this 

RH Electronics’ light pen — the Rolls Royce model! 

pen are copious; they detail all aspects of its 
use and also deal with programs which take 
advantage of the facilities that it offers. 

Finally, we looked at the Computapix 
Pixstick from DAMS for the Commodore 
64. Again this is a fairly substantial unit, all 
black and looking rather like a long flat stick 
of liquorice. It is attached by a metre-long 
black curly lead to a large 9-pin D plug that 
contains a little circuitry and plugs into 
Port | on the Commodore. The instruc- 
tions for this lightpen take up roughly 10 
double sided A4 sheets. There’s a lot of 
information, but the English is a bit dodgy, 
which is surprising considering that the pen 
is made in the U.K. The demonstration 
Cassette contains four programs which 
serve as an introduction to the lightpen and 
its concepts. The cost is a reasonable 
£29.95. 

THINK BEFORE YOU BUY 

Having spent money on a lightpen, what 
can you do with it? Apart from drawing and 
Painting on the screen (for which the RH 
device and programs are best), lightpens 
can be used for all sorts of ‘user friendly’ 
inputs, from menu selection to games 
playing. Whilst in most cases the reaction 
times of both player and pen are too slow 
for the pens to be used as arcade games 
controllers, they are ideal for slower 
games such as chess or solitaire. 

Do remember that although on-screen 
drawing and screen design is what light- 
pens are claimed to be particularly good at, 
for the non-artists among us the difficulties 
inherent in drawing freehand on a vertical 
television screen are daunting. 

Probably the fairest advice we can give 
you is to recommend that before you 
spend your money you think hard and long 
about whether you can really justify the 
purchase. For those of you with money to 
burn a lightpen will be another gadget to 
add to your collection. But for the rest of 
you, we can only suggest that you seek 
further enlight(!)enment on the subject. 
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A QUALITY LIGHT PEN 
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE 
* Absolutely insensitive to ambient lighting. 

* Responds to different colours and screen intensities without 

any adjustment of TV or monitor. 

* Red LED readout showing that data is available. 

* Switch for program control (allows pen to approach 

the screen without erroneous data capture) 

* All features are 

Program accessible 

SUPERIOR 
PROGRAMS 

* Good Documentation 

* Tape storage of your work 

* User routines provided on tape 

and printout 

* ‘Freehand’ drawing program 
* ‘Library menu’ drawing program (define your own library of 

This BBC computer 
dedicated LIGHT PEN is: 

shapes) 
* one of the cheapest on the market * Example programs illustrating uses of the pen and its features 
* one of the most versatile £25 

can draw with very high resolution lichisive other * Now also available for CBM 64 
* has FINE, MEDIUM & PAINTBRUSH modes — axgm 
* Please state DRAGON, BBC or VIC-20 when ordering. Send 

‘cheque or P.O. for £25 to: 
Dept. WM1, Datapen Microtechnology Ltd, Kingsclere Road, 
Overton, Hants RG25 3JB, or send SAE for information sheet. 
NOW. ALSO AVAILABLE FROM GOOD COMPUTER STORES. 

comes complete with software on cassette ah 

: INOR PO Box 48, 
» 4 Ipswich IP4 2AB. 

IRACLES Tel. (0473) 50304. 

NEW AMAZING LOW PRICES!! — 
WRITE OR PHONE NOW FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF N EARLY 600 

TITLES FOR THE ATARI, BBC, CBM 64, DRAGON, ORIC, 
SPECTRUM AND ZX81 ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES! AND GET 
AUTOMATIC FREE MEMBERSHIP OF THE SOFT TOUCH CLUB. 

AS A MEMBER YOU WILL RECEIVE A REGULAR NEWSLETTER 
CONTAINING NEWS REVIEWS, SPECIAL OFFERS, 

COMPETITIONS AND THE SOFT TOUCH HELPLINE. 

APPLE, VIC 20, IBM, T1/99A, & TRS 80 also catered for 

Datapen Microtechnology Limited 

ATARI 
ORIC PRIVATE ADVENTURE ADV 8.95 3D TIME TREK aN 4.99 GREEN X TOAD DONKEY KONG = ATA 25.99 COLLOSUS CHESS CDS 8.95 (ATMOS) IJK 6.50 CURSE OF CROWLEY fi MOON BUGGY ANI 5.99 ZORGONS REVENGE IJK 7.35 MANOR eo: ADV 8.95 CHINA MINER INT 5.99 HUNCHBACK OCE 5.99 BATTY BUILDERS ENG 8.95 GRID RUNNER LLA 6.35 WARLORD LOT 5.99 STEEPLEJACK ENG 8.95 HOVER BOVVER {LA 6.35 MR, WIMPY OCE 5.99 ee} IMA 4.95 RED OF MUT. CAMEL LLA 6.75 ICE GIANT SOF 5.99 MAGIC WINDOW QUI 7.99 HUNCHBACK OCE 5.99 HOUSE OF DEATH TAN 8.99 RIVER RESCUE (R) EMI 21.50 SOLO FLIGHTS MPR 13.95 ARCHEROUS RAGE — SOF 5.99 SUPER COBRA (R) PAR 31.45 OLYMPIC SKIER MRC 4.95 RAT SPLAT TAN 6.99 DIGDUG ATA 25.99 ORIC CALC TAN 12.75 

BBC DRAGON , CHUCKIE EGG AXF 6.99 CHUCKIE EGG A&F 6.99 ei eo wie sang ai ae 
pa tonal 5 gn SPACE SHUTTLE MDL 6.99 ROMMIE REVENGE CRY 3.85 IWINKINGDOM o GLAXXONS MDL 6.99 eee GE RPA ian 7 VALLEY BUG 8.50 HUNGRY HORACE MEL 4.99 a eerie in pe eiegah aa one ite ap MYSTERY OF JAVA CYRUS IS CHESS INT 8.95 747 FLIGHT SIM DOC 6.80 eae wink vig CYRUS IS CHE ae ~ 
FELIX IN THE PETTIGREWS DIARY SHA 6.99 uber ia ESP oe FACTORY MIC 6.99 RING OF DARKNESS WIN 8.95 aeawinlcess ee wre RIE LER-OMRILLA MIC 6.99 THE KING MDL 6.99 Canteen Moe eat Ee HUNCHBACK SUI 6.99 FLIGHT SIM PSS 6.99 af SPa A oe ae 

Bt ys tee a Mer reer e ne Mr LR O A OH RF OO, RIE Ce CN A meee eS wu Sa Saha BS Meee CRT eee atelad s eabet ithe ter ee 
DR ee eR renee Me eee BE BOER PES ET BSS ST ee eee be S26 BNe a RENE blige e WG a take Cane eee eee 

VUMeRSAT ee es Me eee MO en Se Tee ne OP a wR ie a Oba CaM! O Bhe oe Me, sole elem een CE vie’ Lip!’ o> sah lea been test antet eA parte ie aoe 
UTA RM AE eee ee 8 EF 6 Re Ment ae le Bie er ehelWren era: So ReWEr let Ty Siena Raley Wabbit y Ab 26 sor gee eaRee 

Beil eee GRE yh ere ae hte yeaa oh Cie terre aati t Se fe AR MAS 8M, San git 6 Boa ms Me dL H Ve ER ARR WLM MER NL, PLR LEROW , 90. 35 gun § Wh oe Fae haat ee HO hk dah Meda eel a eee de oe RE tae ee 

Reo s te te een pelt Sa. he Deer eas Lae Mec au iat ec yee 
VAT and postage included 

(NO MONEY BANKED UNTIL ORDER DESPATCHED) 

RW TER ee eee ey Ree Oi A) Ne SO OR Be NS Tee oie 88S or wlse wie sei ee. Bh, e:]e Tab va sles See balancer tae Meta elle igmane eclad CMS ote MeN EN otic 

SOMEONE OU -nhn Se! & 9 Me Ve ee ew ale ote ae end aoa 
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Let excitement invade your home computer! ibe vo Sid he ee se 
Travel to Alpha Centauri. Enter the Vortex. 
Command the ground missiles, or join the 
shoot-out at the O.K. Corral! 

Pw RAE Micra ModelB 

... he glanced at ye 
had to swing round th 
he knew, in two mi the gz Id be ove APt Ics, REALISTIC 

B ) CASSETTE, £11.95 DISK. 

... perhaps, v 
climbing down 

SOUND Ef} 

sct, fill inthe. coupon below with your 
INVASION and post to us! Please allow 7 to 1 4 
OVERSEAS QR@ERS: Please add £0 75p per 

Post to: 

SOFTWARE INVASION 50 ELBOROUGH STREET SOUTHFIELDS LONDON SW18 5DN 

an unusual programme 
which can meet our | 
standards you could 
earning more than £250 pe SO ROME A rd : 
week.Whynottake 
advantage of our sought. EAGLES WIN 
after reputation. Write now! SPOOKS & 

| enclose my Cheque/P.O. for £ 

Name 
Address 

| am a Distributer/Multiple/Retailer/Dealer Please contact me 
/ \ (please delete whichever not applicabie). 



How | wrote a successful < 
Do you want to write a 
successful games program? We 
asked Justin Whittaker, who 
has done just that with his Lone 
Raider game for Atari, to pass 
on some pearls of wisdom on 
the design and writing ofa 
best-selling computer 
program. 

Although the techniques described here 
apply mainly to game design, a few are 
applicable to serious programming as well. 
So if your interest lies in more serious 
directions, don’t be put off! 

Games software design is, in effect, an 
art form, and all artists will develop their 
own style and their own techniques. The 
techniques | use are the ones that suit me 
best, but, of course, they might not 
necessarily be the only or the most 
effective way for you to achieve results. 

Before you can sit down and write your 
masterpiece, you must first think about the 
style of game you want. This preliminary 
stage is without doubt the most crucial and 
possibly the hardest of all, so do not rush it! 
An obvious but important point to remem- 
ber is that you should choose a style of 
game that you would enjoy playing. It is 
definitely the case that enthusaiasm in what 
you're doing is reflected in the work you 
produce. 

Most modern video games fall into two 
categories. The first of these is games 
which, in order to even out the huge gap 
between our intelligence (| hope) and the 
enemy's stupidity, rely on large numbers of 
opponents. This is evident in Space Invad- 
ers, Defender, plus hundreds of other 
‘arcade’games. With these games we im- 
mediately feel at a disadvantage. This is 
because the ratio of enemy attacks to you, 
the player, is very large. When we destroy 
a screenful of invaders we feel heroic and 
clever — and that is what entertainment is 
all about. 

The feeling of excitement with some 
games in this category explains the popu- 
larity of ‘shoot ‘em up’ or reaction based 
games. If you decide to have more intelli- 
gent opponents you must either slow 
down the action or cut down on their 
numbers. A somewhat extreme example is 
computer chess, which has to be slow so 
the computer has a chance to think about 
its next move. It is easier to program the 
movements of large numbers of unthinking 
opponents than it is to develop artificial 
intelligence algorithms, to control anything 
to match our thought processes. 

If the market trend moved away from 
fast action games, we would definitely see a 
decrease in choice in the games arena. This 

é Think ofa 
very simple idea 
and gradually 

build on it, adding 
more features as 
you goalong. ® 

would simply be due to the fact that most 
software authors are not clever enough to 
create artificial intelligence routines. 

Once you have decided upon the categ- 
ory of game you are going to write, you 
must then think of the theme and general 
idea of the game. 

Try to think of a idea that has not been 
used before. It is very tempting to copy 
someone else's idea, but the original games 
stand out from the vast amounts of 
predictable lookalikes. 

One of the most common questions 
games programmers are asked is, “How do 
you think up ideas for games?” This is a bit 
like asking a musician how he composes a 
song. There is no straightforward answer, 
but all games should have an easily under- 
standable objective. If a game does not 
have a clear and definable purpose, it will 
seem pointless and boring. The best idea is 

to think of a very simple idea and gradually 
build on it, adding features as you go along. 
Why not look around you and pick an 

object on which you could base a game? 
Because games themes have no limitations, 
they can be as odd as you like. Or maybe jot 
down a list of features you would like to 
see ina game and then design your creation 
around these guidelines. 

Once you hit upon a general idea which 
you could possibly implement on your 
micro, you must then consider the lan- 
guage to write it in. If you require 
fast-moving graphics, or time-consuming 
calculations, it will probably have to be 
written in machine code. If the mere 
mention of machine code makes your hair 
stand on end, don’t worry. There are quite 
a few commercially available programs 
which, although written in Basic, run up to 
10 times as fast as Basic. This seemingly 
impossible feat can be achieved by using a 
‘compiler’. 

Compilers are available for most makes 
of computer at quite a reasonable price, 
considering what they achieve. As for what 
they do, normally when a Basic program is 
running the computer spends a /ot of time 
converting each program instruction 
(which you can understand) into machine 
language (which it can understand), before 
it is executed. Compilers have a different 
approach; they convert the entire Basic 
program into machine code before it is run. 
When it does run it is 100 per cent machine 
code, with much greater speeds than Basic 
could ever achieve. 

You may be asking why this system is not 
generally used by home computers. The 
Mawback is that ‘compiling’ a program 
takes about 30 seconds for an average 
program. This is not acceptable if you want 
to run a program as soon as you have 
modified it. When you type “RUN”, you 
do not want a large delay before seeing 
results. If there are any micro manufactur- 
ers reading this, why not include the choice 
between compiling or running immediate- 
ly? Remember that once a program is 

Graphic characters will probably look completely different as soon as you transfer them from paper to screen, 
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games program 
compiled it can be executed without delay 
as many times as required. 

Although these compiled programs are 
not as fast as custom-written machine 
code, they do open up new fields for the 
Basic programmer. Some manufacturers 
demand a royalty on any program sold 
which was written using their compiler. 
Read the fine print on the packaging. Also, 
do not expect the compiler to convert any 
programs you have already written. They 
can only convert a sub-set of Basic 
keywords. 

All games must have a random element 
to them, otherwise they would be repeti- 
tive and easily mastered. Having said that, 
there should be some kind of pattern 
which can be learnt by the player. In this 
way you can increase your scores with 
practise: with a totally random game, you — 
could never improve. Imagine, for instance, 
a game which asked you to guess a random 
number between one and |0. There would 
be no chance of improving your perform- 
ance, unless you happen to be Uri Geller. In 
arcade games, such as Ga/axian. you learn 
to predict the patterns of invaders, so your 
scores improve with time. 

A good way to make the enemy's 
movements ‘random’ — yergpient'y pre- 
dictable — is to use data tables as well as 
considering the player’s current position. 
Because humans are not as precise as 
computers, it would be impossible to 
recreate exactly the movements of pre- 
vious games. In fact, the player can be seen 
as an outside source for randomness. A 
‘flight pattern’ for an alien might be 
recorded as a list of numbers, but the actual 
pattern would be created, for example, by 
adding the player’s position on the screen. 
A typical example of this technique is Joust 
where the opposing jousters react to your 
current position vertically and horizontal- 
ly. 

Obviously, it is far easier to talk about 
ideas than it is to program them. Let’s 
consider, therefore, program logic and 
plan. 
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Before you start typing in your program, 
you will probably need to do some 
paperwork. Flowcharting is a common 
method of organising how and when 
different segments of the program will 
execute. Some programmers swear by 
flowcharts, some swear at them. It is really 
up to you to decide if they are helpful or 
not. | believe in the basic principles of 
flowcharting, but the thought of designing 
an active program in detail, before typing 
in, seems extremely tedious. 

However, if you use subroutines. for 
each important part of a program, flow- 
charting comes into its own. Draw each 
subroutine as a large box, with details of 
what it actually does written inside. The 

@>ore programmers 
swear by flowcharts, 
some swear at them. 

It’s up to you to 
decide if they are 

helpful. 9 
interconnections between these boxes 
will then be an exact replica of your 
program flow. Each major junction will be a 
‘jump-subroutine’ command (JSR _ in 
machine code and GOSUB or PROC in 
Basic). 

A major advantage of using subroutines 
for each part of a program is the ease of 
debugging. If a bug occurs, it is simple to 
find out where it resides. For example, if a 
bullet goes haywire, you know just where 
to look: the ‘move bullet’ routine. 
Although | never place comments against 
any source code (the human-readable 
part), you will more than likely find that 
what made perfect sense a month ago now 
seems more like a load of gibberish. If there 
is any complex logic used, you will be 
thankful that you took the time to put a 
remark by it. Bear in mind, though, that it is 
what the public actually sees that counts, so 

put a lot of effort into graphics and sound. 
When designing graphic characters, cre- 

ate them on screen, not on paper. The 
difference in appearance between some- 
thing on paper and something on screen is 
startling. It is fairly easy to write a program 
that lets you create shapes on screen, so it 
is time well spent. 

The power of sound is often underesti- 
mated by programmers. It allows us to 
enter the player’s subconscious because it 
cannot be ignored. Appropriate sound 
effects can create moods of panic or calm. 
Next time you watch a film, listen to how 
music and noise are used to create the 
required atmosphere. Copying this techni- 
que will make your games far more 
enjoyable. For instance, the ‘stomping’ of 
space invaders gets faster, until when the 
last invader is left it is so fast our pulses are 
racing. You will find that ‘noise’ is far more 
effective than musical tones. 

Do not make the mistake of playing a 
repetitive tune throughout a game, 
though. It may seem fun to begin with, but 
it soon becomes unbearable. 

With perseverance, patience and a little 
luck, you could find you have a saleable 
game on your hands. All that is left to 
decide is who and how to market it — but 
that’s another story altogether. 

To any budding hit makers out there — 
good luck! = 

as & &HJ ~ 2. ae. 2 4 
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so always design them on screen in the first place. It is a fairly easy task, and is definitely time well spent 
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HISOFT PASCAL DEVPAC 
Quality SYSTEM Software 

HISOFT PASCAL 4T | 
“... | haven't seen any other compiler that could match Hisoft’s Pascal”... Using the Spectrum Micro — Autumn 1983. 
“This is a very impressive product .. . of benefit to any Spectrum programmer”... David Bolton ZX COMPUTING Aug/Sept 1983. 
Just two comments from full length reviews of our powerful and virtually full implementation of Standard Pascal. The advantages of using the Pascal language are 
many; fast, self-documenting and truly structured programming — many schools and universities insist on a good knowledge and understanding of Pascal for their 
Computer Studies courses. 
Now you can learn and use Pascal on your home micro; Hisoft Pascal is available for a wide range of home computers, including the 48K Spectrum. Typically, 
compiled programs run 40 times faster than their interpreted BASIC equivalent — and sometimes up to 1,000 times faster! 
Hisoft Pascal supports all the Standard Pascal data structures and statements: INTEGERs, REALs, CHARacters, ARRAYs, SETs, RECORDs, POINTERs, 
Enumerated types, FOR ...DO, REPEAT... UNTIL, WHILE ...DO, CASE... OF and many pre-defined Procedures and Functions (e.g. SQRT, TAN, SIN, COS, 
INLINE, PEEK; POKE etc. etc.) — it is not a Tiny Pascal but a powerful educational and development tool which allows the user to develop true high-level 
language skills while attaining execution speed close to that of machine-code. 
Hisoft Pascal for the ZX Spectrum now comes complete with ZX Microdrive support (anything you can do with tape you can do with Microdrive) anda 
Turtle Graphics package which allows easy creation of complex graphic programs. 

HISOFT DEVPAC 3 
“...DEVPAC is most highly recommended. The documentation is first class” ... Your Computer — May 1983. 
“... it is impossible to recommend any other development package for the Spectrum over DEVPAC.” ... Adam Denning — ECM April 1984. 
Need we say more? DEVPAC 3 is a very powerful assembler, editor and disassembler/debugger. Forget about buying lots of separate packages for your 
machine-code development — it’s all in DEVPAC 3. A full Z80 assembler with conditional assembly, all standard directives, full arithmetic (*, /, +, —, OR, 
XOR, AND, MOD), many assembler commands for controlling object code generation, listing, printing etc., full line editor with advanced facilities like 
search/replace string, ‘include’ facility that lets you assemble from tape (or Microdrive) without taking up memory for your source text AND a superb 
disassembler/debugger with ‘front panel’ display of Z80 registers and flags with commands like search for string of bytes, copy memory, disassemble 
memory (to an assembler textfile, if you wish), list memory in-ASCIl, set multiple breakpoints, and, above all, single-step through machine code programs, 
one instruction at a time, BREN IN ROM! 
DEVPAC comes complete with a 45 page user manual. 
On the ZX: Spectrum, DEVPAC fully supports the ZX Microdrive, allowing assembly from microdrive, saving of text to and from Microdrive and saving of 
object code to Microdrive — DEVPAC still fully supports tape as well. 
Prices: 
Hisoft Pascal 4T (ZX SPECTRUM) £25 inclusive 

(NewBrain, SHARP MZ70O0 etc) £35 plus VAT 
Hisoft Pascal 4D, many disk formats £46 inc. 

Hisoft DEVPAC 3 (ZX SPECTRUM) £14 inclusive 
(NewBrain) £25 inclusive 

HISOFT EN 
13 Gooseacre, Cheddington Baar 

Leighton Buzzard, Beds. LU7 OSR iN, 
Tel: (0296) 668995 

Brother CE51 
Heavy Duty 

Compact Electronic 

With\4,000\Character 
Memory and Built-in 
4Computer Interface 
=/ Small enough to fit into a briefcase, the EP44 is both | at home or 

a modern typewriter and calculator. Printing is either aoe K 
#7 thermal dot matrix on plain paper using a one-time type take it with you, the new 

7 ribbon or on thermal paper without ribbon. Measuring CE51 features interchangeable “cassette’ 
only 13 ins x 10.3 ins x 2.2ins, the EP44 features type daisy wheel, decimal tabulation 

‘16 pi Reabearil visual display, built-in RS 232C Computer ; ee ‘ : 
Interface and 4000 character memory. It can be used as a automatic one-line correction, and lots 

- telecommunications terminal to send and receive information more. Built-in handle and lid cover 
over the telephone. High gow! printing. Battery operated 
with optional AC adaptor available. £259.09 + vaT £38.86 

SS . : £249.95 inc VAT Total Price £297.95 
Wilding’s Price Gu 

i'you purchase eny productfromus and se _/ WILDING’S OFFER THE LARGEST SELECTION 
"alr ietund th difference," OF NEW TYPEWRITERS IN THE UK 

Central London: 278 High Holborn WC1 Tel: 01-405 8052/9104 
275 Regent Street (Nr Oxford Circus) W1 Tel: 01-499 2836 @& Access/Barclaycard No. To: Wilding, 196 High Street, Hornchurch, Essex. 

WALTHAM CROSS 91 High St. Tel: 0992 764200. WALTHAMSTOW 7 The Arcade, Hoe St. Tel: 01-520 7668. WATFORD 15 Queens ! Address 

157 Moorgate EC2 Tel: 01-628 0501 _—. " forimmediate despatch (WILDING) Tel: 04024 48629 (24hr Answering Service) | 
BATH 8 North Parade Passage, Abbey Green. Tel: 0225 62584. BIRMINGHAM Bull St. (In Store at Lewis's). BRIGHTON 133 Western j q | 
Rd. Tel: 0273 29079. BRISTOL 14 Union St. Tel: 0272 293199. BOLTON 36 Great Moor St. Tel: 0204 386937. CAMBRIDGE 2 Sussex St. & Please send me Wilding’s Catalogue 
Tel: 0223 65714. CHELMSFORD High St. (In Store at Debenhams). COLCHESTER 103 High St. Tel: 0206 46768. CROYDON 18 St. ’ OFFICE EQUIPMENT LTD 8 8 : - | 
Georges Walk. Tel: 01-686 4957. GLASGOW Argyle St. (In Store at Lewis's). GLOUCESTER 4 Grosvenor House, Station Rd. se | Tel: 0452 23111. GRAVESEND 199 Parrock St. Tel: 0474 61635. HIGH WYCOMBE 12 Church St. Tel: 0494 36378. HORNCHURCH | Please supply........... Brother EP44(s) @ £249.95 each POST FREE 24 
196 High St. Tel: 04024 48629. IPSWICH 16 Carr Precinct. Tel: 0473 57469. KINGSTON 26 Castle St. Tel: 01-549. 9461.LEEDS | 2 © .......... Brother CE51(s) @ £29)7.95 each POST FREE | 
22 King Edward St. Tel: 0532 468118. LEICESTER Humberstone Gate (In Store at Lewis's): LIVERPOOL 40 Ranelagh St. (In Store at | : ore | 
Lewis's). LUTON 25 Wellington St. Tel: 0582 26476. MAIDSTONE 88 King St. Tel: 0622 52726. MANCHESTER 125 Oldham St. Tel: | I enclose cheque/PO for £________ Delivery within 21 days 
061-834 5682. NORWICH 12 Queens Rd. Tel: 0603 666011. OXFORD 21 High St. Tel: 0865 250256. PUTNEY 339 Putney Bridge Rd. or charge my Access/ Barclaycard No | 
Tel: 01-788 3452. ROMFORD 17 High St. Tel:.0708 65896. SLOUGH 261 High St. Tel: 0753 39356. SOUTHEND 26 Alexandra St. | Name Signature | 
Tel: 0702 331876. STOKE-ON-TRENT Stafford St. Hanley (In Store at Lewis's). SWINDON 47/48 Havelock St. Tel: 0793 33111. 

WMS5 Rd. Tel: 0923 32121. WIMBLEDON 120 The Broadway. Tel: 01-540 7822. WOOLWICH 21 Thomas St. Tel: 01-855 0631. ILFORD 
(Head Office) 531-535 High Rd. Tel: 01-514 1525. 
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Win aBrother EP44 

70 

This versatile typewriter/printer is equipped with an RS232 serial interfac eto 

enable connection with computers using this standard, including the BBC Model 

B, Dragon 64, Sinclair Spectrum with Interface |, and the QL. In conjunction with 

Brother distributor Thame Systems we are offering this £220 machine FREE. Just 

answer the questions below and send in the coupon — the first correct entry to 
be pulled out of the hat after our closing date of Monday | 4th May will win the 
machine. Incidentally, those who are baffled by any of the questions should 
examine last month’s issue. 

2nd Prize — BBC Micro Lightpen 
Don’t worry if your entry is the second to be selected. You won't win the 
Brother, but you will wina BBC Micro Lightpen, from Datapen Technology 
Limited. These lightpens have a retail price of £25. 

|. How many operating modes does the EP44 have? 
2. How much does it weigh? 
3. What is the lowest speed for data transfer supported by the EP44's serial 

interface? 
4. What is the EP44’s maximum printing speed? 
5. How many characters can be displayed on the LCD screen? 

Competition 
Results 

Sinclair QL— March 1984 
Dr. Andrew Brown, 

John Radcliffe Hospital, 

Oxford. o 

The winning answers were: — 

| Thorn EMI Datatech, Feltham. 

2 Motorola 68008, Intel 8049 

3 Nigel Searle 

4 Scicuas of Cambridge MKI4 

5 British Telecom 600 series jack
 

oo 
oe 

Speech Synthesizers — April 1984 

R. Goli, Wolverhampton 

P.C. Clift, Sharpness 

D. Matless, Norwich 

G. Pomery, Edinburgh 

K. Wolstenholme, Mancheste
r 

The winning order of features was
: 

ACBDE 

ightpens — April 1984 

4g fod aasiricht,; BFPO 
I8 

1. Good, Meriden 
| 

1. Meredith, Bridstow, Ross-o
n-Wye 

W. T. Wilkes, Reepham 

A. C. Povah, Stockport 

The winning order of features was
: 

BAECD 
: 

Commodore 64 from Softalk go to the 
winners of our easy-to-enter competition. 
Read our comparative review of the 
Commodore 64, Spectravideo SV318 and 
Memotech MTX500 starting on page 42. 
Then answer the following questions taken 
from the review. The senders of the first 

See eee SHES EHH HHH HH SSE EEEHEHEHES HEHEHE HEHEHE HEHE HEHEHE HEHEHE EEEHE EE 

CO oC See See ESS HESS SHEE EHO SEH SHEESH SOSH HE HSHESEHEHESHSESHHEHHH ES 

Come eee oe SESH SHES HOHE ESE H EO HEHHS ESE EESES HES HEHEHE ES HB EE 

Cee oe SHES HOHE SEH HOS HHS SE SHEL CHES HSE SEH EHESESSES EHH ESET OHEES 

wee eee reser eseeesresereeeseseeseeeseeeesesesesesereeeeeee® 

RULES 
|. No employee of EMAP Business & Computer 

Publications Ltd, or Thame Systems Ltd, or 
their agents or members of his or her family 
may enter. 

2. The closing date for entries is Monday | 4th 
May, 1984. 

3. All entries must be sent to: Brother 
Competition, Which Micro & Software 
Review, Scriptor Court, 155 Farringdon 
Road, London EC IR 3AD 

4, The decision of the judges is final. 
5. All entries must be on the coupon cut froma 

copy of Which Micro. 

Name 

Address 

ey 

ee ee ee er 

i 

The answers are: 
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Free Commodore Books! 
Ten copies of The Elementary ten correct entries to be pulled out of the 

hat after the closing date will each receive a 
copy of the book. 

|. What is the list price of the 
Commodore cassette recorder? 

2. How much does the Commodore 64’s 
disk drive cost? 

3. Canall of the Commodore 64’s RAM 
be used for Basic programming? 

4. What is the phone number of 
Commodore UK? 

RULES 
|. No employee of EMAP Business & Compu- 

ter Publications Ltd. or Softalk or their 
agents or members of his or her family may 
enter. 

2. The closing date for entries is Monday |4th 
May 1984. 

3. All entries must be sent to: 64 Book 
Competition, Which Micro & Software 
Review, Scriptor Court, 155 Farringdon 
Road, London ECIR 3AD. 

4. The decision of the judges is final. 
5. All entries must be on the coupon cut froma 

copy of Which Micro. 
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Win five days of l 
The popularity of flight simulation programs for home computers proves that 
there are a lot of would-be pilots among Which Micro readers. Unfortunately 
flying is an expensive pastime, and therefore the keyboard of a micro is as near 
as many people get to the controls of an aircraft. 

But for the winner of the Which Micro High Flyer competition that dream 
will come true. In conjunction with Hewson Consultants, publisher of the 
Nightflite lland Dragonfly II flight simulators, we are offering a five-day 
residential gliding course at the Midland Gliding Club. All residential, flying and 
instruction fees will be covered. 

For the runner-up the prize is a flight in a light aeroplane with Mike Male, the 
Hewson Consultants programmer who wrote Nightflite Il. 

The competition is simple. Answer the five multiple-choice questions below 
with the appropriate letters, and then complete the limerick. The winner, in 
the event of a tie, will be the author of the most witty and original (preferably 
printable) conclusion to the poem. 

I. The first non-stop transatlantic flight in an aeroplane was carried out by: 
a) Charles Lindbergh; b) Alcock and Brown; c) Amy Johnson. 

2. An aeroplane is said to stall when: 
a) The engine overheats because of insufficient cooling air at low speed; 
b) The pilot ‘blacks out’ under excessive ‘g’ forces; c) The smooth airflow 
over the wings breaks down because the angle of attack is too high. 

3. The last single-engine piston fighter to be flown in combat by British 
military forces was the: 
a) Hawker Sea Fury; b) Supermarine Spitfire; c) Grumman F&F Bearcat. 

Which of the following countries is not equipped with vertical take-off 
aeroplanes?: 
a) Britain; b) USA; c) Spain; d) South Africa. 

5. Ifa glider has a best lift/drag ratio of 40:1, approximately how far should it be 
able to glide from a height of | 0,000 feet under ideal conditions?: 
a) 75 miles; b) 400 miles; c) 250 miles. 

a 

RULES 
!. No employee of EMAP Business & Computer Publications Ltd, or Hewson Consultants Ltd, or 

their agents or members of his or her family may enter. 
2. The closing date for entries is Monday 14th May, | 984. 
3. All entries must be sent to: High Flyer Competition, Which Micro & Software Review, Scriptor 

Court, 155 Farringdon Road, London EC!R 3AD 
4. The decision of the judges is final. 
5. All entries must be on the coupon cut froma copy of Which Micro. 
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TIE-BREAKER 

Make up the last three lines to complete this ' 
J limerick: i 

[ A high flier once boldly declared i 
§ For the air I’m now fully prepared | 
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Commodore 64 must be won! 
The Commodore 64 is one of the world’s best-selling micros. Together with Mr. 
Chip Software we are giving one away. Your task is to rank the seven Mr. Chip 
computer games in order of total sales. The seven titles are Darts for the 
Spectrum 48K, Jackpot for Commodore 64 and Vic 20, Westminster for the 
Commodore 64, Pacmania for the Vic with 3K expansion, Kwazy Kwaks for the 
Vic, and Red Alert for the Commodore 64. All retail for the same £5.50. 
The first correct entry out of the hat after the closing date of Monday | 4th May 
wins the computer. 

RULES 
!. No employee of EMAP Business & Computer Publications Ltd, or Mr. Chip Software Ltd, or 

their agents or members of his or her family may enter. 
2. The closing date for entries is Monday | 4th May, | 984. 
3. All entries must be sent to: Commodore Competition, Which Micro & Software Review, 

Scriptor Court, 155 Farringdon Road, London EC! R 3AD 
4. The decision of the judges is final. 
5. All entries must be on the coupon cut froma copy of Which Micro. 
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Back issues of Which Micro? & Software 
Review are in short supply but there are still 

some copies left of most issues: — 

December 1982 
Reviews: The Lynx, the Colour 
Genie and the Microwriter with the 
Newbrain from Grundy, plus 
Epson’s MX80 printer. Features: 
Adventure games, telesoftware and 
a special 20 page Home Computer 
Buying supplement. 

February 1983 
Reviews: Oric | comparison with 
Spectrum, IBM Personal Computer, 
Fortune 32:16. Features: Prestel 
Under Attack, CP/M explained, 16 
bits and Phil Manchester on User 
Friendly. 

March 1983 
Reviews: Commodore 64, Apple 
lle, Lisa, the Zita and Epson's 
HX20. Features: How to sell games 
software, Printing on the cheap, 
Touch’n Go — learn to type with 
Caxton. 

May 1983 
Reviews: Oric comparison with Vic 
20, ZX81 Add-ons, BBC business, 
IBM PC compatibles. Features: 
Micro Home, Computer Bluff, 
Ptaying chess on your home 
computer. FREE 1983 Home 
Software Directory. 

June 1983 
Reviews: Multitech MPFII, Texas 
CC40, Sage, home micro round-up 
including Atari 400, 800, BBC 
micro, Commodore 64, 
Commodore Vic 20, Lynx, Oric, 
Texas T199/4A, Spectrum and 
ZX81. Features: The Musician and 
the Micro, Robots, Micronet, Forth 
and of course a full Software 
Review. 

July 1983 
Reviews: Olivetti M20, Sord M5, 
Joysticks and the | 6-bit Globe. 

Features: NCC Report, Apple II 
lookalikes, computerising your 
business, playing the game, more 
memory and Software Review. 

August 1983 
Reviews: Mattel’s Aquarius, Comx 
35, Tandy TRS-80 Model 100 and 
Osborne's Executive. Features: 
Software bootlegging, Software 
versus hardware, Acorn Angle, 
Dragon Tales, Commodore and 
Atari columns as well as the 
usual full section of program 
listings. 

January 1984 
Reviews: Memotech in reality, with 
comparison to BBC, Acorn Angle, 
make a cheap printer with a 
Brother EP22. Features: Dragon 
64, viable software writing, copying 
‘protected’ programs, Death of the 
cassette, plus lots more. 

February 1984 
Reviews: Spectrum additions, Atari 
disk drive plus, IBM PC junior. 
Features: writing games well, ZX84 
information, Oric in print, 
education's soft touch, and a race 

with the BBC Micro. 

March 1984 
Reviews: Sinclair QL, Spectravideo 
Compumate, budget printers. 
Features: micros in education, 
computer clubs, Spectrum languages, 
and Atari’s programming ace Justin 
Whittaker on converting software 
from one computer to another. 

April 1984 
Reviews: Brother EP44, Atmos, 
NEC PC8021A. Features: war and 
strategy games, peripherals, using the 
Spectrum sketchpad, how to make 
music with your micro. 

Please send me Which Micro? & Software Review 

[_] December 1982 [_]June 1983 [_] February 1984 
[_] February 1983 [_]July 1983 [_]March 1984 
[_] March 1983 [_] August 1983 [_] April 1984 
[_] May 1983 [_]January 1984 

A single copy is £1.00, any four for £3.50. 

| enclose a cheque or postal order to: Which Micro & 
Software Review Ltd. 

Send coupon with your completed cheque or postal order to: 
EMAP National Publications 
(WMSR Back Numbers) 

Bretton Court, Bretton, Peterborough PE3 8DZ 

72 

__ Telephone Enquiries 0733 264666 

OURSTOCKS SORRY BUT 
ARE FALLING! 

A RC A I NE RN TE 

WE ARE 
SOLD OUT 

There’s nothing more frustrating than going 
down to your newsagent, only to discover that 
your copy of Which Micro? and Software Review 
has been bought by your worst enemy and there 
are no more left! 

The solution is, of course, to take out a 
subscription. And we will pay the postage 
for your own copy of Which Micro? to be sent 
hot off the presses direct to your home. 

So make sure you stay completely up-to-the- 
minute with the latest benchtests and software 
reviews and news in the personal micro world. 
Which Micro? always stays one step ahead, giving 
you the complete picture of everything we test 
and review. 

If we think something is excellent, good value 
or average we say so, but if it comes out as 
unusable, badly made or downright worthless we 
say so. This policy keeps our legal department 
very busy but has also given us a reputation for 
independence and excellence which we are 
determined to maintain. 

Subscription Order Form 

Please send me Which Micro? & Software Review each month for 
the next |2 months. 

| enclose cheque/PO to the value of: 

LJ£10 (UK) (J£22 (Air Mail Europe) 

[J£15 (Overseas Surface Mail) | Other air mail rates available 
on request. 

Cheques should be made payable to Which Micro? & Software 
Review. We accept payment by cheque, postal order, 
international money order, sterling draft, Access or Visa. 

Golo a0: SORE EPR ER MERU Tey err ved amnesty el Mew eagt te eis ce) 

Do you own a computer? []Yes LINo 

LF, OS State IIS se sare pashan Ses re naiatannaade Dike VEL a aia cal th 

Please post in a sealed envelope to: 
Which Micro? & Software Review 

Subscription Department 
Competition House, Farndon Road 

Market Harborough = Leics. 

WHICH MICRO? MAY 1984 



YOUR TASK: to direct incoming aircraft from 
holding stacks to runway ... smoothly, safely 
and expeditiously. 
YOUR INSTRUMENTS: Radar screen show- 
ing aircraft call signs, blips and trails. Four 
stack displays giving altitude, heading, speed 
and size. 
EIGHT levels of play including a demonstra- 
tion mode. 
Choose an EASY mode to begin with... 
landing light aircraft any way you can. 
Progress to more TRICKY situations ... mixed 
aircraft, restricted airspace, minimum 
separation, outbound traffic. 
The ULTIMATE CHALLENGE. Emergencies, 
unknown aircraft, radio failure, loss of a 
runway, instrument failure. 

Pipers 

RHE TS 

An educational package which gives 
an appreciation of the location of 
all the countries of the world. 
Includes detailed world map. 
Shows the location and names 
the capital plus population, 
area, currency, main languages 

| and comparative statistics on 
| the largest and smallest 
| countries etc. 

BBC Model B. 
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“Leaves the Atari, Drac 

beffer you get. So you'd expect people who 
spend their working life choosing computers Sp avide 1S ) : iis 

| fo be pretty goodatthegame.Quicktoshoot = |. eo Se 
down a fault. Pleased when they find an The first cheap, high performance = 
insprovement. computer... Rescuer 

Recently Which Micro? and What Micro? “Double precision numbers. . . are ideal 
fested the Spectravideo SV 318. Here’s what —_ for companies with turnovers-under 
they had to say: £999,999,999,999.99.” 

Spectravideo SV 318: Memory — 32K ROM expandable to 96K, 32K RAM expandable to 144K: Keyboard — calculator type, 71 keys, 
10 function keys, builtin joy stick/cursor control: Graphics — 16 colours, 256x192 highresolution graphics, 32 sprites: Sound — 3 channels, 
8 octaves perchannel: CP/M * compatibility — over3000 existing software packages: Storage — cassette drive, 256K disc drive capacity: 
Suggested retail price — £186. 

Spectravideo SV 328: Memory — 32K ROM expandable to 96K, 80K RAM expandable to 144K: Keyboard — full word processor type, 
87 keys, 10 function keys, builtin cursor control: Graphics — 16 colours, 256 x192 high resolution graphics, 32 sprites: Sound — 3channels, 
8 octaves per channel: CP/M* compatibility — over3000 existingsoftware packages: Storage — cassette drive, 256K disc drive capacity: 
Suggested retail price — 5262. 

A full range of peripher als are also available. ** Which Micro Hardware Revue — Spectravideo SV-318. *® CP/Misa registered trade mark of Digital Research Inc 



agon, Commodore 64 
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- anybody else using soft keys.” 

to produce graphics with the Basic.” 

“This is a BBC class machine.” 

nigh perfect.” 

“A good micro for tomorrow.” 

innit alco i baila SV-318 SV-328 
| PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

ee RC Ce Re ae ee ne Fee eee ne eT MOTE Ree Pe ots) Get ok eh 
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| Spectravideo Ltd, 165 Garth Road, Morden, Surrey SM4 4LM 
| Telephone: 01-330 0101. Telex: 28704 MMH VANG 

gm Which Mic 

...Q far better job with ts keyboard than 

"... most people will notice how easy itis 

“As a computer for the enthusiast if is well 

SRELTRAI/ZEZ,.. 

0? Dec 83. ** 

Obviously, they had mor 
think you should have a loo 
yourself to prove that we ho 
their independent opinions. 

Fill in the coupon today and well mail — 3 
you the reports as wellasafullfechnical 
specification brochure incolourofthis 
amazing new personal computer orseethe 
Spectravideo for yourself atmostileading =~ 
computer stockists. 

hj he 

Ww 

Sew 

5 er 

Le Spectravideo Ltd, 165 Garth Road, Morden, Surrey SM4 4LM 

| | am interested in Spectravideo computers and peripherals. Please 
send me the latest reports together with a full technical specification 

| brochure. 

| Name: 

| Address: 

| TeNO: 2 eae 
WMSR5/84 



For the operator who has everything, é 
except perfection 

GAME CONTRO 
2/4/8 WAY GATE INTERCHANGE 
COMPLETE QUADRANTACCURACY 

WARNING! 
THIS PANELISA 
PROFESSIONAL 

MODULE. IT ISNOT 
NEE 

1 4£28.95 
(VAT INCLUDED) 

For VIC 20 — COMMODORE 64 — ATARI — 

SPECTRUM with intertacey BBC , 

TEL: (0262) 602541/2. TELEX: 527381 EMAX G [TITLE LLL © Enctosedcheauevpo. ¢ 
24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE : 

PRICE Total 

ARCADE : 

PROFESSIONAL £38.50 af 

EEO AMELIE eercit ; 

C O M P U TT! N G 
ee £11 :50> 2 an g 

PINFOLD LANE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE | 
BRIDLINGTON, NORTH HUMBERSIDE ai ss 

EMAX Computing is a division of EUROMAX Electronics Ltd. leads Available from leading computer stores 
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YOUR MICRO 
CAN TALK BACK 
a 

SPEAKEASY £29.95... var ener 

1 AVAILABLE NOW FOR: 
ae AVAILABLE SHORTLY: 

| CBM 64 FOR 
VIC 20 MOST 
DRAGON 32 OTHER 
MBMOTECH 500 POPULAR 
MEMOTECH 512 MICRO’S 
ORIC-1 
SHARP MzZ-700 

Features include: 

@ Unlimited vocabulary through the use of allophones 

| e Easy to use in your basic programs (or machine code programs!) 

i ® Clear audible speech 

| @ Powered from your own computer 

| e Self-contained speaker 
| e Compact, sturdy, built to last 

| ® 12 month guarantee 
| e If you change your micro — you just change the lead 

Available from your local Spectrum (UK) Dealer or direct from: 

JAMAR LTD 
17 Station Road, Mirfield, West Yorkshire WF14 8LN 

Tel: 0924 495923 
Please rush me: 

ITEM 
GUT 0 RU AE SSAA AM a Use PO gag SPR Eord NIA tar Rte ies SRaIp IN. Le 

SPEAKEASY (S) 

ov [el 7 Apeepeties Asie oak Daehn Melis hamnion ards Rb epee Mee RS Fy tan 

CONNECTING LEAD 
(STATE WHICH MICRO) 
* 

Tel: 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P 

| 80 WHICH MICRO? MAY 1984 
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Thrill to your own Winter Olympics! ) i= 2 
Three courses to master; SLALOM, 3 =~ 
SKI-JUMP and DOWNHILL! Go for a . 
Gold with this new exciting game : ; 
from MR CHIP SOFTWARE. | : 
COMMODORE 64 os ¢ 

~ 100% Machine Code, Ld , 
Joystick or Keyboard £5.99. cy 7 : 

4 * 

* Dealer Enquiries Welcome 

~ Expo*t Enquiries Welcomed _ 
* 

b 

Post to: MR CHIP SOFTWARE, DEPT. WM4, 7 

9 CAROLINE ROAD, LLANDUDNO, GWYNEDD LL30 3BL 

Tel: 0492 79026 Please send me: 

(No. Reg.)..0...000cccc-L) ©) Details of Other Games 
(Olympic Skier at £5.99 each) (Please tick) 

I enclose my cheque/P.O. fOr £ onic ccccccccccccccscseeeeeseneenene 

* 

CORO e eee eRe R EERE EEE HEHE E EEE EEE EEE EE SES EE SESE SESE E EEE EH ESEEE EES EEE SESE EEE EEE EE EEE RESO SHEESH EEEEEEE EEE EESET ESSE EES EEE OEEE EEE EEEEES 

CORR R EOE E HOHE HEHE HEHEHE EHH TEESE EE EE EH ETE EE SEES EEE EE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EE EEE EEE EE EEE HEHE ESTEE EES ESE SO EEHEEEEEEEE ESE EERE EEOEEE REED 

A Ut 8's  MeRemnmmeermmn se eetey 2S gf ok) ©) ge erence ae 



BBC MODEL 2 e SPECTRUM 
COMMODORE 64 
With Grafpad you can now add a new dimension to your 
computer enjoyment, but most important, it helps you 
create your own application programmes by the simple use 

YO U 
of the Grafpad! 

aS ; = The Areas olla complete with a cassette comprising 

Can [| r lagine! 
two programmes. 

displays the co-ordinates of your screen area. The 
co-ordinates are based on the screen with a grid size of 
1023 x 1279 pixel, also in the Grafpad giving you a grid 

size of 320 x 256 pixels! 

GRAFPAD 
..for aS many uses 

provides you with the utilities for circles, 
squares, triangles, free-hand, erasing 

line-drawing etc, and of course, full 
“Fill-in” facility in 16 different colours by 

the simple use of the pen! 

Draw from a simple apple to a computer 
circuit - store in cassette or disk, 

perhaps transfer direct to a 
printer - in black and white 

or full glorious colour! 

Purchase unique C.A.D. (Computer Aided 
Designs) programme and add further enjoyment 
and professionalism to your computer designs! 

The Grafpad comes complete with Operational Manual, 
Programmes, The Grafpad and Pen and it simply plugs 

in your computer. 

(Size: 25mm height x 55mm width x 260mm depth) 

Weight: 1.2 kg (Gross) 

HE BRELISH_MIGRD, 
GRRERAD. : 

tap] [rap] [rab] 

BY TELEPHONE: BY POST: 
If you are an American Express, Simply fill in the coupon, enclosing 

Barclaycard, Diners Club or Access your cheque/P.O. made payable to: 

Card Holder simply telephone us giving BRITISH MICRO, or use the special 

your Card No., Name, Address and section for Credit Card Holders, and 

item(s) required and your orders will be post to the address below. 

dispatched within 48 hours! Please allow 14 days for delivery. 

—— — — — — — — — — - - 7 
3 Post to: BRITISH MICRO, UNIT Q2, PENFOLD WORKS 

IMPERIAL WAY, WATFORD, HERTS. WD2 4YY TAGE PUSH-PULL AMP 

Please send me Grafpad for: 

[_] BBC MODEL 2 [_] SINCLAIR SPECTRUM [_] COMMODORE 64 
(Please tick) 

aly Ex VAT [ ine. VAT (The above designs were drawn by a 12-year-old at our 

showrooms!) [—Yeratpad Complete ——_—=«*ditae.00fevas.75| 
[TCAD Programme | 818.00[ fa070[ 

lenclose my cheque/PO. fOr £........ecceeseeneeeeseeeeeees 

(Please cross out whichever is not applicable) 

CARD NO. 

SIGNATURE 

NAME 
BRITISH MICRO 
A HEGOTRON GROUP COMPANY 
Unit Q2, Penfold Works, 

EMS Imperial Way, Watford, HERTS WD2 4YY 

ADDRESS oe a ie ee A de a ae 

Address above must be the same as card holder. 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
2 

| | prefer to pay with my American Express, Barclaycard, Diners, Access Card 

TEL: (0923) 48222. TELEX: 946024 a 
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: for Sinclair Spectrum ... Drawing into the future! 
1g 

Now you too can have the benefit of drawing your own applications by the simple use 

of our NEW ZX Spectrum version of Grafpad! 

a THE GRAFPAD comes complete with Cassette 

of | ; Programme, Special Keyboard, Overlay, Plug, Light Pen 

; be 3 ; ee and, of course, a cOmprehensive manual full of tips and 
id a | : | instructions . . . all afthe.usuahhigh Quality expected from 
: = — : _ * RITISH MICRO! 

: ) : At be STARTING UPis 
S, | > | 3 ) a ysSimple. Connect the 
9 | “s | | | : 7 gf o( 6 Gratpad, switch on your — 
Hr “ = oe de es gl | a ©. ae and conne 

| dA ae _— ee ee e cassette playe 
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OW TO ORDER BY POST: 
; BY TELEPHONE: (0923) 48222 Simply fill in the coupon enclosing your 

* Dealer inquiries welcomed If you are an American Express, cheque/PO. made payable to: BRITISH 
. Barclaycard, Diners Club or Access Card MICRO or use the special section for 

& Special discounts to educational Holder simply telephone us giving your — Credit Card Holders and post to the 
Card No., Name, Address and item(s) address below. 

authorities & government required and your order will be OVERSEAS ORDERS: 
depa rtme nts despatched within 48 hours! Please add £10 per item ordered. 

o: BRITISH MICRO, UNIT Q2, PENFOLD WORKS, IMPERIAL 
WAY, WATFORD, HERTS. WD2 4YY. 

* Export inquiries invited g sey 
ost t 

Please send me GRAFPAD for: SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 
[_]BBC MODEL B [.] COMMODORE 64 

If you require details of the above 

versions, please tick. 

y_| Item 
Grafpad Complete £125.00 

Postage, Packing & Insurance i,t" a 

lenclose my cheque for/P.O. £........... TaTAL | £ 

| prefer to pay with my American Express, Barclaycard, Diners Club, 

| Access Card. 

BRITISH MICRO 
A HEGOTRON GROUP COMPANY 
Unit Q2, Penfold Works, 

Imperial Way, Watford, HERTS WD2 4YY 

TEL: (0923) 48222. TELEX: 946024 
(Please delete whichever is not applicable) 

ec | RNR ORR Ror | Pier PRC Racy” OLEAN a 3 ot no RA 

* INQUIRE ABOUT BBC VERSION. 

Address above must be the same as Card Holder 



MAKE THE MOST OF 
YOUR COMMODORE 
Vic Basic 
A step-by-step introduction to 
the VIC 20 computer and its 
language, Vic Basic. Teach 
yourself how to use the Vic to 
create your own programmes, 
music and art. Also included are 
puzzles, exercises and games 
programmes. 355 pages. 

11 BASIC 
? A User-Friendly Guide 

GRAPHICS 

COLOR - SOUND FAIS SUR 

& 

> Ramon Zamora, Don Inman, Bob Albrecht, and Dymax 
a pehcy ait eee ae pe 

SOFTALK 16-18 Princess Victoria Street, Clifton, Bristol BS8 4BP. Telephone Bristol 0272 877245. 

% Our Guarantee * 
We sell books which provide clear 

: and concise information for 
VIC Commodore users, written by 

experts. 
* Prices to our customers (inclusive 
of p&p 1+) will always be lower than 
R.R.P. 

* Despatch within 14 days of 
receipt of order or money refunded. 

Vic Games 
A collection of 36 arcade-style, 
strategy and educational word 
games for you to write and play. 
Create your own sound, music, 
utilities and graphics programmes 
that are real fun. A must for every 
Vic 20 owner. 183 pages. 

The Master 
Memory Map 
for the 
Commodore 64 
Full of useful explanations and 
examples. This book is a guided 
tour of all the memory locations - 
places inside your computer that 
make it act in special ways. 
You learn lots of uses for the 
Commodore 64, including how to 
make music and how to create the 
special characters used in games. 

PLUS BONUS PROGRAMS FOR GRAPHICS DISPLAYS, 
SQUMD AMD MUSIC EFFECTS. AMD MORE 

185 pages. 

Please supply book(s) indicated. 
I enclose cheque/money order for £........... 

AMO). io ics, hc ee ea ee | 

| pT | ena mR ics ohh Pata Dale) SS - 
The Elementary 
Commodore 64 

ee Ee Oe ee Oe ee el i oe ee eae te fo koa Po ee 

LJ Vic Basic Auser friendly Guide £9.95 
L} Vic Games £6.95 

PS eR 8 oer step 4 LJ The Elementary Commodore £10.45 introduction to the Commodore ; 4. Bakid andl how to praehimimne L] The Master Memory Map £10.25 

Includes POKE and PEEK secrets. t (Please add 80p for postage & packing) 
formatting text, data manipulation, ORDERS TO: 
arrays, editor, graphics and SOFTALK 
helpful hints. 230 pages. 16-18 Princess Victoria Street, 

Clifton, Bristol BS& 4BP. 
softalk | 

| Telephone Bristol 0272 877245. 

WHICH MICRO? MAY 1984 



PRINTER EXTRAVAGANZA 
9829 _ We challenge you to find a better deall 

y7 

ore ¢ 108 “ EPSON PRICE CRASH 
ge MAKING WAY FOR THE NEW S{C@I7" S 

EPSON RX80 (DOT PEA TREAD Bi ns iain Cis 2 0d cccce ee &IQO9O + VAT = 222885 

EPSON RX80FT (DOT MATRIX) ......ccccccccccccceee S229 + VAT = 2263.55 

EPSON FX80 (DOT MATRIX) ..........2.cceeee see baal £314 + VAT = £361.10 

EPSON FX100(DOT MATRIX) ........cce. ccccccc ccc le S415 + VAT = £27725 

THE FABULOUS Sl) a DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 
The power behind the printed word. 

STAR GEMINI LOX. vesvcccccwecsc cs Rie + VAT'= 2227-70 

STAK DELTA 10 ...cccccccccccce £325 + VAT = £373.75 

STAR GEMINI 15X ..cccccccccccccce ce Ring for stupid prices NOW 

STAR DELTA 15 ..cccccccccccccce £499 + VAT = ¢573.5 

STAR RADIX 10 ............2++-- £499 + VAT = 257385 

STAR RADIX 15 ...cccccccccce eee &59O9D + VAT = xesa.e5 

E sttqur< : 
; 3 

WE WILL MATCH ANY GENUINE PRICE ADVERTISED 
es SCi(UK) IS NEVER BEATEN ON PRICE 

MANY MORE PRINTERS AVAILABLE - 1000's OF SCI(UK) BARGAINS 

SEND NOW FOR THE FAMOUS SCI(UK) CATALOGUE 

for cheapest prices telephone 0730 63741 or 0730 61745 

MORE SCI(UK) BARGAINS 

SHINWA CP8O ...... £189 + VAT = £217.35 DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS 
BROTHER EP44 ....£199 + VAT = £22885 
CCP40 Lied vidas wigtben « «'e £109+4+ VAT = £125.35 JUKI 6100 eoccccccce phone for stupid price 

RITEMAN Al ........ £229 + VAT = 2263.35 DAISEYSTEP 2000 ...£279 + VAT = 52085 
” UCHIDA DWX305 ...£279 + VAT = £320.85 

Se £189 + VAT = £21755 

MCP 165 (DOT MATRIX - NLQ) 
(the most amazing OM printer we have ever sold.) 

Felephone now for detatls 

We have interfaces for all types of 
computers, including CBM 64, VIC 20, 
APPLE, TRS 8O, IBM, BBC, SPECTRUM, 

Access 

ak. : E- MasterCard 
| BUROCARD 

24 HOUR SECURITCOR DELIVERY £9.50 plus VAT © BANKERS ORDERS, 3UILDING SOCIETY CHEQUES, POSTAL OERS - SAME DAY 

ALL ORDERS COWCRED 5Y THE MAIL ORDER PROTECTION SCHEME © NATIONWIDE MAINTENANCE CONRACTS AR#ANGED 

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS VERY WELCOME 

Its SUNDAY - Do you realise you can order NOW - We are open 7 DAYS A WEEK. 
yEAL — prom ge SCI (UK) FREEPOST (No Stampneeded) 0730 61745 [EXPOR af ERQUSES 

WRITE FOR DETAILS PETERSFIELD HANTS GU32 2BR 0730 63741 DELIVERY AT COSI 

Personal callers welcomed. Unit 16. Inmans Lane. Sheet. PETERSFIELD. Hants. TELEX 86625 MYNEWSG 
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-ACORNS IN | 
THE PARK 

The last couple of years have seen the introduction of 
microcomputers into thousands of UK secondary schools. Ken 
Young investigates how a London comprehensive has set up 

and is using a large BBC Micro network 

You don’t have to be a mathematical 
wizard to understand how computers are 
being used in schools — but it helps: one 
computer available all day every day to a 
school of 1000 students would need to be 
in use for 32 weeks before all students had 
just one hours ‘hands on’ use. It’s not 
surprising, then, that secondary schools are 
investing heavily in computer networks. 
We went to Holland Park School in west 
London to see what life with a network 
really means. 

As Britain’s first comprehensive, Hol- 
land Park is no newcomer to innovation. 
The use of computers in the school is an 
issue it has recently tackled — with 
implications for the whole school. As of 
this academic year, a 1|6-station. BBC 
Econet system has been installed and a 
dedicated computer classroom created. 

For a |1700-place secondary school it’s 
an impressive investment. The BBC 
machines are connected together in a 
horseshoe style layout to a centrally placed 
System Five fileserver. An Acorn Atom 
runs a printer server program and _ is 
connected to an Epsom FX80 printer, 
giving high quality dot matrix printout for 
graphics and text. 

As well as being able to access a range of 
software centrally from the fileserver’s 
twin 5 inch drives, each station has also 
been fitted with View, the Acornsoft 
ROM-based word processing system. 

Econets don’t come cheap. The school 
has had to dig deep for the £15,000 
required to buy the hardware, install 
purpose-built tables and two | 3 amp ring 
wiring systems. 

Dave Watkins is the teacher in charge of 
computer education and is responsible for 
the day to day management of the unit. 
Dave sees the role of the unit as one of 
“teaching a human skill as opposed to a 
particular aspect of computing or prog- 
ramming in a particular language”. 
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Rather than being part of a maths or 
science department, as is often the case, 
the unit is a wing of the Pastoral and 
Learning Support Services — a special 
faculty in the school. Consequently the aim 
of the unit is to introduce computers to as 
many students as possible and to make the 
facility available to teachers throughout 
the school. 

Timetable 
With such a wide brief, how do they 

solve the problem of Econet overload? 
Dave explained: “Half the time is spent 
with the room timetabled for computers in 
education classes. The other half is open for 
computer clubs and other teachers to 
book for special use.’’ The computers in 
education classes are for all students up to 
the fourth year and consist of six 50 minute 
lessons for each class. The aim is not to 
baffle the students with binary digits or 
puzzle them with programming, but to 
help them develop necessary keyboard 
skills and gain an overall understanding of 
how computers can be used. Dave ex- 
plained how the lessons are structured. 

Lesson one — this session familiarises a 
class with the computer keyboard and, 
using software written by the school, 
illustrates how personal information can be 
fed into a computer and stored for later 
use. Students type in their sex, name and 
address and watch the information being 
stored by the fileserver on completion. 
Then the Keyboard program from the 
BBC ‘welcome pack’ is put through its 
paces. Finally a typing tutor program is run 
to brush up the Qwerty style a little more. 

Lesson Two shows how the computer 
can be used to work on numbers and then 
present the results graphically. To begin 
with, the Holland Park calculator is display- 
ed and students invited to make various 
calculations via the keyboard. Most find it 
sobering that the computer has such a 
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down-to- etch use. The GEE part of hie 
lesson is taken less lightly. All students are 
weighed and the details fed into a program 
that displays the results in various graphical 
ways, including pie charts line graphs and 
bar charts. 

Lesson three -— all hands on joysticks for 
this lesson as each machine is kitted out for 
a scaled-down version of computer aided 
design using Beebug’s Artist preogram. It’s 
a popular session — budding artists can 
draw pictures in eight colours using lines, 
triangles, rectangles and other such pre- 
programmed functions. Completed mas- 
terpieces can be sent to the Epson printer 
and hung appropriately when dry. 

Lesson four is titled ‘How to produce 
perfect homework and amaze your 
teachers’. It shows a class how to convert a 
micro into a word processor by utilizing 
the View chip resident in each machine. 
Over a 20 minute period, the essentials of 
using View are taught, concentrating on 
the features of wraparound, replace, de- 
lete and insert. After the world’s quickest 
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crash course in word processing, the class 
does some homework in the ‘old fashioned 
way writing it out, changing amending and 
re-writing it as much as necessary. 

Lesson Five — a major application of 
computers is that of modelling, and parti- 
cularly financial modelling. This lesson gives 
the class an impression of such an applica- 
tion by letting the students run the country 
for themselves — well almost. The prog- 
ram in question is Simon Hessel’s Great 
Britain Ltd. in which the user takes the role 
of Prime Minister and makes the decisions 
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needed to steer the country toward 
economic prosperity. 

Students are presented with informa- 
tion about the current state of inflation, 
unemployment, the exchange rate, and 
other ‘major indicators,’ and they then set 
levels of taxation and benefit payments. 
Although most students have rather short- 
lived political careers, it is proving to be an 
enjoyable way of seeing how modelling 
works. It also shows why the Government 
consult a computer for predictions on the 
effects of policy. 

Lesson Six stresses the use of links to 
larger computers to access wider ranges of 
information. Students are shown how to 
connect to Prestel and Teletext and given 
examples of viewdata frame creation. The 
shool is fortunate in that it is capable of 
downloading software from both Micronet 
800 and the telesoftware pages on Ceefax. 

The course is not geared to a standar- 
dized syllabus or exam schedule. Students 
wanting to take CSE, ‘O’ or ‘A’ level 
computing do so within another faculty of 

Left and below: Pupils using the BBC Econet system. 
The screen pics are of (I) the Holland Park calculator 
and (r) part of lesson one. 
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the school. But Dave Watkins sees exams 
like CSE computing as ‘‘confronting stu- 
dents with irrelevant information with no 
real application to their lives.’”” He com- 
pares introducing computers to introduc- 
ing television to a non-TV culture: “We 
would teach them how to become experi- 
enced TV users — not all about the 
cathode ray tube; similarly | say ‘no’ to 
binary numbers and programming in Basic, 
but instead teach the use of the machine.”’ 

The real acid test of a computer 
network in a school has to be how well it’s 

used by other teachers and how well 
integrated it is into the school as a whole. 
At present the main task seems to be one 
of teaching the teachers how to use the 
system and to be aware of the software 
available. To this end, one afternoon a 
week is put aside, and a rotating system of 
assigning teachers from the various facul- 
ties is taking place. 

Computer-based English, 
Geography & French 

In the mean time, some subject work is 
already going on: an English teacher is 
teaching a group to construct a magazine 
using the unit’s word processing software. 
They spend half the time discussing the 
magazine content and the other half typing 
it into the computer. 

Geography is another area of experi- 
mentation. Classes are shown the Kingdom 
program — a freebie from the Welcome 
pack — to see how economic factors can 
be affected by geographic locality. The 
student, as leader of a small tribe, decides 
how much food to grow and how much 
protection to take against imminent floods 
to ensure survival. 

TOMO 

Please Sir, what’s a Space 
| Invader? 

To play or not to play, that is the 
question when it comes to the use of 
invader-type games in schools. At Holland 
Park they have tackled the problem by 
setting up lunchtime computer ciubs and a 
once-weekly ‘vidiots club’ for the real 
arcade addicts. 

During club sessions, students have free 
access to |6 programs on the network by 
simply typing *| AM READY or *| AM 
NEW which automatically leads to a menu 
of action, board and adventure games. 

The school is aware that girls are slipping . 
behind boys in the race to get computer 
literate and is doing its best to redress the 
balance. A girls-only club has been formed 
and is well attended. It can only be hoped 
that software houses will take note of such 
trends and start producing less male 
orientated software. 

Ken young is in charge of Micronet 800’s 
Education area. *8Q07. 
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Soft Release Special 

Tale of a 
An innovative game has just emerged from the States. Ron Stewart reports. 

Atari owners are in for a treat. A new US 
software house, Electronic Arts, has just 
released a batch of new games including 
M.U.L.E. which represents, to say the least, 
a new direction for home entertainment 
software. So different, in fact, that we 
thought it warranted a little more atten- 
tion than we normally pay in our Soft 
Release section. 

M.U.L.E. represents the type of soft- 
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ware that computers were meant for. Not 
a gun or missile to be seen anywhere, it is 
highly entertaining, educational and most 
of all fun with a capital F. M.U.L.E. isa game 
of exploration and resource development 
on another planet. It involves four players, 
all of whom can be human, or you can play 
it yourself against three computer players. 
There are three versions included, each 
one adding more to the game system. 

In case you were trying to work it out 
for yourself, M.U.L.E. stands for Multiple 
Use Labour Element and you will use your 
M.U.L.E.s to produce three commodities 
on the planet where you have been left. 
The commodities are food, energy and 
smithore. 

At the start of the game the players 
choose which characters they will play. 
There is a choice of eight, and these range 
from a Flapper to a human. Each has 
different characteristics; the Flapper is a 
beginner’s species giving you more money 
and time, while the human is for expert 
players. Handicapping like this can make for 
a really tight game. 

On the screen is a map of part of the 
planet lrata, the planet you will be trying to 
colonise. The map is divided up into a 
number of plots. Each plot will be capable 
of producing the three commodities but 
some will do it better than others. For 
instance, the river valley is good for 
producing food and the number of food 
units produced will be greater than if you 
tried to farm in the flatlands or mountains. 
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PLAYER SUTTONS 

M.U.L.E. 
Energy is best produced on the flatlands 
and smithore in the mountains. The 
amount of smithore produced will also 
depend on the number of mountains within 
the plot selected. 

Each round of play in M.U.L.E. has a 
number of phases, the first of which is the 
land grant phase. This phase occurs every 
turn and plots of land are selected by 
pushing the joystick trigger button while 
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the computer highlights each plot. This 
often means that you can’t get the plot you 
desparately need because another player 
has pressed his trigger buttor first. 

The second phase is outfitting and 
installing your M.U.L.E. In the middle of the 
map is a town containing a store where the 
M.U.L.E.s are coralled, outfitting stores 
where ™.U.L.E.s are equipped for produc- 
ing one of the three commodities, and a 
pub. When you have decided what you 
want to produce, you guide your player 
character into the corral and pick up a 
M.U.L.E., outfit it and install it on your plot 
of land. 

Once the M.U.L.E. is installed a symbol 
indicating the commodity produced is 
displayed. If you have any time left after 
that you can spend it gambling in the pub or 
go Wampus hunting in the mountains. Each 
will get you more money — the Wampus 
will pay you to let him go if you manage to 
capture him. But be warned; Wampii are 
difficult animals to catch. 
When all the players have played their 

turn the computer will display in each plot 
of land the amount of units produced. 

The third phase, the auction, now 
begins. The computer will go through each 
commodity in turn. At the bottom of the 
auction screen each character is displayed 
along with the amount of money he has and 
the number of units he has to sell. These 
are also depicted on a bar graph above the 
character’s head. The store will also buy 
production units from you so there are 

two store symbols, one with the store 
buying price alongside and the other at the 
top of the screen with the selling price. 

You must now declare yourself as a 
buyer or a seller by moving your player 
character to the top or the bottom of the 
screen. When the auction starts you move 
your character up and down the screen, 
the price at which you are prepared to buy 
or sell produce changes as you go. Each 
auction is timed, so you will have to be 
quick if you want to sell at a top price. This 
ends the three turn phases and after a 
status report the next turn begins. 

All this may seem to you to be just 
another Monopoly variant but the subtle- 
ties incorporated with the M.U.L.E. are 
numerous. Each player must have food and 
energy to operate. This means that if you 
have cornered the market in energy then it 
will sell at a high price. You will, however, 

be forced to buy in energy from another 
player and his price might be high because 
you have stung him for food. The store also 
needs energy and smithore to produce 
more M.U.L.E.s and players may prefer to 
sell there rather than to you. 

The educational aspects of the game also 
make it unusual. For a start it will teach the 
economics of supply and demand, as prices 
will rise when demand is high and supply is 
small, and fall when demand is low and 
supply is plentiful. 

M.U.L.E. also teaches the economy of 
scale. This states that the bigger you are 
the better you get. If you double the size of 
your operation then you will double your 
effectiveness, taking into account mass 
production and- volume buying. 

M.U.L.E. is certainly addictive. It not 
only demands that players are competitive 
enough to increase their holdings, but also 
a certain amount of co-operation between 
players. If the colony on Irata is not worth 
enough at the end of the game then all 
players are deemed to have lost. 

Most of all .U.L.E. isa fun game. Played 
with four humans it becomes a battle — 
friendships could be a little frayed by the 
end of an evening’s game. The game is 
certainly original, and only goes to show 
that Atari’s decision to lop the two joystick 
ports off the XL models was short sighted. 

So, Atari owners, this one’s definitely 
recommended. M.U.L.E. can be obtained in 
the UK from the Atari Centre, Broad 
Street, Birmingham. m= 
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LAUNCH 

(Screen 1) 
(Screen 4) 

(Screen 2) a (Screen 6) 

..Earth is threatened by an Empire Deathstar, can you penetrate its 
defences and destroy it before it destroys you? 

02K of pure machine code to give you 12 screens of 3D graphics, super 
smooth 3D animation, unbelievable sound effects music, 4 skill levels 

and hiscore table . . .this is the ultimate challenge? 
This game has to be played to be believed! You have not 
seen what the Commodore 64 is capable of until you have 
played Deathstar Interceptor! - Commodore 64. 

_ Available now at £9.99! (Screen 12) 
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LAZER CYCLE 4% 

LAZER CYCLE COLONY 7 : 
.. The M.C.P. has selected you to ride on the ... Colony 7 fast furious 3D action, as you 
deadly grid; two screens of strategy and defend your colony’s food stocks from the 
action, multiple skill levels, hi-score table, | Space pirates! The only game to use graphics 
pause facility, demo mode. 9. Unbelievable 3D landscape! 
BBC Model B - £8.95! ATARI 400/800/ XL - £9.95 : WL Adi t% 

Bystem 4 Sofware 1474’ 

Post to: SYSTEM 3 SOFTWARE, 10 MARSHALSEA ROAD, LONDON 
SE11HL 

To purchase any of the items above, simply fill in the coupon below ee 
with your requirements. Make cheque/P.O. payable to: pipebe Send mathe (olawnG emis: 
SYSTEM 3 SOFTWARE LTD and post to the address below. 0 0 
Please allow 7 to 14 days for delivery. All prices inclusive of P&P and COLONY? LAZER CYCLE 
ee | | (at £9.95 - FOR ATARI) (at £8.95 - BBC Model B) 

| (No. Req.)........0.0.. [-] DEATHSTAR INTERCEPTOR Please add £1 00 per game ordered. (at £9.99 - COMMODORE 64) 



BLAST IT. 
. Disarm bombs with a wire guided robot, 
bombs must be disarmed in order within a 
time limit. 5 levels of play, high score table. 

CORE! 
A three part game, move left and right as 
you descend through the clouds, birds and 
aeroplanes. On to the caves and caverns 
then through the 3-D maze to the Core. 

~FRUIT MACHINE 
One arm bandit simulation featuring random 
hold, nudge and gamble. ‘Reels’ are fixed 
and can be learnt but motion is random. 

Blast the aliens as they appear from hyper- 
space, features 3 levels of play, refuel etc. 

SPUDZ 
Score points as you collect potatoes without 
getting caught in the shadow cast by the 
setting sun or falling into your trench. 

~ COMMODORE 64 
MUNCHER 

100% machine code game making good use 
of the sound and graphic facilities of the 
64. Munch your way around the maze 
avoiding the ghosts, etc. £6.95 

Send Cheques and Postal Orders to: 

CHRISTINE COMPUTING, 6 FLORENCE CLOSE, 
WATFORD, HERTS WD2 6AZ 

Tel: Watford (0923) 672941 

Please add 55p P&P per order. 
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ur interview with Salamander 
Software was interrupted by the 
arrival of the chief programmer 
who proceeded to leap across 

the furniture and then chase a rolled-up 
ball of paper round the floor. Eccentric 
behaviour, even for a programmer. Well, 
they said he was their chief programmer 
— they being the seven people now 
behind Salamander, all, incidentally, 

graduates of Sussex University. : 
Paul Kuczora, the marketing manager, 

and Jul Carson, who looks after the art 
department, had the original idea for 
Salamander and asked a friend, Pete (The 
Hat) Nale, a systems programmer, to join 
them. 

Pete is known as The Hat not just 
because of his distinctive headgear, which 
enables him to be spotted at shows from a 
distance of six stands, but also to dis- 
tinguish him from Pete Ohlsen, who 
joined Salamander later as its software 
projects manager. However, they 
emphasise that their titles have come to 
mean less and less, with everyone tending 
to be involved with all aspects of running 
the business. 

The other people behind the venture 
are Lucy Parker who works with Jul in the 
art department, Chris Holland who deals 
mostly with sales, and Tina Kuczora who 
looks after circulation. Tina is Paul's sister 
and the only member of the group not to 
have studied at the university of Sussex. 
“We started Salamander the summer 

before last. At first it was meant to be a 
part-time thing, evenings and weekends, 
but after a month Pete left his job, then | 
did the same a month or so later, and 
Chris joined us in January.’ 

Although they are now bringing out 
software for several machines, the 
company started with just four Dragon 

simply because Pete Nale_ had titles, 

We sent Mike Gerrard down to Brighton to ask S; 

recently bought a Dragon 32. 
‘| like the Dragon very much,”’ he said. 

“The graphics and display are good, 
though the sound is a problem. But the 
6809 is a wonderful chip to work with, 

particularly for machine code. Originally 
we brought out one games compendium, 
a 3-D Noughts and Crosses, and two titles 
which are still selling well, Wizard's War 

and Dragon Trek. We've just converted 
Wizard's War for the Commodore 64, 
but Dragon Trek was the best seller of 
the four. I'd played the original mainframe 
Star Trek on several machines and wrote 
our Dragon version in 10 days — though 
later it took me two and a half months to 
convert it for the Oric.”’ 

The company soon added a couple of 
BBC machines to Pete’s lone Dragon, and 
is now also going into the Commodore 
64, Electron and Oric. Some Spectrum 
software is being marketed for Sala- 
mander by Quicksilva; this is mainly 
Spectrum conversions of several Jeff 

Although they are now bringing 
out software for several machines 

the company started 
with just four Dragon titles 

Minter titles which Salamander has already 
started putting out on the Dragon. 

‘“We made the connection with Jeff 
Minter through a friend of his who used to 
help us at shows,’ Pete Ohlsen explained. 
“He said he knew this amazing pro- 
grammer who we ought to meet, but we 
didn't know then that he was the man 
behind Llamasoft, as his name wasn't as 

STUDYING THE: 
well-known then as it is now. Jeff is an 

excellent games programmer and he's also 
a very good bloke to work with. Even 
now we only have a kind of gentleman's 
agreement with him, but it works. We've 
already done Gridrunner and Laser Zone 
for the Dragon. We thought Gridrunner 
lost a little in conversion, but we think 
Laser Zone is one of the best conversions 
we've done of one of Jeff's games, which 
are dificult to do. The two-player game is 
excellent, and it’s even possible to have a 
three-player game. Those two and Traxx 
are also out for the Spectrum, with 
Matrix due around March. We're also 
doing Hover Bovver for the BBC, but 
we've had a problem finding a good 
enough BBC machine code programmer 
who can cope with the speed of Jeff's 
games. We're also busily converting 
Metagalactic Llamas for almost every 
machine you can think of.”’ 
We asked Pete Ohlsen about Sala- 

mander’s freelance programmers and the 
work sent in to them on spec. ‘‘We do 
have several people working for us on a 
freelance basis. If someone sends us some- 
thing that we think is very good, then 
we'll probably sign them up and talk to 
them about future projects. We're still 
happy to see programs that people have 
written, because although a lot of what 
comes in is pretty mediocre stuff, just 
occasionally you'll find a winner. But we 
are now rejecting material that we might 
have accepted several months ago, 
because our standards are going up. 

‘There seems to be a dividing line of 
some kind at about the age of |5 or 16. 
We get a lot of material from kids under 



that age who are very good at writing 
another Pac-Man or whatever, but not so 
good at coming up with the original ideas. 
And that’s what we really want. Most of 
our programmers aren't in that whizz-kid 
age group, though we do have one who's 
about 16 and another of I7. 
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We are now rejecting 
material that we might have 

accepted several months ago as 
our standards are going up 

“Mind you, having said all that, we are 
putting out an excellent 3-D version of 
Pac-Man as one of our eight Dragon titles 
in March. It'll probably be called Red 
Meanies. We've spent ages sitting round 
trying to come up with a good title for it 
— good titles are very hard to find.”’ 

Red Meanies came into Salamander as 
just another of the many submissions it 
receives every week. Pete found it in a 
batch of four he was having a quick look at 
before going home. It surprised him by 
being very good and very fast, taking the 
player down to the level of the famous 
maze through which you have to find your 
way, collecting the usual dots and power 
pills while watching out for the ghosts 
which will suddenly pop up in those 3-D 
corridors. A few minor changes are being 
made in the introductory music and high- 
score table. 

Having seen an early version of the 
game, we can confirm that it is one for 
Dragon owners to watch out for. The 

its future plans 

high standards of Pac-Man and the other 
prototypes we were shown are a Clear 
indication that Salamander’s output is 
indeed increasing in quality. A smooth- 
moving and entertaining graphics game for 
the BBC called Eagle was also impressive, 
as was a lengthy racing game for the Oric 
which allows the player to train and bet on 
horses over a season. However, it was 
generally agreed that there was rather a 
heavy bias towards a certain M. Thatcher, 
who might well consider running a tipster 
service on the side. 

Fans of Dan Diamond will be pleased to 
know that the next trilogy is already on 
the way, called Franklin in Wonderland. 
According to Pete there is now quite a 
cult following for Dan. ‘‘In fact we've had 
lots of letters from Dan Diamond himself, 

though he does seem to change his hand- 
writing pretty regularly — he’s obviously a 
master of disguise. But we have had a lot 
of response from the first trilogy, and it’s 
sold very well.”’ 

Adventures are suddenly featuring quite 
prominently in Salamander’s plans, which 
is good news for Dragon owners. In 
addition to Franklin in Wonderland there's 
a two-part wartime adventure game, the 
first being Wings of War in which you are 
parachuted into Germany to infiltrate a 
castle held by the Nazis. You have to bring 
back various items, including the blueprint 
for a bomb that is being developed. The 
sequel is to be called The White Cliffs of 
Dover and requires you to return your 
hero Lieutenant Roger Wilcoe to safety, 
with a little help from the Resistance 
movement. 

Due out now is the_ infamous 
Cricklewood Incident, a mad adventure 
that seems to have been seen in slightly 
different forms on other machines, but is 
at last ready for the Dragon. The game 
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requires you to travel round London and 
other cities, provided you've got your bus 
pass. The funniest parts of this adventure 
are repeated encounters with a chain- 
wielding Hell’s Angel who you must fight 
by choosing from a list of options on the 
screen. These include some pretty dire 
tactics such as waving your armpits at him. 
On the more serious side is some edu- 

cational and business software which 
includes turtle graphics and a file-handling 
and storage system which comes on 
cassette but which works with the 
Premier and Dragon disk drive systems. A 
demonstration suggested that this is head 
and shoulders above anything else available 
for the machine as yet. In fact the 
Salamander team were so impressed with 
it when it was submitted to them that they 
now use it.themselves to help the running 
of their own business. 

AE <A ORES MAREN TS INE TREATS 

Adventures are suddenly 
featuring quite prominently in 

Salamander’s plans, which is good 
news for Dragon owners 

It seems that Salamander has built well 
on its initial games success. Its software is 
now handled by both Boots and 
Websters. Shop sales do provide the 
occasional problem, however, and _ this 
was one reason why Salamander began 
packaging its software in plastic video- 
style wallets. Formerly, booklets became 
separated from cassettes, and this resulted 
in an endless stream of phone calls from 
puzzled customers. One man had spent 
hours studying his manual yet was unable 
to get any kind of logical response from 
Salamander’s Dragon Trek. He hadn't 
noticed that the instructions were in fact 
for the Wintersoft version of the game. 
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, iP ed ro local tramp takes to wandering in carrying something, nor can he 
. and pinching his seeds. carry two items at one time. When 

Computer: Dragon 32 At the top of the screen are four not seeing off tramps, ants, dogs, 
Price: £5.50 entrances from which the animals cats, rats (and at one point what 
Supplier: Imagine, 5 Sir appear, and to the left is the gate appear to be reindeer), Pedro has 
Thomas Street, Liverpool, through which the tramp wanders to try to plant new seeds to fill in 
Merseyside L! 6BW in. At the foot of the screen is the gaps in his beds. 

Pedro’s seed-box, along with a pile There are bonus points and extra 
Imagine took long enough to get ofbricksandaheap of manure. Both seeds and the screens get harder as 
round to producing any Dragon these can be used to block off the you succeed in wiping out each 
software, but now that they have animals’ paths. Bricks take the wave of pests. The graphics and 
they’ve come up with some im- animals longer to break through, sound are both excellent. The 
pressive results. The first game, but, unfortunately, they take Pedro ‘Boing!’ Pedro produces when he 
Jumping Jack, was good, but with longer to carry. jumps is hilarious, as is the way the 
Pedro they have produced one of If the animals get through they tramp turns and rushes away. 
the best games programs we've _ start to nibble at the flowers, and Although there’s a certain 
seen on the Dragon in the past few Pedro must frighten them off by amount of ‘flicker’ to the figures, 

the ie) «months. jumping on the malevolent beasts this in no way mars an amusing and 
of the game : Pedro has been tending his flow- _— not an easy maneouvre at all. first class game. Pedro is for 

-——sJewstick Competble| ef garden in Old Mexico for some If the tramp appears he will be keyboard or joystick, and has a Hall 
years, and just when he has it how scared away if Pedro frightens him of Fame for up to eight people — 
he wants it the local animals de- by jumping nearby. The problem is can you beat Ford Prefect’s irrita- 
velop a taste for his blooms, andthe that Pedro cannot jump when he’s _ tingly high score of 1400? 

e object is to reach that exit in the what they are, this is the end of the 
Booga Boo shortest time possible, and thus give road as far as the flea is concerned, 

ourself a chance of escaping from and it’s back to the start for another 
(The Flea) se strange new world. game. 
Computer: Commodore 64 Conveniently located around the The graphics are very well de- 
Price: £7.95 cave is an abundance of colourful signed, and you can even scroll the 
Supplier: Quicksilva, 13 rocks and boulders that you jump screen around in all four directions. 
Palmerston Road, onto in order to try and make some _ This is achieved by pressing the fire 
Southampton SOI ILL progress upwards. To jump, the button down whilst moving the 

joystick (no keyboard option) must joystick around, so that you can see 
You get to take on many roles be moved either to the left or the what you're about to jump onto (or 
whilst playing games onhome com- right, and doing this causes an_ into’). 
puters, but this is probably the first indicator to start moving along the The use of sound is somewhat 
one that casts you in the role of a bottom of the screen. This tells you irritating, but thankfully you have 
flea! Booga-Boo originally appeared how powerfully you’re going to the option of turning the annoying 
on the Spectrum a while ago, and jump, and when the joystick is background tune off. 
this version for the Commodore 64 returned to the central position, off A definite improvement over the 
has only recently been released. you go. Spectrum version, and a lot more 

You, the aforementioned flea, For the first few games at least, difficult to play. On the Spectrum, 
find yourself deep underground on all you'll manage tojump ontois one our little flea has managed to escape 
a strange planet far from home. oftwo Venus fly-traps, placedin the in around 40 seconds, but with the 

fee ite Way, way above you there isanexit most inconvenient of positions. Commodore 64 he’s still along way 
mn ©: from the cave that you’re in. The Venus fly-traps (flea-traps?) being underground. Great fun to play. 

O ° assembler is a full two-pass routine Commands exist to dump memory | 
rion ; and accepts the standard syntax for in hexadecimal or character for- 

Computer: Oric | 48K 6502 mnemonics and operands. mats and to move a memory block 
Price: £12.95 Assembler programs are entered as_ or fill one with a specified value. 
Supplier: M.C. Lothlorien,56A though they were Basic programs. A breakpoint can be set in a 
Park Lane, Poynton, This is possible as the Basic inter- program and when it is reached the 
Stockport, Cheshire SKI2 |AE preter does not check what is in a registers are displayed along with 

program line until ‘RUN’ is typed. the current instruction and the next 
Most micro users soon become Once the program has been one. An8 byte area whose address 
bored with regarding their entered Orion is called either is user defined is also displayed. This 
machines as magic ‘black boxes’ and directly by ‘CALL 8100’ or by using is useful for keeping an eye on the 
begin to wonder just how the magic the ‘!’ command. When the ‘*’ values of variables as the program 
is achieved. This is usually accompa- prompt appears typing ‘A’ will executes. The program can then be 
nied by the realisation that Basic is assemble the program. The assemb- single stepped or another break 
perhaps not the best language with ler is very fast and produces a full point can be set. The contents of 
which to probe into the heart of listing as it runs followed by the the registers can also be changed. 
their micros. The assemblers re- symbol table. Error handling _ is The only criticism that we can 
leased so far for the Oric | have reasonable with error messages level at this package is that its 
been a mixed bunch and this pack- rather than codes that have to be output can’t be directed to the 
age puts them into the shade. looked up. The usual set of assemb- printer. Apart from that this is the 

The program contains both an_ ler directives is accepted. best assembler that we have seen 
ee assembler and a monitor and loads The monitor has all of the com- for the Oric and one of the best 
G&G at 8000, finishing at 9538. The mands that you would expect. monitors. 
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RULE OF THUMB! 
Each review carries our 

exclusive ‘‘Rule of Thumb’”’ to 

give you an instant guide to 
how we rate it. Here’s how the 

system works. 

SQA SEES 

Brilliant! 

good bet. 

iu Only average, but no major Len Spas & 
c faults. Ce CC Ce 

Creator’s 
Revenge 
Computer: Commodore 64 
Price £7.95 
Supplier: Mogul 
Communications Ltd., 90 
Regent Street, London WI 

This program got off to a bad start 
by having virtually no instructions 
on the inlay card. Even worse, after 
loading it the screen was filled with 
a display of such verbage that we 
almost gave up on the spot. No- 
thing happened for a while, so some 
random pressing of keys got us toa 
display asking us to select the level 
of play, with a choice of two 
different levels. 

Basically, you control a spaceship 
that moves around the bottom of 

by Chris Morris 

Ugh! 
Computer: Commodore 64 
Price: £7.95 
Supplier: Softek International 
Ltd, 12/13 Henrietta Street, 
Covent Garden, London WC2 

An unusual name for a game, but 
then Ugh! is a pretty unusual game. 

Back in the time when Raquel 
Welch and dinosaurs stalked the 
land, you take on the role of Ugh, 
the heroic caveman. Long range 
weather forecasts have predicted 
that there’s going to be an ice age 
fairly soon. Being a solid citizen, 
Ugh decides to believe the forecast, 
and sets about the task of stocking 
up with food to ward off the cold. 
Pterry the Pterrodactyl has been 
laying her eggs nearby, so Ugh 
decides to steal them and store 

Oh Mummy 
Computer: 48K & 96K Lynx 
Price: £7.95 
Supplier: Gem Software, The 
‘Maltings, Station Road, 
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. 

On 25th November |922, Howard 
Carter and Lord Carnarvon disco- 
vered one of the greatest 
archaeological finds of all times — 
the tomb of Tutankhamen. It is this 
and the story of the ill-fated expedi- 
tion party that probably inspired 
Gem software to let their latest 
offering loose on an unsuspecting 
world. Oh Mummy is a machine 
code game whose pedigree is best 
described as a Painter/Pacman hyb- 
rid. However, as with other Gem 
games, the similarity ends there. 

You play the role of the head of a 
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Better than most — probably a 

Noticeable, though not 
Cr crippling, defects. 

ole, 

the screen, firing away at anything 
that moves above you. That ‘any- 
thing’ is quite an assortment of 
nasties, ranging from spaceships to 
flying beetles. Shooting a certain 
number of these takes you onto the 
next stage of the game. A strange 
ship appears on the screen, docks 
with yours, and informs you that 
you are now armed to destroy the 
nuclear reactor. 

The nuclear reactor, you vaguely 
recall from the earlier introductory 
screen, has to be destroyed in order 
to save the earth from the mad 
creator, whoever he might be. 

This second stage is much the 
same as the first, with various 
meanies flying about everywhere, 
to the accompaniment of a suitably 
menacing sound track. After a 
minute or so of shooting away at 
anything that moves, the nuclear 

them in his cave. 
With some amusing and excel- 

lent graphics, the early part of the 
game is quite easy, since the only 
thing to prevent you making off 
with the eggs at the top left of the 
screen is Pterry herself, who lobs 
rocks at your head with unerring 
accuracy. 

Still, at this stage the only difficult 
thing is keeping your caveman on 
one of the appointed paths. You’re 
not free to roam about the screen 
at will, you must stick to a set of 
pre-determined routes. And 
whether you use the joystick or the 
keyboard, Ugh shows a strong 
inclination to move off on the 
wrong path. 

To ward off Pterry, your cave at 
the bottom left of the screen is 
stocked with a never-ending supply 
of spears, and a swift throw in the 

five man expedition to the Egyptian 
pyramids. Your task is to enter the 
five levels of each pyramid and 
recover from them five royal mum- 
mies and as much treasure as you 
can. However each level, which is 
made up of a grid of 20 boxes, has 
two guardian mummies which you 
must evade at all cost if you value 
your continued existence. 

Moving around the four sides of a 
particular box reveals its contents 
which might be treasure, a royal 
mummy, a guardian mummy, a key, 
a scroll, or a disappointing nothing. 
Being in possession of the scroll 
temporarily mutes the power of 
the guardian mummy allowing you 
to destroy it. Points are gained by 
collecting treasure and uncovering 
the royal mummy. Uncovering the 
key and the royal mummy unlocks 
the door to the next level. 

Contains flaws which affect 
the value of the program. 

Avoid at all costs. 
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reactor falls onto the screen. 
Destroy that and you’ve defe- 

ated the creator, the game goes 
back to the first screen, and every- 
thing starts off from the beginning 
again. 

However, the game gets much 
more interesting if you allow the 
reactor to fall to earth and explode. 
After it’s been detonated, the 
screen clears to reveal that your 
spaceship has shrunk remarkably in 
size, and that you are surrounded 
on all sides by mutants from the 
nuclear holocaust. 

There are literally hundreds of 
mutants moving about, and to de- 
feat the creator from this screen 
you have to shoot every one of 
them. Not easy, since they follow 
you around the screen with a rare 
degree of intelligence. 

An average game that’s quite fun. 

right direction will temporarily de- 
ter the pterodactyl. Mind you, 
these eggs must be pretty heavy, 
since Ugh seems incapable of car- 
rying an egg and a spear at the same 
time. This means that for the run 
back to the cage you are defence- 
less. 

After a while some other. charac- 
ters begin to appear, and succeed in 
making your task increasingly diffi- 
cult. Rex the tyrannosaurus and 
Trici the triceratops come along to 
help Pterry out, and chase you 
about the screen in a touching 
display of dinosaur solidarity. 

An interesting and amusing game, 
for anyone with a sense of fun. It just 
goes to prove that dinosaurs we- 
ren’'t wiped out by comets or 
climate changes, but by people 
sitting in front of Commodore 64’s 
with joysticks! 

The game can be played either 
with the keys of your choice or with 
a joystick. There are three skill 
levels and five different speed levels, 
and the sound can be switched on 
or off (or somewhere in between) 
as desired. 

Oh Mummy is a fast action game 
which needs joysticks if any degree 
of success is to be achieved, 
although full marks to Gem for 
giving you the option of your own 
choice of keys if you don’t have a 
joystick. The game should provide 
many hours of frenzied activity 
although it is somewhat predictable 
after repeated playing in that each 
level contains the same number of 
treasures and mummies. 

A game which will not give the 
faint-hearted nightmares but will 
certainly satisfy the armchair adven- 
turers. 

. 
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Chuckie Egg 
Computer: Dragon 32 
Price: £7.90 
Supplier: A & F Software, Unit 
8, Canal Side Industrial Estate, 
Woodbine Street East, 
Rochdale, Lancashire OLI6 
5LB 

Chuckie Egg has you as a farmer 
wandering round the hen-house 
trying to collect a dozen eggs, and it 
keeps up its eggy theme by giving 
you half-a-dozen lives. You could 
also hard-boil an egg while waiting 
for the game to load, but we 
presume that’s unintentional. The 
loading wait is certainly worth- 
while, though. 

Despite the fact that this Spec- 
trum success inevitably loses some 
of its speed and graphics appeal in 

Toolkit 
Computer: Oric | 48K 
Price: £8.95 
Supplier: IMS Software, | 43- 
145 Uxbridge Road, Ealing, 
London WW13 9AV 

Oric Basic has often been criticised 
for its lack of features. One of the 
main areas that could be improved 
is the cassette interface and six of 
the 14 functions supplied by this 
program are dedicated to impro- 
ving just that. Two of these func- 
tions are general utilities and allow 
the user to obtain a catalog of the 
programs stored on a tape along 
with their starting addresses, and 
skip past named files on a tape. The 
other tape routines make it possible 
to verify and merge Basic programs 
and save and load data files. The 

conversion, it is nevertheless one of 
the best and most amusing arcade- 
style games you’re likely to find 
anywhere outside the Microdeal 
range for the Dragon. | 

Between one and four players 
are catered for, and while, sadly, 
there’s no joystick option you are 
given the opportunity to redefine 
the control keys. If you don’t the 
keys used are cursor keys for the 
four directions of movement and 
the space bar to jump. 

Four directions and jumping .. . 
what kind of ahen-house is this? The 
answer is that it’s one on Donkey 
Kong lines, with just a hint of Manic 
Miner thrown in. 

There are several platforms filling 
the screen, with ladders to run up 
and down and gaps to jump across. 
Each level has | 2 eggs that you must 
collect. In addition there are a 

merge command will not look out 
for duplicate line numbers but is still 
a welcome addition to Oric Basic. 

The remaining eight functions are 
designed to make Basic program- 
ming a more enjoyable(?) task. 
These can also be split into general 
commands and extra Basic func- 
tions. DEL, OLD, RENUM and 
AUTO are found in the first categ- 
ory while RESTORE, DEFCHAR, 
@ and STRINGS are in the second. 
OLD will restore a program that 

has accidently NEWed while DEL 
allows a number of lines to be 
deleted in one go. RENUMBER 
provides a full renumber function 
that looks after GOSUBS etc. 
AUTO will generate line numbers 
for program entry (something that 
every computer should have!) 

RESTORE will set the data poin- 
ter to a particular line number and 

Space Pilot 
Computer: Commodore 64 
Price: £7.95 
Supplier: Anirog Software, 8 
High Street, Horley, Surrey 

Not content with destroying mere 
spaceships, Space Pilot also features 
bi-planes, Spitfires, helicopters and 
jet fighters, with a sprinkling of 
Zeppelins and Junkers thrown in for 
good measure. 

The game has five levels of action, 
and the first one starts off in the 
year I919. Using either the 
keyboard or a joystick, you have to 
control your own spacecraft and 
shoot down the hordes of bi-planes 
that roam around the skies chasing 
after you. 

Fortunately for you, your 
spacecraft can move faster than the 

bi-planes. This is just as well, since 
controlling your ship is not the 
easiest of tasks. Rather than an up, 
down, left and right approach, 
Space Pilot responds to the joystick 
by turning the ship either clockwise 
or anti-clockwise. This can lead to 
hilarious disasters as you move 
around the screen in a series of 
what seems like ever-increasing 
circles. 

You have to destroy 56 bi-planes 
to proceed to the next level. This 
can be tricky in the extreme, 
especially when half a dozen of the 
blighters come at you in formation. 
At the same time as fighting this lot: 
off, you can also charge about and 
rescue one of the three intrepid 
parachutists who appear from time 
to time. 

Towards the end of your task, 
the bi-planes start throwing bombs 

number of... well, we don’t like to 
say what they look like, but you get 
a well-deserved bonus for treading 
in them. Impeding your progress 
are a couple of hens who are also 
adept at ladder-climbing, but not 
gap-jumping. You’re told to watch 
out for the Crazy Duck in the cage 
at the top-left corner of each 
screen. Quite what happens if the 
duck escapes we don’t know as it 
never happened while we were 
playing, and we gave the game a 
pretty good going-over. 

The game is accompanied by 
jaunty sounds, but either the 
graphics are a little fuzzy or our 
monitor really does need cleaning. 
What they lost in definition, though, 
they make up for in amusement 
value. Next time you’re in the 
software shop you really should put 
a Chuckie Egg in your basket. 

@ provides a ‘print at’ function for 
text mode. Perhaps more usefully, 
DEFCHAR redefines characters. It 
takes as parameters the ASCII code 
of the character to be redefined and 
a string of 16 hex digits that 
represents the new character. The 
last function provides a simple way 
to print a character several times. 

The Toolkit program resides at 
8D00 and does not clash with the 
high resolution screen. All of the 
extra commands behave just like 
Basic if used incorrectly and we 
have found no errors in any of them. 
They can be switched off if desired 
(and re-enabled) by direct calls to 
the Toolkit code. 

This is an excellent program and 
can be recommended even for 
Atmos owners who will find that 
some of the functions are in the new 

ROM. 

around in addition to the missiles 

that they’ve been firing at you from 
the start. Still, shoot 56 of them, 

destroy the large Zeppelin that | 
appears after that, and you've sur- 
vived the First World War and 

made it on to level two. 

This level is set in the year 1940, ° 
with the bi-planes replaced by 
Spitfires. These move faster and fire 
more often. And so it goes on, up to 
the fifth and final stage which is set 
in the year 2001 and features some | 
very nasty aliens. 

_ Abetter than average game, with 

the added bonus of being supplied 
on tape in turbo format, which 
means that the program loads faster 
from tape than from disk. 

Cheaper by far than buying your 
own space ship, and a lot less 
dangerous, Space Pilot should do 
very well. 

‘ 
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Eagle 
BBC Micro 
Price: £7.95 
Supplier: Salamander 
Software, |7 Norfolk Road, 
Brighton, Sussex BNI 3AA 

This is essentially Acornsoft’s Rock- 
et Raid ona tight budget. As with all 
Salamander products, this program 
comes in aneat mini video case with 
typical arcade game artwork and a 
small instruction leaflet. The aim of 
the game is to explore deeper and 
deeper into the Moon of Thrug to 
survey and get rich quick. The 
problem is that Rocket Raid is an 
infinitely better game. 

While there is nothing actually 
wrong with this game, it is neither 
original nor exciting, and seasoned 
(or even slightly salted) arcaders 

Galaxy 
Computer: Commodore 64 
Price: £7.95 
Supplier: Anirog Software, 8 
High Street, Horley, Surrey 

Now, stop me if you’ve heard this 
one before. You are in control of a 

spaceship that can move left and’ 
right at the bottom of the screen, 
and fire vertically upwards. Above 
you there is a formation of alien 
craft, which bob about from left to 
right and back again. Periodically, 
some of the aliens will peel away 
from the main group and come dive 
bombing down the screen at you, 
firing as they do so. 

Yes indeed, Galaxy is a version of 
our old friend Galaxians, the first 
arcade game to appear after the 
dreaded Space Invaders, and easily 

The 
Cricklewood 
Incident 
Computer: Dragon 32 
Price: £7.95 
Supplier: Salamander, |7 
Norfolk Road, Brighton, East 
Sussex BNI! 3AA 

Trying to describe The Crickle- 
wood Incident is like trying to 
explain Monty Python to an Eskimo. 
In fact the adventure draws heavily 
on the humour of the Pythons and is 
very silly indeed. Enjoyably silly, 
though. The instructions leaflet ex- 
plains your objectives: ““As Arnold 
Q. Volestrangler, bored millionaire 

eccentric, you have decided to 
venture forth, find the Holy Grail, 

are not going to put up with that. 
The graphics are quite effective, 

if a little small. The game is named 
after your ship which, if you’re 
sitting more than two feet away 
from the television screen, is no- 
thing more than a coloured blob. 
There are a few extremely passive 
aliens around in the first parts of the 
game, along with thousands (well, 
almost!) of launching rockets. So 
long as you have your wits about 
you these are quite easy to shoot 
down. 

But the catch (as in Rocket Raid 
and the earlier Scramble) is that you 
slowly run out of fuel. You there- 
fore have to ensure that you hit a 
fuel dump at frequent intervals. This 
is harder than in most versions of 
this game because the dumps are so 
small. Not only that, but the bombs 
defy the laws of nature (maybe they 
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recognizable as a souped-up version 
of that early classic. 

However, if you must have a 
version of Galaxians in your home 
and if you own a Commodore 64, 
there are far worse offerings 
around than this one. Indeed, this is 
one of the best reproductions of 
Galaxians that we've ever seen. 

Before the aliens start attacking 
you, they fly into their starting 
position, so you get the chance to 
have a go at them before they can 
hit back. After that you’re in very 
familiar territory (even the sound is 
almost identical to the original), 
with one or two variations on the 
main theme thrown in. 

At the top of the alien formation 
are a number of mother ships 
which, unlike the others, have to be 
hit twice before they die. When 
attacking you, these will either 

and return to the privacy of your 
padded cell.” 

You start in the padded cell, with 
the location description on the top 
two lines of the screen. Beneath 
that are listed the available exits, 
the amount of money you have, and 
your state of health. This varies 
along the lines of “You feel great,” 
“You're a bit depressed,” or 
‘You've fallen over.”” The amount 
of cash you start with varies accord- 
ing to which of the five skill levels 
you choose. 

The first hazard you’re likely to 
come up against is a Hell’s Angel. 
Should he come at you with his bike 
chain a running battle takes place 
which is hilarious. 

You press the appropriate num- 
ber according to whether you 
attempt to knee him in the groin, 
poke him in the eye, wave your 

don’t apply on this moon) and fall 
straight down. 

As you might expect, each level is 
more difficult than the last until 
eventually you reach the stage 
where you must be either zap-crazy 
or bored silly to go any further. 
Your reviewer was bored silly, but 
with selfless devotion to duty he 
carried on playing in the hope that 
he could bring enlightenment to 
Which Micro readers. 

The failure of this offering from 
Salamander is a little sad, as games 
of this sort seemed so much fun to 
play in the old days when computing 
was still next year’s ‘thing’ — if you 
owned a ZX8I and Quicksilva’s 
Scramble you were cool. But I’m 
afraid we’ve now reached the point 
where rushing out and buying this 
game will only mean that you’re a 
terminal games addict. 

follow the traditional game and. 
come down in convoy with a couple 
of smaller aliens, or come down by 
themselves and try to capture you 
with a tractor beam. 

If you’re caught you don’t neces- 
sarily lose a life. Your space ship is 
taken back by the mother ship up to 
the top of the screen and another 
one appears to take it’s place. If you 
can then hit that mother ship whilst 
it’s attacking, you get your original 
ship back again. The two ships then 
join together to give you double 
fire power. 

This game even has one screen 
where the aliens don’t actually 
attack you. They just dance about 
and you have to hit as many as 
possible before they all waltz off 
again. This massages both the high -- 
score and the player’s ego very 
effectively. One for the collection. 

armpits at him or beat a retreat. 
You're also taken in for questioning 
and captured by alien spaceships 
and dumped in random locations. 

The initial locations are all in 
London, though apparently the 
game opens out for you to visit 
other more exotic places. We got 
nothing more exotic than a visit 
from Doug Piranha and the boys. 
We woke up trapped in a small 
room and our health reports said, 
‘You have a headache”. This was 
perhaps due to the fact that we had 
a coffee table nailed to our head. 
The only exit was east, but we 
couldn’t escape because the table 
wouldn’t fit through the door! 

If that type of humour appeals to 
you then you should certainly give 
The Cricklewood Incident a try, but 
don’t ask us where Cricklewood 
comes into it. 
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French | 
Computer: Oric | 48K, Atmos 
48K 
Price: £12.95 
Supplier: Tansoft, Units | & 2, 
Cambridge Techno Park, 
Newmarket Road, Cambridge 
CB5 8PB 

The designer of this course, Dr. 
Michael Gruneberg, has used tech- 
niques taken from psychology (he is 
senior lecturer in psychology at 
University College, Swansea) to 
produce a course that takes much of 
the boredom out of learning a 
language. 

The package comes in a large 
video cassette style case that con- 
tains two cassettes and a short 
manual. The manual gives general 
information about the course and 

Romik Cube 
Computer: Dragon 32 
Price: £6.99 
Supplier: Romik, 272 Argyll 
Avenue, Slough, Berks 

If you’re the type who can do the 
conventional Rubik Cube in about 
30 seconds then this software from 
Romik is just the ticket. It isn’t as 
dated as it might seem as, in addition 
to the ordinary cube (used here as a 
Practice Cube to familiarise you 
with the commands needed to 
manipulate the faces), it sets you the 
challenge of a Time Cube and a 
Space Cube. 

You might think that someone 
who can cope with the complex- 
ities that this entails should be able 
to design his programs a little 
better. 

Orc Attack 
Computer: 48K Spectrum 
Price £6.95 
Supplier: Thorn EMI 
Computer Software, Film 
House, |42 Wardour Street, 

London WIV 3AU 

It’s knight-time once again and you 
must defend your castle’s_ battle- 
ments from the awkward Orcs and 
other evil creatures who are trying 
to get in and get you. The loading 
screen looks promising, with good 
scary graphics of a menacing knight, 
but it’s a pity this isn’t repeated in 
the graphics of the game itself. Most 
of the single screen is taken up with 
a plain one-colour castle wall with 
no decoration or even bricks, which 
does give the game rather a boring 
appearance. 

includes a glossary of the words that goat to get rid of the smell). 
are taught in the course. After another selection of words 

The first cassette contains 10 comes a description of some 
programs, one for each lesson, and elementary grammar rules followed 
the second is an audio cassette that by a test in which the user is asked 
illustrates the correct pronuncia- to translate various sentences from 
tion of all the words. Each lesson French to English and vice-versa. At 
starts by introducing aset of words the end of a lesson the user can 
and their French equivalents along repeat it, load the next one or 
with an image to help associate the return to Basic. 
two. At times the images get quite 

j 

The lessons each have an overall 

surreal, for example hedgehog theme such as places and people, ' 
(herisson in french) is memorised clothes etc. We found the course 
by imagining ‘your hairy son looking great fun and at the end a surprising- 
like a hedgehog’. ly large amount had sunk in. The 

The next part of the lesson high quality of the package was 
describes the gender of each word. marred by a problem with the ‘”’ 
These are memorised by using the key. We found that when entering 
image of a boxer for masculine words like l’orange the ‘’’ key 
words and a bottle of perfume for would generate about 10 charac- 
feminine words. (e.g. LE herisson— ters of garbage on the screen. 
a boxer sitting on a hedgehog, LA Presumably this is a minor coding 
chevre — pouring perfume over a_ which Tansoft will correct. 

The first question you are asked can see what’s happening round the 
on side one of the cassette is “Do back and sides. 
you want the practice or the four The Time Cube might at first 
dimention (sic) cube?” If you type seem easier, with just two faces 
‘F’ for Four Dimension, which is each of red, blue and yellow. But 
meant to be on side two, you infact you have only 80 seconds to sort 
get the Time Cube. Unfortunately, these out before all the faces change 
if you elect to go for the Practice colour. 
Cube there is no provision to The Four Dimensional Cube 
switch to the Time Cube when allows you one input for all four 
you're ready — you have toBREAK cubes, the move you make being 
and RUN the program again. carried out on all four simul- 

For the Practice Cube you have taneously. However, you can also 
three inputs, the first choosing the move any segment from one cube 
axis of rotation (top, left or right to another. And if that doesn’t 
face), the second selecting which of boggle your mind, nothing will. 
the various cube segments is tobe | Normal human beings — those 
rotated, and the third deciding on of us who still haven’t managed to 
the direction, clockwise or anti- solve the original Rubik Cube — 
clockwise. All the various possibili- might be inclined to give this one a 
ties are listed on the cassette insert, miss. Even for dedicated cube- 
and you also have the option of twiddlers, the minor design bugs 
rotating the whole cube so that you are irritating. 

You patrol the top of the wall, dropped on them, though you can’t 
control being through either do anything about the Sorcerer. Ifa 
keyboard or a variety of joysticks skull reaches the top then a spell is 
(Sinclair, Fuller, AGF, Kempston or unleashed, and as happens through- 
Protek) while your assorted ene- out the game, if you lose a life 
mies enter at the bottom. In the you’re stunned for a few seconds 
first screen these are the Orcs, who and also lose the weapon you were 
carry crossbows which they fire up carrying. 
at you to try to part you from one Get to the third screen and you 
of your nine lives, ahd when they’re face the return of the Orcs. The 
not doing that they start. building fourth screen presents you with 
ladders to scale the ramparts. Demon Trolls who also succumb to 

Your initial defence is to collect a well-placed rock, preferably be- 
rocks from either side of the screen fore they’ve unleashed a deadly bolt 
and drop these down on the ’eads of upwards. The final menace is the 
the Orcs, then when you’ve used up dreaded Stone Warts who try to 
your rock supply you’re provided scale the walls. We didn’t make it to 
with swords to attack the Orcs that final level, but just a few plays 
who've made it to the top of the took us through five screens before 
ladders. a bout of boredom set in with the 

The second screen has a Sorcerer 
who floats skulls up the screen at 
you, and these again have rocks 

the regular appearance of the Orcs 
every other screen. 

repetitive nature of the game and . 
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Flying 
Feathers 
Computer: Commodore 64 
Price: £6.99 
Supplier:Bubble Bus Software, 
87 High Street, Tonbridge, 
Kent. 

This game should appeal to all those 
who. like watching Jackie Charlton 
showing us how to shoot various 
forms of wildlife on Sunday after- 
noon TV. You take on the role of a 
gamekeeper, sitting in a boat in the 
middle of a lake that seems to be 
amazingly well stocked with fish. 

Armed with a shotgun, your duty 
is to protect the fish in the lake 
from the hordes of annoyingly 
persistent eagles which continually 
fly down the screen trying to grab 

Spannerman 
Computer: 48K & 96K Lynx 
Price: £7.95 
Supplier: Camsoft, 33a Bridge 
Street, Cambridge, CB2 [UL 

If we were to describe a game 
which involved moving around on 
various levels connected by ladders, 
evading certain objects, then you 
would certainly be forgiven for 
thinking that it was yet another 
version of Donkey Kong. However, 
Spanner Man from Gem Software 
combines this standard setting with 
an original theme which results in 
not only a very enjoyable arcade- 
style game, but the best we have yet 
seen for the Lynx. 

The game is set in a nuclear 
power station which has just under- 
gone a minor earthquake. In your 

Cuthbert 
in the Mines 
Computer: Dragon 32 
Price: £8 
Supplier: Microdeal, 41 Truro 
Road, St. Austell, Cornwall 

It seems that Cuthbert has been 
caught by the Moronians, an un- 
pleasant experience by the sound of 
it, and he has been put to work 
down their mines. His only hope of 
escape is to make it up to the exit in 
the surface at the top of the screen, 
his route passing through several 
conveyor belts on which trucks 
move back and forth at various 
speeds. If that makes it sound a little 
like Frogger, then yes, it does have a 
touch of that game about it as well 
as more than a shade of Imagine’s 

them out of the water. 
Firing the shotgun is done with a 

Missile Command approach. You 
have to move a set of sights about 
the screen with either the joystick 
or the keyboard, and when in 
position, fire. 

On skill levels one to four 
(selectable at the start of the game), 
you simply position the cross and 
fire, and a blast from the shotgun 
will go in the chosen direction. 
However, on levels five to eight, 
the blast will explode as soon as you 
take your finger off the fire button. 
This means that you have to hold 
the button down until you want the 
explosion to take place. 

The whole game is played out 
over a nicely drawn high resolution 
background, and considerable 
attention has been paid to detail. 

Little touches (like moving the 

capacity as local plumber extraordi- 
naire, you have been summoned to 
wield your trusty spanner and cure 
the many leaks developing in the 
cooling system pipes, thereby sav- 
ing the nearby town and becoming a 
super hero. 

There are, however, some dan- 
gers that you need to be wary of 
before you rush off, spanner at the 
ready. The cooling water gushing 
from the leaking pipes has nowhere 
to go apart from making your feet 
very damp. 

The rising water level also dis- 
turbs the resident colony of rats, 
not ordinary rats but super rats; 
giant anti-matter rats mutated by 
exposure to radiation. If they get 
close enough to nibble your ankles 
then that’s the end of both of you 
and your spanner. 

Your steel-capped boots provide 

Jumping Jack. 
If Cuthbert gets clobbered by a 

truck he falls down to the conveyor 
beneath, and if he falls from the last 
one he is doomed to the fiery 
furnace at the bottom of the screen. 
As if he didn’t have enough prob- 
lems, Old Nick himself is climbing 
up and down a ladder on the right, 
stopping to look along each level 
and unleashing the occasional fire- 
ball if he catches a glimpse of an 
escaping Cuthbert. Needless to say, 
this doesn’t do much for Cuthbert’s 
chances of getting a breath of fresh 
air. 

This machine code game is pre- 
sented with Microdeal’s usual pro- 
fessionalism. It has five skill levels for 
you to choose from, and the higher 
levels are very hard indeed. You 
have four lives, and if you manage to 
get eight Cuthberts up to the 

gamekeeper around in the boat 
when he fires, so that he’s pointing 
in the right direction) should all add 
up to an interesting and addictive 
game. 

Unfortunately, this game is about 
as addictive as noughts and crosses, 
and just as boring. Although the 
eagles gradually speed up as the 
game progresses until you inevit- 
ably end up losing your quota of fish, 
nothing else changes throughout 
the game. It just becomes a question 
of how long you can be bothered to 
play it. | 

Eventually you tend to reach the 
stage where you couldn't care less 
about what happens to the fish, and 
are quite content to let the eagles 
take as many as they want. The high 
standard of programming is unfor- 
tunately not matched by the quality 
of the original concept. 

a means of defence but lose you 
points as you upset the local Wild- 
life Preservation Society. Attacking 
you from above are not mutated 
bats but falling girders as further 
earth tremors disturb the founda- 
tions and cause yet more damage to 
the ruptured cooling system. 

You are given three lives and 
there are three levels of play with a 
level three Hall of Fame. Movement 
is controlled by the cursor keys 
with boot-action activated by the 
Return Key. You also have the 
ability to jump over obstacles (the 
‘J’ key) but this is not recommended 
for novices. 

The display is very impressive. 
The movement on screen is very 
fluid and the graphics show up the 
true potential of the Lynx when it 
comes to gaming. Do-it-yourself 
plumbing will never be the same. 

surface then you automatically 
move up one skill level. There is a 
joystick or keyboard option (cursor 
keys), a pause facility and a high- 
score table at the end. The sound 
and graphics are both good, though 
the colours are inevitably limited to 
the green, yellow, blue and red of 
the Dragon’s PMODE 3 screen 
capabilities. 

Having said all this, though, it’s a 
shame that the game itself isn’t 
quite up to the standard of either 
Cuthbert Goes Walkabout or 
Cuthbert in the Jungle. The lack of 
originality is the main drawback. It’s 
not that anyone buying the game 
should have cause for complaint, it’s 
just that the game is not quite as 
good as some of the other new 
Dragon releases and didn’t have us 
burning the midnight oil to knock 
out a new high score. 
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CLWYD PERSONAL, 
COMPUTERS 
Unit 19, Daniel Owen Precinct, Mold CH7 1AP. Tel: Mold 56842 

ATARI DRAGON 32 ATARI 400 inc. Basic, DRAGON 32+ 2 Joysticks £175.00 2 Joysticks, Recorder + £5.00 software voucher £150.00 DRAGON DISC DRIVE £275.00 ATARI 800, 
2 Joysticks, Recorder + £10 software voucher £320.00 

mi 

48K LYNX £200.00 
96K LYNX £290.00 

COMMODORE 64 
CBM 64 
+ Joystick, Recorder + £10 software voucher £260.00 
1541 DISC DRIVE £220.00 
1526 PRINTER £340.00 : 

VIC STARTER PACK £139.99 MZ 700 £249.95 
PLOTTER /PRINTER £129.95 
RECORDER £ 39.95 

A GREAT DEAL IN COMPUTERS_--<*" 
OVER 700 SOFTWARE PROGRAMMES IN STOCK oon Sore a 

ene as 
ein [ee 
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ZzZarm 
Computer: BBC Micro 
Price: £7.95 
Supplier: Program Power, 8/8a 
Regent Street, Chapel 
Allerton, Leeds 

Zarm is another cassette from 
Micro Power that fails to show the 
level of innovation we expect from 
them. 

A great pity, as games like Killer 
Gorilla were masterpieces of the 
genre — this, put simply, isn’t. | 
suppose there is a remote possibil- 
ity that a few BBC Micro owners 
haven't read the User Guide and 
therefore haven’t seen the Lunar 
Lander program therein. Just a 
chance. Well, this game is a very 
slight improvement on that. No- 
thing more. 

3D Lunattack 
Computer: 48K Spectrum 
Price: £7.95 
Supplier: Hewson Consultants, 
56b Milton Trading Estate, 
Milton, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 
4RX 

3D or not 3D, that is the question 
these days, and most companies 
seem to feel obliged to put out 
software that makes at least an 
attempt at bringing perspective to 
our screens. Cynics might call it 
jumping on the bandwagon, but that 
wouldn’t matter too much if the 
results were good. This software 
from Hewson has some good things 
about it, but it doesn’t really stand 
comparison in terms of its 3D 
graphics with other games that are 
available. 

Wings of War 
Computer: Dragon 32 
Price: £7.95 
Supplier: Salamander Soft- 
ware, |7 Norfolk Road, Bright- 
on, East Sussex 

After offering us the delights of the 
Dan Diamond games, which some 
were able to resist but many 
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- enjoyed, Salamander now intro- 
duce us to Lieutenant Roger Wil- 
coe in the first of a two-part 
wartime adventure, Wings of War. 

The time is 0200 hours, the date 
21st November 1942, the place 
somewhere over occupied France, 
and your mission is to infiltrate a 
German occupied chateau where, it 
is rumoured, Jerry is working on a 
new kind of bomb. You must find 
the six items on the list you are 

Zarm takes the essentials of 
Lunar Landing and throws them out 
of the window, leaving you with a 
piece of tedium that has the added 
extra bonus of being well-nigh 
impossible to play. 

The first stage (there are five) has 
you in a small craft currently held 
tightly by a mother ship, below 
which a million meteriods fly. When 
you think it’s safe, you press the 
SHIFT key to hover slowly to the 
surface of the great planet (or is ita 
star — they’re all the same in these 
days of interstellar travel). 

It is not recommended that you 
hit any of the meteors, as this tends 
to reduce the number of shields you 
have with depressing speed. You 
have left and right controls, along 
with what appears to be 
rudimentary up and down keys. 

On each of the five screens there 

Here your screen shows you the 
view from your spacecraft as you 
skim over the surface of a planet. 
There are the usual readouts at the 
foot of the screen: fuel, radar, hull 
temperature, weapons in use. 
Above the view from your cockpit 
is the score (| or 2 player options), 
the high score and lives remaining 
out of three. Most joysticks are 
catered for, or alternatively there’s 
a sensible keyboard arrangement 
giving you a range of choices. 

The first section you fly through 
in your attempt to reach your 
target, the Command Base, is an 
enemy tank zone, requiring ground 
fire from you to see off the tanks 
and score points. Your sights can be 
moved around the screen, and the 
speed with which the landscape 
scrolls around is impressive. If you 
make it safely through the tank 

given, including the bomb, and find a 
safe escape route back to England. 

The screen layout is similar to the 
Dan Diamond adventures. Though 
the game loads with CLOADM, the 
rather slow nature of some of the 
responses suggests that the prog- 
ram is actually in BASIC. Not that 
this spoils your enjoyment too 
much once the adventure gets 
started. 

Your first problem is that you 
parachute down into a dark and 
murky wood. It is possible to get 
out of the wood in a couple of 
moves, but until you discover what 
those are it’s possible to wander 
round lost for ages. You then move 
into the chateau, where you risk 
arrest if your knowledge of German 
is shaky. 

At one point a guard asks 
you for your pass. We tried sneak- 

are four dots. These dots would 
seem to have some special kind of 
significance since they are placed on 
the screen with great hullabaloo. 
Picking one of these up by simply 
flying into it generates a lot of noise 
and gives you a bigger score. Not 
only that, but it increases your 
bonus too! Such fun. 

The next stage is a randomly 
generated ‘maze’, about as hard to 
navigate as the MI motorway. 
However, it must be said that 
collecting the aforementioned four 
dots is not really worth the effort as 
they are (of course!) in the most 
inaccessible parts of the screen. 

The next stage is much the same, 
with laser beams across the 
screen. Although these disappear 
occasionally for a couple of seconds, 
negotiating all five is virtually im- 
possible. 

zone, which is no mean feat, you 
come to an aerial minefield, and this 
has to be got through in one piece 
— bob and weave, as they say. This 
then takes you to your enemy’s 
Missile Silo Zone, and these can be 
blasted provided you manage to 
avoid their self-activating warheads. 
If you survive beyond that, which 
we didn’t, you at last get your strike 
at the Command Base. 

There are other features, such as 
the Hover Fighters also out for 
your blood, and the navigation aids 
which point you in the direction of 
the Command Base, but with 
graphics of the standard of Ant 
Attack or Zaxxon leading the field, 
this looks a little too simple and is 
also rather over-priced for Spec- 
trum software. 

Enjoyable but hardly an essential 
buy. 

ing past him without betraying the 
fact that we didn’t yet have one. 
We thought we’d got away with it, 
but in fact we were only being 
humoured for a few moves and then 
the sentries pounced. If you can get 
upstairs in the chateau a whole new 
world of private quarters and labor- 
atories opens up to you. We still 
haven't figured ouc how you smug- 
gle out the six required objects 
when you're only allowed to carry 
five at once. Some thought needed 
here, obviously. 

There’s the usual verb-noun in- 
put, a SAVE GAME routine, and 
instant resurrection should you 
come up against the loaded lugers, 
as you frequently do. Maybe not the 
best adventure every seen, but still 
very enjoyable and with some intri- 
guing puzzles . for example, 
what’s a frog doing in the toilet? 
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Part three of our round-up of the past year’s software releases. They’re 
all here — the brilliant, the OK and the diabolical. 

SESSSESEInnrermernereeee eA ee 

Rainbow Writer oe 
Dragon 32/64 Microdeal, The main purpose of this product is to overcome 
£19.95 tape 41 Truro Road, the Dragon’s unattractive screen text display and 
£21.95 disk St Austell, Cornwall offer |2 alternative layouts, all of which can be mixed 

PL25 SJE with high resolution graphics. The options are con- 
tained in two machine code programs to be loaded in 
the upper memory. The bad news is that once 
loaded, the Dragon slows down enormously and 
entering commands isaclumsy procedure. (Apr ’84) 

——————— 

Snooker oe 
BBC MicroB Acornsoft, This is a skilful transposition of Snooker from 3-D 
£9.95 Vector Marketing, to a 2-D game. The package includes instructions, 

Denington Estate but further knowledge would be required to under- 
Wellingborough, stand the play and scoring properly. The graphics are 
Northants goodand soundeffects realistic. (Nov ’83) 

Snowball al es 
BBC Model B Level? Computing Snowball is the opening adventure of aseries. Youare 
(others soon) 229 Hughenden Road a secret agent, aboard a space ship in trouble. Your 
£9.90 High Wycombe, task is to right the situation. An interesting game with 

Bucks some unusual extra features, ie the central figure is 
female and playing demands imagination not mere 
competiveness. (Feb ’84) 

Space Shuttle cs 
Dragon 32 Microdeal A high standard game with excellent graphics. The 
| joystick 41 Truro Road idea is to launch a space shuttle into orbit in order 
£8 St Austell, Cornwall to retrieve a malfunctioning satellite. A joystick is 

essential for the game which comes with a |6-page 
detailed manual. This is a very challenging simulation 
game. (Nov’83) 

Splat a 
Spectrum 48K Incentive In this game you are Zippy, a small cross on the 
£5.50 Software Ltd screen, displayed as a walled maze, dotted with grass. 

54LondonStreet The idea is to lead Zippy through the maze and eat 
Reading, Berks the grass. Besides a joystick option, you can program 

keys to suit yourself. It is fun, but not as good as the 
author’s first, Mined Out. (Nov’83) Se PERY I eee tadle le cise Neils RR, SER 

Sprite Man ‘ee 
Commodore64_ = InterceptorMicros Well, this game is Pacman in disguise, in which you 
£7.95 Linden House run around a maze, eating dots and avoiding the 4 

The Green monsters trying to eat you. One fault is that the run/- 
Tadley, Herts stop key usn’t disabled, so beware of hitting it! Other- 

wise, this isasuccessful reproduction. (Dec ’83) 
SUES arene eats SS SS Uae ann Dee nC 

The Spy Strikes Back _ nytt ce 
Atari400/600/800 CentreSoft Dr X’s fortress is divided into sections. Hidden are 9 
£14.95 CentreSoft House clues and the first to collect them or crack the code 

Unit 16, Tipton will win £100 worth of software (really). The best fea- 
Trading Estate ture is the sound but the clue cracking is compulsive. 
Bloomfield Road (Feb ’84) 
Tipton, West Middx 
i 

Squash a Frog Sea COCO 

| Commodore64_—Alligatasoftware For something completely different .. . this is a ver- 
7 £7.95 178 West Street sion of ‘Frogger’ (but featuring non-amphibious 

Sheffield frogs). An average reproduction in which the action 
could be tightened up and improved by the inclusion 
ofajoystick version. (Dec’83) 

102 

Rule of Thumb! 

Each review carries our exclusive 
‘‘Rule of Thumb’’ to give you an 
instant guide to how we rate it. 
Here's how the system works. 

aS é& eye Brilliant! 

« 4 Better than most — 
e es babl probably a good bet. 

é& Only average, 
- but no major faults. 

CG Noticeable, though 
not crippling, defects. 

ole Contains flaws which 

Bg i Ce Gr Avoid at all costs. 

significantly affect it. 

— 

Starbowl Football cs eee ON ae 
Atari 400/800 Efficient Chips This is a representation of American Football. The 
£21.95 40 The MarketPlace playfield is set out in the standard gridiron pattern 

Chippenham, Wilts and the game plays in the same way as reality. The 
game is easy to pick up, with clear instructions. 
There’s a variety of options and the graphics, sound 
and scrolling are smooth and colourful. (Feb ’84) 

Starclash CGO 
Any Spectrum Micromega A tired version on the Space Invaders theme with 
£6.95 230Lavender Hill, aliens akin to bow ties and pointed hats. It is com- 

London SW 1 | patible with a Kempston joystick but the action is 
fairly slow. (Feb ’84) 

Stellar Triumph > & 

Commodore64 = RomikSoftware An original game for two which requires agile fin- 
£6.99 272ArgyllAvenue gers, or a joystick. It is basically a spatial battle with 

Slough SLI 4HE both players in charge of very nippy spaceships. 

Good sound and graphics, the ability to play any of 25 
billion variations all combine to make a very good 
value game. (Dec ’83) 

Strike Attack Cr 
Spectrum 48K Micro-Mart A cross between a flight simulator and a blood and 
c3;95 GreenhillInd. Estate guts shooting gallery game, the instructions require 

Kidderminster, careful study before attempting to play. You are the 
Worcs pilot of a military jet and have to reach your target 

before the enemy shoots you down. Not that 
realistic, but it will prove achallenge. (Nov’83) 

SERS reenrmrsrecrereeeee ee 

Super Dogfight é 
Commodore64 = TerminalSoftware An attempt to simulate a World War | fighter pilot 
£9.95 28 Church Lane duel. (It’s a two player game requiring two joysticks). 

Prestwich The object is just to destroy your opponent 10 
Manchester times. It’s a fairly good implementation of an early 

arcade game but has no original extra features. 
(Dec’83) 

ne oe 

Tank Atak : C 
Commodore 64 = Supersoft A joint version of the ‘Battle Zone’ video game in 
£8 Winchester House _ which you are in command of a tank, equipped with 

Canning Road radar. A joystick is essential to avoid displaced digits. | 
Harrow, Middx There are bonuses and different levels, but the 

graphicsare disappointing. (July ’83) 

CEE T-Comp 

Oric | 48K BambeySoftware This is a compiler, written in Basic for the Oric. 
£12.95 Leneburgh,Isleof Unfortunately it will only process a tiny subset of 

Harris Oric Basic so it cannot be seriously considered. 
(Feb ’84) 

Tele Talk Me 
Atari 400/800 Efficient Chips With the help of a modem, Tele Talk enables you to 
£36 (Disk) 40 The MarketPlace communiccate with bulletin boards or other Atari 

Chippenham, Wilts owners over the telephone. Its strongest feature is 
the ability to modify the point configuration of the 
computer. Although highly priced, Tele Talk is good 
value. (Feb ’84) 
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Street, Blackburn 

Lancs. 
forming the humble crossword into the equivalent 
of Rubic’s cube. A useful feature is the ability to save 
a solution on cassette. Though the clues are not that 
difficult, Alien reckons it’s such a formidable project 
that they’re offering a prize of £1000 for the first 
correct solution. (Apr’84) 

| The Ultra —&E 
| Oric | PSS, 452 Stoney Following the Space Invaders idea, the aim here is 
| £5.95 Stanton Road purely destructive. However the game has excellent 

Coventry graphics. There are | 6 screens, each with a different 
type ofalien. (Dec ’83) 

| Uncle Groucho Ss cé 

Spectrum 48K Automata By the same author as Pimania, this game is easier to 
| £10 27 Highland Road understand but is more conventional and holds less 

Portsmouth surprises. A Hollywood holiday is offered so that you 
PO490A can meet the film star whose name you must discover 

by uncovering the 22 clues hidden in the program. 
(Feb’84) 

| Up Periscope a 
Dragon 32 BeyondSoftware The first in a batch of EMAP linked software, this 
£6.95 CompetitionHouse game is a good strategic battle, along the lines of 

Farndon Road Shards Empire. It can be played with keyboard or 
Market Harborough joystick, and is for |-2 players. The graphics are 
Leics simple and as the game is in Basic some of the res- 

ponses are slow but an enjoyable, tactical struggle. 
(Feb’84) 

| Urban Upstart 

| £9.95 17 Norfolk Road 
Brighton 

utilities for the BBC user; a sound shaper, a screen 
dump, a teletext editor, and a disassembler. This all 
sounds useful but it belies its image and falls short of 
expectations. The package has its problems and the 
facilities that do work are not that wonderful or 
original. (Apr ’84) 

Ce 
In this game the task is to defuse an old war-time 
bomb, a rare model for which there is no docu- 
mentation. It is an interesting idea but the game has 
several bugs. Also the game involves the same 
sequence of events, so once successful it loses its 
point. (jan ’84) 

| Valhalla EES 
| Spectrum 48K Legend,FREEPOST This is the most exciting game designed for the 
| £14.95 | Milton Road Spectrum since The Hobbit. The screen is in 3 parts; 

Cambridge CB4 | UY picture, information and commands. There are 37 
characters which can act independently and there 
are 6 quests. An absorbing game with excellent 
graphics. (Feb ’84) 

Virgin Games 
61-3 Portobello Rd 

London W|I 

BBC Micro Acornsoft A word processor is the first software requirement 
£59.80 4A Market Hill for lots of people and View offers many facilities ex- 

Cambridge CB23NJ pected of an advanced system. There is full control 
of the page format and it is easy to change, delete or 
insert text. However, it doesn’t cope with filing and 
is fairly complicated to use. (Sept 83) 

Tiger Grand Prix CC | Vi 
Dragon 32 Tiger Software This is an educational program with an original 
£7.95 63 Devonshire Street idea based on a race game for |-2 people. There are | 

MonkWearmouth 12 data files of about 40 questions on maths, 
Sunderland spelling, general knowledge, etc, plus a Fun Quiz at. 

the end. (Jan’84) 

| The Ultimate Crossword > 
BBC Mode B Alien, Arundel Unlike many other adaptations of traditional games, 
£14.95 House, Church Alien has added here an ‘extra dimension’, trans- 

: Spectrum 48K RichardShepherd _An original game in which you can literally escape 
£6.50 Software, 23-25 from reality! Set in grimy Scarthorpe the aim is to 

Elmshott Lane keep out of jail, hospital etc and avoid the hazards of 
Chippenham urban deprivation. Though the adventure isn’t too 
Slough, Berks difficult to solve — just like life itself — getting out of 

the place is! (Feb ’84) 

| Utilities Package ‘ie 
7 BBC Salamander Software This cassette-based package provides four different 

Janu stanabesnien erntan nett suas merase sets one ores soe Seinen faa eaten e enna paircane ear enoret mer steers err s oe pees 

This is an average word processor business program. | 

It will work with a number of disk drives of which 
the 1541 is recommended. After loading there are 
about 20 A4 pages of storage space. There are 5 
options on the menu, of which loading the disk 
directory isthe most important. (july ’83) 

Wheelie puts you in charge of a Zedaxaki 500 bike. 
It’s driven by keyboard or joystick and is excellent 
not only in terms of addiction potential but also the 
graphics and sound which are both accurate and re- 
alistic ...and the game features the dreaded ‘bouncing 
hedgehogs’! (Apr ’84) 

9 Mansion Row, 

Brompton, Gilling- 
ham, Kent ME7 5SE 

Wheelie 

Spectrum 48K 
£5.95 

Microsphere 
72 Roseberry Road 
LondonN1!02LS 

White Crystal J 
Dragon 
£6.99 

Romik Software 
272 Argyll Avenue 
Slough, Berks 

An interesting sci-fi game in which you are the last of 
a race of wizards. The object of the game is to free 
the world and restore the crystal from its present 
black back to pure white. There’s a top three scores 
table, five skill levels and optional instructions. A 
machine code version would be an improvement as 
at present it suffers from restricted graphics and is 
slow moving. (Mar ’84) 

White Knight 
BBC Model B BBC Soft, 35 Maryle- An excellent game that looks and plays well. The 
£11.50 bone High Street program is not only difficult to beat but is unpre- 

LondonWIM4AA _ dictable, due to the author deviating from standard 
openings. The only disappointment is the lack of a 
SAVE facility; thereby each game has to be played 
in full. (Nov ’83) 

Wordwise oc 
BBC Micro Computer Concepts This comes as an 8K EPROM for the BBC and needs 
£45 16 Wayside, at least a 1.0 operating system to run. Being menu 

Chipperfield, Herts. driven, the options, loading, saving etc are quite , 
straightforward. It lacks some features necessary for 
‘professional word processing’ but does offer some 
nice facilities and is recommended for the hobbyist 
who needs to edit Basic programs as well as normal 
text. (Sept ’83) 

The Worm 

Lynx48K&96K QuazarComputing The object here is to guide a wildfire worm called 
£4.74 17 Teg Close Wilberforce around the screen. There are four 

Portslade,Sussex separate screens to progress. The game uses both 
Basic and machine code but is very fast. The graphics 
are good, though they do not exploit the full colour 
range of the Lynx. (Dec ’83) 

a Zappy Zooks oe, 

Commodore64 Romiksoftware This game boils down into another version of Pac- 

£6.99 272ArgyllAvenue man, though this is a fairly good version for the 
SloughSL! 4HE Commodore. It’s for use with a joystick only and has 

a number of menu options at the start enabling you 
to choose the number of ‘Zooks’ to chase you 
around the screen. (Dec’83) 

Zeus Assembler ‘ 

Spectrum 48K SinclairResearchLtd This long-awaited assembler from Sinclair is dis- 
£12.95 Freepost appointing and inefficient in its use of the available 

Camberley,Surrey memory. 

cs 

Spectrum 48K Imagine In Zip Zap you are the last surviving member of a 
Joystickoptional Masons Buildings robotic, intergalaxian cleaning force. As such your 
£5.50 Exchange Street East movements lack ‘vim’ but the game’s action is 

LiverpoolL23PN — smooth and fast and there are impressive graphics. 
High-scoring is the name of the game and Imagine has 
provided an infinite number of screens and changing 
aliens. (Oct’83) 

Zzoom SS és 
Spectrum 48K ImagineSoftware —_A flashy package that lives up to its image. Here the 
£5.50 Masons Building mission is to rescue innocent refugees from a geno- 

Exchange Street East cidal enemy. There are a range of attack waves, the 
LiverpoolL23PN _first consisting of bomber planes, and guided missiles. 

The game gets progressively more difficult and the 
graphicsare excellent. (Sept ’83) 



DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 

ALL PRINTERS HAVE CENTRONIC PARALLEL INTERFACE UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. ALL PRINTERS HAVE HI-RES. DOT 
ADDRESSABLE GRAPHIC MODE. PLEASE SEND SAE FOR 
FULL DETAILS. 

BBC MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM 

WE ARE AN OFFICIAL BBC 
COMPUTER DISTRIBUTOR 

DEALER ENQUIRIES ARE WELCOMED 

Acorn Electron £199: 
WE SUPPLY FREE 30 HOUR BASIC BOOK AND.A DUST COVER 

WITH EACH BBC COMPUTER 

BBC is the best microcomputer currently on the market. 32K RAM, 
32K ROM, 8 modes of operation, full colour, full-size keyboard, internal 
expansions such as disc interface, speech synthesizer, Econet interface. 

In short it is a personal computer capable of expanding into a small 

business system. 

BUSINESS SYSTEMS 

BBC Microcomputer Model B £348 VAT 

BBC Mod B - disk interface £409 - VAT 
EPSON i tt interface 220 . 
FX B80 160 CPS 10° wide tric & pin feed £344 + VAT £395 fae “yy g 9 8 Bs Lag oe NG a ret ys 
FX 100 160 CPS 15” wide fric & tract feed £431- VAT £495 BBC 400K disk drive £230 - VAT 
RX80F T 100 CPS 10" wide trict &tract feed £261 + VAT £299 BBC dial 800K dick drive £699 - VAT 

LG1500,'200.CPS Lever quay printer eae At Vioneteae ook Baers a ‘APRICOT — SIRIUS — SANYO processor 64K RAM and CPN operating 

8143 RS 23 Interface for FX and RX printers £29- VAT £33 system - Free Perfect Software £696 - VAT 8148 RS232 Interface with 2K buffer xon xoft £60: VAT £69 art Wiebe at: dace ie . oe ue — TORCH 
Ribbon Cartridge for RX80 FX80 & MX80 £7- VAT §£7 Bee again ioc ep ay f > Anet IBM TEXAS O 
Ribbon Cartridge for FX100 & MX100 £12 + VAT £13 Disk interface kit (free fitting) £84 - VAT 

Mod A to Mod B upgrade ki ETO Vat 

STAR Fitting charge for A to B upgrade kit £20 - VAT APRICOT ‘Portable Executive Computer 16 Bit Micro. 256K RAM. up to 
Gemini 10X 120 CPS. 10° wide tric & tract feed £200- VAT £229 16K memory upgrade kit £30 - VAT 144 megabytes floppy disk storage 3’ " Sony disks Portable brief case 
Gemini 15X_120 CPS. 15” wide frict & tract £295- VAT £339 Games paddles Ff £11 + VAT styling Modem with auto dialler (Optional) hard disk optional Vast software 
Delta 10 160 CPS. 10” wide frict & tract feed Roe! * VAT £375 12° Monochrome monitor incl cable £89 - VAT library (compatible with Sirius 1) 
Delta 15 160 CPS 15” wide frict & tract feed £414+- VAT £475 14° Colour monitor incl cable £199 - VAT Auricek with Single Drive and Motitor £1690 - VAT 
Radix-10 200 CPS. NLO 16K Buffer Par & User guide £10 - VAT Apricot with Double Drive and Monxtpr and 
serial interface. downloadable characters Econet interface (free fitting) £60 - VAT Free Printer or 2nd Monitor : £1890 - VAT 
incredible value at £431- VAT £495 Speech interface (free fitting) £47 - VAT ay 
Radix-15 15” wide version of Radix-10 £518+ VAT £595 anal pgp manual val gl ai disk £30 - VAT SANYO PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER 

aralle rinter cable 10 - VAT 
BBC ire processor (view) Boe : aT 16 Bit Micro 128K RAM expandable to 256K Single or Double Disk Drive 

SEIKOSHA j ’ BBC Fourth language cassette £15 - VAT built in full colour graphics (640 x 200 pixels in 8 colours) |BM compatible 
pot Sere ie le Ming Sabb sy rye Bee : vat he BBC Lisp language cassette £15. VAT Free software. Sanyo eee 550 128K RAM single drive and ee AS eer 

: wi . n ; é Including Wordstar and Calcstar + 
GP100VC 30CPS. 10" wide. VIC 20 & 64 interf £174+- VAT £199 128K ble drive and free ft cluding W t 

GP500A 50 CPS. 10” wide. tractor feed £187- VAT £215 __ APPROVED ECONET SERVICE CENTRE Sanyo MBC555 128K double driv ibe iaitaialidehehd Betts oe 

en acre yee even BNC! cosy vat cose | | cl uSNeeRcceNerT Bue rcOr tant tencmaneSoenR correspondence qualit Bae © 3 : L 3 : FTWARE 
GP100AS. Serial interface. ideal for Spectrum PLEASE SEND LARGE STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE SIRIUS 1 Sirius 1 Computer with 128K RAM and 1 2 megabyte Floppy Wai iierodrive £174+ VAT £199 FOR FULL DETAILS ries —_ e including CP M 86. MS DOS and £2195 VAT 

icrosoft Basic 195 - l 

ont CPS 10" wide friction & tract feed £187 + VAT. £215 Sirius 1 Computer with 256K RAM and 2 4 megabyte Floppy disk yer S 

Spare ribbon cartridge for CP80 £6- VAT £6 Including C C M86 MS DOS & Microsoft Basic £2895 - VAT 

ee TORCH Z80 2nd PROCESSOR Siheacannce pbs a 
F 2 5 : tract fe 00+ VAT 5 with colourmonitor includes Twin isks. Torchnet Compact 120 CPS. 80 col frict & tract feed £200 £229 For on! £347 4 VAT Operating System free perfect software (perfect writer. perfect speller 

iy perfect calc perfect filer) Torchmail Plus (Electronic Mail) Torch Mars 
CANON eri a ng spiel bau (Financial modelling with graphics) Torchtel (Viewdata Access System 
PW1080A 160 CPS. 10" wide. 27 CPS geass VAT £996 Torch 2nd Processor Z80 is supplied with perfect writer (a powerful Word Executive Aid (Menu System) 

24 x 16 matrix ps 15) . 27 CPS NLO ah Processor). perfect speller (apehing checking epee - | should have used Datel 600 (Link to outside mainframe services ie 
| Anke 160 CPS. 15” wide. 27 “ £347 - VAT £399 one for making this advert!) Perfect Filer (A Database Program). Perfect Telecom Gold) 
24 x 16 matrix oid Calc (Spread Sheet) It includes 64K memory (Almost 60K available to user) 

Fits inside BBC Computer TEXAS INSTRUMENTS PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER 
ate Ph ag bi i ie taF aiNAT - £900 T! 502 Dual 320KB Drives 256K RAM Up to 10 megabyte on board storage 
Seikosha G 7 colour SPS printer Re Li or sss + Perfect Soft > £347 - VAT £399 ossible Tl speech command hardware option brings a new level of user 
Canon P.J1080A 7 colour. 40 CPS ink jet printer £391 + VAT £449 Sen Aaa Ss Bes ah cag pita riendliness to computing Allows voice operated keyboard control 
CPP40 40 column 4 colour battery operated £118 + VAT - £135 Bish tenes “ £695 - VAT £799 (Optional) Price £2650 - VAT 

MAINTENAN NTRACTS ARE AVAILABLE. 
ALL OUR PRINTERS HAVE 1 YEAR WARRANTY 

A E CE CO 

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES 

COMPLETE WORDPROCESSING 

SYSTEMS 

INCLUDING DAISYWHEEL PRINTER 

From £695 + VAT 

100% BBC COMPATIBLE MITSUBISHI 

AND TEAC SLIMLINE DISK DRIVES 

NEW LOWER 

JUKI 6100 

20 CPS Bi-Directional Logic seeking 10.12.15 CP1- PS 
Spacing. 2K buffer. bes selling Daisywheel £344 + VAT £395 
Singer sheet feeder unit £217 + VAT 49 
Tractor Unit £95 - VAT 
RS 232 Interface £52 - VAT 
Spare Daisywheel EV VAT 

BROTHER HR-15 
13 CPS Bi-directional 10 1215 CP1- PS £344 - VAT 
Keyboard Unit £139 - VAT 
Single Sheet Feeder Unit £217 + VAT 
Tractor Unit £95 - VAT 

These drives are supplied ready cased with all the necesary cables 
formating program and User Guide 
There are some very useful utilities included on formating disc eg 
* DISASSEMBLER: This is 6502 machine code disassembler 
* DUP: To copy and rename a file on disc 
* FORMAT Formating program for 40 & 80 tracks 
‘ FREE This utility provides a disk usage analysis 
* MDUMP Enables you to display and modify any part of BBC memory 
*" MERGE: Merge a number of text files into one file 
* RELOCATE Downloads a basic program to &E00 
* SDUMP Screen dump for EPSON in all graphic modes 
’ VERIFY Verifies every sector on a disk — 
‘ MENU A flexible menu program 

SYSTEM 1BBC Micro mode! B. Wordwise. Phoenix monitor. Smith Corona 
TP1 Daisywheel Printer. Cassett Recorder - all the necessary cables and DAISY STEP 2000 

20 CPS Unidirectional 10 12 15 CP1 £260 + VAT documentation £696 - VAT = £799.25 

SYSTEM 2. BBC Micro model B ~ Disk Interface. Phoenix Monitor. 100K 
ngs Disk Drive. Wordwise. Smith Corona Daisywhee! Printer 
+ all the necessary cables and documentation 

Price only £895 + VAT = £1029.25 

SMITH CORONA TP1 
12 CPS 1012 CP1 unidirectional £208 - 

SYSTEM 3. BBC Micro mode! B - Disk Interface. Phoenix Monitor. Dua! 
Disk Drives 200K. Wordwise. Smith Corona Daisywhee! Printer - all the 
necessary cables and documentation 

Price £999 - VAT - £1148.85 

PROFESSIONAL 
MONITORS 

Single drive 100K 40 trks_ single Sided £147 - VAT £169 
Dual drive 200K. 40 trks. single sided £286 - VAT £329 
Single drive 200K. 40 trks. double sided £173 - VAT £199 
Dual drive 400K. 40 trks. double sided £330 - VAT £379 
Single drive 400K 80 trks double sided £199 - VAT £229 
Single drive 400K 40 80 trks. switchable DS £217 - VAT £249 
Dual dr've 800K 80 trks double sided £382 - VAT £439 
Dual drive 800K 40 80 trks switchable OS £408 - VAT £469 

SYSTEM 4. BBC Micro model B - Disk Interface. Sanyo High-Res Green 
Monitor. Wordwise (or view). Juki 6100 Daisywheel Printer Single 400K 
Disk Drive ~ all the necessary cables and documentation 

£1049 - VAT - £1206.35 “SANYO 
“MICROVITEC 
“FIDELITY 
“PHOENIX 

SANYO 
DM8112 12° Green screen 18 MHZ Hi-Res £86: VAT £99 
DM2112 12° Green screen 15 MHZ Monitor £66 - VAT £75 
CD3125 14° RGB Normal Res Colour Monitor £173» VAT €£199 
CD3117 14. RGB Medium Res Colour Monitor £286 - VAT £329 
CD3115 14° RGB High Res Colour Monitor £391 - VAT £449 

All above drives are low power slimline (O3Atyp at: 12vand0 4Aat- 5v 
per drive) Normally extra power supply is not required the BBC Computer 
ower sypely is designed to drive two low power drive (IT IS NOT 
ESIGN O DRI INTERNAL ROM BOARD) 

40 Track SS DD disketts i10 Box) £18 - VAT £20 
40 Track DS DD disketts (10 Box) £23.- VAT £26 
80 Track SS DD disketts (10 Box) £28- VAT £32 
80 Track DS DD disketts (10 Box) £30 - VAT £34 
ALL ABOVE DISKETT ARE CERTIFIED EITHER MEMOREX OR DETALIFE 

SYSTEM 5. BBC Mod B Micro - Disk Interface. Sanyo High Res Green 
Monitor. Wordwise (or view) Juki 6100 Daisywheel Printer Dual Disk 
Drive 800K - all the necessary cables and documentation 

Price £1195 - VAT  £1374.25 

SYSTEM 6. Sanyo 16 Bit IMB.pc Compatible Micro 128K RAM Single Disk 
Drive 160K Wordstar Calc Star Sanyo High Res Green Monitor Juki 6100 
Daisywheel Printer - all cable and documentation 

Price only £1145 + VAT = £1316.75 

SYSTEM 7. Sanyo 16 Bit IBM pc Compatible Micro 128K RAM Dua! Disk 
Drives 360K Wordstar Calc Star Mailmerge Infostar Spelistar Datastar 
Sanyo High Res Green Monitor Juki 6100 Daisywheel Printer - and all 
necessary Cables and documentation 

Price £1395 + VAT = £1604.25 
YOUR CONTACTS AT AKHTER ARE 

HAMAYUN MUGHAL 

PAULA HAYES 

TONY GLOVER 

DENNIS SUTCH 

MAHAMAD EDIB 

ALAN LAFFOLEY 

CARON ANDREWS 

PAUL SWIFT 

JOHN MAULE 

MICORVITEC CUB 
1431 MS 14. RGBNormal! Res Colour Monitor q 3 \ I £199 

1451 MS 14° RGB Medium Res Colour Monitor £32 T £369 
441 MS 14. RGB High Res Colour Monitor 41 \ £479 

DEALER BULK ENQUIRIES 

TELEPHONE ORDERS 

DEALER ORDERS 

BUSINESS SYSTEMS ENQUIRIES 

EXPORT ENQUIRIES 

ECONET SYSTEM TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES 

ACCOUNTS 

DESPATCH 

REPAIRS 

SYSTEM 8. All the components of System 6 but with Sanyo High Res Colour 
Monitor and Wordstar with Colour Facilities 

Price £1445 + VAT = £1661.75 

SYSTEM 9. All the components of System 7 but with Sanyo High Res Colour 
Monitor and Wordstar with Colour Facilities 

FIDELITY Colour Monitor 

sili 

Price £1695 + VAT = £1949.25 GB RGBY Composite sound col £187 + V £215 

PHOENIX 
Phoenix Hiq § 12 Green Monitor 3 VAT £75 
Proenix } 4¢a° 1 Amnher Mor yt FAC VAT £79 

WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY PACKAGES WITH COMPONENTS OF YOUR 
OWN CHOICE. PLEASE PHONE {9278) 412639 AND ASK FOR 
HAMAYUN MUGHAL FOR A PRICE. 

Access 

~ 
VISA 

REE: 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
We accept official orders from UK Government and Education 
establishments Carriage is Free (UK amy) for normal delivery If express 
delivery is required please add £8 00 + VAT per parcel We accpet telephone 
orders on Barclay and Access Card please ring (0279) 443521 (10 lines) 
All cheques made payable to “AKHTER INSTRUMENTS 

LOMPUTER GROUP 
28/29 BURNT MILL 
HARLOW. ESSEX. CM20 2HU UK. 
Tel. HARLOW (0279) 443521 Telex: 818894 AKHTER G 

N.B. ALL VAT INCLUDED PRICES ARE THE CORRECT PRICES. 
EXCL. VAT PRICES HAVE BEEN ROUNDED UP TO NEAREST POUND. 

OPENING HOURS: MON-FRI 9am-6.30pm, SAT 10am-5pm 
We welcome callers, no parking problems. 
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Sometimes even those who know the home computer 

market best are amazed by its convoluted approach to 

marketing. That almost mythical machine, the Acorn 

Electron is only now, in mid-April starting to appear on 

the retailers’ shelves in reasonable numbers, despite 

the fact that we received our original review machine 

in early July last year. 
In the intervening period, the gap between the 

Electron and its rivals has narrowed considerably, and 

numerous potential buyers have settled for a more 

Acorn Electron £199 

Alphatronic PC £347 

Apple lle £845 

Aquarius £49 

Atari 400/800 £99/£299 

Atari 600XL ETS9 

BBCB £399 

Colour Genie £168 

Commodore 64 £199 

Commodore Vic 20 £140 

Dragon 32/64 £175/£225 

Epson HX20 £41 | 

Lynx £225 

Memotech £275 

NEC PC-8201A £475 

Oric 16K £100 

Oric 48K £140 

Oric Atmos £170 

Sharp MZ700 £240 

Sharp MZ80B £899 

Sinclair QL £399 

Sord M5 £150 

Spectravideo £195 

Spectrum | 6K £100 

Spectrum 48K £130 

Tandy Model 100 £500 

TRS-80 Colour £299 

Texas TI99A £90 

Texas CC40 £170 

ZX8| £45 

Price — The costs quoted for 
each micro are based on the 
lowest common retail price 
prevailing at the time of going to 
press. 

But when budgeting for a 
system remember that the 
machines will usually require 
extras to perform their required 
function. This ranges from access 
to a television set and cassette 
recorder, to spending several 
hundred additional pounds on a 
printer if the computer is going 
to be used for serious business 
purposes. 
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Use — This gives an idea of what 
most machines are best suited for 
— though price tends to be the 
overriding factor as few non- 
millionaires would spend £3000 on 
a computer to play games with. 
But additionally some micros have 
large amounts of software and 
special features that are tailored 
for a particular market. 

RAM — The size of the RAM 
memory in a computer defines 
how large and how sophisticated a 
program can be run. It’s generally 
true that the larger the memory 

EEE 

GUIDE 
readily available machine such as the Commodore 64. 
Acorn’s credibility has been seriously damaged. 

That company can take some comfort from the 
continuing saga of the Sinclair QL — ordering now 
might get you one by August, then again it might not. 

Every effort is made to keep the Buyer’s Guide 
completely up to date, but if you have any comments or 
suggestions then please send them to Buyer’s Guide 
Editor, Which Micro, Scriptor Court, |55 Farringdon 
Road, London ECIR 3AD. 

the better the computer — and 
the more expensive. 

Colour — Micros that show 
colour when plugged into a colour 
television are becoming 
increasingly popular in the home 
market as price fall. For many 
business applications, however, 
colour is not considered that 
important. 

Languages — Nearly all micros 
offer the Basic computer language 
which, at the moment, is the 
easiest and simplest language for 

those wanting to learn how to 
program. Other languages tend to 
offer more powerful facilities or 
are specially suited for particular 
applications. 

Interfaces — These are the 
sockets on a micro which allow 
such peripherals as printers and 
modems to be connected and 
controlled by the computer. The 
most common is the RS232C 
interface and a wide range of 
equipment can be connected to it. 

Less well-known interfaces may 
give a more limited choice. @ 
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Sinclair ZX8| 
Price: £45 — special offer “starter 
pack” which includes 16K RAM. 
Use: Home 
RAM: IK 
Colour: No 
Language: Basic 
Interface: Own 
Supplier: Sinclair Research 0276 
685311 

For: Sinclair's celebrated ZX81, 
the computer which broke open 
the home market, is still available, 
though for how long this will 
continue is anyone’s guess. 

But in recognition of the 
declining appeal of a black and 
white computer that costs over 
£70 — by the time the virtually 
obligatory 16K of extra memory 
is purchased — Sinclair has now 
introduced a £45 starter pack. For 
this reasonable sum purchasers can 
acquire a ZX81, a 16K RAM pack 
and a software cassette. 
Against: That membrane key- 
board! It’s like typing with a sheet 
of cardboard over the keys. 

Although the software is 
plentiful and cheap, there is 
virtually no new material coming 
Out, since programmers prefer the 
Spectrum. It’s also worth 
remembering the speed at which 
it loads — everything happens 

v-e-r-y s-l-o-w-l-y. 

Conclusion: At its new ‘‘all 
inclusive’’ price of £45 the ZX8| 
may well have been given a new 
lease of life. It still won't do half 
the things you can do on an Oric 
or Spectrum but it is half the 
price. As an entrance to Basic it 
is unique and those on a tight 
budget can do no better. 
May/June 1982 — Inside the ZX8! 
April 1983 — IBM PC v ZX81 
May 1983 — Add-ons for ZX8! 
October 1983 — New lease of life 

e 

Aquarius 
Price: £49 

Use: Home 

RAM: 4K 

Colour: Yes 
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For: On paper, the Oric is a 
strong competitor to the 
Spectrum. Its specifications include 
useful pre-programmed sounds and 
high resolution graphics, and the 
buyer may well prefer the Oric’s 
keyboard and conventional entry 
of program statements. 

The Basic included is a near- 
standard Microsoft with many 
powerful extensions, so when 
software houses have had time to 
catch up on the recent surge of 
new machines, programs for the 
Oric should appear quickly. 
Against: The | 6K version is still 
hard to get hold of, lengthy 
production delays having held up 

its appearance. 
A worrying, but persistent 

rumour about the Oric is that of 
problems in the cassette handling 
area — certainly, ours have never 
worked properly, and we have 
received numerous phone calls 
mentioning the same difficulty. 
Conclusion: The Oric is a difficult 
computer to sum up, outshining 
the Spectrum in some areas, but 
(as yet) behind in the vital areas of 
software support and complete 
documentation. If you want a tried 
and trusted computer, check the 
competition first. 

CP/M: Not yet 
Language: Basic 
Interface: Own 

For: Excellent documentation and 
a wide range of games cartridges 
will attract beginners. The 
potential for expansion is good, 
with cheap peripherals such as the 
printer (£135) available, but don’t 
hold your breath for CP/M. 
Against: The main failings are 
the keyboard (diabolical), the 
Basic (antiquated), and the prices 
(high for expanded versions). 
Conclusion: For users (especially 
games) rather than programmers. 

Laser 200 
Price: £70 February 1983 — Oric | Review 
Use: Home February 1983 — Comparison: 

RAM: 4K Oric | v Spectrum 
Colour: Yes May !983 — Oric | v Vic 20 
Language: Basic 
Interface: Own 

Supplier: ? 

October |983.— Oric — will it 

zoom ahead? 

For: The lowest price of any 
home computer in the UK; 
reasonable keyboard and Basic 
interpreter including handy choice 
of conventional or one-key 
program entry. 
Against: Sound is only up to 
(weak) Spectrum standard, 
graphics are distinctly low- 
resolution at 128 x 64. 16K 
memory expansion raises price to 
Spectrum level. 

Texas T199/4a 

Conclusion: Performance is Price: £90 
ae Use: Home, education 

distinctly better than that of some RAM: 16K 

recent big-name attempts at a Colour: Wie 
£100 home computer (notably 
Tandy and Mattel). However, the 
Spectrum still shows the way. 
October: 1983 — The Laser — A 
shot in the dark? 

Language: Basic 
Interface: Own 
Supplier: Texas Instruments 0234 
67466 

For: Now sadly out of © 
production, the Texas remains a 
powerful and easy to use micro 
which has many technical 
advantages over other £100 
rivals. With the possibility of price 
cuts as stocks run out, it would 
be good value for the dedicated 
hobbyist who doesn't require add- 
on hardware or software (both of 
which will become scarce). . 

Oric | 
Price: 16K £80 48K £140 

out in the cold once software 

supplies die out. 
Use: sevsblga Conclusion: The 99's major fault 
RAM: 16K-48K is that it costs too much to 
Colour: Yes 

manufacture, making it 
unprofitable for Texas. 
The company has never been 

happy in the home computer 

Language: Basic 
Interface: Parallel 
Supplier: Oric International 0990 
27641 

Against: Most users will feel left _ 

field, despite the point that the TI 
was debatably the first 
recognisable entrant to this 
market and could therefore be 
described as having invented it. 
The company should have been 
quicker to react when 
Commodore brought out the 64 
(which is remarkable for its low 
production costs), and started the 
price war which has led to so 
many casualties. A cheaper 
TI99/4a-compatible computer 
would have gone down well over 
the last year or so. It is also a 
shame that Texas will not be 
bringing out a new home 
computer as far ahead of the 
opposition as its original T199. 

Atari 
Price: 400 £99 800 £250 
Use: Home 
RAM: 400 16K 800 48K 

Colour: Yes 
Language: Basic 
Interface: RS-232C 
Supplier: Atari (01-900 051 1) 

For: Atari produced an excellent 
games machine in its 400 and 
800 home computers, which is no 
surprise given its background in 
arcade machines and home games 
consoles. 
What did surprise many industry 

observers was the readiness of 
software houses to supply serious 
software for educational and 
business purposes, especially on 
the 800 version with its 
typewriter keyboard and disk 
‘interface. 

The software is one of the main 
reasons for buying an Atari, its ; 
quality being consistently high. 
Against: There are several 
drawbacks to becoming an Atari . 
user, including the irritating need 
for a special cassette recorder at 
the inflated price of about £45. 
The touch-sensitive keyboard of 
the 400 is also rather off-putting, 
and limits the practical uses. 

Software prices for the Atari 
seem to be rather high compared 
to those for rival machines. 
Conclusion: The Atari is one of 
the older machines to enjoy a 
place in the Top Ten, but still 
holds up well in any comparison 
with its rivals. 

Recent price cuts and specifica- 
tion improvements have made it 
more competitive. 

Tandy MCIO |- 
Price: £99.95 

Use: Home 

RAM: 4K, expansion to 20K 
Colour: Yes 
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Language: Basic 
Interface: RS232C 
Supplier: Tandy 0922 648181 

For: Not many strong points, but 
standard RS232 interface is handy, 
calculator-style keyboard beats 
rubber rivals, and the quality of 
construction seems high. 
Against: Price/specification 
balance seems poor compared to 
16K Spectrum, the Basic is very 
old-fashioned (with no editing 
facilities!) and the graphics are 
rather weak. 
Conclusion: Not unlike a colour 
ZX81 without the support of 
software/add-on hardware 
suppliers. 
October 1983 — Tandy MCIO — 
no sparkle? 

Sinclair 
Spectrum 
Price: 16K £100 48K £130 
Use: Home 
RAM: 16K-48K 
Colour: Yes 
Language: Basic 
Interface: Own 
Supplier: Sinclair Research 0276 
(685311 

For: As one of the most popular 
computers, the Spectrum has a 
very large amount of software 
support. This means you can get a 
top-quality version of almost any 
game oF utility, and pay less for it 
than you would if you had any 
other computer. 
A similar situation exists on the 

hardware front. The Sinclair 
printer is now down to only 
£39.95, and with the recent 
launch of the Microdrive (£70) 
high speed tape access should 
soon be available. 
However, this has not stopped a 

rush of cheap peripherals from 
independent manufacturers — 
digital tracers and interfaces to 
connect the Spectrum to office- 
quality printers, among others. 
These make it possible to build up 
a very complete system at a very 
low price. 

The launch of the ZX Interface 
2 (£20) allows fast loading 
cartridge software (£14.95) to be 
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used as well as standard joysticks. 
Against: We just wish the man 
would fit decent keyboards to his 
computers. At least it keeps the 
manufacturers of add-on key- 
boards in business. 

The single-key Basic entry is 
often rather frustrating. 

Conclusion: At the new price of 
£100 it is hard to beat the 
Spectrum if you are a newcomer 
to home computing. 

July/August 1982 — Sinclair’s 
Spectrum v The BBC Micro 
February 1983 — Comparison: 
Oric | v Spectrum 
October | 983 — Sound on the 
Spectrum 

Coniiniadire 
Vic 20 
Price: £140 (with starter pack) 
Use: Home 
RAM: 5K 
Colour: Yes 
Language: Basic 
Interface: Own 
Supplier: Commodore 0753-79292 

For: Since the Vic is very widely 
used, it is well supported by soft- 
ware houses and specialist 
magazines. Apart from that, it has 
few advantages over its arch-rival, 
the Spectrum, except for the 
keyboard. 

It is nice to see a decent 
keyboard on a cheap computer, 
indeed, the Vic shares this item 
with its big brother, the 64. And it 
is easily available with a huge 
choice of software. 
Against: The standard user 
memory of 3.5K is far too small 
for any self-respecting computer 
these days, and it shows just how 
much the Vic has dated since its 
introduction. 

Other signs of encroaching 
obsolescence are the bizarre 
display with its jumbo character 
set, the untidy jumble of external 
apparatus required to run the 
thing, and the old-fashioned Basic 
which has been little improved 
since the early Pet days. 

The potential for good sound 
and graphics is certainly there, but 
there is no support for the 
advanced features in Basic, and 
one is obliged to interfere with 
memory by means of clumsy 
POKE statements in order to get 
anywhere. 

The manual is a bit of a joke, 
but then it does mean healthy sales 
for the (almost essential) 
Programmer's Reference Guide. 
Conclusion: A good cartridge 
games machine, but memory 

expansion is essential for any 
serious purpose. And the cost of 
additional memory makes the 
Commodore 64 a far better buy 
for those wanting a Commodore 
machine. 
Sept/Oct |982—Dragon 32 v Vic 20 
May 1983 — Oric | v Vic 20 

CGL M5 
Price: £150 
‘Use: Home 
RAM: 20K 
Colour: Yes 
CP/M: No 
Language: Basic 
Interface: Own 
Supplier: Computer Games Ltd 
01-508 5600 

For: Even before most of us 
have actually seen it on the 
shelves, Sord has cut the price of 
the M5 by £40. (Could it be they 
read our review in the July issue?) 
This makes it more of a potential 
winner; it’s well made, well 
documented and takes three 
different Basics in its cartridge 
slot. 
Against: Limited memory is the 
major drawback. Of the 20K 
RAM, |6K is used for video, 
which doesn’t leave much space 
and really makes extra memory in 
the shape of an expansion box 
essential for any serious 
programming. Trouble is, it’s not 
available yet. 
Conclusion: The M5 has the 
potential to become a popular 
home micro, especially since the 
price cuts. But the competition is 
tough: you can now get a 48K 
Spectrum complete with printer 
for £170 — and excellent 
support. 
July 1983 — M5 — A double-edge 
Sord 

Se 

Atari 600XL 
Price: £159 © 

Use: Home 
RAM: 16K 

Colour: Yes 

Interface: Own 
Supplier: Atari UK 01-900 0511 

For: Atari's latest runs all the old 
favourites from the huge reserve 
of Atari 400/800 software, plus 

a Era ee 

you get a superb new keyboard 
and much-improved quality of 
construction. 
Against: The standard memory 
(as with most US home micros) is 
rather on the mean side, and the 
necessity of compatibility with the 
old 400 means the Basic is now 
rather old-fashioned. 
Conclusion: A fine games 
machine as ever, but now with 
potential for serious use offered 
by the proper keyboard. Word 
processing is especially easy with 
Atariwriter. 

December 1983 — Atari v 
Spectravideo 

Colour Genie 
Price: £168 
Use: Home 
RAM: 32K 
Colour: Yes 
Language: Basic 
Interface: RS232C 

Supplier: Lowe Electronic 0629 4995 

For: Full size keyboard with 
proper keys, good graphics and 
sound facilities. 
Against: Not as compatible with 
the TRS-80 as earlier Genies, and 
there isn’t much software. 
Conclusion: A lot of micro for 
the money, but check what 
programs you will be able to buy. 

December |982 — The Lynx and 
The Colour Genie 

Texas CC40 
Price: £170 
Use: Business 
RAM: 5.5K 
Colour: No 

Language: Basic 

Interface: Own 
Supplier: Texas Instruments 0234 
67466 

For: Offering real computer 
power in a box small enough for 
one-handed use, the CC40 has a 
low starter price with a range of 
accessories and ROM based 
software on the way. 

It is easier to use than the 
Epson if your task is simple, and 
the keyboard (although small) is 
acceptable for typing short 
documents. 

Against: Expansion of the 
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THE MEMOTECH COMPUTER 
SUPERB KEYBOARD * 80 COLUMN OPTION 
16 USER DEFINABLE FUNCTION KEYS 
INCREDIBLY FAST AT 4MHZ 
BUILT-IN ASSEMBLER/DISASSEMBLER 
32 OR 64K USER RAM 
ALL COLOUR WITH INCREDIBLE SOUND 
INCLUDING FREE SOFTWARE 

¥ * ¥ a x ¥ is * a ¥ 

pod ~ ~ 

* Word Processor Propen 32(4) 
now with additional facilities 

* Database 
* Invoice and credit not programme 
* Invoice and credit note review 
* Sales Ledger 
* Stock Control 
* Customer information File 
* Bank and Cash balance 
* Inventory 
* Mailing List 
* Home Expenses 
* Product Costing 
* Sales Analysis 
* Inventory Analysis 
* Business ratios, for Investment, Sales, 

Turnover etc 
* Calculate for Costing, Bidding 

(with your mark-up) 
* Mortgage repayments/property investment 

+ + + + + HH 

5 4B 

PRICES (INC. VAT) wrx 5iz64K £315 
THE NEWBRAIN COMPUTER 

A — £225 + VAT *» NEWBRAIN A OR AD 
* 80 COLUMN DISPLAY 

rrr there * POWER SUPPLY UNIT 

ae cecean, | : ae LEAD * ppm pe 
* Business Ledger 

AD — £239 + VAT: * INSTRUCTION BOOKLET , purchaseLedger 
* FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 1 YEAR * Productcosting 
* FREE LIMITED OFFER: 5 SELECTED PROGRAMS * Garage bookings 

INCLUDING WORD PROCESSING. PHONE FOR DE-_ x Hotel bookings (for 48 weeks) 
TAILS * Pharmaceuticals labelling 

FULL CP/M SYSTEM NOW IN STOCK * Appointments Diary 
EPSON PRINTERS FROM £229 * Statements (Print out to customers) 

MONITORS FROM £68 * Pro Calc (Newbrain financial spreadsheet 

A FULL RANGE OF PRINTERS AND MONITORS aldara cigs 8 
ESPECIALLY FOR THE NEWBRAIN AND MEMOTECH ones x de 8S naan 

COMPUTERS NOW IN STOCK, £29.75 + VAT (include 90p.P&P per program) 

Ment eigenen MODIFIED ESPECIALLY FOR THE Phone to 0) 
WBRAIN DEL A AND AD NOW IN STOCK 

Send large S.A.E. 

£29.75 + VAT for complete range of programs 

ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD 
ELSTREE COMPUTER CENTRE 

CLOSED SATURDAYS 
EXPORT AND DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME Tel: (01) 953 9021/6921 

izard 
ACCESSORIES 

‘THE WIZARD’ 
22,CARVER ST “ 
SHEFFIELD S14FS. ~ 
TEL: 0742 752732 

NOW AVAILABLE THE WIZARD JOYSTICK Mae 
INTERFACE FOR BBC-—NO SOFTWARE REQUIRED, | nadress 
OPTION FOR 2 ATARI TYPE JOYSTICKS . . . | 
£14.95 + 80p P&P | 
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MEMOTECH & NEWBRAIN SOFTWARE 

CHEQUES + P.ORDERS 
CROSSED AND PAYABLE 

TO * JUST MICRO’ 

| Quickshot II Joysticks 
£9.95 each + 80p P&P 
Please send me ........ 
| BBC Joystick interface 
£14.95 + 80p P&P 

| | enclose Cheque/P.Order 

| fort FREES SOR AS 

5 itey heen Macy B iy. KAMER ea 

£33.50 
£19.50 
£39.00 
£22.50 
£34.50 
£29.50 
£32.00 
£29.00 
£29.50 
£29.00 
£25.00 
£27.75 
£27.50 
£33.50 

£33.50 

£29.50 
£21.50 
£25.00 
£29.50 
£38.75 
£27.50 
£32.50 
£35.75 
£38.75 
£25.00 
£39.00 
£34.50 
£38.50 
£39.75 

ELSTREE AERODROME, ELSTREE, HERTS. 



system will be necessary for some 
applications — in particular, the 
‘‘wafertape’’ floppy tape will be 
almost essential for permanent 
data storage. The price is around 

£150. 
Conclusion: It may be all the 
computer power you actually 
need for some business 
applications. 
June 1983 — Computing in the lap 
with the Texas CC40 
ETL Se LAE 

Price: £140-£250 

Use: Home 
RAM: 16K-32K 
Colour: Yes 
Language: Basic 
Interface: RS232C 
Supplier: Tandy 0922 648181 

For: Very popular in America, so 
there is plenty of software if you 
know where to look (e.g. 
Molimerx). 
Against: Overpriced, especially 
when compared to the Dragon, 
which is effectively the expanded 
TRS-80 Colour at half the price. 
Conclusion: Look at the Dragon 
‘first. 

November 1982 — Tandy in 
Transition 

Spectravideo 
SV318 
Price: £186.00 (cassette recorder 
£39) 
Use: Home 
RAM: 16K 
Colour: Yes 
Interface: Own 
Supplier: C K Computers 0934 
515085 
For: Excellent Basic offers great 
ease of use. Sound, graphics and 
colour are all strong points, and 
there is a fair amount of software 
around, which is surprising for 
such a new machine. 
Against: Rubber keys are a bit 
flabby, and standard RAM is 
niggardly at 16K. You can’t 
expand without buyng the 
expansion box. 

This makes it essential to 
budget for a fair amount of extra 
expenditure if you want a really 
useful system. 

Conclusion: The first MSX 
specification machine has a solid, 
mature feel. It makes a worthy 
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rival to any computer in the 
under-£200 class, and quite a few 
over that price. 

The adoption of MSX by the 
Japanese consumer electronics 
concerns makes the 
Spectravideo’s future bright. 
Long-term support should be no 
problem. 
January 1984 — Spectravideo 
review 

e 

Oric Atmos 
Price: £170 

Use: Home 

RAM: 48K 
Colour: Yes 

Language: Basic 
Interface: Centronics and 
expansion port 
Supplier: Oric Products 
International 0990 2764] 

For: The Atmos’s keyboard is a 
definite improvement on the 
original Oric |, the design is 
attractive and the manual is good. 
Atmos also costs £30 less than its 
nearest competitor, the Acorn 
Electron. 
Against: Cassette loading, a 
problem on the original Oric |, is 
still not a strong point, and it 
isn't yet clear if Oric’s quality 
control problems have been 
eliminated. 
Conclusion: Most of the bugs 
found on the Oric have been 
cured — maybe Oric’s got it 
right this time. 

family of cheap peripherals in the 

rr nee ennnpeeennneneteenneaneeunee 

Although the infamous 22 
column Vic display is replaced by a 
more readable 40 column display, 
there is no 80 column option, 
unusual in what Commodore 
obviously intends to be an entry- 
level business system. 
The Basic interpreter has 

good games material available for 
the Dragon. 

The Dragon's users are typically 
very enthusiastic about their 
machine, mentioning the useful 
extended Basic and typewriter 
keyboard as strong points. No 
special tape recorder is necessary, 
and the machine offers a improved little since the early Pet 
reasonable display on a domestic days, and now looks dated beside TV. that of the BBC Micro. 
Against: It is disappointing that Conclusion: The 64 is a great the Dragon has not inspired a improvement over earlier offer- 

ings, but in some ways it repre- 
sents a missed opportunity for 
Commodore. And the Electron is 
worth considering first. 

same way that the Spectrum has. 
The addition of a cheap printer in 
particular would be a real boost. 

There is a rather old-fashioned March 1983 — Commodore 64 feel to the Dragon which can be_ | Review 
pinned down to its lack of a lower | ———HH——______ case display and crude Microsoft 
line editor. The latter must be 
responsible for a lot of wasted 
time in program development. 
Conclusion: The Dragon has 
many features in its favour, 
including its British manufacture 
and fine value for money. A small 
amount of development on the 
system software would make it a Acorn Electron 
world beater. But take a look at | Price: £199 
the comparably priced Electron as| Use: Home/education 
well. RAM: 32K 
Sept/Oct 1982 — New Dragon 32 | Colour: Yes _ 
v the Vic 20 Language: Basic 

Interface: Own 
Supplier: Acorn Computers 0223 
210111 

For: Most of the attributes of 
the BBC Micro, including class- 
leading graphics and easy-to-use 
sound. The structured BBC Basic 
makes programming easy to 
understand, and compatibility with 
most BBC software makes the 
Electron a machine you can use 
right now. The typewriter 
keyboard makes serious use 
possible with Electron versions of 

April 1983 — Dragon 32 v Lynx 
February 1984 — Dragon 64 

Commodore 64 

Language: Basic 
Interface: RS-232C 
Supplier: Commodore 0753 79292 

SPST Te LTS TLIC athe Busiioes Acorn’s ROM-based word 
1] RAM: 64K processor and spreadsheet under 

Colour: Yes development. 
Against: Some cost-cutting 
evident, especially the power supply. 
This is where the revised Oric 

Dragon 32/64 
Price: £175/£225 
Use: Home 
RAM: 32K/64K 
Colour: Yes 

language: Basic 
Interface: Parallel 

Supplier: Dragon Data 0656 744700 

For: After a fairly slow start, the 
Dragon really took off over last 
Christmas, selling out completely 
in most shops. This surge of 
interest seems to have spurred the 
independent software producers 
into supporting the machine, since 
there is now a fair amount of 

“anyone wanting to write his own 

scores heavily. 
Conclusion: Will cause headaches 
for all competitors. 
September 1983 — Here at Last 
October 1983 — Splitting the 
Electron 
nn anteaters meetin alist ae = 

For: The Vic-20's most obvious 
failing is its puny memory size, and 
the lookalike 64 certainly makes 
up for this with a useful 38K of 
Basic program space. 
The ability to switch out the 

Basic ROM and overlay it with 
RAM has been exploited by a 
number of software houses who 
have brought out word 
processors, financial planning 
packages and other business 
programs. 

Against: Unfortunately, 
Commodore has not learned from 
all its mistakes with the Vic. 
The documentation supplied is 

down to their usual standard, and Lynx 
programs is pretty much on his Price: 48K £225 96K £299 dil Use: Home own. The sound facilities are RAM: 48K-96K 
impressive in hardware terms, but Cuilhan Van 
there is no Basic or system 
support, and all sound modulation 
is via a clumsy series of POKEs. 

Language: Basic 
Interface: Serial 
Supplier: Camputers 0223 315063 > 
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For: Whatever else you can say 
about the Lynx, it must be said 
that it is an interesting machine. 
£225 buys a compact box with a 
typewriter keyboard, an unusual 
structured Basic and 48K of RAM 
(though only about | 3K is available 
for program storage). 

The real interest, however, 
must be in the potential for 
turning the Lynx into a business 
machine. 

Camputers say that massive 
amounts of memory expansion will 
shortly be available, along with a 
disk operating system (probably 
CP/M 

If their plans are fulfilled, this will 
make the Lynx a rival to the Apple 
Il as a realistic small business 
computer, yet with all the features 
the home user wants. | 

Against: As the machine stands, 
| however, it suffers from a lack of 
software and a somewhat quirky 
display with no scrolling and slow 
screen handling. 

The first games software for the 
Lynx is now becoming available, 
but it is too soon to say whether 
or not these programs will 
overcome the display limitations. 

Conclusion: The Lynx could well 
be a rising star, but at the moment 
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there are surer bets for the home 

user. 

December 1982 — The Lynx and 
The Colour Genie 
April 1983 — Dragon 32 v Lynx 

Sharp MZ- 700 
Price: £240-£420 
Use: Home/business 
RAM: 64K 
Colour: Yes 
Language: Basic 
Interface: Own 
Supplier: Sharp 061 205 2333 

For: Launched this month, the 
MZ-700 is well-made, well- 
documented and good value for 
money at £240. £420 buys you 
the model with a: built-in cassette 
recorder and printer/plotter. 
Makes the BBC look over-priced. 
Against: Limited graphics 
capability and you need to load 
Basic from cassette. 
Conclusion: This is Sharp’s latest 
assault on the home micro 
market, and looks its best bet yet. 
But the imminent appearance of 
the £200 Electron looks like 
being the nut it will have to 
crack. 
September |983 — Sharp Move 

| OVER £250 
Memotech 

MT X500 
Price: £275 
Use: Home 
RAM: 32K 
Coiour: Yes 
Interface: Parallel 

Supplier: Memotech 0993 2977 

For: The MTX has an 
excellent hardware specification 
enabling graphics and sound to 
match the best BBC and 
Commodore 64 levels. The 
Noddy language supplied is 
excellent for beginners, the Basic: 
copes well with sound and 
graphics, and a built-in assembler 
aids machine-code programmers. 
Against: Non on-board RS232 
interfaces on the basic model. 
The error messages in Basic are 
very unhelpful. 
Conclusion: The MTX has 

features which will appeal to all 
kinds of home computer buyers, 

but check on availability. 

BBC Micro 
Price: Mod. B £399 
Use: Home/education 
RAM: Mod. A 16K Mod. B 32K 
Colour: Yes 
Language: Basic 
Interface: RS-423 
Supplier: BBC Micro Systems, PO 
Box 7, London W 6XJ 

For: Acorn’s BBC Micro 
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is one of the most advanced and 
user-friendly computers on sale. 

Its long-term expansion 
potential is unmatched by any other. 

The Basic makes the BBC an 
excellent device on which to learn 
programming, and the best of the 
software exploits the machine 
fully, to make it outshine its rivals. 

As one of the most 
sophisticated micros, the BBC 
lends itself to use with new 
computing ideas. 

Against: Though technically 
excellent recent price cuts on 
other machines now make it look 
very over-priced at £400. 

However, Acorn’s new 
Electron, selling at £199, 
may offer the ideal solution to 
most home buyers, retaining the 
essential sophistication of the BBC 
Micro, but making many of the 
interfaces optional extras. Its 
launch also means the instant 
demise of the BBC Model A. 

Conclusion: An extremely 
versatile and impressive computer 
but expensive. 

May/June |982— Auntie’s Attractive 
Features 

March 1983 — Comparison: BBC 
Micro and Commodore 64 
May |983 — BBC: Can it work in 
business 

Epson HX20 
Price: £41.1 
Use: Business 
‘RAM: 16-32K 
Colour: No 
Language: Basic 
Interface: RS232C 
Supplier: Epson UK 01-902 8892 

For: Remarkably efficient design 
gives you a 4x 20 character LCD 
screen, a mini printer and an 
optional micro-cassette drive in a 
package the size of a large paper- 
back. The keyboard is a joy to 
use, and a versatile range of soft- 
ware is available from Epson and 
others. 
Against: The lack of inbuilt 
arithmetic logic is annoying, all 
simple calculations having to be 
done through Basic. The Basic 
itself is nothing special. 
Conclusion: The first truly useful 
micro to be portable rather than 
merely transportable. 

March 1983 — Epson HX20 
Review 

Link 480Z 
Price: £450 

- Use: Education 

RAM: 32K 
Colour: Yes 
Language: Basic 
Interface: IEEE 488 
Supplier: Research Machines 0865. 
49866 

For: The 480Z is a low-cost 
version of the 380Z designed to 
be used in a network, and provides 
a cheap way to expand a school’s | 
system. 
Against: Acorn’s Econet with 
BBC Micros is set to make the RM 
systems look very old-fashioned 
and expensive. 
Conclusion: OK for those who 
already use the 380. 

Price: £475 

Use: Business/home 

RAM: 16K expandable to 64K 
Colour: No 

Language: Basic 
Interface: RS232C, Centronics, 

2 serial ports 

Supplier: NEC 01-388 6100 

For: Essentially this is the Tandy 
Model 100 enhanced with twice 
as much memory, a better 
keyboard and more interfaces 
crammed into the one compact 
portable unit. | 
Against: There just isn’t enough | 
memory for serious applications. 
Conclusion: The NEC 8201A is 
easy to use, even for beginners. 
A 16-bit processor could solve 

the memory problem. However, 
until CMOS memory prices drop, 
high expansion costs may deter 
many buyers. 

Tandy 100 
Price: £500 
Use: Business/home 
RAM: 8K-32K 
Colour: No 
CP/M: No 
Language: Basic 
Interface: RS232C 
Supplier: Tandy 0922 648181 
For: Superbly compact design 
brings together true portability 
and desktop micro power, with 
excellent built-in software, 
documentation and LCD display 
making this the easiest machine to 
use in its class. 
Against: More memory would 
be useful for storing documents. 
Conclusion: One of the very 
few micros which is genuinely 
easy for even a raw beginner to 
use profitably for business. | 

The rival NEC machine offers 
better value, though. 
August 1983 — Tandy Model !00 
Review 

Hewlett- | 
Packard HP75C 
Price: £695 
Use: Business 
RAM: 16-20K 
Colour: No 
CP/M: No 

Language: Basic 
Interface: RS-232C, HP-IL 
Supplier: Hewlett-Packard 
03446-3100 

For: Almost pocket size makes 
this the machine with the best 
power/portability combination. 
Hewlett snob appeal is strong. 
Against: Since it is made by HP 
the price is pretty hefty, especially 
compared to machines like the 
new Tandy 100 and Texas CC40. 
It is unlikely to achieve similar sales 
SUCCESS. 
Conclusion: The sort of thing 
you buy to prove that you can 
afford one. 

WHICH MICRO? MAY 1984 



Control John’s simple fellow 
movements to retrieve the Emeralds. 

Your king has sent you a lowly 

peasant to the castle of the Evil 

Baron Dog-Breath. Each stage of 

This game has 7 levels which you 

have to progress through with the 

hazard of radio active barrels, guards 

etc. Each level is harder until 
eventually, if you are good enough, 

your quest becoming harder as you you have to face XP2. Great enter- 
Jeap the ramparts. When the bell tainment with a built-in hall of fame. 
rings you move to a higher level. Five £6.00. 

levels of play with many varied 

obstacles becoming harder as you —_ = 

LYNX BUS-TECH 
ee | 

ey 

er 

ee er 

Please tick boxes and send cheques/PO to: 

Bustech, 

19 Landport Terrace, 

Portsmouth, Hants. 

ALL ORDERS DESPATCHED WITHIN 14 DAYS 

Dealer enquiries welcome 

BYTE DRIVE 500 
Available now: 

Oric 1, Oric Atmos £299.00 
BBC Model B with DFS £215.00 

(inc. free 3-inch disc, VAT and carriage). 

C.W.O./further details to: 

LIMEKARA LTD. 
19 Fernbank Close, Walderslade, 

Chatham, Kent ME5 9NH. 
Tel: 0634 684 342 

SPECTRAVIDEO 
S.V. 318 + cassette unit 

£210 including P&P 
Now available: 

1 Memman-Memory Manipulator 
2 Morse Decoder for S.V. 318/328 

Phone for more details and best prices 
on S.V. peripherals and any S.V. 

technical enquiries. 

MICROCOM 
44A Northumberland Place, 

Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 8DE. 
Tel: 06267 78059 

WHICH MICRO? MAY 1984 
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CLASSIFIED 
TO BOOK ADVERTISING SPACE TELEPHONE Ol-278 6995 

UK & OVERSEAS 
TRADE ENQUIRIES 

Send s.a.e. for full 

4 | | 25,000 *HUSTLER PLAYERS 
CAN’T BE WRONG!! 
Don't miss the full range of magical 
programs for your Commodore 
Available from: 

BOOTS, JOHN MENZIES, W. H. SMITH, LASKYS, LIGHTNING DEALERS, 

SPECTRUM SHOPS, GREENS, HMV SHOPS, GAMES WORKSHOPS, 
CENTRESOFT and PCS STOCKISTS and all Good Dealers. 

*HUSTLER is a realistic Pool simulation. 

Or direct from: 

bubble bus software 
87 High Street, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1RX 
Telephone: 0732 355962 

Get Berty The Bug Eyed Beasty, 

through the mine field to collect 

enough UFOs to get home. Multi- 
level. £4.50. 

BBC — LYNX 
Data stands. Self-standing, fits over computer, ideal for typing of listings from 

magazines/A4 
BBC £8.50. Lynx £7.50 

3 Data cards. Providing all keyboard info. 
£3 per set 

Lynx only. Card 1: all ASCII codes and single-key entry commands. 

Lynx only. Card 2: secret info on the ‘hidden’ keyboard under control 1 mode. 
(This assists assessing user-defined graphics directly from keyboard.) 

Any micro. Card 3: easy conversion of binary, hex or decimal codes. 

* All cards have blank keyboard printed on reverse. 
* All cards laminated for easy clean. 

Further Lynx products coming, S.A.E. for details. 

Lynx stand and cards £9.50. 

PERIPHERAL PRODUCTS 
209 KENTON LANE, HARROW, MIDDLESEX. 

Tel: 907 3406. 

BACK-UP 
TAPE COPIERS 

Unique machine code programs to allow security 
back-up copies of the majority of protected 
software. 

oe 

0705 735310 

software list 

~~ WANTED 
SOFTWARE 
FOR LYNX 

AND 
MEMOTECH 

LLAMASOFT!! 
awesome games software 

Available for: 

COMMODORE 64 £5.95 ELECTRON £5.95 
VIC 20 £5.95 ATARI £5.95 
BBC £5.95 SPECTRUM £5.95 

TAPE TO DISK TRANSFER 
UTILITIES 

‘Speed loading and transfer your games, etc to disk. NOW IN BOOTS, LASKEYS & revonitig a: 
MANY RETAILERS, OR FROM 

49 MT. PLEASANT, TADLEY, HANTS 

TEL. 07356 4478 ALL COMPLETE WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS 

Price includes VAT, 
Post & Packing. Cheques or 

: P= =| Credit Card Number to: 

EVESHAM MICRO CENTRE 
Bridge St, Evesham, Worcestershire 

Tel: 0386 4964 | 

NEW SHOP NOW OPEN. Micro Centre, 1756 Pershore 
Rd, Cotteridge, Birmingham. Tel 021-458 4564 

the affordable revision aid 

TEST YOURSELF 
* special introductory offer * 

MASTER PROGRAM £566 £7.95 
+ free subject tape 
SUBJECT TAPES £4,095" £4.55 

Physics O/CSE 
Maths O/CSE 

Cheques/POs DATEK 

133 Chiswick Village, 
LONDON W4 
01-995 6282 
Dealers, 48KSpectrum. Details S.A.E. 

Sinclair, Commodore, Dragon, Lynx and Acorn/BBC 
computers 

We have an extensive range of books and software 

— over 200 Spectrum titles alone. 

Send s.a.e. for free list to: 

LANCASHIRE MICROS 

89 Euston Road, Morecambe, Lancs. 

Tel: (0524) 411435 

including P&P 

Le 
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SOFTWARE 
FOR SPECTRUM 

AND ZX81 
OUR POLICY 

We aim to create programs which you will keep on using 
until your computer wears out. You won't find our pro- 
grams in the top ten and you will look in vain for colour 
adverts and fancy packaging. Nevertheless we have 
built up a solid following of discerning users in all parts of 
the world. Read the reviews of our programs if you can 
find them. We have been consistently praised for 
quality, originality and value for money. 

WHAT DO YOU GET? 

The bulk of our cassettes are now made by the factory 
which produced the Horizons tape. Programs are re- 
corded twice and carry on the reverse side an audio nar- 
rative to supplement the operating instructions. Where 
appropriate, cassettes are accompanied by a compre- 
hensive and clearly written instruction manual. 

48K SPECTRUM 

‘Day of the Match”’ £5.00 
Fascinating and realistic simulation of an entire football 
season. Name your own teams if you wish (English 
league provided on cassette). Rate each team from one 
to nine in various success categories such as attack, 
defence, manager, etc. Watch the season unfold. 
Includes knock-out cup option. 

“Ball by Ball”’ £5.00 
Simulates a test match series or one day international 
series. Set up your own teams and pool of players 
(England v Australia provided). Rate each player’s 
capabilities as batsman and bowler on a one to nine 
scale for qualities such as talent, effort, etc. Pick your 
teams and play the match. Electronic scoreboard shows 
progress of a match. Full supporting score card and 
series averages. 

‘‘Superplan Generator”’ £12.00 
Spreadsheet type program with variable column width 
and variable number of columns. Lets you sacrifice 
columns you don't need to get more lines. 

‘“Superplan Pack 1”’ 
Business Applications £7.00 
Ready made applications programs for sales day book, 
purchase day book, cash book and petty cash book. 

‘““Superplan Pack 2” 
Home computing £7.00 
Ready made applications programme for home budget- 
ing, nutrition tables, car running costs and bank 
statements. 

‘“Superview”’ 
Simple but effective information display. up to 42 pages 
of text and low-res graphics. Access pages on demand 
or run in perpetual ‘slide-show’ mode. Full facilities to 
create your own pages and build up an information 
library on cassette. 

16K SPECTRUM 

‘““Superdraw”’ £5.00 
Create full colour high-res pictures and store them on 
cassette for use as titles or background screens in other 
programs. Or just have fun doodling and build up a 
cassette library of your creations. Slide show option 
allows you to review pictures stored on cassette. 

16K ZX81 

Here is a selection of titles still available for ZX81. Send 
sae for illustrated catalogue. These are the ZX81 
equivalents of the Spectrum programs described 
above. Although similar in concept the specifications fall 
short of the descriptions given for the Spectrum. 

“FOOTBALL-LEAGUE” 
Forerunner of ‘‘Day of the Match” £4.00 

“TEST-MATCH” 
Forerunner of ‘‘Ball by Ball’’ £4.00 

“VIDEO-PLAN”’ 
Forerunner of “‘Superplan’’ £7.00 

“VIDEO-AD”’ 
Forerunner of ‘‘Superview’’ £7.00 

‘“VIDEO-SKETCH”’ 
Forerunner of ‘‘Superdraw”’ £7.00 

Many independent computer shops now stock our pro- 
ducts but we continue to supply by mail order on an off- 
the-shelf, immediate delivery basis. Prices include VAT, 
post and packing in UK. Add a bit for postage if you live 
in Outer Mongolia. (Note: ‘‘Day of the Match’’ not avail- 
able until late October 1983.) 

Video Software Ltd 
Stone Lane, Kinver, Stourbridge 

West Midlands 
Telephone: 0384 872462 

UICTAGRAPH PLOT WINDOW TOTAL 
IFOR ATARI® 4/880, 6”BGQXL PRICE 
JAND 1828 PRINTER s 
qg The easy way to plot X,Y 
co-ordinate based displays 

g for UDU &/Zor 1428 printer. 
a4 NEW INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR, 
# PLOT,DORAWTO,X1O FILL,SET., 
a COL.,GR.8 & 3 TO 11 + DEMOS 
DESIGN PREP,USING DATA, 
182@ PRINTER PROGRAN + VUDU- 

UICTAGRAPHICS (WM) 
6A BOW STREET,RUGELEY,STAFFS. U.K. 

Tel :(@88949) 2426 WS XS (2B 

IVAW JOWAYNS AdOUNI 

ASTROLOGY 
Wide range of self-teaching and 

accurate calculation programs for many 
machines including 

Sharp MZ80A/K/700, Commodore 64, 
BBC/Electron, Sinclair 16K ZX81 and 
48K Spectrum, Dragon 32 and Tandy 
Color, NewBrain, Colour Genie Video- 
Genie/Genie, Tandy TRS80 and PET. 

Please send LARGE s.a.e. to: 

ASTROCALC 
67 Peascroft Road, Hemel Hempstead, 

Herts HP3 8ER. Tel: 0442 51809 

MUSIC PROGRAMS 
Major distributor and publisher of printed music & video tutorial 
material seeks music orientated programs for SINCLAIR, COMMODORE, 
BBC MICRO, DRAGON & ORIC home computers. Programs should be 
Original & preferably educational although music ‘games’ with some 
teaching content will also be considered. 

MUSIC SALES LIMITED 
Attention of Neil Hammerton, 

Newmarket Road, Bury St. Edmunds, 
Suffolk. IP33 3YB 

TEXAS T199/4A 
GRAPHICS AND TEXT ADVENTURES 

(no command module needed) 
ADVENTURE MANIA — _ the most. chal- 

lenging Tl-adventure. HCW gave 4 stars 
£5.95 

MANIA — continue the quest! Can you find 
the corridors of time? Superb graphics! 

HCW gave 5 stars £5.95 
LIONEL AND THE LADDERS. Extended 
basic, new release. The first fully-animated 

sprites/graphics adventure £7.95 

Sent by return post 1 free p&p, 
cheques/POs to: 

INTRIGUE SOFTWARE 
Cranbrook Road, Tenterden, Kent 

TN30 6UJ. Tel: 0580 64726 

NEW TO COMPUTING? 
We are here to help you gain skills in com- 
puting. Also Easter Holiday courses for 

children. Ring: 
COMPUTER WORKSHOP 

on 01-318 5488 
4 Lee High Road, Lewisham, London SE13 5LQ 

NEW ORIGINAL GAMES 
FOR THE COMMODORE 64 

€ NIGHTMARE PARK is in fact a compendium of 14 

games. The task of the user is to gain as many points as possible travelling 

through a maze beset by obstacles atevery turn. These infuriationg obstacles 

are overcome by a combination of skill, sharp reflexes or by sheer good luck 

making Nightmare Park a suitable game for all ages. 

PRICE £7.99 

@ DOTS & BOXES is an intelligent game where the user and 

the computer take turns in completing boxes by drawing a line between two 

dots. The aim of the game is to win the most boxes whilst skilfully minimising 

the number of boxes given away to the computer. 

PRICE £6.95 

& H EXAPAWN For strategic and persistent play. The opponent 

(computer) has no initial strategy but is programmed to learn from the user's 

wins to improve its own strategy. 

: PRICE £5.95 

e CHOPPER LAND \our chopper is chartered to transter 
goods from your base and land SAFELY. An exciting new game full of 
surprises. 

PRICE £7.99 

2 Vouchers 
Collect this voucher and either 

1 or 3 from the last or next 

issue of Which Micro & Soft- 

ware Review and when you 

purchase either: NIGHTMARE 

PARK, DOTS & BOXES or 

CHOPPER LAND you will get 

HEXAPAWN completely FREE. 

Send Cheques/PO: 

A.R. SOFTWARE 
86 Avonbrae Crescent 
Hamilton, Scotland 
Tel: 0698 282036 

DEALER ENQUIRIES 
WELCOME 

‘S NEW QUICKSHOT II 
Self-centring joy-stick 

Advanced new features: 
* Trigger fire button 
* New improved grip 

aummm = Built-in stabilizing suction cups 
(makes single-hand play possible) 

| * Top-fire button 
* Auto-fire switch 

Plugs straight into your computer—no expensive 
adaptors needed. 

For Dragon 32/64 £17.95 + £1 p&p. 
For BBC B £19.95 + £1 p&p. 

For CBM 64, Vic-20, Atari £11.95 + £1 p&p. 

ELKAN ELECTRONICS, FREEPOST, 
11 Bury New Road, Prestwich, Manchester M25 6LZ. 

Tel. 061-798 7613, 24-hour hot-line for orders. 
(s.a.e. for full lists/catalogues) 

ORIC FUN 
IJK Games for your 48K Oric 

Zorgon’s Revenge £7.50 
Xenon | £7.50 @ Reverse £5.50 
Candy Floss & Hangman £6.50 
3D Maze & Breakout £6.50 

Prices inc. VAT & P&P. SAE for full lists. 
40 plus software titles. 

PHILDATA (WM), 
8 Richmond Terrace, 

Pudsey, W. Yorks. 

LS28 9BY. 

ACCESS Orders. Telephone (053 2) 578851 

DISKETTES 
VERBATIM 53” VERBATIM 8” 
SSDD BOX 10 £21.80 SSSD BOX 10 £30.60 

SSDD BOX 10 £30.90 
DSDD BOX 10 £31.00 DSDD BOX 10 £36.10 

Prices include delivery but exclude VAT 

SPECIAL OFFER — COMPUTER TABLE FOR HOME 
OR OFFICE. 2 TIER FULLY ADJUSTABLE IN TEAK 

ORK OF ee 

For full price list phone 
or write 

COBRA 
Office & Data Products Ltd., 
Lichfield House, 

21, High Street, 
Amblecote, 
Stourbridge, DY8 4DE 
Tel: 03843 74880 

PENNINE COMPUTER CENTRE 

* Large selection of micros, peripherals and 

software (all models). 
* Fast, efficient repair service (all models). 

S.A.E. for free catalogue (specify computer). 
Send cheques or P.O. to: 

Pennine Computer Centre, 
30 Burnley Road, Accrington, Lancashire, 

or telephone 0254 390424 

COMPUTER 
CABINETS 

A range of cabinets and 
housing units especially 
designed for your home 

computer system. Keep it dust 
free, tidy and secure. 

Send S.A.E. for colour brochure. 

MARCOL CABINETS 

PO BOX 69, SOUTHAMPTON 
Tel: 0703 731168 

WHICH MICRO? MAY 1984 
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1 aAPro 
LIMITED 

Dept WM, 65 The Falstones, Basildon, Essex SS15 5DF. 

Tel: 0268 412545 
Callers by appointment only. 

THE COMPUTERPRO PROMISE 

( Access | 

ComputerPro is owned and run by electronic engineers. We test and evaluate the equipment 

to ensure quality — then we negotiate the best price. /7 

All orders which accompany a cheque, cash or po 

| of 4% of invoice total is ap 

the difference” 

you can buy cheaper — we'll refund 

stal order are carriage free (UK mainland only). A carriage charge 

plicable on official and credit card orders. 

Dealer discounts on most printers. Computer and Business Management Consultation Service available. 

3 DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 
All printers have centronics parallel interface 

unless otherwise stated. 
JP101 the ‘BBC’ Spark Jet Printer £149.50 

Shinwa-CT1 CP-80 80col, 80cps £199.87 

Ribbons for Shinwa (2) £12.88 

CCP-40 40/80col, 12cps, colour(new) £129.03 

Star STX-80 80col, 80cps, thermal £139.15 

Star thermal paper rolls (2) £9.89 

Star Gemini 10X .8K, 80col, 120cps £219.88 

Star Gemini 15X .8K, 136col,120cps_ £331.20 

Star Delta 108K, 80col, 160cps(P+S) £331.20 

Star Delta 15 8K, 136col, 160cps,P+S £456.09 

RS232 interface for Star DP/Gemini £51.75 

Ribbons for Star printers (4) £11.96 

Epson RX80 T 80col, 100cps £243.57 

Epson RX80 F/T 80col, 100cps £278.30 

Epson FX80 P/T 80col, 160cps £380.90 

Epson MX100 F/T 136col, 100cps £412.85 

Epson FX100 F/T 136col, 160cps £491.51 

Epson FX80 Tractor Feed Unit £34.50 

Ribbons for 80 column Epsons (3) £12.42 

Ribbons for 136 column Epsons (2) £16.60 

|.D.S. Microprism NLQ (P/S) £362.94 

Canon PJ1080A 80col, colour ink jet £422.51 

Canon PW1080A 80col, 160/27cpsLQ £315.10 

Canon PW1156A 136col, 160/27cpsLQ £391.00 

Star Radix-10 16K, 80col, 200cps,P+S £494.50 

Star Radex-15 16K, 80col, 200cps, P+S £594.55 

Mannesmann MT80 80col, 80cps £228.85 

Brother HR5 A4, 30cps (P/S) £173.19 

Hermies high speed letter Quality £1648.41 

MP165 2K, 136col, 165cps, NLQ (P) £306.13 

Mannesmann MT80 80col, 80cps £228.85 

Epson LQ & Thoshiba Daisy quality £Call 

PRINTER/TYPEWRITERS 

Silver Reed EX44 .25K, 12” car, 12cps £402.50 

Brother EP22 2K A4, 17cps (S) £150.65 

Brother EP44 4K A4, 16cps (S-KSR) £211.14 

BASF 5.25” DISCS (BOX OF TEN) 
/ SS/SD £13.80 SS/DD £1¢.29 

DS/DD £23.00 DS/QD £29.90 

Plastic lib case add £2.00 

Disc head cleaning kit £8.05 

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS 

Smith-Corona TP-1 13”, 12cps (P/S) £219.88 

tractor Feed for TP-1 £75.90 

Daisy Step 2000 13” car, 20cps (P) £272.09 

Silver Reed EXP 500 12”, 12cps £302.45 

Sheet Feeder for EXP 500 £241.50 

Tractor Feed for EXP 500: £call 

Juki 6100 2.3K, 13” car, 18cps £392.15 

Tractor Feed for Juki £103.04 

Sheet Feeder for Juki £223.10 

Ribbons for Juki 5 S/S £8.74; MS £29.90 

Daisywheels for Juki £17.94 

Brother HR15 3K, 13.5” car, 13cps, P/S £403.19 

Keyboard for HR15 £141.45 

Sheet Feeder for HR15 £204.70 

Tractor Unit for HR15 £79.58 

HR15 Ribbons 5 M/S £29.90 Corr. £23.69 

INTERFACES & CABLES 
Superspoolers for Epson & Shinwa 
2K RS232 only £49.68 

16K RS232 or Centronics parallel £70.61 

32K RS232 or Centronics parallel £102.81 

Epson interfaces 
RS232 (8148) 2K Xon-Xoff £66.24 

PET/IEE interface £48.30 

PET/IEE cable £22.08 

Other Centronics interfaces with cables 

Com 64/Vic 20 IF & Cable (Cass) £28.75 

Com 64/Vic 20 IF & Cable (Disc) £31.05 

Com 64/Vic 20 Cassette interface £11.04 

Com Pet interface unit £70.15 

CW/P’s Apple 11 IF Graph on ROM £46.00 

Apple ll/lle CPM, Pascal, Graphics £77.28 

Apple Ill, CPM & Pascal comp. Graph £91.77 

Sharp MZ-700 Series interface unit £32.20 

Sharp MZ-80A Series interface unit £80.50 

Texas T1-99/4A printer system £169.05 

Kempston Sinclair printer IF £43.24 

Tasword Two word pro for above £12.65 

Kempston Sinclair joystick IF £16.33 

Atari quality ROM based design £69.69 

Printer Cables for most micros £20.01 

Printer Cables for Oric, Dragon, BBC £11.04 

PRINTER STAND 
Gallid Universal Printer Stand £98.90 

UNBEATABLE PRINTER PRICES 
Shinwa-CT1 CP-80 £199.87 
Star Gemini 10X £219.88 

JP101 ‘BBC’ ink jet £149.50 

Smith-Corona TP-1 £219.88 

COMPUTERS 
Unitron 2200—Dual Processor 6502/Z80A, 48K 

RAM, 24K ROM, 40/80 column display, disc 

controller for two drives, slimline remote key- 

board, total compatibility with Apple software, 
expansion cards and CPM. 
Unitron 2200 computer £447.35 

Unitron without 80col card £401.35 

Apple II/lle and Unitron Expansion Cards, CW/Ps, 

slimline disc drive unit £149.96 

Disc Drive Card £42.55; Pal card£41.40; 80col 

card £65.55: 16K RAM card £41.40; Z80 card 

£41.40: CPM software £80.80; Clock card £56.35; 

Eprom Writer £55.20 

Sanyo Computers with £1000 of free business 

software. Call for availability. 

MBC 550 one 5.25” disc drive + WordStar, and 

CalcStar £699.89 

MBC 555 two 5.25” disc drives + Word Star + 

CalcStar +  MailMerge + SpellStar + 

InfoStar £899.99 

Green Screen Monitor for above £126.96 

RGB Monitor for above £468.51 

SAE for software and peripheral card list. 

BBC Model B + printer cable. £397.90 

BBC Model B + Disc IF + P Cable £468.05 

Disc Interface kit £80.96 

Veh 5.25” disc drives in matching colour case. Inc. 

manual, format disc and cables. 

1x 100K S/S 40 track drive unit £168.82 

2x100K S/S 40 track drive unit £213.44 

1x 400K D/S 40/80 track drive £267.95 

2x 800K D/S 40/80 track drive £458 85 

Banish loading problems forever, with the Sanyo 

DR101 data cass rec. £39.79 

PROFESSIONAL MONITORS 
We only sell one type—the best! Acorn’s official 

BBC monitor. BT approved. 
Novex 12” V.Hi-Res dir etch grn £83.49 

Novex 12” As above but in amber £84.87 

Novex 12” in non-glare green £95.22 

Novex 12” innon-glare amber £96.37 

Novex 14” in non-glare white £90.62 

Novex 14” std-res RGB/Pal/sound £220.80 

The above model looks, and has a similar spec to 

the Microvitec Cub 1431, plus composite video 

and sound as standard. 
BBC cable included. Use it with your VCR. 

Novex 14” Med-ResRGB(IBMComp) £353.28 

Novex 14” Hi-Res RGB (IBM Comp) £414.00 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
dBase 11 £371.91; Autocode 1.2 £67.62; 

WordStar + Mail + Spell + Star Index £399.97; 

Lotus 1-2-3 £341.55; VisiCalc £154.56. 

Ring for the best possible price on other software 

packages. (Apple, Comm, IBM, Dec, Texas, 

Apricot, CP/M 8”) 

* If we receive documentary proof of a lower price within 7 days of order. 

Full return to ComputerPro warranty on all equipment. 
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In the rapidly expanding world of computer 
peripherals there is one company which 
continually leads the field — Cumana. 
Whether it is the best Japanese components 
used in our top quality designs, the rigorous 
training which all staff receive, or the superb 

_. technical service we offer, everything must be } 
».. Of the highest standard. y 

-Cumana disk drives have an independent 
| power supply, 12 months warranty, and are For further lam interested Interests 

_ fully assembled and tested before packaging; / information in Cumana dist 

"and they are now available forthe BBC and “ / G OFF disk drives BBC/Dragon” 

‘Dragon Micros — at unbeatable value for SSE Complete and “delete as 
{money prices — from selected branches of return this coupon 

W. H. Smith and Spectrum UK in addition to 
Cumana’s nationwide dealer network. 

» For further information on these and other 
Cumana products — including dual slimline 
disk drives for the BBC Microcomputer — 
contact: 

Cumana. Limited, Pines Trading Estate, SE Ski eat daar distin 
Broad Street, Guildford, Surrey, GU3 3BH. 
Tel: (0483) 503121 Telex: 859380 Dragon is the registered trademark of Dragon Data Ltd. 

ae 

Address 

Note: If dealer, please attach this form to your letterheaaing 

MD384 
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MANNESMANN 
TALLY 

EMS (HOLDINGS) LTD have negotiated an exclusive 
offer with Morex Peripherals and Mannesmann Tally to 
offer you the MT80 MATRIX PRINTER for the exclusive 
introduction price of £199.75 + VAT!... Giving youa 
massive saving of £100 over R.R. Price. 

THE MT80 MATRIX PRINTER is a high quality, 80 
column serial dot matrix printer designed with industry 
compatible interfaces in hardware and software to 
enable easy implementation with today’s micro- 
computers. 

IT FEATURES: 80 column, 80 c.p.s., optimum bi- 
directional printing, easy change cassette ribbon, dot 
addressable and line graphics, it requires NO routine 
maintenance, quick tear facility. The ability of the MT80 
to handle both tractor-fed and single sheet paper coupled 
with its attractively stylish design makes it an ideal 
printer to any micro! 

(THE MT80 CAN ALSO BE USED WITH YOUR SINCLAIR 
SPECTRUM WITH THE. SIMPLE ADDITION OF A 
SPECTRUM PRINTER INTERFACE AVAILABLE FROM 
MOREX PERIPHERALS.) 

The MANNESMANN TALLY MT80 costs £299; QL, 
WHICH MICRO and SOFTWARE REVIEW readers can 
acquire this printer for only £199.75 + VAT making a 
total of £229.75 inclusive of Postage, Packing and VAT. | 

ORDER NOW WITH COMPLETE CONFIDENCE; SAVE 
OVER £100! 

EMS (Holdings) Ltd. 
JO Marshalsea Road, London. SET IHL 

MT80 Matrix Printer 

EXCLUSIVE orrer 
HOW TO ORDER 
To order your MT8O, simply fill in the coupon below with 
your name and address, make cheque/P.O. payable to 

EMS (HOLDINGS) LTD, and post to the address below. 

Please allow 28 days for delivery. Offer closes July 31st 
1984. 

OFFER APPLIES TO U.K. READERS ONLY. 
OFFER APPLIES WHILE STOCKS LAST. 
Post to: WM/OQL MT80 OFFER 
EMS (HOLDINGS) LTD 
10 MARSHALSEA ROAD 
LONDON SE1 1HL 

PURE Een Res OR ee 

POST TO: WM/QL MT8O0O OFFER, EMS (HOLDINGS) LTD, 10 | 
MARSHALSEA ROAD, LONDON SE1 TRL. ’ é 

Please send me the following: 

ee MT80 MATRIX PRINTER 

Note: PLEASE FILL IN BOTH ADDRESS ee 

TOTAL 
COUPONS. SECTION B WILL BE USED 
TO DISPATCH GOODS TO YOU. 

| enclose my Cheque/P.O. for £ QL/MT80/5/84 | | 

Does ... 

[>] 
NAME 

ADDRESS 

TEL UDURY ) oo a ae Ce career ene 

Which micro are you using? { | BBC [ |C64 [| | SPECTRUM [ | ATARI 

LABEL QL/MT80/5/84 |_| 
NAME 
ADDRESS 

IF UNDELIVERED PLEASE RETURN TO: QL/MT80, EMS (HOLDINGS) be | 
LTD, 10 MARSHALSEA ROAD, LONDON, SE1 1HL. | 
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Modems get 
cheaper 
It would appear that the 
"umble modem is the latest 
target for all that ‘white 
heat of technology’ stuff. 

In the good old days of 
computing, these devices 
were big and they were 
expensive. Not any more, 
however. Technology has 
been applied to the beasts | 
and the prices are suffering 
the consequences. Not that 
the users will mind very 
much if the prices start 
touching rock bottom. 

They haven’t got that far 
yet, but they’re starting to 
get close. Only earlier this 
year, getting the price of a 
modem under £100 was 
considered a good trick: 
Now here’s once priced at 
£84. It comes from a Welsh 
company, DEL, and is 
called Telemod 2. This can 
provide connections to 
Prestel, Micronet 800 and 
other viewdata services for 
a wide range of machines, 
including the BBC Model B, 
Commodore 64, Atari, Apple 
lle, Tandy Model Ill and 
Commodore’s' business 
machines. 

More info on 0768 66748. 

Upgrades for the 

Martin Banks bring 

Beeb 
A complete family of up- 
grade products for the BBC 
Micro has now been made 
available from Torch Com- 
puters. It gives users the 
option to take the Beeb 
machine right through to a 
Unix-running, 68000-based 
business machine. 

Collectively known as the 
Unicorn range, the upgrade 
family has as its star 
product the 68000 hard disk 
pack. This effectively turns 

the Beeb into a keyboard for 
a high-powered micro. The 
hard disk unit contains a 
68000 processor, a Z80B for 
running CP/M programs, 
256 kbytes of RAM, a 20 
Mbyte hard disk and a 400 
kbyte floppy. This little lot, 
together with Unix System 
Ill and Torchnet operating 
systems, costs under 
£2900. 

The existing Torch Z80 
disk pack for the Beeb has 
now been integrated into 
the Unicorn product family. 
This offers 800 kbytes of 

disk storage, a Z80 second 
processor with 64 kbytes of 
RAM and a complete set of 
business software. 

The final member of the 
family is the extension pro- 
cessor, which allows BBC 
owners already equipped 
with disk drives from other 
sources to get into the act. 
This has a Z80 processor 
with 64 kbytes of RAM 
coupled to a full range of 
business software. It costs 
Lore: 

More info on the Unicorn 
family from 0223 841000. 
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JUCHI 
rings you the news. 

Plenty of ROM 
inside 
Most of the faithful who sit 
awaiting the first coming of 
the QL will know that it 
comes — when it comes — 
with some interesting 
applications packages — 
bundled into the selling 
price. These programs — a 
spreadsheet, a database 
system, a word processor 
and a business graphics 
package — all come on 
Microdrive cartridges — for 
now, that is. 

It seems that the com- 
pany responsible for the 
packages — Psion — is 
considering the possibility 

four. of putting the 
packages onto a ROM cart- 
ridge designed to plug into 
the left-hand side expan- 
sion port on the QL. Though 
it has one current major dis- 
advantage, the move could 
offer one or two interesting 
advantages to the user. 

The big disadvantage is 
likely to be only temporary 
— cost. There is currently a 
cost penalty in trying to en- 
gineer ROMs containing the 
packages. For one thing 
there just isn’t the volume 
demand for such an effort 
to be made at present. Once 
the installed base of QLs 
increases, however, there 

will be a large enough 
market to make a plug-in 
cartridge a viable product. 

But why should a user 
pay twice as much for the 
same program, seeing as 
they come ‘free’ with the QL 
in the first place? 

The main reason is that 
by using a ROM cartridge 
instead of a Microdrive 
tape, the user gains imme- 

diate access to the best 
part of 60 kbytes of addi- 
tional memory. This occurs 
because the Microdrive 
versions will be loaded into 
the user RAM of the QL so 
that the program can be run. 
With a ROM cartridge, there 
is no need to load into RAM 
so the space taken up by 
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the program will be free for 
the user. Keen types could 
find this facility very useful. 

Adding to the QL 
Well, yes, we understand 
about the little difficulty in 
actually getting any QLs 
into the hands of users, let 
alone into the hands of third 
party software and add-on 
companies. But that hasn’t 
stopped some of the latter 

making all sorts of grand 
announcements. 

Indeed, many of these 
companies are quite open 
in their attempts to locate a 
Spare QL machine, even for 
just a few hours, so that 
they can find out how it 
works and how to interface 
add-on hardware to it. 

Though they haven’t got 
any machines to play with, 
it has not stopped some of 
them introducing new 
products’ specifically for 
the QL market. This can be 

seen as quite an interesting 
example of faith in action. 

One of the first com- 
panies to announce a new 
product, or to be more 
exact, a modification of an 
existing product, is Micro- 
vitec, which makes monitor 
displays. The company has 
announced a new version of 
its Cub colour monitor that 
is said to be compatible 
with the QL. It features a 
14-inch screen with a 
resolution of 653 x 585 
pixels, which the company 
claims makes it well suited 

For all those who want to 
upgrade the unupgradeable 
(in other words, transport 
existing Spectrum software 
into the QL environment) 
there is a theoretical solu- 
tion to the problem on the 
horizon. It is theoretical at 
the moment because the 
product does not yet exist 
(though it might by the time 
you read this). The product 
in question is a Spectrum 
Emulator which will — or 
should be — available ona 
QL Microdrive cartridge. 
Load this into the QL and 
the machine will then be 
able to run existing 
Spectrum programs held on 
cassette. 

The product, being devel- 
oped by a company calling 
itself Joe-the-Lion (yes, 
really), does face one or two 
problems, however. At the 

time of writing, it is still 

~ seeking programmers with 
experience of Z80 and 
68000 machine code so the 
programs can be written. It 
will also require the 
development of a special 
interface connector to 
allow a cassette machine to 
be plugged into the QL, 
which lacks such an inter- 
face as standard. 

Several other companies 
are rumoured to be working 
on floppy and hard disk add- 
ons to overcome the poten- 
tial deficiencies of the right- 
hand end of the QL. 
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|Special readers offer! 
Best on the market... 
This special SPECTRUM PRINTER INTERFACE 
incorporates two options — Centronics or Bi- 
Directional RS232 in the same box! It comes fully 

{| assembled and tested with Driver Software on 
| cassette. The Bi-Directional RS232 has allowed many | | users to up-load and down-load (data into the 

1 SPECTRUM) from the BBC Micro and other computers. 

_ | On the back, the Spectrum bus is duplicated so that 

THE MOREX 
PERIPHERALS 
ZX SPECTRUM 
PRINTER 
ee a 

“only. 

£39. 
nts Nels 

Use any Parallel or Serial Printer 
= 

| Post to; QL USER OFFER, EMS (HOLDINGS) LTD, 10 
| MARSHALSEA ROAD, LONDON SE7 171HL. 

| Please send me (No required) SPECTRUM 
| PRINTER INTERFACE with Parallel/Serial Cable. 
i (Please delete whichever not applicable) 
| L¥OQ (NO! ROG.) ...0:...-0cescecedes extra Cable(s) for 
I Serial/Paral!el at £13.00 each. (Please delete whichever 
I not applicable) 
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I Please write your name and address in block letters on the 
back of your cheque and coupon. Thank you. 
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| compatible peripherals can still be connected. 
It offers compatibility with most commercial 
programmes including TASWORD TWO, HISOFT 
DEVPACK, HISOFT PASCAL, PICTURESQUE 
Editor/Assembler/Monitor, Kemp Ltd professional 
software etc. 
The interface will produce high resolution screen copy 
on many printers, like; MANNESMANN TALLY MT80, 
SHINWA CP80, EPSON 
MX70/MX80/MX82/MX100/RX80/F X80, STAR 
DELTA/GEMINI 10X/15XDP515 etc, SEIKOSHA 
GP100/GP250, RITEMAN, NEC 8023 etc., and of course, 
the software can be user configured to support any of 
the above printers. 
The software offers you: Variable line length, 
programmable printer control, high resolution screen 
copy in single or double size. 
Start using it right away by connecting the interface to 
the printer via the appropriate cable (make sure your 
Spectrum power is off), plug the interface onto the 
back of the computer, switch power on, then simply 
load the supplied configuration cassette by typing 
‘LOAD’. Once loaded, simply follow the menu 
instructions and create a new tape customised to your 
printer requirements! 
From then on, use the customised cassette for your 
every day use! 
Purchase with complete confidence! 

HOW TO ORDER 
All you have to do is fill in the coupon below with your 
name, address and item required, enclosing your 
cheque/P.O. made payable to; EMS (Holdings) Ltd. and 
post to; 

Ob USER OFFER 
EMS (HOLDINGS) LTD 
10 MARSHALSEA ROAD 
LONDON SE1 1HL 
Please allow 14 to 28 days for delivery. Make sure to 
fill in your address clearly, in block capital letters. Your 
name and address must also be written on the back of 

your cheque. OFFER CLOSES JULY 1984. 
OS CA A a A A A I SE A BL GR BE RRR) GOUT (RES GEE Fe AEE ES SR DE) PR SE 

QL/5/84 ABEL) in. tere BSc sea 
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Tracing the BBC 
Owners of BBC micros will 
now be able to directly enter 
graphic images into their 
systems with the new 
Digital Tracer from RD Lab- 
oratories. This is the latest 
addition to a family of 
tracers which already 
covers the Spectrum. 

The tracer consists of 
two pivotted tracing arms 
whose rotational move- 
ments are monitored by 
high-quality potentio- 
meters. These are_ inter- 
faced for direct connection 
to the BBC Model B. 

Accurate reproduction of 
an image over an area the 
size of an A3 page is 
claimed for the arm, which 
comes complete with a soft- 
ware package that allows a 
wide range of graphic 
displays to be used. The 
basic drawing routines are: 
thin and emphasised lines, 
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with dotted options; 
Straight line joins between 
two points; and a= fast 
colour fill for both irregular 

Epson starts 
packing 
What many business 
people need when they are 
contemplating getting in- 
volved with all this com- 
puter-type stuff is a helping 
hand, especially when it 
comes to buying all the 
necessary bits and pieces 
that are needed to make a 
fully working system. That 
is why many companies are 
now offering ‘starter packs’, 
accumulations of all the 
basic equipment that a user 

and geometric shapes,| Will need to get going. 
which ensures their vivid 
display. 

There is also a series of 
geometric constructions 
available, all of which can 
be sampled and moved on 
screen before entry. This 
facility is also available for 
text and the combination of 
these features means that 
such business applications 
as bar graphs and pie 
charts can be created and 
edited very quickly. The 
software is available in 
either cassette or disk 
format (the latter actually 
produced on cassette) and 
the whole lot costs — no, 
not an arm and a leg — just 
£65.95 including VAT. 

RD Laboratories can be 
found in Cwmbran, Wales, 
On 06333 74333. 

One of the latest com- 
panies to launch a starter 

pack is Epson, which has 
knocked together the Intro- 
ductory Starter Pack for the 
QX-10 desktop machine. 
This consists of a QX-10, an 
RX-80 dot matrix printer 
and Peachtree software. 

The QX-10 is getting to be 
a well-known workhorse of 
the ‘use a Z80 and run CP/M 
programs’ variety. It comes 
with 192 kbytes of memory 
as Standard and this can be 
upgraded to 256k. The 
printer has a print speed of 
100 characters per second, 
dot-addressable graphics, 
condensed and double- 
width printing and a Cen- 
tronics 8-bit parallel inter- 
face as standard. It comes 
with a tractor feed and has 
128 character styles and 11 
character sets. 

The Peachtree business 
software includes all that 
one would expect for the 
tasks in hand. This means 
that it has word processing, 

spelling checker, mailing 
list manager and a spread- 
sheet. The all-up cost of the 
Starter pack is £1999. 
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TOUGH 
The non-invasion 
Over the past four or five 
years there have been many 
predictions that the 
Japanese were coming to 
take over the world’s 
personal Computes 
business. The industrious 
orientals had managed to 
pull it off in motorcycles, 
cameras, hi-fi and_ tele- 
visions, so there seemed no 
reason why they shouldn't 
in the consumer computer 
marketplace. 

Notwithstanding their 
Successes in other in- 
dustries and market 
sectors, the Japanese 
promptly ignored all these 

predictions of their success 
and failed to take the 
market by storm. In fact 
they all but failed to show at 
all, except in a few areas. 
Even in the world of the 

desk-top small business 
system, the Japanese 
manufacturers corporately 
missed the boat. And as 
IBM showed so graphically 

with its PC, there was a very 
big boat waiting to be 
caught. 

The basis of the Japan- 
ese failure was software, or 
more specifically, the lack 
of it. Because both systems 
and applications software 
has proved to be at least as 

important as hardware in 
the personal computer 
market, 

Japanese have taken no 
real position in either area, 
their hardware has not been 
well received, generally 
Speaking. 

To make an impression 
on amaturing marketplace, 
they needed what was 

demonstrated years before 
by the CP/M _ operating 
system and the S-100 bus: a 
degree of standardisation. 

This the Japanese 
manufacturers now have — 
as does any other company 

wishing to adopt the 

standard. Microsoft, the US 
systems software house, 
launched the MSX_hard- 
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and because the ¢ 

By the time you read this 
there is achance that some- 
one, somewhere will have 

gotten their hands on a real 
live for sale type of QL. This 

‘is to differentiate it from the 

just-made-a-few-and-given- 
them- to- journalists- for- 
review type of QL. | 

AS was wearily predicted 
by ageing journalists sitting 
at the back of the room at 
the QL launch, delivery 
schedules were geared to 
the old maxim of ‘28 days 
but don't say which 28 
days’. This of course meant 
that the many people who 

‘fired off cheques and credit 

card numbers to the com- 
pany and sat back expect- 
antly have continued to do 
so, some with a little tear in 
the corner of their eyes. 

Not surprisingly the com- 
‘pany is not commenting on 
the many rumours now Clir- 

culating as to why there has 
been the delay, except to 
say that there have been 
some ‘development 
-probiems’. 

In this’ area there have 

been rumours about prob- 
lems getting the multi- 
tasking operating system to 
work and with getting the 
new version of Basic into 

the ROM. 
There are those cynics 

who have suggested that 
the QL would only ever 
appear 28 days after the 
computer press’ started 

making totally unjusitifi- 
| able accusations of a 

debacle in the management 
of the project, though such 
views are not given much 

ware and software package 
specification last year with 
the Japanese specifically in 
mind. Here was a package 
around which they could all 
build a standardised range 
of machines. With the right 
parts standardised, soft- 
ware companies would be 
able to produce programs 
just once and have the 

Cornputer in hand is worth two in post 
credence. 

What has proved more 
worrying from the point of 
view Of many of those 
people who have placed 
orders is the fact that their 
money has already been 
taken. This is not to imply 
that Sinclair has just 
pocketed the loot and not 
delivered but the fact is that 
those who have paid for 
their QL by cheque have 
had them cashed. The 
money has been placedina 
trust fund. 

This posed the question, 
‘what happens to the 
interest from the fund?’ 

Some cheque payers have 
talked about getting their 
Share of the accruing 
interest the fund is gen- 
erating, but Sinclair man- 
aging director Nigel Searle 
has claimed that it would be 

too difficult, administra- 
tively, to carry out this task. 

This is indeed an interest- 

ing Observation for’a com- 
pany selling high tech- 
nology equipment aimed at 
information processing. 

What the punters will get 

is a ‘free’ gift from Sinclair 
in lieu of the 

earned. Some cynics have 
Suggested that this might 
be a Black Watch but it will 
probably be some. addi- 
tional software. Given that 
some people will have 
waited four months by the 
time their QL arrives, they 
will have four months’ 
accrued interest to account 
for. Look for software worth 
at least £15 to Sinclair — 

a retail value of £40-£50. 

whole MSX-oriented 

marketplace to aim at. That, 
at least, is the theory. 

The potential advantages 
of MSX are many, not the 
least of which is the fact 
that software producers 
can target the whole range 
of machines in one go. 
Another is the fact that 
there is a degree of com- 

interest 

patibility on. the software 
side between MSX and its 
bigger brother in the 16-bit 
micro field, MS-DOS. This 

compatibility allows for a 
degree of file transfer, 
meaning that an .MSX 
machine can start life as a 
simple, stand-aline games 
player like so many other 
home computers. currently 
available, and then grow 

into a. tolerable profes- 
sional computer capable of 
doing some real work with 
real files and tasks. 

This aspect is attracting 
a modicum of attention for 
the MSX family, for the 
machine could become 
among the front-runners in 
the just-emerging profes- 
sional computing market. 
But to develop this area, 
commonality and compati- 
bility are crucial, and there 
are hints that the Japanese 
are, in practice, about to 

‘blow it’ once again in the 
computer business. 

The early MSX machines 
are now Starting to appear. 

Not in Europe yet, but soon 
to arrive, no doubt. Not sur- 

prisingly, there are dif- 
ferences between them, 
which. shouldn’t normally 
matter — but it appears 
they might. 

True to form, each Japan- 
ese manufacturer has 
tended towards trying to 
build a better ‘mousetrap’ 
than its competitors, 
adding more gizmos and 
things to the basic standard 
package. The end result, 
accoroaing:. to word 
emanating from the orient, 
is that some of. the 

‘additions’ and. ‘enhance- 

ments’ to individual MSX 

machines are creating situ- 
ations in which software 
written to accommodate 
these differences won't 
always run on other 
machines... 

If this proves to be largely 
the case with the Japanese 
machines then it is likely 
that most of them will die in 
the Western marketplace. 



Peter Rodwell gets his hands on |IBIM's latest, the PCyr, al 
The latest market to come 
under the attack of the 
micro makers Is the 
boundary between home 
and office. The theory is 
that many businessmen 
want acomputer whichis 
cheap enough for the home 
but can be used for more 
serious things, too. 

Trying to sell traditional 
business machines to home 
users has, of course, never 
been successful because 
the hardware is just too 
expensive. And although 
the idea of trying tousea 
low-cost home machine for 
work has been pushed by 
the home computer 
manufacturers for years, it 
has never been avery 
convincing sales tactic: 
most home machines are 
patently unsuited to 
business use, although this 
might not often be apparent 
to somebody looking fora 
small business system — 

dominated the big 
mainframe and mini market 
and has achieved similar 
status in the USA micro 
scene with its PC. Now it 
has gone ‘down-market’ 
with its PCjr, a‘sawn-off’? PC 
with the right features to 
appeal to the home/games 
buyers but with many of the 
business capabilities ofits | 
big brother. 

Sinclair has captured the 
major slice of the European 
home market with its low- 
cost machines and has now 
gone ‘up-market’ witha 
business micro capable of 
performing some neat 
tricks yet still cheap 
enough — just — tocream 
off the top of the home 
buyers, specifically (one 
suspects) people thinking 
of buying a BBC machine. 
Although we can 

compare the two machines 
on paper, one big unknown 
is still throwing aspanner in 

SOK 

more than the QL, then it 
could probably take over 
the slot about to be left 
vacant by the dying Apple ll. 
It will, however, find the 
going very tough — atleast 
in Europe — as this niche 
will become the arena for 
some very tough 
competition over the next 
year or So. 
Alternately the 

home/business boundary 
could be wide enough for 
the PCjr and the QL tofill 

QL has bigger, nicer keyboard (top) and tidier back panel (above). 

until they tried using the 
machine. 

Now we have two major 
companies competing for 
the home/business 
boundary, IBM and Sinclair. 
The two have taken 
different approaches, 
reflecting their 
backgrounds: IBM has long 

10 

the works: we don’t yet 
know how much the PCjr 
will cost in the UK. It’s 
pretty obvious that it will be 
much more expensive than 
the QL, possibly around the 
price ofan Apple lle. The | 
PCjr’s European success 
will depend heavily on its 
price. If it’s significantly 

opposite ends of the 
spectrum (sorry). All this 
preoccupation with ‘market 
positions’ is, by the way, 
just one sign that the micro 
market is maturing: 
increasingly, computer 
manufacturers are thinking 
in terms of model ranges to 
fit different pockets, just as 

Car manufacturers have 

been doing for decades. 

The Sinclair QL 

As QL Useris all about the 
QL, | won’t waste space 
here by going into its full 
specification again. 
Instead, let’s concentrate 

on the features which will 

appeal most to its buyers, 
both home and business. 

First the businessman. 

There’s no point at all in 

buying any business 
computer unless software 
is available toturnitintoa 
useful business tool: 
writing your own stock 
control package is sotime 
consuming — even if you’re 
a professional programmer 
— that it simply doesn’t 
make commercial sense. 
The exception is if your 
requirements are so arcane 
that there simply isn’t any 
software available off the 
shelf. Then you’ll have to 
write yourownoremploy a 
programmer to write it for 
you. Generally, though, a 
major criterion for the 
success of a business 
computer is the availability 
of useful business software 
torunon it. 

The QL comes with four 
business packages 
included in the price. We 
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Ir, and assesses its chances against the QL. 

have yet to evaluate these 
fully, so we cannot yet 
comment on how likely or 
otherwise they are to meet 
the needs of QL buyers. 
However, on paper at least, 
they cover the major 
applications areas in 

business computing: word 
processing, database 
management and 
spreadsheet work. A fourth 
package allows graphics to 
be created (pie and bar 
charts and graphs, etc); this 
may not strike many 
businessmen as essential 
but it’s a fast-growing 
applications area as it 
offers amore efficient way 
of presenting information. 

By opting for its own 
operating system, QDOS, 
rather than an industry 
standard one, Sinclair has 
isolated the QL from avast 
pool of ready-to-run 
software. At launch time, no 
software was available for 
the QL other than the above- 
mentioned freebies. On the 
face of it, this is a big 

could be ported onto the 
QL. 

At the moment, then, the 
QL buyer could be rather 
frustrated if the QL’s own 
software doesn’t meet his 
needs. Within avery short 
time, though, there will be 
plenty of software to 
choose from, even though 
you might not be able to run 
your favourite CP/M 
package on the Sinclair. 

For the home/hobbyist 
QL buyer, the situation is 
not quite so critical. Fora 

You can’t touch-type on the PCjr (above). 

disadvantage, but you can 
be sure that software 
houses are already hard at 
work producing QL versions 
of existing packages and 
writing new products. The 
forthcoming C compiler for 
the QL will make this task 
much easier — thereis 
already alarge amount of 
software written in C which 
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Start, many people will be 
content to write their own 
software, but in any case 
there’ll be no shortage of 
games — initially straight 
Spectrum translations — 
for the machine. With the 
extra memory and better 
screen resolution 
(especially when used with 
a colour monitor rather than 

a TV), we can look forward 
to seeing some really good 
games on the QL. 

The IBM PCjr 

The PCjris IBM’s first-ever 
venture into the home 
market, just as the PC itself 
was Big Blue’s first — and 
highly successful — 
attempt to join the micro 
league. 

With the PC, IBM very 
clearly got it right at the 
first attempt. After all, it 

knew very well what the 
business computer market 
was all about and it took the 
trouble to research the 
micro scene very carefully, 
and to fit into it rather than 
to try and make the micro 
industry conform to the IBM 
way of thinking. (Of course, 
ina subtle way, it didforce 
the market round to the IBM 
Way by making its machine 
So successful.) , 

But whether IBM will 
have the same success with 
the PCjris very debatable. 
The domestic market is 
something entirely new to 
IBM and there are signs that 
it has not researched this 
area as thoroughly as it did 
the business micro market. 

Firstly, the PCjris 
expensive by home 
Standards. This might not 
have been too much of a 
mistake in itself, but there 
are two problems: 

The PCjris not fully 
compatible with its bigger 
brother. There isnowa 
massive pool of software 
for the PC and some of it 
just won’trun on the PCjr, 
including MicroSoft’s 
smash hit Flight Simulator. 
Thus IBM has in one stroke 
destroyed a gigantic 

potential market: those 
people who have a PC at the 
office and want to carry 
home a few disks to work on 
in the evening with their 
PCjr. Sure, the machines 
are disk-compatible, but 
there’s no guarantee that 
the software you use at 
work is going torunon your 
PCjrat home. 

IBM’s second problem is 
the new Apple Macintosh. 
This has been received with 
huge acclaim in the States 
and is already themachine 
of the moment. It costs 
more than the PCjr but it 
has those sexy little icons 
which, in the States, are 
compulsory if you don’t 
want your neighbours to 
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think you’re slipping off the 
leading edge. 

In Britain, the PCjr’s 
future is even more unsure. 
To date, IBM will not even 

Say whether or not the 
machine will be sold here. 
Already badly hit by the 
successes of the Sirius and 
Apricot, IBM will be looking 
long and hard at how its 
PCjr will fare, not only 
against the QL but against 
low-cost business 
alternatives. Signs are that 

PC sales in the UK have 
mainly been to large 
corporations with DP 

departments which know of 
no other computer 
manufacturer; stacked up 
against many 16-bit 
machines, the PC offers 
poor value for money (even 
after a recent, desperate 20 
percent price cut) and those 
magic three initials don’t 
Carry aS much weight here 
as they do State-side. 

Marketing apart, though, 
what has the PCjr to offer? 
Well, it does come as aneat 
package, about half the size 
of the PC, but with a nasty 
keyboard and 64k of RAM. 
The machine has asimple 
Basic in ROM, which allows 
you to use some — but by 
no means all — of the 
machine’s Capabilities: 
there are two cartridge slots 
at the front, into one of 
which you must insert the 
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Plenty of (non-standard) connectors on the PCjr. 

optional Cartridge Basic 
ROM pack before you can 
get down to really 
interesting things. 

The keyboard has far 
fewer keys than that of the 
PC, but the use of control, 
Alt and Func keys, allows 
you to Carry out all the PC 
keyboard’s functions, albeit 
less conveniently. The 
keyboard is linked to the 
main unit by an infra-red 
link, although in practice 
this can be annoying to use 

as it only really functions 
well when the keyboard is 
pointing straight at the box; 
there’s acable to join them 
together available as an 
optional extra. 

There are outputs fora 
domestic TV set and for an 
RGB monitor. Using the IBM 
PC colour monitor, this 
latter gives a sparklingly 
crisp display — but you 
need to buy an adaptor to 
plug in the display. In fact 
all the |/O sockets on the 
PCjr are non-standard. 
Graphics and colour 
Capabilities are as for the 
PC, ie good but not 

Outstanding. The machine 
has an 80-column display 
mode but you needa 
monitor (monochrome or 
colour) to use it. 

You Can upgrade your 
PCjr by adding a64k RAM 
expansion to get better 
graphics and youcan add 

up to two joysticks (which 
are excellently 
constructed), a thermal 
printer and a single 320k 51 
inch disk drive with DOS 2.1 
to operate it. The machine 
then becomes disk- 

compatible with the PC but, 
as noted above, not wholly 
software-compatible. 

Incidentally, if you buy a 
disk-based PCjr, don’t think 
you Can get away without 
buying Cartridge Basic too. 
Although the DOS disk 

contains two Basics 
(standard MicroSoft and 
Advanced Basic) neither 
will work without the 
cartridge — you just geta 
message saying ‘Cartridge 
Required’ an the machine 
crashes! 

One thing the PCjr has 
got going for it is quality, 
which, frankly, has never 
been a strong point of 
Sinclair machines. When 
IBM builds acomputer, it 

does it well, with strong, 
nicely detailed plastic 
mouldings and a really solid 
feel. Inthe case of the 
keyboard, the feel is too 
solid — those awkwardly- 
shaped keys are made more 
difficult to operate by 
requiring aheavy push 
down, making touch-typing 
very difficult indeed. 
Doubtless at some stage 
soon, IBM will offer a full- 
sized PC-style keyboard for 

the PCjr as an option; if not, 
some enterprising 
manufacturer will. 

Conclusions 

How, then, do the two 

machines compare after 
this brief overview? On 
paper at least, the QL wins 
hands down. Although no 
UK price has been 
announced for the PCjr, it 
will almost certainly cost at 
least almost twice the price 
of a QL for the basic, 64k, 
diskless model. Add the 
extramemory and the disks 
and the price will be 
heading towards the 
bottom of Apricot territory 
but providing you with alot 
less computer. 

Of course, if you havea 
PC at work and you wanta 
Similar but cheaper 
machine to use at home, the 
PCjr would obviously be 
very much inthe running, 
apart from the nagging 
doubts about software 
compatibility which have 
yet to be fully resolved. It’s 
certain, though, that many 
software houses — 
especially in the US — will 
Start to produce PCjr 
versions of existing PC 
Packages where necessary 
...once they can tear 
themselves away from their 
Macintoshes that is. At 
worst, you might have to 
buy PCjr versions of some 
of the packages you use at 
work, but you’ll be able to 
use the same data disks. 

Meanwhile, even without 
being compared to the PCjr, 
the QL has a lot going for it, 
despite the inevitable 
Sinclair non-availability 
Situation which has delayed 
deliveries. While there may 
not be vast pools of 
software available for the 
QL, if adegree of IBM 
compatibility is 
unimportant to you, then 
the QLis the one to choose. 
After all, even if you have to 
wait for Sinclair to deliver 
the goods, the wait should 

be shorter than for the PCjr. 
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BUDDING RIVALRY 

by Sid Smith, News Editor, Micronet 800 

If you’re wondering what 
links the QL and Acorn, look 
at these remarks, all made 

at the QL launch either by 
Clive Sinclair or Nigel 
Searle: 

‘The BBC Micro was 
designed along time ago, 
so it’s pretty much behind 

the times.’ 
‘Unlike the BBC machine, 

the QL will not be made 
overseas.’ 

‘We’re certainly still 
interested in talking to the 
BBC about the QLora 
derivative becoming the 
BBC Model C.’ 

‘We would very much like 
to redress the balance of 
what we have long 
considered a most unfair 
arrangement whereby a 
respected competitor gets 
massive free publicity from 
the BBC.’ 

‘Look at Acorn’s shares 
over the next few days to 
see what impact the QL will 

have.’ 
Such gleeful aggression, 

plus aremarkable price 
‘coincidence’ should 
convince you that the BBC 
Micro is seen by Sinclairas 
the QL’s chief rival. 

The QL’s success may 
well spell death to the BBC 
machine. 

Schools bid 

Sinclairhas already made 
moves to invade two 
prestige areas where the 
BBC Micro has always been 
dominant. The first of these 
is the education market. 

Sinclair is well aware of 
how exposure at school can 
extend into the home. And 
the company is determined 
that the QL will be included 
in any future list of 
machines qualifying for the 
Government’s educational 
subsidy. 

David Parks, Sinclair’s 
education chiet, told me 
that the Government’s 50 

percent subsidy on 
computers for schools 
induced what he called ‘the 

Rolls-Royce syndrome’ 
whereby teachers 

consider that they might 

as well get £200 off a BBC 
machine rather than £60 off 
a Spectrum. 

In future that syndrome, 
combined with the QL’s 
intrinsic merit (just 
consider how useful the 
machine’s ability to 
network with Spectrums 
will prove for a school full of 
Sinclair machines), is 
bound to operate to the 
detriment of the BBC Micro. 

| Beeb battle 

The Acorn machine’s 
second great area of 
strength lies inits 
association with the BBC. 

The remarks from Clive 
Sinclair quoted above 
indicate how seriously his 
company takes Acorn’s 
exclusive link with the 
Corporation. Even before 
the QLlaunch, meetings 
took place between Sinclair 
andthe BBC to discuss the | 

adoption of the 

Acorn’s Chris Curry: ‘What about Unix?’ 

forthcoming machine asa 
BBC Micro. 

Nigel Searle has said that 
he is not asking the BBC for 
an arrangement which 
excludes the Acorn 
machine: ‘Anything which 
favours the emergence of a 
single machine is 
premature. It’s conceivable 
that we could be talking 
about letting our machine 
be one of two. | don’t think 
it’s good for children’s 
education if the market is 
not open to new products 

and | wouldn’t be happy 
about an exclusive 

arrangement. 
‘The BBC Micro has an 

aura of official backing. It’s 
that exclusivity that bothers 

uS.: 
It should be pointed out, 

however, that Nigel Searle’s 
claim to be content with 

sharing the BBC’s 
endorsement with the 
Acorn machine was made 

before the QL was 
launched. Since the 
machine appeared, the idea 

i of any market sector being 

peaceably divided between 
the computers has become 
untenable: they both have 
exactly the same price; the 

QL has ahigher 
specification. 

These two facts mean 
that the old situation in 
which Sinclair and Acorn 
machines were sufficiently 
separatedinpricenotto 
compete seriously with 
each other is now over. Any 
sale won by the QLisasale 
lost by the BBC Micro — 
and vice versa. 

But having said all that, 

there are still powerful 
reasons why the BBC might 
want to continue its 
association with Acorn. 

The reason given in 
public is that the 
Corporation feels that any 
new BBC Micro must offer 
compatibility with the 
existing machine. Indeed, 
one BBC executive told me 
that he considered the BBC 
would be breaking its 
Charter obligation to 
educate the public if it 
compromised its Computer 
Literacy Project by not 
maintaining this 
compatibility. 

The second — and more 
private — reason is money. 

Put simply, the BBC has 
sunk an enormous amount 
of time and money into the 
Acorn machine and it 
continues to reap 
handsome returns on its 
investment. 

The Corporation’s 
association with Acorn 
dates back to the design 
stage of the BBC Micro. 
Many of the machine’s 
principal characteristics, 
including the existence of 
Mode 7 and the 
specifications for BBC 
Basic (on which the 
Corporation still holds 
copyright) were laid down in 
the early stages of that 
association. 

And if the re-naming of 
the Acorn Proton to the 
Acorn BBC Micro has 
transformed Acorn, its 
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effect on the Corporation’s 
balance books has also 
been beneficial. The BBC’s 
royalty earnings on the 
Acorn micro have been 
placed at anything between 
£33 million (whichis too 
low) and £15 million (which 
iS probably too high). 

Either way, it’s a handy 
sum. As an Acorn man once 
muttered, ‘Just take it from 
me, we're definitely helping 
to keep your licence fee 
down.’ 

In contrast, the BBC 
would earn nothing at all 
from promoting the QL and 
though the Corporation 
might eventually feel 
obliged to embrace the 
technical sophistication 
offered by Sinclair’s 
machine, it has no incentive 
to do so soon — orto the 
exclusion of the Acorn 
device. 

But what has Acorn to 
Say about the QL? 

| brought first news of the 
QL to Acorn, delivering a 
press pack into the hands of 
Chris Curry on my way back 
from the QL launch. His first | 
words were, ‘Unix! It 

doesn’t say anything about 
Unix.’ That, in effect, has 

been the Acorn reaction 
ever since. 

The QL, says Acorn,isa 
business machine which 
has been launched without 
compatibility with any of 
the established business 
operating systems suchas 
Unix. For that reason it will 
fail, says Acorn. 

‘The QL is very good,’ 
conceded Herman Hauser, 
the other co-founder of 
Acorn. ‘But it’s a cul-de-sac. 
Nowadays computers must 
fitin with other computers. 
We can be very ambitious — 
and Sinclair has always 
been ambitious — and think 

that we can create our own 
Standards but in fact 
computers nowadays must 
always give compatibility.’ 

Acorn, of course, has hit 
a sensitive spot with this 
accusation; the lack of 
compatibility with any 
standard operating system 
— coupled with the 
Microdrives — is probably 
the feature of the QL most 
likely to upset the business 
buyer. 

Acorn’s stress on this 
aspect of the QL probably 
springs from its own 
preoccupation with 
Standard operating 
systems forits 
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developments for the BBC 
Micro and for the 
forthcoming Acorn 
Business Machine. 

For the BBC’s 16032 
second processor, Acorn 
has engaged Logica to 
produce aversion of 
Microsoft’s Xenix, an 

adaptation of the Unix 
operating system which 
Sinclair chose to ignore. 
And Dr Martin Richards of 
Cambridge is known to be 
working for Acornona 
version of the Tripos 
operating system, again for 
the 16032. 

Business.ambitions 

Xenix and Tripos will also 
have relevance to the Acorn 
Business Machine (ABM) 
which Acorn intends to 
launch sometime in the 
latter half of this year. Itis 
believed that one variant of 
the ABM, intended for 

Herman Hauser: ‘It’s a cul-de-sac.’ 

computer-aided design 
work, will contain the 16032. 

Acorn has said nothing 
officially about the 
Specifications of the ABM 
but a recent report of 
remarks made by Chris 
Curry would seem to 
confirm industry 

| Speculation that the 
machine will comprise the 
established BBC board, 
with.aZ80 second 
processor, disk drives anda 
VDU, all at around £1000. 

The presence of the 
ageing Z80 chip is 

explicable by the access it 
gives to business software 
running under the CP/M 
operating system. But many 
observers would agree with 
Nigel Searle, who said at 
the QL launch, ‘I think that 
the Z80 giving access to 
business software through 
the CP/M operating system 
is very rapidly going to be 
outdated. | don’t think that - 
the business software 
available through CP/M is 
going to meet the needs of 
the huge new markets for 
professional computers.’ 

Indeed, if the speculation 
about the ABM is correct, 
and if Acorn takes no steps 
to upgrade the machine as 
aresult of the QL, the whole | 
project looks shaky, 
especially bearing in mind 
that the ABM is not 
expected to appear for at 
least another six months, 
by which time the 
circa-£1000 16-bit business 

micro scene will be ultra- 
competitive. 

And although there are 
compelling reasons why a 
computer costing around 

| £1000 should offer a 
| Standard operating system 

like CP/M, the same is not 
) true of the £399 QL. 

Acorn’s entire point 
about the lack of Unix, or 
any other software 
Standard, provides an 
incomplete defence. It 
ignores the question: If 
Acorn can describe the 
£399 QL as a failed 

business micro, how would 
it defend the £399 BBC 
Micro from the same 
charge? 

It confuses another: Why 
should a QL need 
compatibility with 100,000 
other micros when it can 
have compatibility with 
100,000 QLs? Or to put it 
another way, doesn’ta 
business machine sold in 
sufficient numbers 
automatically become an 
industry standard? 

It begs a third: How many 
word processors or 
spreadsheets or databases 
or graphics toolkits do most 
people need anyway? If the 
Psion software is of 
reasonable quality, what 
more will the average 
businessman want? 

In short, the QL seems 
not only to threaten the 
BBC Micro in its present 
form but it also attacks 
Acorn’s long-cherished but 
long-delayed ambition to 
move the BBC Micro 
upwards into the business 
sector. So what is Acorn 
going to do about the QL? 

Well, the delivery delays 
which have afflicted 
Sinclair, and the inevitable 
shortages which will 
continue until QL 
production is ramped up, 
have given Acorn a brief 
breathing space. 

Eventually, though, the 
company will have to 
decide between dropping 
the price of the BBC Micro 
and upgrading its 
specification. Of the two, 
the least likely would seem 
to be a price reduction. 

In the years since the 
launch of the BBC Micro, 
Acorn has been almost 
unique in the micro world in 
resisting price cuts. A 
reduction now would surely 
seem too great an 
admission of defeat. 

| also suspect that the 
Acorn management would 
have a temperamental 
aversion to conceding that 
its machine was worth less 
than the QL. 

So perhaps Acorn will 
take advantage of that 
extraordinary facility of the 
BBC Micro to accept plug-in 
software and sell the 
machine — asin the States 
— with acouple of 

‘Sideways’ ROM chips 
already fitted. 

Whatever Acorn does, it 
had better be good. 
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Adam Denning speaks to Sinclair MID Nigel Searle 
Shortly after the launch of the 
QL, | went to Cambridge to talk 
to Sinclair's managing director, 
Nigel Searle. The full transcript 
of this interview appeared on 
Micronet 800 shortly after the 
interview but hindsight makes 
his words rather interesting to 
us now. 

At the time we — and, to all 
intents and purposes, he — 
were under the 
misapprehension that the QL 
would be shipped on time at the 
end of February. With this now 
proven untrue, Searle’s 
ebullience and overt 
willingness to talk seem 
perhaps alittle unfounded. 

Our initial questions revolved | 
around what Sinclair saw as its 
market, for the QL specifically. 
At that time, Searle was unable 
to expand upon his 
expostulations at the launch, 
when he said that they really 
had no idea what the market 
was going to be and they had 
no particular bias towards any 
one particular sector. Toputita 
little more simply, anyone who 
buys aQLor wishes to buy one 
is Sinclair's market. 

The software bundled with 
the basic machine, | said, hints 
at aleaning towards a‘home 
executive’ or small 
businessman. ‘Yes,’ said Nigel, 
‘put that doesn’t mean that we 
are devoting our intentions 
wholly or solely to him.’ 

Searle then went onto 
Surprise me by expanding on 
what he personally says is the 
biggest initial QL market — but 
he made it clear that this was 
not necessarily acorporate 
view. 

Education — particularly 
higher education — is what 
Sinclair seems to be aiming for. 
The degree of annoyance inthe 
Sinclair camp over the BBC’s 
long-discussed decision to give 
arch-rival Acorn the computer 
literacy contract became really 
apparent since the QL launch 
and Sinclair hopes that the one 
relatively untapped area of 
education — degree courses — 
can be the QL’s forte. 

And perhaps it can. With 
unofficial but highly influential 
sources indicating that 
Imperial College, for one, would 
very much liketo adopta 
standard machine for all 
computing courses, with all 
students having to make this 
obligatory purchase, it seems 
that educational 
establishments are taking 
Sinclair's latest baby with 
rather more than just a pinch of 
Salt. 

These rumours are further 
strengthened by the news that 
the Open University also 
wishes to adopt a standard 
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machine andthat it was given 
the specifications of the QL by 
Sinclair much in advance of the 
launch date. The OU prefers not 
tocomment... 

If education is the big 
market, what moves is Sinclair 
taking to see this one through? 
Already known to bein 
development are compilers for 
Pascal — long the language of 
the scholars — and rather more 
interestingly, C. From this.C 
compiler itis almost certain 
that aversion of Prolog will favour. While not even Sinclair 

appear, as the company 
dealing with Prolog inthis 
country — Logic Programming 
Associates — not only hasa 
version of its interpreter written 
in C already but isin very close 
contact with Sinclair. Prolog is 
said to be the language of the 
future and Sinclair certainly 
seems to agree. Having beaten 
Acorn to the mark witha 
version of the language for its 
earlier Spectrum, it is stacking 
the cards very.much in its 

would claim thatthe QLisa 
fifth-generation machine, 
Prolog is plugged as being a 
fifth-generation language, 
hence the enormous degree of 
importance attached to it by 
the more adventurous of 
educationalists. 

Logo, too, which Acorn 
seems to be using as its chief 
educational lynch-pin, is 
almost certain to be made 
available sooner rather than 
later, but this is really aimed at 
the altogether younger end of 
the spectrum, primary schools 
and early comprehensive years. 

Of more interest to 
universities will be the IEEE 
interface, ideal for laboratory 
control applications, and the 
68000 assembler, with which 
students can learn one of the 
most advanced of assembler 
languages inasituation where 
they can actually use the fruits 
of their labours, unlike many 
establishments now which 
tend to teach the machine 
codes of outdated processors 
on systems for which any 
practical applications are hard 
to find. No-one gets 
satisfaction from causing LEDs 
to flash on and off these days 
— computers have caught on in 
too large a way for that. 

One thing very muchin 
Sinclair’s favour is that the QL 
is the same price as the BBC 
Micro — yet even Acornis 
forced to admit that the two 
machines’ specifications are 
poles apart. The QL design is, 
of course, at least two years 
younger, a point made by Acorn 
more than once, but such isthe 
advance over the older machine 
that the stage is finally reached 
where there is no choice: to buy 
the BBC Micro would almost 
certainly prove to bea folly 
unless an institution is already 
stocked up with BBCs. 

An education market is also 
almost certain to be happy with 
the QL’s storage medium — 
Microdrives — while the other 
prospective market, business, 
is not. AS aseasoned user of 
these devices, | would agree 
with Searle that such fears are 
unfounded, but although 
businessmen are relatively 
computer-naive, they know 
what they like. What they likeis 
alarge system that does 
everything they want with 
speed, efficiency and 
convenience. Money doesn't 
really have much bearing on 
their level of choice. If it does 
the job, buy it. Nigel Searle had 
alot to say about this. 
QL User: ‘How reliable do you 
consider the Microdrives to be, 
in serious business use?’ 
Searle: ‘The Microdrives are, | 
believe, atleast as reliable as 
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floppy disks.’ 
QL User: ‘The review copies we 
had when they first came out 
were not reliable. It was only 
when the production models 
were released that they proved 
to be better.’ 
Searle: ‘Yeah. Any mechanical 
product like that, particularly 
one which is operating on the 
microscopic scale and speed of 
the Microdrive, is very difficult 
to make perfectly. We’ve gota 
continuing program for 
improvement to the Microdrive. 
We've been carrying out 
surveys of people who have 
bought Microdrives and in 
particular of people who will 
have been using them very 
heavily. We recently wrote to all 
the software houses to which 
we have supplied Microdrives 
to ask them in detail for their 
experience in using the 
Microdrives. Recognising that 
they are not the sort of people 
likely to have ‘‘finger troubles”’ 
(Searle means mishandling of 
the drives and cartridges — 
AD), problems of 
misunderstanding, and soon, 
at least they are the sort of 
people who would be able to 
give us accurate descriptions 
of any problems they had. And 
I'm pleased to say that they 
were remarkably favourable — 
and the Microdrives in the QL 
will be improved over the 
Spectrum.’ 
QL User: ‘But |’ve heard that the 
Microdrive ROM in the 
Spectrum is about to be 
changed. One of those very 
software companies told me 
that.’ 
Searle: ‘| can’t confirm that — | 
simply don’t know.’ 
QL User: ‘Would you expect it?’ 
Searle: ‘| see no reason why it 
wouldn’t be if we’re able to 
improve it. But the gate array 
that controls the interface 
between the machine and the 
Microdrive in the QL is quite 
different from that inthe 
Spectrum and | think that there 
willbe substantially improved 
performance. But the 
Microdrive is really very 
encouraging — the return rate 
both for defective units and 
units with no fault where the 
user has had a problem with it 
is actually lower than onthe 
Spectrum and we’ve by now got 
the Spectrum’s return rate 
down very, very low. Now that 
reflects the fact that people 
buying the Microdrive are still 
pretty experienced users who 
therefore aren’t going to return 
a product that hasn’t got 
anything wrong with it and are 
fairly understanding about the 
fact that if you’re going to run it 
for eight hours a day you don’t 
go on using the same cartridge 
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for six weeks, that you make 
back-up copies, andso on. But 
it’s pretty good, and the QL will 
be even better.’ 
QL User: ‘Do you accept that 
the cartridges are too 
expensive?’ 
Searle: ‘Umm.’ 
QL User: ‘A reduction of 50 
percent would be amuch better 
idea to compare with floppy 
disks, Surely?’ 
Searle: ‘Yes...’ (Long pause) ‘I 
think that eventually cartridges 
willbe less expensive. We have 
invested an enormous amount 
of money not only in designing 
it but alsoin getting it into 
production. We’ve had to 
design all the equipment that 
splices and winds the tape 
automatically, forexample, and 
we didn’t feel that putting a 
premium price onthe 
cartridges initially would 
seriously deter people who 
wanted to buy Microdrives. 

‘In any casel’m Sure you’re 
aware that until recently we had 
limited production on 
Microdrives and therefore there 
weren't that many people 
buying Microdrives and 
wanting cartridges anyway. 
Also, we in all honesty didn’t 
want to create a situation 
where the cartridges were so 
cheap that everybody buying a 
Microdrive said, ‘‘l’ll have 20 
please’. We would then fall into 
the trap that we suddenly 
couldn't supply cartridges and 
if you're trying tosella 
Microdrive ora QL and anybody 
has any serious fear about the 
supply of cartridges then you 
seriously affect the product. We 
are confident that wecan 
Supply all the cartridges that 
people reasonably want at the 
price at which we offer them. 

‘Obviously we can’t supply 
them a//full stop because if 
they were 10p each we wouldn't 
make as many as people 
wanted. Our objective is to 
make certain that we never 
have to say to anyone, ‘‘Sorry, 
you can’t have acartridge’’. To 
acertain extent we’ve got to 
price the cartridges to make 
that happen.’ 
QL User:‘So at sometime 
there’s got to bea policy like 
cassette duplication with 
Microdrive duplication — 
especially with the QL.’ 

j Searle: ‘Yes, youcan duplicate 
Cartridges in real time where 
you simply have operators with 
a bank of Microdrives and they 
plug them in and take them 
Out.’ 
QL User: ‘|sn’t that a little 
unwise with the scope of QL 
software that could exist?’ 
Searle: ‘Well, if you figure it out, 
youcando an awful lot. If 
you ve got the whole thing 

perfectly set up, the only time it 
takes for an operator to record 
one cartridge is the time it 
takes to put itin and the time it 
takes to remove it, because 
while everything else is 
happening to that cartridge the 
operator is putting in and 
taking out other cartridges. So 
how long is that going to take? 
Say 10 seconds per cartridge, 
360 an hour, 2000 a day, 10,000 
a week per operator. So 50 
operators means half amillion 
cartridges a week, two milliona 
month, pre-recorded. It’s not 
impossible. However, having 
Said that, and even recognising 
the unemployment problems, 
Our instinct is to try to 
automate the process wherever 
possible.’ 

Well enough on the 
Microdrives. Only time and 
experience Can really tell if 
these devices are going to 
Cause problems to QL owners, 
but perhaps the really sceptical 
can gain comfort from the fact 
that Sinclair itself is shortly to 
bring out ahard disk interface 
forthe QL and at least one 
company has plans fora floppy 
disk interface to allow normal 
drives to be used with the QL. 
Perhaps this is aretrograde 
step and we should really be 
showing rather more 
confidence in our 
technologists than we do at 
present. One thing stops us 
from doing this, however: the 
continuing lack of shippable 
QLs. With all the people who 
ordered QLs getting a letter 
from Sinclairin mid- or late 
February warning them of 
possible delays on the QL up to 
the end of May, and asimilar 
letter to the press warning that 
review copies and first 
commercial shipments will not 
now be made until the end of 
March, there aren’t that many 
people left who don’t feel at 
least Somewhat jaded over the 
~QL debacle. 

Some of us still remember 
the Spectrum fiasco, followed 
by the Microdrive fiasco, and 
Sinclair, despite many 
assurances, has not been seen 
to have done much to offset 
these most dangerous of fears. 
Whatever the outcome of 
Microdrive reliability, business 
users will certainly not put up 
with a ‘when — if ever’ delivery 
schedule for their computer. 

On this tack, which was not 
mentioned too much at the 
interview as everyone seemed 
to believe Sinclair on this point, 
Searle merely commented ‘very 
possible’ to my claim that 
someone working on the QL 
production line at Thorn-EMI 
told me they had ordered every 

68008 processor in existence. 
Searle went on to say that 
although they didn’t have an 
exclusive arrangement with 
Motorola, the manufacturer of 
the 68008, he thought it very 
unlikely that any other 
manufacturer or individual 
would find it all that easy to lay 
his hands on one. 

On the software side, Searle 
Said that four software houses 
had been given QLs to develop 
software, but he could only be 
drawn into naming two of them: 
Psion, which wrote the 
software packaged with the QL 
and which has long been 
closely associated with 
Sinclair; and GST, which wrote 
the QDOS operating system 
and SuperBasic. | was led to 
believe that the other two were 
very much education based but 
that was as far asl got. 

The QL’s operating system, 
QDOS, is new to everyone — a 
move which is wholly typical of 
Sinclair philosophy — and 
called ‘arrogance’ by Acorn. As 
the QLis based around a 68008, 
there is no hardware reason 
why the QL should not be made 
to support some other 
operating system such as the 
(horrible) minicomputer 
operating system Unix, orthe 
rather better but under- 
marketed Tripos or CP/M-68K. 
Searle thought it highly unlikely 
that any other operating 
system would be required and 
he also said that he doubted if, 
at present at least, QDOS 
would be transferred to other 
68000-based machines. 

He then talked briefly about 
other machines, the only one of 
any interest to him being 
Apple’s Macintosh. He had 
never seen the machine himself 
but reports had left him with the 
impression that it was a wonder 
machine, not something with 
which everyone would agree! 

Finally, the future. While | 
was there he was on the phone 
to ICL, which is known to be 
working on adesktop machine 
using QLand possible flat- 
screen technology, so we 
asked him about Sinclair’s 
designs in this field. As the 
proposed Sinclair electric caris 
Sure to have some very 
advanced battery technology, 
and as Sinclair already has 
extensive flat screen 
technology, the two together 
plus a QL look-alike would 
seem the ideal combination. 
But Searle wouldn’t be drawn. 

Adam Denning is Software and 
Technical Editor of Micronet 
800, and the extracts from his 
interview with Nigel Searle can 
be found on page 800111698a 
onwards Qn Micronet 800. 
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THE SUPER BA 
Starting here,a complete course in progre 
In the first issue of QL User 
we described SuperBasic in 
fairly close detail. Super- 
Basic is what Sinclair calls 
the Basic resident in the QL 
and, aS we saw, the Super 
tag is quite a fair one. 

We went on (and on) 
about how SuperBasic was 
derived in part form those 
great block structured 
languages BCPL, Pascal 
and C, without really 
describing what we meant 
or what the advantages are 
of a structured language. 
As alot of QLowners will be 
fairly new to computing — 
and almost certainly new to 
SuperBasic — we're 
running this series on 
getting to grips with pro- 
gramming and with Super- 
Basic in particular. 

Absolutely no knowledge 
of programming will be 
assumed but you should be 
conversant with setting up 
your QL and switching it on. 
You should also have the 
User Guide to hand. 

A computer is a ‘blank’ 
machine — it is not 
designed to perform any 
one task but it can be made 
to carry out a wide range of 
activities. However, it can 

do nothing at all unless it is 
given a list of instructions 
— called a program — 
which tell it what to do and 
how to do it, all in great 
detail. 

The ‘language’ which 
computers ‘understand’ 
can be represented by a 
long series of 1s and Os but, 
while these are crammed 
with meaning for the com- 
puter, they are completely 
incomprehensible to 
humans. Therefore a 
number of computer 
languages have been 
developed which allow you 
to write your program in an 
abbreviated form of English 
which you can easily under- 
stand and follow. Of course, 
the computer can’t under- 
stand such a program, so 
additional programs have 
been developed which inter- 
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pret the human-level 
instructions into computer- 
understandable code. 

A wide range of these pro- 
gramming languages has 
been developed, each of 
which has been designed 
for a specific applications 
area — writing accounts 
programs, for instance, or 
controlling industrial 
processes. The QL comes 
equipped with a_ built-in 
interpreter for the Basic 
language (Basic stands for 
‘Beginner’s All-purpose 
Symbolic Instruction Code’ 
if you must know) which 
was designed for ease of 
learning but still allows you 
to carry out some sophisti- 
cated computing tasks. 

Let’s begin. Switch on 
your QL and type, 

and then press the ENTER 
key. Hey presto! ‘A 
message to the world’ 
appears on the screen. If it 
doesn’t, then you must have 
typed in something in- 

Listing 1 

Listing 2 

LET QL = 4 

Listing 3 

bE OL = Ok + 4 

Listing 4 

LET FRED = 5 

PRINT FRED 

PRINT FRED 

Listing 5 

FRED = 6 

ERIC = 4 

JOHN FRED + ERIC 

PRINT JOHN 

Listing 6 

PRINT "A message to the world" 

Cet FRED SO PRED. te 

*# O<L + LN(SO@R(93.21)) 

correct, in which case 
switch the machine off and 
then on and try again, 
taking care to type in the 
line exactly as it appears 
above. Later we’ll discover 
a better way of correcting 
mistakes. 

What we have done so far 
may or may not seem spec- 
tacular, depending on your 
level of experience; in any 
case, it’s not really pro- 
gramming. All we did was to 
tell the QL to do something 
that it already knew how to 
do. Further, if we want the 
QL to do it again, we’ll have 
to type in the same com- 
mand; later, you’ll see how 
we can get our QL to 
perform a task repeatedly 
without our needing to 
prompt it each time. 

To start programming, 
then, we have to give the QL 
a whole series of com- 
mands, each of which it 
knows how to do but which 
do something that one com- 
mand alone could not have 
done. This group of com- 
mands is called a program. 

Let’s write a program which 
will ask you to type in your 
name and age and then 
print a message saying 
‘Hello’ to you with an 
appropriate comment on 
your age. 

In Basic, each line of a 
program is given a line 
number. This isn’t done 
purely for the sake of it. — 
the line numbers allow us to 
refer conveniently to dif- 
ferent parts of a program. 
We can, for example, write 
an instruction which says, 
‘If the result of the action 
just taken is such-and-such 
a value, then go to line 
number 500 and carry on 
there’. It is this ability to 
make decisions and carry 
out different courses of 
action depending on the 
outcome of those decisions 
which give computers their 
power and flexibility. 

As we saw earlier, you 
can type a command 
without a line number; 
however, the computer 
recognises that no line 
number has been typed in 
and assumes you want it to 
carry out the command im- 
mediately, as it did with the 
example above. In Super- 
Basic, then, as with most 

Basics, you must number 
the lines in your program. 

The next concept to get 
to grips with is that of 
variables. A variable is 
nothing more than a box in 
which the QL puts numbers 
or letters which it uses 
during the execution of a 
program. Each of these 
boxes has a name, which 
you, the programmer, 
decide on. Usually, the 
name is chosen to convey 
an idea of what the variable 
is being used for: TOTAL, 
for instance, or DATE. When 
you first turn on the com- 
puter, these variables don’t 
exist — you have to declare 
them first, as there’s not a 
lot of use for having 
thousands of empty, name- 
less boxes hanging about. 

To declare a variable, we 
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ASIC COURSE 
gramMmMing In SuperBasic, by Adam Denning 

use the LET statement in 
SuperBasic. We can say: 

Listing 2 

for instance, which will 

declare a variable called QL 
and at the same time assign 
a value of 4 to it. In other 
words, the computer will 
reserve an area of its 

memory, give it the name 

QL, and insert the value 4. 
Now, each time you use 
‘QL’ in your program, the 
computer will look in the 
‘box’ called QL and find the 
value 4. 

The word variable is used 
because we can alter the 
contents of the box to any- 
thing we like, simply by 
assigning a new value to it: 

Listing 3 

for instance. This is non- 
sense mathematically but 
perfectly logical to the com- 
puter. What it says is, ‘find 
the box called QL and add 4 
to whatever value is already 
there’. In this case, we’ve 
already set the value of QL 
to 4 so this’ instruction 
would then change _ that 
value to 8. If you want, you 
can experiment by assign- 
ing values to variable 
names in this way without 
using line numbers. Don’t 
be afraid to experiment in 
this way — nothing you 
type at the keyboard can 
damage the machine and if 
you get weird results or the 
machine seems to ‘lock up’, 
don’t panic but switch the 
machine off and on again to 
restore it to a usable state. 
Try this sequence (but 
remember to press. the 
ENTER key at the end of 
each line — this tells the 
computer that you have 
finished typing in a com- 
mand and allows it to 
execute that command): 

Listing 4 

You should get the answer 5 
when you first PRINT FRED 
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and 7 the next time. In- 
cidentally, the word LET is 
optional — so to save effort 
we won't be using it again; 
it’s there simply for the sake 

for 
compatibility with some 
other Basics which insist 

~— SUCH, eS 

Of convenience and 

on its use 

Spectrum Basic. 

while other types are called 
numeric variables. 

SO, aS a person’s name is 
a String of characters, we 
need a string variable to 
hold it. Let’s call it NAMES. 
Then we need a numeric 
variable to hold the 
person’s age — we'll call 

Listing 11 AS you may have 
gathered by now, we don’t 
have to use only specific 
numbers when we assign 
values to variables — we 
can use the values of other 

FIRST# = 2 
SECOND$ = 2 
PRINT FIRSTS + SECONDS 

Listing 12 
variables: 

10 NAME = "“Freg" 
Listing 5 20 AGE = 97 

Or even: 

Listing 6 

Which confuses us 

makes | considerably but 
perfect sense to the QL. 

Variables do not have to 
contain numbers; they can, 
if you want them to, hold 
words and phrases or just | 
Single characters. The type 
of variable which does this 
is slightly different to the 
variable which holds 
numbers — itsnamehasa$ 
sign at the end. The dollar. 
Sign means string, because | 
a sequence of characters 
(any sort of characters and | 
any number of them, even 
zero) is called a_ string. 
Thus, variables ending ina 
$ are called string variables, 

Listing 7 

NAMES = 

AGE = 55 

PRINT NAME$¢ 

PRINT AGE 

"Your name" 

Listing 8 

AGE = "Too old" 

Listing 9 

NAMES = 

PRINT NAMES 

eoa gs" 

Listing 10 

NAMES = 12345 

this one AGE. You can see 
these at work by typing the 
following, but putting your 
Own name in place of the 
phrase ‘Your name’ (and 
don’t forget to hit ENTER at 
the end of each line): 

Listing 7 

Remember that the 
computer differentiates 
between string and numeric 
variables and won’t allow 
you to assign a string to a 
numerical variable. Try: 

Listing 8 

and you’ll get an error 
message. However, you can 
assign a string of numbers 
to a string variable, as long 
aS you enclose them in 
quotes: 

Listing 9 

the will produce 
12345. But 

reply 

Listing 10 

will produce an error 
message. The reason is 
that, in order to carry out 
Operations such as 
addition, subtraction, etc, 
on numbers, the computer 
Stores them in its memory 
in a different way to that 
used when it stores strings. 

$0 PRINT "The age of 

So if you store a number as 
a string, you won’t be able 
to perform any arithmetical 
operations on it. Try: 

Listing 11 

but don’t expect to get the 
answer 4! 

"SNAME$;" is “!AGE 

We are now in a position 
to write a simple program 
which prints out some- 
body’s name and age — 
Substitute the name and 
age for your own: 

Listing 12 

Once you have typed in 
the program, check that it’s 
correct by typing LIST and 
hitting ENTER. The com- 
puter will display the pro- 
gram on its screen for you 
to check. If it’s OK, type 
RUN and hit ENTER and the 
computer will execute the 
program. 

There are three important 
things to notice about this 
program. Firstly, the line 
numbers are in increments 
of 10. In fact you can use 
increments of 1 but using 10 
makes it easier to insert 
lines later if you realise you 
omitted something from a 
program. Secondly, we have 
inserted the variable names 
within a single PRINT state- 
ment, with some text, 
enclosed in quotes, to make 
the answer intelligible. The 
QL will automatically print 
the value of each variable 
as it encounters the 
variable names. What 
happens if you enclose the 
entire line in quotes and 
leave out the quotes within 
the line? . 
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Remember how you finally ; 
persuaded Dad to buy you 

that microcomputer? 

How you said it would help 
with your homework, keep ___\: 
you off the streets at night and 
organise the household finances... 
Well | think he’s just found ggh 3 Mee Ne 
out the real reason! \qqaag@ 
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subscribe 
to Computer 

& Video Games 
(12 issues). 

| enclose a cheque 
for £10.00 (U.K. only) 

payable to Computer & 
ideo Games. 

lf your computer isn’t dealing in dragons, | 
mastering mazes or generally opening up a 
whole new world of fun and fantasy, then it 
needs revitalising. Put it on a diet of Computer 
& Video Games magazine. A monthly dose will | 
work wonders. 

It’s available from all leading newsagents. F 

Or to make sure you don’t miss out, fill in the coupon 7° Address___ 
right and send off for a 12 month subscription. Poincar 

7 

7 Signature 

Please post in a sealed envelope to: 
Computer & Video Games 

Subscription Dept 
Competition House 

arndon Rd 
Market Harborough 

Leicestershire 

7 Name 
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Notice too the use of 

semi-colons, which ensure 
that there’s no gap between 
the text and the values of 
the variables. Try re-typing 
line 30 but use commas 
instead of semi-colons; 
RUN the program and 
notice how the commas 

Cause gaps to appear in the 
line when it’s’ PRINTed. 
Now re-type line 30, sub- 

Listing 13 

INPUT NAMES 

Listing 14 

Stituting apostrophes (’) for 
the commas and see what 
happens. 

Incidentally, to alter line 
30 you don’t need to re-type 
the entire program — just 
type in line 30 and the com- 
puter will automatically 
substitute the new line for 
the old one. Once you’ve 
RUN the program, type 30 
and hit ENTER, then LIST 
the program again — you'll 
find that line 30 has dis- 
appeared. This is a handy 
way of getting rid of 
unwanted lines. 

The above program has a 
considerable disadvantage: 
the string assigned to 
NAME$ and the value 
assigned to AGE are both 
‘fixed’ within the program; if 
another person wants to 
use the program he has to 
alter it to include his own 
name and age, just as you 
did. It would be more con- 
venient to be able to type in 
these values when the 
program is RUN. Such a 
convenience is provided by 
the INPUT statement. 

At its simplest, we use 
INPUT in the following 
format: 

Listing 13 

This. will accept anything 
typed in by the user, until he 
hits ENTER, and place it in 
the variable called NAMES. 
However, it’s a little un- 
friendly as, when this is 
included in a program, all 
that appears on the screen 
when the INPUT statement 
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INPUT “What 15 your name";NAME¢ 

Listing 15 

10 INPUT "What is your name “S NAMES 

20 INPUT “How old are you ";AGE 

Listing 16 

30 PRINT “Hello, “SNAMES:", how are you?" 

is reached is a question 
mark. We need a way of 
presenting a prompt to the 
user, reminding him what to 
type in. INPUT can in fact be 
used rather like PRINT to do 
just this: 

Listing 14 

Everything within. the 
quotes will be printed out, 

followed by a question 
mark. The user’s reply will 
then be placed in the ‘box’ 
called NAME$. Try this. 
Type NEW followed by 
ENTER to clear out the com- 
puter’s memory and then 
type in the following: 

Listing 15 

This is of course only a frag- 
ment of a program and it 
doesn’t do anything par- 
ticularly useful — yet. 

Next, we want a way of 
getting the computer to 
print a friendly message 
such as ‘Hello, person, how 
are you?’, where person is 
the name typed in response 
to the ‘What is your name’ 
prompt. This is held in 
NAME$ so we can use the 
PRINT statement just as we 
did earlier: 

Listing 16 

Listing 17 

40 SELECT ON AGE 

oO ON AGE = 

Make sure you get the 
quotes and semi-colons 
correct — LIST the program 
to check. 

The last thing we need is 
a way of printing a different 
comment for each age 
group. There are lots of 
ways to do this, but Super- 

Basic has some very neat 
and structured facilities 
which we’ll take advantage 
of. 

The SELECT statement 
will do what we want. This 
makes the QL do different 
things depending on the 
value of a specified vari- 
able. We can make it do 
things for a range of values 
or just one particular value 
and we Can also make it do 
something else if the value 
of the variable is not within 
one of the values or ranges 
we specified. So, let’s say 
that if we use AGE as the 
SELECTing variable, then if 
AGE is between 0 and 18 the 
computer prints ‘You’re a 
bit young for this, aren’t 
you?’; if itis between 19 and 
20 it prints ‘You should have 
better things to do at your 
age!’; if it is exactly 21 it 

prints ‘What, today? | don’t 
believe you!’; and for any 
other age the QL prints ‘I 
won't mention your age 
again!’. Yes, of course it’s 
frivolous, but it serves to 
illustrate the power of the 
SELECT statement very 
well. Type in the following 
extra lines: 

Listing 17 | 

Run this program by typing 
RUN and hitting ENTER. Try 
it a few times and experi- 
ment with changing the age 
ranges and messages. 

Although simple, this 
program also treats us toa 
little tuition on algorithms. 
An algorithm is simply a 

0°10 1s 

long name for the method 
by which we mean to solve a 
task or problem. Note that 
in this sort of programming, 
the algorithm must be 
precise or else unpredicted 
results (ie, wrong results!) 
Can occur. 

For instance, RUN the 

program again and type in 
an age of 18.5. Why does it 
print out ‘| won’t mention 
your age again!’? Surely 
this isn’t what we intended? 

Well, no, it isn’t, but our 
algorithm was written in 
such a way that the com- 
puter is given no choice but 
to interpret it that way. The 
problem lies in the differ- 
entiation of ages in the 
SELECT statement. You'll 
notice, if you examine the 
program carefully, that 
there is no provision for 
ages which are greater than 
18 but less than 19. The best 
way of dealing with this is 
to change line 50 to extend 
from 0 to — well, to where? 
If we make it 19, then both 
lines 60 and 80 will be 
executed if the age is 19, 
which is clearly wrong. So 
we have to extend it to a 
number which is as near to 
19 as possible but isn’t 
actually 19. Problems are 
caused here by the phen- 
omenal accuracy of the QL 
when it comes to calcula- 
tions — it knows that even 
18.999999999999 is less 
than 19, so if we changed 
line 50 to 

Listing 18 

and you type in an age of 
18.95, neither lines 60 or 80 
would be executed — it 
would jump to the 
REMAINDER line again. 

Next month we’ll show 
you a way around this — 
and then we’ll start to do 
some more exciting things. 

60 PRINT “You're a bit young for this, aren‘’t you?" 
70 ON AGE = be A 20 
BO PRINT "You should have better things to do at your aqe!" 
90 ON AGE = ?1 

100 

110 
120 
120 END SELECT 

Listing 18 

20 ON AGE = 

ON AGE = 

PRINT "What, today? 

REMAINDER 
PRINT "I won’t mention your age again!" 

a Ha a =P cae 

I don’t believe you!" 



THAT SOFTWARE 

Software ‘bundling’ — the 
inclusion of software in the 
purchase price of a com- 
puter — is no new phen- 
omenon, even at the home 
computing end of the 
market. Nor is it surprising 
that Sinclair, having 
decided to offer software 
with the QL, should take the 
packages from Psion. 

Psion has, after all, long 
enjoyed a relationship with 
Sinclair so close as to 
resemble in-house 
concerns 
Acornsoft. Indeed, much of 
Psion’s prosperity has been 
built on an early determina- 
tion to exploit the new 
market for high volume 
games software opened up 
by the successes of the 
Sinclair range of machines. 
Psion has been so success- 
ful, in fact, in emulating the 
Sinclair ability to move 
product in high volume that 
the company recently 
notched up its three mil- 
lionth software sale. 

Many of the most remark- | 
able programs available for | 
earlier Sinclair machines — | 
Flight Simulation, Scrabble 
and Chequered Flag, for 
example, have come from} 
Psion, but like all the com- 

pany’s products, they were 
sold to Sinclair for world- 
wide marketing — Psion 
retained only the 
lectual 
programs. 

What is remarkable about 
the material bundled with 
the QL is its exclusively 
business orientation. In the 
past, home computer manu- 
facturers have always been 
able to rely on one-man 
software houses to 
generate the material 
needed to support new 
machines. Such material 
has perforcec been simple 
and heaviy biased towards 
the games player. 

But the QL is intended to 
be the first machine to 
bridge the gap between the 
previously separate worlds 
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like. ‘Acorn’ ss 

intel-| 
rights to the} 

of home and business com- 
puting. For this machine, 
therefore, Sinclair has 
wisely decided that it could 
not rely on such a hap- 
hazard approach for the 
business. software eit 
requires. 

So that the QL should be 
immediately attractive to 
the business user, the com- 
pany has chosen to supply 
it with three of the most 
‘widely used business 

packages — word process- 

IBM packs its PCjr software in ROM. 

ing, database and spread- 

sheet, along with an 
example of an increasingly 
fashionable genre, 
business graphics. 

A certain degree of family 
resemblance between the 
programs demonstrates 
their common parenthood. 
For instance, the screen is 
split into three sections: in 
all four packages, the 
screen displays an upper 
zone reserved as a prompts 
box, a central area where 
the main function of the 

program is displayed, anda 
lower portion giving miscel- 
laneous details of the 
package’s current status. 
The prompts box 

monitors the user’s com- 
mands, giving a record of 
actions in progress and 
acting as a memory-jogger 
for functions available via 
the QL’s programmable 
keys. 

The second, central zone 
is the data area. This is the 
largest section and 

displays the meat of the 
four packages — the 
spreadsheet, database, text 
Or graphics in use. 

The third and lowest zone 
contains information such 
as current command, 
Current mode, memory 
remaining, etc. 

Another common feature 
is the availability of a Help 
function at all times, allow- 
ing the user to exit from any 
part of the operation — 
even in the middle of in- 

putting — and returning 
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mands do exist, 

him to the exact point of 
departure after the con- 
sultation. 

But although the four 
packages do have these 
family resemblances, the 
Psion material as a whole is 
Only partly integrated into 
the unique operating 
environment of the QL, 
adding weight to industry 
rumours that Psion was 
until recently offering the 
programs to other manufac- 
turers. Names mentioned 
include Apple and IBM... 
Whatever the explanation 

— and it may be simply that 
the QDOS operating system 
had not been available to 
Psion long enough — the 
four packages cannot be 
held simultaneously in the 
QL’s memory, and only a 
limited amount of data- 
Swapping between them is 
possible. So the QL’s much- 

| mentioned multi-tasking 
| Capabilities cannot be exer- 
; cised on the bundled Psion 
material. 

‘Import’ and ‘export’ com- 
though, 

enabling some raw data to 
be transferred between the 
programs via a common file 
format. Only time and 
frequent usage will clarify 
the precise scope and use- 

| fulness of this facility. 
But one feature of 

| Sinclair’s software back-up 
for the QL does already 
seem- like an exceedingly 
good idea: the QL Users’ 
Bureau (QLUB) which will 
provide members with an 
advice service — run by 
Psion — as well as regular 
software upgrades for the 
four packages. 
There’s something 

refreshing about the admis- 
sion here that software is 
constantly improvable and 
for £35 a year the service 
looks like a great invest- 
ment for any QL owner. And 
thrown in with QLUB 
membership is a bi-monthly 
newsletter containing 
latest QL developments. 
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THE COMPLETE RANGE OF ‘SOLUTIONS 
PRINTERS’ LOOKING TO SOLVE ALL YOUR 

PRINTING PROBLEMS 

HR1 High Quality 

Printing ata 

sensible 

price. 

HR15 Low Cost Word 

Processing with a 

complete range of 

available options. 

Choice of 
ag Centronics .. 

or Serial 

I/F. 

Low 
cost 
WP. 

HR25 Full carriage 

width printing at 

a professional 

speed for the 

serious user. 

a EP44 Portable printing 
sexe with so much more, 

. |S full Duplex 
: Cr operation 

eer" RS232 I/F 

EP22 Versatile printing from 
your brief case RS232 I/F type- 
writer, printer, calculator all in 

one box. 

HR5 Ultra Low Cost Transfer 

Printer for home and portable 
office applications. 

CM51 The flexible typewriter 
with RS232C I/F. 

CM60 Full feature typewriter 
with RS232 I/F. 

THAME TELEPHONE: 084 421 5471 _ DISK PRODUCTS — Adaptec, Archive, Heurikon, NEC, 

TELEX: 837508 Quantum, SMS, Sysgen SYSTEMS THAME PARK ROAD _ PERIPHERALS - Axiom, Brother, NEC, Toshiba 
MICROCOMPUTERS - Onyx, SMS, Quorum LTD. THAME, OXON OX9 3XD NETWORKS Gaerne 
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Business Bargain? 

Psion profile 

Inside @DOS 

Learn programming — 
with Super Basic... 

or wait and C — 


